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Abstract
This dissertation examines how the detached house in Japan is part of a discursive space of a jūtakuron
(住宅論), or “housing debate,” among Japanese architects from the late 1950s to the present. This intense
theoretical examination, in turn, is what drove the production of a series of radical house experiments that
critically addressed the question of “what is a house?” Using as primary sources the most prominent
Japanese architecture journals, an archive of personal interviews with architects and residents, as well as
site visits that attest to the lived experience, this study identifies a significant shift in the housing debate
and designs from the mid-1990s onwards. It takes the writings and works of Kazuyo Sejima and Atelier
Bow Wow as emblematic of this recent transformation in the conception of a house from a stand-alone
aesthetic object – or “house as art” as Kazuo Shinohara declared in 1962 – into an architecture of social
engagement. Ani Hausu (1995) and Bairin no Ie (2003) are the two case-study houses used to explain
how this critique of existing domestic values manifested itself in a new interest in the house as a
container of a tangible lifestyle rather than a mere spatial composition. Influenced by this change, an
entire younger generation of architects could no longer design the home as a closed and private shelter in
the city, but came to understand it as an environment�that conceptually extended beyond its plot
boundaries. This altered understanding led the new generation to propose to their clients a different way
of living, one in which residents were encouraged to interact with things and people inside and outside the
house rather than withdraw from them. The objective of this analysis is not simply to demonstrate that
the discussions on the house and the houses actually built were crucial to professional architects. By
identifying how architects not only recognized a growing discrepancy between the ideology of “the
standardized container” for “the Japanese family” and its reality, but actively proposed alternatives, this
study considers the architect-designed house to have a much wider cultural significance beyond the
profession.
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Abstract
What Is a House?: Architects Redesigning the Domestic Sphere in Contemporary
Japan, 1995-2011
This dissertation examines how the detached house in Japan is part of a discursive space
of a jūtakuron (住宅論), or “housing debate,” among Japanese architects from the late
1950s to the present. This intense theoretical examination, in turn, is what drove the
production of a series of radical house experiments that critically addressed the question
of “what is a house?” Using as primary sources the most prominent Japanese architecture
journals, an archive of personal interviews with architects and residents, as well as site
visits that attest to the lived experience, this study identifies a significant shift in the
housing debate and designs from the mid-1990s onwards. It takes the writings and works
of Kazuyo Sejima and Atelier Bow Wow as emblematic of this recent transformation in
the conception of a house from a stand-alone aesthetic object – or “house as art” as
Kazuo Shinohara declared in 1962 – into an architecture of social engagement. Ani
Hausu (1995) and Bairin no Ie (2003) are the two case-study houses used to explain how
this critique of existing domestic values manifested itself in a new interest in the house as
a container of a tangible lifestyle rather than a mere spatial composition. Influenced by
this change, an entire younger generation of architects could no longer design the home
as a closed and private shelter in the city, but came to understand it as an
environment that conceptually extended beyond its plot boundaries. This altered
understanding led the new generation to propose to their clients a different way of living,
one in which residents were encouraged to interact with things and people inside and
outside the house rather than withdraw from them. The objective of this analysis is not
simply to demonstrate that the discussions on the house and the houses actually built
were crucial to professional architects. By identifying how architects not only recognized
a growing discrepancy between the ideology of “the standardized container” for “the
Japanese family” and its reality, but actively proposed alternatives, this study considers
the architect-designed house to have a much wider cultural significance beyond the
profession.
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Preface
“Housing is Art” by Kazuo Shinohara (1962)
House Design that confronts the Building Production

1

Housing is art. We are at a point where we have to state so while expecting
misunderstanding and opposition. It means that housing deviates and is independent from
what is called the field of architecture. Like painting, sculpture and literature, we must
move the nationality of housing to the community of fine arts.
Our job as house designers is to respond to the requests of one family, to devote
ourselves to design under specific conditions, be present at the construction site, pay
attention to minuscule details, and look after the completion of the house; on all accounts,
such work is afield from legitimate architectural production. What the high-growth
economy seeks from architectural production has shown remarkable development in the
past few years. Viewing mainstream architectural production as a rush of water, it would
seem natural that residential design is just a fleeting bubble floating on that surface. No
matter how much a single architect persists, it is unthinkable that the production activities
of this society will change.
The reason for the feeling of alienation that house-designers are suffering from
lies here: As is often said, the deadlock in house design, which people often point to, is
not the fundamental source of their irritation. There is absolutely no need for housedesigners to take the deadlock of the house design seriously only on their own. In these
days when the consciousness of the fleeting bubble haunts our minds, one must
remember the sense of fulfillment house design gave right after the end of the war. That
situation was, however, brought about by the feeling of being a design-pioneer in noman's land, as well as a feeling of satisfaction that house-design—with no other kind of
architecture—was the mainstream of architectural production. History does not repeat
itself. House design will not become a large part of mainstream production, and does not
need to be. Although the residential designs in which architects are involved might be
just fleeting bubbles in today’s architectural production, it is completely ridiculous to
mistake them for fleeting bubbles on design activities. The progress schedule of our
present-day mechanized civilization is very clear. Facing an even harder situation to
come, it cannot be useful to have such an unconfident perception of the present. It is truly
necessary at this point to cast a direct light on the essence of house and residential design
1

Originally published as 「住宅は芸術であるー建築生産と対決する住宅設計
」”Jūtaku wa geijutsu de aru: kenchiku seisan to taiketsusuru jūtaku sekkei.”
Shinkenchiku (May 1962): 77-78. Translated from the Japanese into English by the
author of this dissertation.
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and to measure our position accurately. Only then do I insist on setting the coordinates
and the direction of housing as art. It is not an escape from the consciousness of fleeting
bubbles, but on the contrary, an attempt to step deep into the reality that contemporary
society inevitably creates.
Even if houses —considered nothing more than fleeting bubbles from the
beginning— break out, it seems that no changes will occur in the vast field of mainstream
architecture. The independent movement of housing, however, would cause a chain
reaction with a clear direction in this vast field, in which the rule that art is useless and
only the strong wins in this domain would take over. Hereby, architects who still cannot
get rid of their dream to create something more artistic will be destined to fall out
immediately. Given that house designers have always had an inferiority complex towards
the powerful building production, the issue of art within the mainstream also appeared to
have complicated things significantly. The idea of art within the mainstream defies the
principle that the mainstream is a direct provider of the building production for society,
which is, in other words, the reason why the mainstream is mainstream.
In this domain, the modern factory will soon take a leading position.
Contemporary objects symbolized by such factories and the factory-like organizations
that plan them will be ensured their place as the brilliant mainstream of our present-day
mechanized civilization. Nevertheless, there are also new problems coming up. For
example, the things at the center of today’s activities will not necessarily work well
tomorrow. This is because higher-level organizations always aim at the leadership
position. By “higher-level organization” I refer not to the number of architects belonging
to an office, but to an organization that is linked to a more superior mechanism in our
economic system, i.e. something that goes beyond the usual view of so-called
“organizations” and “people.” I think signs of this are starting to appear not only in
architecture but in all of Japan’s industries.
Last autumn, when looking up at the huge piers of the nearly completed Wakato
Bridge above the crowded townscape of Kitakyushu, I felt that office buildings in the
urban city, no matter how much they aim at dynamic forms and dramatic spaces, cannot
compete at all with the dynamism of the bridge. It was just a collection of techniques to
cross over the sea, but this can be replaced with the concrete image of the factory I am
referring to. As new demolition and unification are repeated in this field, the moment
when dynamic movement toward the original goal—the modern factory—begins,
mainstream architecture will take its place as the true bearer of modern civilization. Also,
this is the moment when housing would be properly acknowledged as art.
When confrontation with the factory becomes a reality, the house is plunged into
a new situation. Now, I believe you fully understand my intention claiming, “housing has
become art.” You may probably interpret from my declaration that if factory-design
directly relates to production and participates in the creation of civilization, then housedesign is directly related to human beings themselves, and contributes to the creation of
culture. It is fine for us to believe that the more factories develop, the more significant
and valuable our work as house-designers will be.
Although factories and houses are antagonists, I am sure that their relationship is
not mutually negating. Therefore, even though the coming situation will be harsh, it will
xiv

not be dark. Speaking from the perspective of house-design itself, it might even be
thought to be a desirable situation. The freedom to govern itself with no unnecessary
inferiority complex will lead to the unrestricted development of houses.
When we begin from the premise that housing is art, even the prevalence of
spectacular “–isms” or strange forms should not be surprising at all. Also, as long as we
acknowledge that house design is unrelated to social production, there are no worries that
social progress will be hindered. Setting the starting point of design like this should also
promise freedom in design directions. House-designers, now freed from unnecessary
complexes, should be allowed to try anything. Now “freedom” comes into view. The
main purpose of this essay is here. This is because it simultaneously points out the
designer’s way of life regarding this situation and the problems attending the creative
process. Here, the question of house-design is shifting to the question of “freedom.”
Eccentric forms are, for instance, one kind of free expression. However, they have no
direct relationship with the real freedom that we should consider seriously from now on. I
think what is needed most now in house-design is a freewheeling imagination, but this
does not mean an unprecedented form in appearance.
Alternatively, there is this kind of freedom: we can consider a way of life where
we criticize the modern mechanical civilization and seek the restoration of humanity in
the primitive quality found in houses. I have to point out here that such artistic lifestyles,
which deny modernistic facilities and are composed of pre-modern materials, are, in fact,
not directly linked to real art and the matter of freedom. That’s the reason I mentioned
earlier that houses and factories are in an opposed relation but not in mutual denial. We
have to understand this as a three-dimensional relationship in which the two are opposites
while simultaneously supplementing each other, and as a higher-order relationship that
includes conflict and cooperation at the same time.	
 
It is difficult to talk about the future methods of house design or the issue of
freedom in general terms. They should be asserted in future projects individually. For
now, I would only like to state the following: our works are characterized by the very
particular conditions of one family. These houses stand in a vast modern society, and are
deeply entangled in the oscillation of human emotions between feelings of trust and
neglect. Once we grasp such a typical human lifestyle in a positive manner, it makes it
possible for us house-designers to offer to the masses a total image of what it is to be
human. This is another way of putting into words my belief that the house is a critique of
civilization. Here, the personality of the artist will possibly define the nature of the
disconnection between human and society. To establish it as a model, a sharp and unique
imagination is required.
I am conscious of my involvement with the tradition of Japanese architecture as
the origin of my design method, but I am trying to find a more effective approach. It
seems that a new appreciation for the wooden structures of Japanese architecture will be
necessary as valuable tools to get over this situation, rather than casting a mere weak
shadow over ultra-modern factories. As I touched on this project a while ago, one of my
expectations is that the “symbolic” elements of Japanese architecture may be a valid
weapon for future design but no doubt such an outcome must be realized and vitalized in
confrontation with the present state of society. We shouldn’t forget that any method—
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Surrealism, or Romanticism or the like— could only be effective when put in relative
relation to it contexts. Therefore, we must take into account that new life could come be
resurrected even in extremely functional things. Following this train of thought this way,
the story seems to have come back to the starting point, but we must instead realize that
we have come a step closer to a higher order of design.
The objective of this short essay is to illuminate the origins of “housing is art,”
and to call for a clear image for its future direction. Because it seems to me that this is
most important as we prepare for a new situation. To stand firm at the idea that “housing
is art,” and to tackle the harsh conditions will require an extremely strong will. I acutely
feel that the road to true art is still very long, but it will not do to stop this progress.
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Author’s Note

Transliterations from the Japanese in this study follow the Hepburn system of
Romanization, with long vowel sounds indicated by macrons. Contrary to all conventions
in Japan Studies, Japanese personal names throughout the text follow English convention,
with given name listed first, followed by the family name. This is because some of the
protagonists in this study have become familiar in the field of architecture by their
English names, and non-Japanese readers might be puzzled by finding them when written
according to Japanese conventions (e.g. Toyo Ito, instead of Itō Toyō).
However, when Japanese personal names are first introduced, a footnote lists the
Japanese name in kanji, followed by the Romanized spelling in Hepburn style (e.g. 伊東
豊雄, Itō Toyō). When I directly refer to a Japanese source in the main text, the title is
translated into English to maintain the flow of the argument. Footnotes corresponding to
these translations list the original Japanese title in kanji, followed by the Romanization in
Hepburn style. Bilingual sources follow the same technique as the one applied to
Japanese sources, but with the English title listed in brackets. The names of well-known
cities like Tokyo, Kyoto and Osaka follow English convention, without macrons.
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Chapter 0: Introduction

“Architecture will not be ruined by the minimum house.”

Le Corbusier (1929)2

For many early Modernist architects a century or more ago, the private house was
a privileged program and a testing ground for radical ideas. Victor Horta’s house for
himself (1901), Frank Lloyd Wright’s Robie House (1909) and Le Corbusier’s Villa
Savoye (1929) are among the iconic projects of Modernism that continue to appear just as
revolutionary as larger facilities like Peter Behrens’s AEG Turbine Factory (1909),
Walter Gropius’s Fagus Factory (1912) or Ernst May’s social housing estates
(Siedlungen) in Frankfurt. What especially sets domestic innovation apart is that it
contains fundamental social changes about new modes of living and inhabitation.3 While
much can be said about the bourgeois nature of residential reform in the “small” private
house – often commissioned by affluent clients who could afford to show that they were
“different” – the key point is that these architects (and their clients) did not merely view
the private container as an individualistic aesthetic dream. They also considered it the
embodiment of a larger social challenge: to present new ways of living not just for its

2

Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret. « Analysis of the Fundamental Elements of the
Problem of the ‘Minimum House”.” The International Congress for Modern Architecture
(CIAM) 2, Frankfurt. September 1929.
3

Jean-Louis Cohen. The Future of Architecture. Since 1889. London; New York:
Phaidon, 2012: 43.
1

owners but also for others – indeed, for everyone. It is this ambition that first drew my
attention to the subject.
As a scholar who grew up in the Netherlands, I have always considered the closeto-home Rietveld-Schröder House (1924) in Utrecht as exemplary. In 1923, client Truus
Schröder-Schräder commissioned De Stijl architect Gerrit Rietveld (1888- 1964) to
design a house for her and her three children. Like her architect, she had a strong vision
about what the house should be and should not be. So close was the collaboration that
scholars have credited Schröder-Schräder as the joint-inventor of the experiment.4 A
custom-designed house signaled the opportunity for her to embark on a lifestyle away
from conventional domestic values, an oppressive conventional marriage and class
expectations. From its humble size, unluxurious materialization and colorful geometric
facades to its open-plan layout, which forced its residents to live in close proximity, the
house defied all expectations of what a house for a woman of her status was expected to
be and how it was to appear.5 Although designed in response to the individual requests of
a single woman, the Rietveld-Schröder House turned out to be a prototypical model of
living that would serve as a model for the masses.
The present dissertation emerged out of my profound interest in this paradox
inherent in the custom-designed house. On the hand, it is a precise representation of
specific domestic arrangements for one specific family. On the other hand, the customdesigned house is a grand intellectual ambition in which opinions about larger social
4
5

Paul Overy. The Rietveld Schröder House. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1988.

Alice T. Friedman. Woman and the Making of the Modern House: A Social and
Architectural History, New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2006.
2

issues related to modes of domesticity and family life are proposed, shared and discussed.
The site of analyses to test my hypothesis, however, is not Europe but Japan, a country
where the mass production of detached single-family houses was “achieved, tested and
commercialized” in the post-Second World War period.6 Factors responsible for the
explosive growth of houses in Japan after the Second World War were the large housing
shortage, a rapidly growing economy, a short average building lifespan and an active
government policy that pushed for home ownership and promoted the house as an
essential part of people’s standard life course.7 In response to the demand, newly
established house manufacturers eagerly catered to the large transition from prewar
renting to postwar home ownership with the design and construction of prototypical
models for prefabricated single-family houses. Although local contractors and house
8
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Taro Igarashi. “The Development of Post-war Housing in Japan as a Phenomenon not
seen Anywhere in the World” in Nuijsink, Cathelijne. How to Make a Japanese House.
Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2012.
See also Togo Takeshi. 「日本の工業化住宅 (プレハブ住宅 )の産業と技術の変遷」.
“Nihon no kōgyōka jūtaku (purehabujūtaku) no sangyō to gijutsu no hensen” (Transition
of the industry and technology of industrialized Housing (Prefab Housing) in Japan)
http://sts.kahaku.go.jp/diversity/document/system/pdf/063.pdf. Accessed on 17 August
2016.
7

As social scientist Yosuke Hirayama has explained, home ownership was touted as an
indispensable component of middle-class life identity and completed the picture of the
normative family. Both government and businesses supported the housing system as
beneficial to the country's economic growth. While the government provided housing
loans, corporations granted company men lifetime employment and the prospect of
climbing the housing ladder with a gradually rising income. Yosuke Hirayama.
“Reshaping the housing system: home ownership as a catalyst for social transformation,”
in Hirayama, Yosuke and Richard Ronald (ed). Housing and Social Transition in Japan.
New York; London: Routledge, 2007: 20-22.
In 1941, the proporation of owner-occupied houses in the major cities of Japan was only
percent, while that of private rental houses was over percent. By the 1950s, the level of
home ownership increased already to over 50 percent. Hirayama, Yosuke. “Reshaping the
3
8

manufacturers would become the largest producers of houses, the profound role of
independent “artist” architects in the design of homes started with the low-cost, minimal
house in the 1950s and has remained a major field of architectural investigation for
independent architects ever since.
A country of detached single-family homes, Japan’s housing stock possibly best
resembles that of the United States, where between 1940 and 2000 a consistent 60
percent of the housing stock consisted of single-family detached homes, against 50
percent in Japan.9 Annually, Japan builds between 600,000 and 800,000 detached houses,
of which 80 percent are custom-built and 20 percent ready-built.10 In contrast to Europe,

housing system: home ownership as a catalyst for social transformation,” in Hirayama,
Yosuke and Richard Ronald (ed). Housing and Social Transition in Japan. New York;
London: Routledge, 2007: 17-18.
9

According to US Census, The United States counted almost 70,000,000 detached
houses in 2000, and 453,000 units newly constructed in 2015. https://www.census.gov.
Accessed on December 15, 2016.
The Statistics Bureau of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (METI)
shows that from the 53,891,000 housing units in Japan in 2003, 26,491,000 units (49%)
were detached houses http://www.stat.go.jp
10

Most custom-designed homes in Japan are constructed by small local contractors who
annually build no more than ten houses and design the houses themselves. Some of those
small contractors collaborate with an independent architect which result in what I call
“architect-designed houses”. See Shigeaki Iwashita. “Custom made housing in Japan and
the growth of the super contractor.” Construction Management and Economics (2001)
19: 295.
Iwashita’s numbers, however, dropped after the 2008-stock crisis to an average of
540.000 newly built detached houses a year.
While a precise number of architect-designed houses is yet to be put in statistics,
discussions with architects, architecture editors, house producers and house
manufacturers resulted in an estimate of 1 to 2% of the total number of custom-designed
houses. In 1995, the total amount of custom designed houses was 559.900 units (80% of
699.875 newly built detached houses). In 2011, the total amount of custom designed
4

where urban residents have readily accepted the idea of collective housing, living in cities
in Japan and America has thus largely retained the individualistic dream of owning a
single-family house.11 The major difference between America and Japan is that in Japan
independent architects have continuously played an active role in the production of
detached “mini” houses for the middle class, to the point that even university programs
and architectural competitions have actively supported students in designing houses
containing new ideas. In turn, Japanese architects have actively taken up the detached
house as a full-fledged design assignment despite its smallness, low budget and other
constraints. Not just a career debut, the detached house has often remained a challenging
experiment throughout their careers.
In this continuously making of houses, architects have used the house not only as
a form of architectural experimentation but simultaneously as a way of expressing their
role in society. When house design became an architectural assignment in the Taisho Era
(1812-1926), it was entangled in Japan’s modernization process and part of the sociocultural challenge of applying Western modes of living to a Japanese layout. In light of
the shortage of 4.2 million housing units caused by the Second World War, small house
design became a national policy in the wake of the defeat, and independent architects in
the late 1940s and early 1950s eagerly picked up house design as a way to make a social
houses was 342.946 units (= 80% of 428.683 newly built detached houses). An average
1-2% of these numbers would account for approximately 6700 architect-designed
houses a year.
11

Riken Yamamoto in a roundtable discussion with architects Waro Kishi, Kazuyo
Sejima and GA editor Yukio Futagawa. 「座談会：日本の現代住宅事情」	
 
“Zadankai: nihon no gendai jūtaku jijyō.” (Round-table Discussion: The State of
Contemporary Houses in Japan) GA Houses. 47 (1995): 75.
5

contribution. In the 1960s, as Japan celebrated fast economic recovery, independent
architects started to critically express themselves against the rapid industrialization
through urban detached houses. Illustrative for this 1960s movement is architect Kazuo
Shinohara, who in 1962 declared that “Housing is Art.”12 In the belief that houses should
be independent of the realm of architecture and move into the realm of painting, sculpture
and literature, Shinohara not only made a statement against the industrialization and
homogenization of the housing market but also expressed his autonomy as an
independent “author.”13 Although his houses perfectly fulfilled the function of shelter, for
Shinohara the house symbolized an artistic realm that celebrated the free expression of an
author as producer. It is from this definition of “house as art” – in which the primary
focus is space rather than the residents – that I will analyze the “artistic houses” designed
by architects thereafter.
The single-family house takes an ambivalent role in world architecture history. It
is either discarded as an irrelevant symbol of wealth or assessed positively as an
architect's springboard to success. In Japan, the architect-designed single-family house
also started as a bourgeois affair, but the Westernization of Japanese houses put forward
12

Kazuo Shinohara. 「住宅は芸術である」"Jūtaku wa geijutsu de aru." Shinkenchiku
(May 1962): 77-78.
13

I refer to the way Walter Benjamin and Roland Barthes have discussed the position of
authorship in the process of production. Shinohara was arguing for the autonomy of the
individual architect and claimed himself the author of his artistic houses.
Roland Barthes. “The Death of the Author.” Aspen 5-6 (1967).
Walter Benjamin. “The Author as Producer.” New Left Review I/62, July-August 1970;
83-96.
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by progressive thinkers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries found its way to the
masses in the postwar era through the industrialization of houses. Although first
introduced in the houses of the elite, the Western chair-sitting lifestyle rapidly
disseminated and turned into a common mode of living in the postwar era. Once mass
production of houses resulted in mass sales in the 1960s, the focus of architects’ critique
was no longer the “feudal” traditional Japanese house but the homogeneous housing
stock based on a Western lifestyle that had once been “avant-garde.”
The focus of this study, then, is the production of detached houses designed by
independent architects in the post-Second World War period. In particular, I analyze the
production of detached houses commissioned by clients with no architectural background
or agenda who, starting from the mid-1990s, decisively opted for a house designed by the
independent “studio-style” architect as an alternative to the ongoing commercialization of
the prefabricated catalog dwelling. Although a niche market, consisting of an estimated 2
percent of the total number of newly constructed detached houses produced in Japan each
year, the estimated number of 6700 architect-designed houses completed each year
constitutes a significant cultural production that surpasses the outcome of such innovative
housing programs in Europe and America as the Weissenhof Siedlung, the Case Study
House program and The Harvard Five in New Canaan.14 Concentrating on this
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Compare this amount with the Weissenhof Siedlung; a low-cost housing exhibition
staged in 1927 in Stuttgart that resulted in the construction of 21 buildings comprising 60
dwelling units. The Harvard Five was a group of five Harvard GSD graduates (Marcel
Breuer, Philip Johnson, Eliot Noyes, John Johanden and Landis Gore) who completed
about 100 modern houses in New Canaan, Connecticut in the 1940s. John Entenza.
‘Announcement: The Case Study House Program.' Arts and Architecture (January 1945).
The Case Study House Program was an initiative of editor John Entenza that asked
7

“generation” of architect-designed houses, I pose the following research question about
modern Japanese architecture and culture: How did new ways of thinking about the
configuration and enclosure of space contest existing living arrangements and with that
challenge the contemporary “Japanese” house as a mere aesthetic experiment?
Although the houses I discuss are one-on-one solutions made for a set of clients,
they are emblematic of the architect's feeling of responsibility towards society to design a
seed of change. The new ways of living architects proposed in these houses attempted to
contrast with the highly uniform housing stock in urban Japan consisting of prefabricated
catalog dwellings, multiple-unit low-rise wooden apartment buildings (apāto) and
modern high-rise apartment towers (mansion) that all share the same “pattern-book”
layout based on a fixed number of private rooms attached to a living room and a diningkitchen. The architect-designed houses under discussion are emblematic in their
willingness to break with social and architectural conventions in Japan regarding layout,
materialization and notions of enclosure, to teach people to rediscover the art of urban
living. As such, these houses cater to a growing demand for housing options different
from those designed for the “typical” Japanese family and with that transcend into
implications for architecture, and society, at large.
What makes the generation of houses under discussion (1995-2011) particularly
interesting is that it marks a moment in Japanese architectural history in which home
buyers had the rare opportunity to choose between a standardized “dime-a-dozen”
famous architects to design inexpensive and efficient model homes. Of the 36 schemes
made between 1945-1966, only 27 were realized (though not exactly within the budget of
an average homebuyer). Elizabeth Smith. Blueprints for Modern Living: History and
Legacy of the Case Study Houses, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989.
8

prefabricated catalog house or an exclusive (though low-budget) custom-made house
designed by an independent architect. As such, these incidental “boutiques houses”
illuminated, for a moment, a potential reality in Japan.15 Situated on the smallest and
cheapest urban plots and with the ordinary salary worker as its new client, the customdesigned house, for the first time in Japanese architectural history, was taken thus out of
its “artistic sphere” to become accessible to many.

The House as a Tool to make Discourse
The methodology I employ to demonstrate the significance of the detached
house in the portfolio of the independent architect in Japan is to trace the role of
detached houses in architectural discussions and to show how that role allowed
the house to become the discursive space of a jūtakuron (住宅論) or “housing
debate.” By discursive space I refer to the ability of house design to trigger an
interchange of words among multiple participants. Although the work of a single author,
a progressive design for a single house can become the driver for a much broader
debate in multiple discussions and across different architecture journals. Secondly,
discursive space signifies “a body of opinions” from one single architect compressed, in
this case, into a (single) act of building. This dissertation then investigates how that
housing debate took shape in the late 1950s as a distinct topic of discussion among
Japanese architects and how “house” and “home” were continuously redefined over the
15

Note that not everybody who could afford the new reality of a custom-designed home
also explored it. Many opted for the “safe” solution of a standard prefabricated catalog
dwelling.
9

following decades. It acknowledges that Japanese architects of different ages have all
been in the same situation, and consequently, made house design – talking houses – a
shared topic. This lively debate on what makes a “good house,” in turn, is what drove the
production of generations of architect-designed houses, which are distinct from each
other because of changing economic, social and political circumstances.
Within this housing debate, I will demonstrate that the architecture journal was
the most productive platform for architectural exchanges and the focus on the
arrangement of words a form of architectural production in itself.16 Starting with
Kenchiku Zasshi [Architecture Magazine] in 1887, architecture magazines have
paralleled the growth of the architecture profession in Japan. Concurrent with avant-garde
magazines in Europe in the 1910s and 1920s, Japan witnessed the proliferation of a
variety of new architecture magazines that made use of new photography techniques,
which allowed architectural ideas and architectural forms to travel in and out of Japan.17
The introduction of the English-language magazine Japan Architect in 1956 – featuring a
16

Shinichi Okuyama and Kazunari Sakamoto. 「戦後「新建築」雑誌にみられた建築
家の住宅観」”Sengo ‘Shinkenchiku’ zasshi ni mirareta kenchikuka no jūtakukan”
(Thoughts on housing by architects as observed in Post-WWII issues of Shinkenchiku
magazine). Journal of Architecture, Planning, Environment, Engineering. AIJ, no
428(October 1991): 125.
Beatriz Colomina and Craig Buckley. Clip Stamp Fold: The Radical Architecture of
Little Magazines 196X to 197X. Barcelona: Actar, 2009:8.
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For a discussion on the role of architectural media in educating the early modernist
architects in Japan about world trends, see Ken Tadashi Oshima. International
Architecture in Interwar Japan: Constructing Kokusai Kenchiku. Seattle and London:
University of Washington Press, 2009:19-23.
Note that Kokusai Kenchiku (国際建築) [International Architecture] magazine started off
as Kokusai Kenchiku Jiron (Opinion about International Architecture) but changed names
in 1927 to become Kokusai Kenchiku (International Architecture), one of the major
magazines that promoted international architecture, as Oshima demonstrates.
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selection of extracts from the Japanese-language Shinkenchiku [New Architecture]
magazine until 1990 – added an entirely new dimension to the exchange of architectural
ideas. Although dependent on the quality of the translations, and only granting access to a
small part of the entire discussion, the translated excerpts from Shinkenchiku gave an
English-speaking audience a more profound understanding of Japanese architecture
culture. Simultaneously, Japan Architect introduced Japanese architects to a new way of
conveying information from Japan overseas and consequently made works from Japan
open to foreign critique.18 In the 1960s, new magazines that expanded the boundaries of
the architectural field, such as SD (Space Design) and Toshi Jūtaku, seconded the regular
architecture journals with topics that included urban planning, interior design, furniture,
arts, films and theater.19
Each architecture journal, however, attempted to find its niche, with the result that
together they cover a broad range of topics and perspectives. Shinkenchiku (新建築 ), in
18

A special 100th issue commemorating the 60-year history of The Japan Architect (JA)
list several architects’ comments on the significance of the magazine. “Looking back the
60 Years.” The Japan Architect 100, (Winter 2016): 6-12.
19

Interview between author and the chief editor of Toshi Jūtaku, Makoto Ueda. Tokyo,
October 2015.
Makoto Ueda used to be an editor of Kenchiku magazine before being asked to start the
new magazine Toshi Jūtaku. Despite the booming economy and super high-rise being
made at the time of ist launch in 1968, Toshi Jūtaku was set up as a magazine to
introduce the small urban house. Kaijima company initially requested Ueda to make it
into popular magazine that would sell many copies, but the theme of Urban Houses didn't
allow for such approach. Instead, he focused on the problems of houses and cities,
featured on the radical houses designs made by young architects rather than “beautiful
houses” designed by established architects and added features to learn of study about
architecture. By featuring foreign examples, from American grassroots houses, to the
work of Rudofsky and the islands of Mykonos, Toshi Jūtaku informed Japanese
architects knowledge about a variety of houses from around the world.
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print since 1925, with its circulation of 50,000 copies per month, is the “bible” among
architecture magazines in Japan and is stocked in all libraries and a collector’s item of
most architecture offices. It accurately documents a project with photos, detailed
drawings and architects' own writings.20 In 1985, Shinkenchiku’s publisher began
producing the specialized houses magazine Jūtaku Tokushū (住宅特集), which deals
solely with the topic of the house in its various forms. Its specialized nature and a
circulation of 35,000 copies a month demonstrate the importance of the architectdesigned house among architects, interior designers and house producers.21 Kenchiku
Bunka (建築文化) was in print between 1946-2004 and found a niche by considering
architecture not as material but as a culture. Besides themed issues on foreign architects,
it featured aspects just outside architecture, such as furniture, urban design and music, as
well as discussions with non-architects. 10 + 1 has thrived as a theoretical magazine with
in-depth discussions, extensive book reviews and long author interviews, while GA
Houses (1976-) is a themed issue of Global Architecture Publishing Group that presents
20

Compared to Toshi Jūtaku, SD, or Kenchiku Bunka, Shinkenchiku featured more closed
architects’ talk that was less likely to be picked up by people outside the architecture
field. But compared to the well-established magazine of Shinkenchiku, Toshi Jūtaku was
a minor magazine with a small print run and a tiny target group of mainly post-graduates.
However, restrospectively, the magazine had a big impact through introducing the work
of young architects with radical proposals.
21

When Jūtaku Tokushū was launched in 1985, Shinkenchiku started to concentrate on
larges-scale architecture. However, up to today there are still exceptions. As current JA
editor Mitsue Nakamura explained: “When a house is made as a house, focussing on the
people living in it, it will likely be featured in Jūtaku Tokushū. If a house is built like
architecture, and proposes a totally different answer to living, the chief editor may decide
to include that house in Shinkenchiku.”
Interview between author and Japan Architect editor Mitsue Nakamura. Tokyo, October
2016.
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foreign “villas” alongside Japanese residences through the lens of architectural
photographer Yukio Futagawa (1932-2013).22 All these magazines are stocked in the
libraries of architecture schools throughout Japan, next to more commercial publications
published by large construction firms as well as major international architecture
magazines such as Architecture Review, Domus, Abitare, Casabella and l’Architecture
d`Aujourd’hui.
The nature of Japanese architecture magazines is significant to the way I consider
these primary documents. Unlike international magazines where critics directly evaluate
the work of architects, Japanese architecture magazines require architects to write their
texts and publish them without editing by a professional editor. The principal aim of
Japanese architecture magazines has thus been to provide architects with a platform to
present their work individually and to provide them with a space to launch ideas that are
only later published in a compilation book. Besides informal meetings, the printed media
is one of the few places where Japanese architects have “discussed” their work with
others.23 With these concepts in mind, architects in Japan have used the architectural
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Yukio Futagawa (1932- 2013) was for six decades the brain behind several magazines
from Global Architecture Publishing Group, selecting the works, interviewing architects
and shooting all projects by himself rather than relying on external photographers.
Currently, his son Yoshio Futagawa has taken over his role.
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One of the few public events in Japan where designers can present their work in a
casual manner is Pecha Kucha Night. Pecha Kucha Night is conceived in Tokyo in 2003
by two long-term foreign residents of Japan, Astrid Klein and Mark Dytham from Klein
Dytham Architects. The event offers a public stage in Tokyo for young creative
professionals to present their work in 20 slides, each shown for 20 seconds. The formula
proved very successful and the event is now taking places in more than 1000 locations
around the world. http://www.klein-dytham.com/pechakucha/
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magazine primarily as part of their portfolio, writing texts about the thoughts that
occupied them during the design phase, or as a form of soul-searching to reflect on the
mishaps of a previous project that they could not discuss with the actual clients. Besides
featuring the work of architecture critics and historians, Japanese architecture journals
thus allowed the architect to flourish as “ writer, a public intellectual, a perceptive and a
severe critic of the existing order.”24 Together, this discursive space of the magazines
formed a large collective platform that, more than the public event, played a pivotal role
in the exchange of architectural ideas in Japanese architectural culture.25
Although the housing debate unmistakably drew on sources from outside, it had a
strong internal development. Local problems such as the rapid transformations of the
postwar city, its accompanying environmental pollution, the rise of alternatives to the
normative “Japanese postwar family,” and the increase of Japanese feminism are but a
few social issues that strongly influenced architecture discussions. On top of that, the
limited English language skills of early-career Japanese architects, in addition to Japanese
being the official language, have given the housing debate a somewhat semi-autonomous
character.
24

Toyo Ito in an interview with historian Terunobu Fujimori. 「伊東豊雄の建築(19712001)」 “Itō Toyō no kenchiku.” (Toyo Ito 1, 1971-2001) Tokyo: Toto Shuppan,
2013:27.
Taking Toyo Ito as his protagonist, Thomas Daniell has demonstrated the potential of a
Japanese architects to became a critical intellectual, author with sharp observations and a
spokeman, alongside their job as a practicing architect. Thomas Daniel. “The Fugitive.”
Tarzans in de Media Forest. London: Architectural Association, 2011: 3-18.
25

While the interchange of images worldwide has contributed to a continuous exchange
of forms and ideas, the debate itself was due to the language mainly confined to a
Japanese-speaking and Japanese-reading audience.
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Using primary sources of the most distinguished theoretical platforms of
Shinkenchiku [New Architecture], Jūtaku Tokushū [Housing Special], JA [The Japan
Architect], Toshi Jūtaku [Urban Housing], Kenchiku Bunka [Architecture Culture], 10+1,
and GA Houses, this study investigates how Japanese architects, from the 1960s to the
present, have hailed (or disputed) the detached house as a valuable design assignment,
through an analysis of the major themes, topics and editorial statements over the past
several decades.26 Starting with the golden age of “minimum” house designs in the 1950s,
I reconstruct a continuous “housing debate” from the articles and issues devoted to the
topic of house design and highlight the key persons and major points of controversy
within its social context. The start of my analysis in the late 1950s coincides with the
moment the critical nature of house design began to play out. It is at this moment that we
see architects positioning their work or thoughts by relating them to larger theories or by
comparing them with the work of other architects.
From this analysis, I have extracted three observations. Firstly, the housing debate
changed from individual theoretical statements in the 1960s to a shared discussion in the
1990s. Initially, architects such as Kazuo Shinohara and Arata Isozaki turned themselves
into distinct individuals by copying the polemical writing styles of architects like Le
26

The housing debate I describe moved between different journals, including
Shinkenchiku (1925~), The Japan Architect (1956-), and Jūtaku Tokushū (1986-) by
Shinkenchikusha, Kenchiku Bunka by Shokokusha (1946-2004), 10 + 1 (2000-) by
Inax/Lixil, and Casa Brutus (2000-) by Magazine House. While the focus is on the above
magazines, this study did certainly not overlook contributions in the magazines Space
Design SD (1965-) and Toshi Jūtaku (1968-1986) by Kajima Shuppansha (1968-1986),
Jūtaku Kenchiku, Kenchiku, and the Kenchiku Zashi/Journal of Architecture and Building
Science, which all had a strong impact on the architecture debate in Japan. Although each
magazine tried to be somehow unique, topics were inevitable shared. As such, a
“response” to one architect’s call could also appear or continue in another magazine.
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Corbusier and Adolf Loos. Three decades later, they chose to take part in more
“democratic” discussions, involving multiple participants, in the form of interviews,
dialogues and round-table discussions. Secondly, topics changed from personal theories
on spatial configurations to much wider issues, touching upon family arrangements, city
form and society at large. Thirdly, the housing debate under discussion is representative
of a changing self-image for the architect. By the mid-1990s, the image of the architect
was no longer that of a “hero” designing a “monument” for his patron, but more that of
an associate who carefully responded to his clients' requirements and preferred way of
living.
Besides the analysis of ideas within the discursive space of architects’ personal
writings, my research methodology contains a second component unique to comparable
studies in the field. Site visits to and a taste of the lived-in experience of 300 of these
architect-designed houses, plus an archive of personal interviews with architects and
residents collected between 2005 and 2016, form another significant portion of the
primary sources used in this research. Together, these study materials outline a generation
of houses bracketed by the aftermath of an economic downturn (1995) and a destructive
earthquake (2011)– events that twice prompted Japanese architects to rethink their
professional capacities.27 Subsequently, my study takes the works and writings of two
architecture firms, Kazuyo Sejima & Associates and Atelier Bow Wow, as emblematic of
a generation of custom-designed houses that demonstrate how the “house as art” as first
27

I refer to the 1995 Great Hanshin Earthquake that enforced the effects of the burst of
the economic asset bubble, and the triple disaster of earthquake, tsunami and nuclear
power plant meltdown of the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake.
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introduced by architect Kazuo Shinohara in 1962 gradually changed from a stand-alone
architectural expression into “something other than mere art.”28
The housing debate I examine includes all discussions concerned with the design
of the house. Central to this debate is the critique of existing family values, and I
particularly focus on texts and works that pose the fundamental question “What is a
house?" The common thread running through the different theoretical propositions is the
question of how to widen the possibilities of architecture through the design of the
detached house. Driven by a will to innovate (not unlike the 1920s avant-garde) architects
in Japan discussed topics touching upon such questions as: What to do about the
landscape of suburban residential areas? How to participate in or stay away from the
ongoing commercialization of houses? How to adapt houses to transformations in the
family? Although the debate was initiated and kept alive by a relatively small circle of
architects, theoreticians and architectural critics and had as its primary audience fellow
architects and architectural students, I acknowledge that it has continuously seen
engagement with other disciplines.29 Sociologists, anthropologists and other social
scientists – those who signify trends in Japanese society – have strongly influenced the
topics of the debate. Given the recent increase in lifestyle magazines and the rise of
mobile and digital media such as Internet and Twitter as a substitute for more substantial

28

Kazuo Shinohara. 「住宅は芸術である」”Jūtaku wa geijutsu de aru.” Shinkenchiku
37(5) (May 1962): 77-78.
29

Attempts to open the housing debate led to discussions with sociologists, philosophers,
and feminists such as Chizuko Ueno, Yuko Nishikawa, Satako Shinohara, Kiyokazu
Washida, Iwao Matsuyama, and Hiroki Azuma.
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theoretical journals, my “historical project” attempts to capture what used to be a lively
exchange of architectural ideas through the printed page.30
Where previous scholarly contributions touched upon the topic of the detached
house in Japan, they have given us mere snapshots of an entire housing debate.
Monographs on individual architects commonly focused on the whole portfolio of one
architect and viewed houses as merely a stepping stone towards a real career based on
large public projects. Within the English-language literature, historian Jordan Sand has
made a significant contribution on the topic of house and home in Japan that covers the
Meiji and Taisho Eras.31 Ken Tadashi Oshima followed up with an analysis on the efforts
of independent architects to internationalize Japanese architecture during the interwar
period (1919-1937), including pioneering house designs.32 The minimum houses of the
1950s have been discussed in the light of precursors of the commercial prefab market but
are still underrepresented in English-language studies as mere imports of postwar
Modernism.33 Developments in house design in the 1960s are considerably
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The most in-depth online architecture journal today is 10+1. A paper magazine
between 1994-2008 (50 issues), 10+1 is now run by Lixl Publishing who is digitizing all
fifty issues into an open source, and continues the magazine as an online journal since
2009. http://10plus1.jp
31

Jordan Sand. House and Home in Modern Japan: Architecture, Domestic Space, and
Bourgeois Culture, 1880-1930. Vol. 223. Harvard University Asia Center, 2005.
32

Ken Tadashi Oshima. International Architecture in Interwar Japan: Constructing
Kokusai Kenchiku. University of Washington Press, 2009.
33

Bergdoll, Barry, and Peter Christensen. Home Delivery: Fabricating the Modern
Dwelling. The Museum of Modern Art, 2008.
An illuminating study of the unique Japanese interpretations of “another” Modernism
emerging in these minimum houses has yet to be written.
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overshadowed by the grand visionary schemes and projects by the Metabolist Movement,
a popular subject of scholarly attention in recent years.34 Houses from the 1970s entered
history as “powerful gestalts” by Kenneth Frampton and as “ritual houses” by Chris
Fawcett, while Japanese houses designed during the 1980s economic bubble are all too
frequently compared to Postmodern endeavors in the West.35
Japanese sources that have informed my study include the work of such leading
Japanese architecture historians as Hiroyuki Suzuki, Kazuhiro Ishii, Hiroki Onobayashi,
Takashi Hasegawa, Terunobu Fujimori, Shuji Funo, Shinichi Okuyama, Makoto Ueda,
Hino Naohiko and Akihito Aoi, architectural critics Taro Igarashi, Hajime Yatsuka and
Jun Aoki, as well as untranslated essays, discussions and interviews with Japanese
architects. A grand narrative of the small but not minor architectural experiments that
took place in Japan from the 1950s to the recent past, however, had yet to be constructed.
With this study, I attempt to tell the recent history of the contemporary detached house in
Japan as a product of intense theoretical examination and architectural experimentation.
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The following publications are emblemmtic for the recent scholarly interest in the
Metabolist Movement:
Zhongjie Lin. Kenzo Tange and the Metabolist Movement: Urban Utopias of Modern
Japan. Routledge, 2010.
Rem Koolhaas, Rem, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Kayoko Ota et al. Project Japan: Metabolism
Talks…Taschen, 2011. Mori Bijutsukan.et al. Metabolism, the City of the Future: [dreams
and visions of reconstruction in postwar and present-day Japan]. Tokyo:
Mori Art Museum, 2011.
Seng Kuan and Yukio Lippit, eds. Kenzo Tange: Architecture for the World. Lars Müller,
2012.
35

Kenneth Frampton. A New Wave of Japanese Architecture, September 25, 1978, to
November 14, 1978. Vol. 10. Institute of Architecture and Urban Studies, 1978.
Chris Fawcett. The New Japanese House: Ritual and Anti-Ritual Patterns of Dwelling.
Icon, 1980.
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The first chapter introduces the broader cultural changes in the domestic sphere
and family that entered Japan after it ended its two-century embargo on international
trade and contact in the late 19th century. It explains how Japan was first confronted with
the Anglo-Saxon notion of “home” as a shelter for the nuclear family before houses
turned into assignments for the professional Western-trained architect and introduces the
Japanese post-Second World War housing system as crucial to the understanding of the
role of the Japanese government in instigating the dream of home ownership. It explains
how trade and industry catered to this dream of home ownership by developing an
effective prefabricated housing market, which allowed architects, in turn, to rebel against
these mass solutions with alternative living arrangements.
The second chapter opens up the “housing debate” (jūtakuron) by considering
different architects’ attitudes towards the custom-designed detached house in postSecond World War Japan. It elucidates the intensity of the debate and the diversity of
opinions in place prior to the generation of houses that form the main body of this study
(1995-2011) and explicates how the house in the 1960s and 1970s turned from a
predominantly social issue solving the immediate housing shortage into an artistic
discipline where architects readily experienced a freedom of expression not seen before
in Japan. The window through which I look at these radical houses is the generative
moment of young architects’ early career, full of ambitions to show society the way
forward. In the 1980s, the economic bubble once again undermined the aesthetic attitude
generated in the 1960s and 1970s, allowing the house to become part of real-estate
speculation.
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The third chapter explores the ideological dispositions of the architectural firms
Kazuyo Sejima & Associates and Atelier Bow Wow, which emerged out of the economic
bubble of the late 1980s and the wake of the burst of this economic bubble in the early
1990s, respectively. In a search for a new reality, both firms are emblematic of two
different attitudes that emerged in reaction to the notion of “house as art” as introduced
by their mentor Kazuo Shinohara in the 1960s, and transformed art into “something
artistic.” Analysing the firms’ written ideas on house design and the tools they used to
effect that change, I elucidate the shift in the housing debate from predominantly internal
concerns on aesthetic, spatial compositions to a concern with the house in the context of
its users and immediate surroundings. The two case studies of Ani Hausu (1998) by
Atelier Bow Wow and Bairin no Ie (2003) by Kazuyo Sejima constitute the main
material with which to explain how the theoretical and philosophical propositions
discussed above have played out in the actual design of a generation of artistic houses
that came into being around the mid-1990s. While the portfolio of Atelier Bow Wow
contains over 40 detached “mini-houses” and Sejima in collaboration with SANAA
(Kazuyo Sejima + Ryue Nishizawa) has realized more than 25 radically new ideas for
living spaces, I pick these two houses for a close analysis to represent a much bigger
picture of house concerns between the mid-1990s and 2000s.
The fourth chapter examines how engagement with the popular media such as the
best-selling lifestyle magazine Casa Brutus as well as the TV Asahi television program
Tatemono Tanbō [建もの探訪] have affected both the nature of the housing debate as
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well as the self-perception of the architect.36 It analyzes how detached houses designed
by an entire generation of younger architects – represented in this study by architects
Kumiko Inui, Sou Fujimoto, Junya Ishigami and Go Hasegawa – came to be understood
as an environment rather than a refuge for the nuclear family. Although each architect
explained this environment differently, they shared the belief in the art of house design as
one that engages with its surroundings.
The last chapter presents the everyday reality of a post-3/11 Japan to argue that
the newly designed detached house, for the time being, has lost its role among architects
in favor of social concerns. Using contemporary media such as architecture journals as
well as more casual lifestyle magazines, newspaper articles, recent conference
proceedings, curatorial statements and exhibition catalogs, this chapter portrays a change
of values among the Japanese that has reverberated in architectural discussions. This
mentality change triggered the demise of the dream of home ownership and consequently
the rise of alternative living arrangements, such as shared living, DIY, and renovation as
alternatives to the custom-designed new-build home, which architects readily picked up
as their new social duty.
A primary aim of this study is to identify that the detached house has been at the
core of architectural developments in post-Second World War Japan and instigated a
lively discussion among architects about what made a good home at that particular
36

Another popular Japanese magazine on houses “for the general audience” is「モダン
リビング」 “Modan ribingu” (Modern Living), published by Hearst Fujingaho-sha since
1951. The magazine is comparable to the American shelter magazine House Beautiful.
http://www.hearst.co.jp/brands/modernliving.
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moment. It sets out to demonstrate that the production of architect-designed houses in
Japan is a much-discussed cultural asset and views the custom-designed home as a
discourse that entails the simultaneous inclusion of criticism and the dissemination of
ideas and viewpoints. It acknowledges that Japanese residential design – with its
ephemeral quality due to a short average lifespan of 30 years – cannot be examined
without considering the context in which it was produced and argues that the architectdesigned house reflects (rapid) societal changes while simultaneously providing a critical
lens on society.
Rapid developments in the postwar Japanese city – from ashes to the
contemporary “jungle” – as well as transformations in the image of the Japanese family
are the two main factors through which I analyze the different generations of architects
and their houses. In their discussions and projects, architects have made the house an
allegory of the city, embracing it, internalizing it and turning their backs towards the city.
Besides this love-hate relationship with the city, the house has constantly been redefined
through new spatial arrangements to accommodate changing social relationships and
lifestyles as alternative to the once constructed image of “the Japanese family.” As such, I
demonstrate that these discussions on the house and the houses actually built were not
only crucial to the professional architect, they also had a much wider cultural significance
beyond the profession.
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Chapter 1: The Modernization of the Japanese House, Home and
Family, and the Exceptional Efforts of Architects

The house as a work of architecture did not exist in Japan until the introduction of
the academically trained architect in the Meiji Era (1868-1912). For centuries, it had been
the master builder (大工 daiku) who built houses in a tradition that embraced an allencompassing construction method in wood, passed on from generation to generation.37
The profession of master carpenter stemmed from the early woodworker, who became a
wood-building artisan in the 16th century, not only designing and crafting building
components but also overseeing the construction site. Yet when the Meiji government set
its agenda to rapidly modernize the country, the daiku gradually lost its absolute
sovereignty to the “modern” architect trained in the art of designing and constructing
buildings using Western styles and stone and brick technologies.38 After a transitional
period in which the master carpenter and the architect became “rivals” — allowing
carpenters to exploit their knowledge of structural details and ties to the construction
37

Kozo Kadowaki. 「職能像の現在―集合知としての建築家の相位をめぐって」
“Shokunōzō no genzai: Shūgōchi toshite no kenchikuka no sōi o megutte”. Kenchiku
Zasshi 1651 (Nov.2013):36.
In this article, architecture historian Kadowaki points out the view that the profession of
architect as it entered Japanese architecture culture was originally a job of editing
collective intelligence, assembling existing construction methods and technologies. Those
who put the intelligence into the building elements, however, were the craftsmen who —
especially between the end of Edo Period (1603-1868) until the middle of the Taisho Era
(1912-1926) — produced architectural parts almost autonomously.
38

Jonathan M. Reynolds. Maekawa Kunio and the Emergence of Japanese Modernist
Architecture. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001:15.
Reynolds devotes an entire chapter to the rise of the architectural profession in Japan
between 1850-1930 in the above volume: 9-37.
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industry, building with modern ferroconcrete, and architects to explore modern
innovations in wood — the carpenter, in the 1920s, was eventually relegated to the realm
of on-site carpentry while the academy-trained architect took the lead in the design
process.39
The introduction of the professional Western-trained architect was part of a largescale modernization project in which the Meiji government carefully selected and
imported the best foreign social systems to apply back home. The most ambitious
learning experience of this kind was the Iwakura Mission (1871-1873), in which 49
officials of the new government travelled for 18 months through America and Europe to
study their modern political, economic and educational systems.40 In the field of
engineering, this interest in Western ideas, institutions and technologies led to the
opening of an Imperial College of Engineering (工部大学校 kōbu daigakkō) in 1873 and
the appointment of British engineer Josiah Condor in 1877 as a teacher at that institution,
to educate the very first generation of academy-trained Japanese architects in Western
building techniques and styles.41 Like other foreign advisors (お雇い oyatoi), Condor
was hired by the Japanese government to assist in the modernization of Japan using his
39

Cherie Wendelken. “The Tectonics of Japanese Style: Architect and Carpenter in the
late Meiji period.” Art Journal 55, no. 3 (1996): 28, 36.
40

For a better understanding of the position of the Iwakura Mission in the modernization
process of Japan, see James L. McClain. Japan: A Modern History. New York: Norton,
2002: 171-174 and Andrew Gordon. A Modern History of Japan: from Tokugawa Times
to the Present. New York: Oxford University Press, 2009
(2nd ed.): 73-74.
41

Finn Dallas. Meiji Revisited: The Site of Victorian Japan. New York: Weatherwill,
1995:18. Dallas translates oyatoi as “honorable alien employees.”
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specialized knowledge. Upon graduation from this institute of technology, however, the
group of elite architects were not “free” architects: they were rapidly patronized by the
government and given the task of applying their newly learned skills to the building of
modern institutions such as banks, schools for higher education, offices and museums in
Japan. The five decades it took for the architect to surpass the daiku as a design
professional illustrate that although civic institutions rapidly modernized, domestic
architecture responded slowly to Westernization and mainly continued to be built by
daiku, in traditional Japanese style and in wood.
Where the modernization of the Japanese home first advanced was a conceptual
family ideology appropriated from the Anglo-Saxon concept of home (hōmu). A modern
counterpart for what Meiji leaders considered an indigenous and “feudal” Japanese
concept of household (家 ie), hōmu was inspired by the language of Victorian
domesticity in foreign texts and the stories of Christian missionaries operating in Japan.42
Meiji reformers started to promote the idea of hōmu as “an intimate space sequestered
from society and centered on parents and children” which, as historian Jordan Sand has
demonstrated, introduced to Japan a private realm that was significantly different from
the public one.43 Whereas the traditional Japanese house had a fluid, public-like character,
providing shelter for servants, apprentices, lodgers and the extended family, and
42

The shift seems akin to the transition from the open Medieval “big house” to a
conscious family life of parents and children in 17th century Europe.
43

For an immaculately detailed account of the development of house and home in the
Meiji and Taisho era I refer to Jordan Sand’s House and Home in Modern Japan:
Architecture, Domestic Space and Bourgeois Culture, 1880-1930. Cambridge (Mass.):
London: Harvard University Asia Center, 2003.
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consisted of spaces for domestic rituals, hōmu implied a house for a married couple in
which the head of the household (主人 shujin) was an employed husband and the wife a
full-time housewife (主婦 shufu). This gendered division of labor — which stressed the
separation of dwelling and workplace — brought comprehensive changes to the meaning
of the house.44 Unlike the traditional Japanese household that had a family business as its
organizational foundation, the modern lifestyle promoted communication between family
members as the highest asset to bind a family together.45
This new “cultured” lifestyle was popularized by women’s magazines that, in
view of demographic changes, saw the need for a rational, simplified and democratic
mode of living.46 Home magazines reinforced the idea of the happiness of the home by
promoting mutual love between husband and wife within a monogamous relationship.
The new mode of living would support a family’s health and implied changes such as the
abandoning of hierarchical social customs within the house, the elimination of the
44

Sociologist Chizuko Ueno has pointed out that the modern Japanese term for house,
jūtaku (住宅) literally means “living (住む sumu) house (宅 taku)”.This linguistic
analysis demonstrates that the house only became “a place for living” in the modern era.
Before, it was a place for all kinds of activities, ranging from working, production, to
rituals. Chizuko Ueno 「家族を容れるハコ家族を超えるハコ」“Kazoku o ireru hako
kazoku o koeru hako.” Tokyo: Heibonsha, 2002:5.
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Chizuko Ueno. 「家族を容れるハコ家族を超えるハコ」“Kazoku o ireru hako
kazoku o koeru hako.” Report on the 8th Lecture of the Butsugaku (Society of Research &
Design). 30 November 2004.
http://www.k-system.net/butsugaku/pdf/080_report.pdf
Accessed on 7 November 2016.
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Japan experienced a rapidly growing urban population and a growing percentage of
nuclear families, saw the spread of higher education among elite and the emergence of a
professional stratum with high income. Mariko Inoue. “Rendering Domestic Space:
Modern Housing in Prewar Tokyo.” Monumenta Nipponica, 58(1) (Spring 2003): 80.
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excessive formal guest rooms, improvement of sanitary facilities and an efficient
household management. Above all, the publications emphasized the socializing of family
members by means of intimate family dinners shared around a low dining table (卓袱台
chabudai) for family dining (“happy family circle”), casual chats over tea in a family
room, and family outings outside the house, in the public realm. 47
In architectural terms, “at home” initially translated into an uncomfortable
mixture of Western-style furniture items and decorations hauled into the Japanese-style
tatami-floored houses of prominent people such as politicians and members of large
business conglomerates (財物 zaibutsu). Other interpretations of home were imitations of
entire Western-style houses (西洋館 seiyōkan), used for upper-class entertainment rather
than everyday living. At best, it took the form of a hybrid of Japanese and Western
lifestyles in which non-family members were entertained in a Western-style wing
attached to a regular Japanese-style part of the house in which the basic daily activities of
the family continued to take place in the traditional manner.
This first “compromise” to synchronize the two different lifestyles for the middle
class was the half-Japanese, half-Western-type house (和様折衷住宅 wayō setchū
jūtaku). Different from previous attempts that focused on merely achieving a Western
look, wayō setchū jūtaku introduced fundamental changes in the layout and functions of
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Jordan Sand. House and Home in Modern Japan: Architecture, Domestic Space, and
Bourgeois Culture, 1880-1930. Harvard East Asian Monographs, 223. Cambridge
(Mass.): Harvard University Asia Center, 2003: 29-33.
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the rooms. 48 Typically made for high-ranking Japanese officials, the floorplan of these
houses reflected a “stylistic dichotomy” between Western and Japanese lifestyles through
the addition of a Western-style room that served as a space for the head of the household
to receive his guests. In this layout, only guests and the head of the household would
encounter the public face of the house, consisting of a Western-style entrance room and
reception room filled with table, chairs, and curtains. The private part of the house was
reserved for family members and typically still clad with tatami mats and shōji sliding
doors, to accommodate a floor-sitting culture.
It was only during the Taisho Era (1912-1924) that admiration for Western life
convincingly spread to the domestic setting. The newly introduced cultured lifestyle
complied with the interests of a new middle class (中流階級 chūryū kaikyū) that had the
actual means to purchase a house based on the concept of the nuclear family and created
— for the first time — a real demand for individual bourgeois houses in Japan. 49 The so-
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Editor and housing specialist Makoto Ueda has argued that it was the American
missionary William Merrell Vories (1880-1964) who first preached a new basis for
residential design in Japan without negating Japanese customs. Vories was an English
teacher who turned to architecture after being dismissed from his job due to his
involvement in the promotion of Christianity in Japan. From 1907 onwards, he built over
1000 Western-style houses (seiyōkan) in Japan. Ueda has pointed out that Vories realized
that Japanese were not merely content with a minimum house but required “stylish
amusement” (decoration) to make a house feel home. Interview with editor and writer
Makoto Ueda. Tokyo, October 2015.
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Note that the demand for a house still encompassed the reality of only a fraction of the
urban population in Japan. Most people could only dream of it through magazines and
mass-market books that promoted images of modernity. As Mariko Inoue has explained,
the bunka jūtaku catered to an upper middle class and most residents of the new housing
communities were graduates from one of Japan’s leading universities such as the
University of Tokyo and Waseda University. Mariko Inoue. “Rendering Domestic Space:
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called “culture houses” (文化住宅 bunka jūtaku) that sprouted from this demand
reflected a change in middle-class lifestyle that accompanied the transition from the Meiji
focus on “civilization” (文明 bunmei) to the Taisho focus on “culture” (文化 bunka).50
One spatial innovation that extended the notion of half-Japanese, half-Western-type
house (和様折衷住宅 wayō setchū jūtaku) was the house with a central corridor (中廊下
nakaryōka) [fig 1]. Whereas access to a traditional Japanese home was organized by
means of a wooden veranda (縁側 engawa) circling the perimeter of the house, the
“central corridor” type divided the house into a northern half with domestic facilities and
a maid’s room, and a southern half with Japanese-style rooms for the family, including a
Western-style reception room. With the space for the domestic servant separated from the
family spaces by the corridor, the nakaryōka floorplan introduced a form of privacy
unknown in the traditional Japanese dwelling. A second style of living considered
appropriate to modern family life was the introduction of a floorplan with a centrally
located Western-style living room (居間中心 ima chūshin) that was furnished with chairs
Modern Housing in Prewar Tokyo.” Monumenta Nipponica, Vol. 58 No. 1 (Spring 2003):
86.
Architecture critic Hajime Yatsuka has also claimed that the typical modern nuclear
family did not yet exist in the Taisho era (1912-1926). Early modern houses built during
that time catered to a hypothetical future situation. Hajime Yatsuka. 「「住宅建築」の
起源」」 “’Jūtaku kenchiku’ no kigen” in X-Knowledge.「住宅とは何か」“Jūtaku to
wa nanika”. Tokyo: X-Knowledge, 2013: 157.
50

Bunka jūtaku were semi-European-style houses; Japanese houses that incorporated
Western elements and popular in 1920s and 1930s Japan. As Jordan Sand has explained,
Meiji “civilization” had a public and nationalist character, while Taisho “culture” was
rather individualistic. Jordan Sand. “The Cultured Life as Contested Space: Dwelling
and Discourse in the 1920.” In Elise K. Tipton and John Clark. Being Modern in Japan:
Culture and Society from the 1910s to the 1930s. Honolulu: University of Hawaii 2000:
99.
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and table [fig 2]. Recalling the changes that lifestyle improvement reformers had
advocated earlier, architects in this house type literally placed family life at center stage
by situating all “auxiliary” rooms around the main Western-style living room.51
The birthplace of bunka jūtaku was the newly planned residential town taking
shape on the outskirts of Tokyo, commonly referred to as a garden city (田園都市 den’en
toshi) [fig 3]. In response to the urbanization of Japan and the lack of appropriate housing
for middle-class urban residents, entrepreneurs in the 1910s and 1920s started to buy land
in the Western suburbs and connected these tracts to central Tokyo with newly built
railway lines, something that evolved into a large-scale collaborative effort between train
companies, large corporations, landscape architects and architects.52 Contrary to the
original garden city ideals as described by British urban planner Ebenezer Howard in his
book To-morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform (1898) and Alfred Richard Sennett’s
Garden Cities in Theory and Practice (1905), den’en toshi were never meant to be
independent, self-contained communities; they were seen from the outset as part of
51

According to scholar Mariko Inoue, the ima chūshin floorplan was designed in 1920
and first displayed at the 1922 Tokyo Peace Commemorative Exposition (平和記念東京
博覧会 Heiwa Kinen Tōkyō Hakurankai), a large-scale exposition to commemorate the
fourth anniversary of the end to the Great War (World War I) held in Tokyo’s Ueno Park.
Besides work of the members of the Bunriha Kenchikukai, the exhibition contained the
first model house exhibition in Japan named Culture Village, which introduced ideas on
contemporary house design and housing reform catering the new urban middle class.
Mariko Inoue. “Rendering Domestic Space: Modern Housing in Prewar Tokyo.”
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Yōetsu Fujiya. 「住宅地開発と田園都市思想」 - 「郊外」の形成」”Jūtaku chi
kaihatsu to denentoshi shishou: ‘kougai’ no keisei,” in Hashimoto, Jun (ed).「現代建築
の軌跡 : 1925-1995「新建築」に見る建築と日本の近代」”Gendai kenchiku no
kiseki : 1925-1995 shin kenchiku ni miru kenchiku to nihon no kindai”. Tokyo:
Shinkenchikusha, 1995: 22.
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Tokyo.53 The idea of “living surrounded by greenbelt,” however, harmonized well with
the original intention of den’en toshi to create a new housing culture for intellectuals. In
this appropriated form, the Japanese garden city became a suitable model for organizing
Tokyo’s uncontrolled sprawl.
After the First World War, the bourgeois notion of “home” spread among a wider
audience through the efforts of the government committee The Everyday Life Reform
League (生活改善同盟会 seikatsu kaizen dōmeikai).54 The outbreak of tuberculosis was
one incentive for the government to continue earlier trials on lifestyle improvement on a
national scale and teach people the advantages of “hygienic” and “healthy” Western
modes of living, diet and clothing. Using the rapid expansion of the mass media — in
particular women’s magazines — as one of their mediums, the committee actively set out
in the 1920s to improve the lives of the proletariat by reforming and rationalizing the
everyday life of the population as a whole, focusing on the elimination of “regressive”
and “unhygienic” Japanese habits such as floor-sitting, eating from individual trays,
floor-sitting kitchens, the unbalanced Japanese diet, the undefined and flexible Japanese
53
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The introduction of individual bourgeois houses happened in Europe already at the
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tatami rooms, and the lack of proper functional divisions, calling these “inappropriate”
for the modern nation that was Japan.55 Instead, these reformers glorified a Western
lifestyle. Western clothes, they preached, allowed easier movement, Western food was
more nutritious and the use of chairs enabled a sanitary and efficient style of life, and as
such better befitted the nation.56
The new demand for individual houses as a cultural expression (bunka jūtaku)
coincided with the period that Modernist ideals were travelling back and forth between
Europe and Japan. Japanese architects such as Junzo Sakakura, Kunio Maekawa,
Takamasa Yoshizaka, Arata Endo, Kiyoshi Seike and Iwao Yamazaki worked in the
offices of such Modernist masters as Le Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright and Walter
Gropius, while architects like Bruno Taut, Antonin Raymond and Walter Gropius visited
Japan to uncover Modernist ideals in Japanese traditional architecture.57 These crosscultural experiences nurtured, as Ken Oshima has pointed out, a “creative will” (作意
sakui) among independent architects to move beyond the mere copying of Western
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models as Japanese architects had done in the Meiji Era.58 An example of this idea that
architecture should be more of an artistic discipline was Japan’s first architecture
movement, the “Secessionist Group” （分離派建築会 bunriha kenchikukai）. Bunriha
Kenchikukai was launched in 1920 by six recent graduates of the Tokyo Imperial College
(the present-day University of Tokyo) who brought an ongoing discussion on whether
“architecture is art, or not” to new heights.59 Architecture in Japan was originally
introduced as an engineering project at the Tokyo Imperial College and literally meant
the “study of the making of buildings” (造家学 zōkagaku). The name implied that
architecture was a type of science, rather than a form of art (建築術 kenchiku-jutsu). The
first to raise his voice against this doctrine was Kozo Kawai, who with his essay “Theory
of Art” in 1888 advocated making architecture an art form.60 In 1894, that argument was
backed up by architect Chuta Ito, who proposed that the architecture society use the word
kenchiku (建築) as the official translation for “architecture” because of its artistic
58
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connotations. 61 When the members of Bunriha issued their first manifesto in 1920, they
formulated an attack on their university’s commitment to zoka and criticized in particular
their mentor Toshinori Sano, who, with his specialization in earthquake-resistant
structures, clearly emphasized the engineering aspect of architecture within the college.62
Using provocative exhibitions and manifestos, the members of Bunriha advocated a wish
to break away from the architectural styles of the past, as well as freedom of expression
for the architect.63
One of the key figures who brought house design to new levels was Bunriha
member Sutemi Horiguchi (1895-1984). With a master’s thesis on modern Western
architecture from Tokyo Imperial College, Horiguchi travelled to Europe in 1923-24,
where he encountered German, but above all Dutch, architecture. Upon return, he
skillfully modernized traditional Japanese architecture with a focus on compositional
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features within a traditional framework, something the Modernists pursued.64 Realizing
that the social and technical conditions of 1930s Japan could not yet achieve the
principles set by Modernist architecture in Europe, Horiguchi juxtaposed Japanese (life-)
styles with modern Western ones and, in the analysis of Arata Isozaki, managed to
combine wooden spaces and modern concrete spaces into “compositional spaces” that
acknowledged the limitations and characteristics of both Western and Japanese
construction methods [fig 4].65
Czech-born American architect and long-term resident of Japan Antonin
Raymond (1888−1976) took the modernization of the Japanese house a step further with
houses made with an exposed concrete finish and the introduction of the traditional post
and beam structure in concrete.66 Whereas Auguste Perret (1874-1954) and Frank Lloyd
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Wright (1867-1959) had already transformed concrete from a structural material to an
architectural material, it was Raymond who, during his lengthy stay in Japan, emphasized
the natural qualities of concrete and showed its poetic beauty.67 His own house, House in
Reinanzaka, in Tokyo (1924) is a three-story house that introduced a poetic expression of
concrete, with the texture of cedar ingrained into the concrete [fig 5]. Raymond unified
structure and finish from a practical as well as aesthetic standpoint and insisted that the
use of raw materials referred to Japanese aesthetics. Notwithstanding his own perception,
the resulting exposed concrete surfaces were original from a Japanese perspective, as
they showed no visible sign of a “Japanese style,” and became a technique later adopted
by postwar Japanese architects such as Kenzo Tange.68 The accomplishments of
architects like Horiguchi and Raymond in the 1920s and 1930s illustrate that the
introduction of the individual bourgeois house in Japan coincided with the moment the
house became a focus of artistic creators in the modern sense.
Progressive modern lifestyles were also introduced before the Second World War
in the collective housing units of the Dōjunkai Apartments (同潤会アパート) [fig. 7].
The Dōjunkai Apartments were built with donation money by the non-profit government
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foundation Dōjunkai (同潤会), set up in 1924 with the aim of rebuilding the areas hardest
hit by the 1923 Tokyo earthquake. In the 18 years of the foundation’s existence, it
produced 12,000 housing units in the form of improvements to existing housing stock,
new-build wooden apartments in the Tokyo suburbs, as well as 16 complexes of
Dōjunkai Apartments built in Tokyo and Yokohama between 1926 and 1934.69 Built in
earthquake- and fire-resistant reinforced concrete rather than the common building
material of wood, the Dōjunkai Apartment typology was Japan’s first Western-style
public multi-family apartment. Additionally, the complexes were innovative because for
the first time the Japanese government played a major role in the design and financing of
housing for ordinary (middle-class) people. Different from standard apartment buildings
in Japan at that time, Dōjunkai Apartments featured a diversity of units — from singleoccupancy to family apartments — residences and shops, a mixture of floor and chair
sitting and incorporated flush toilets and other Western amenities new to Japan. Above all,
it included facilities open to non-residents, with the aim of creating ties between the
residents and the neighborhood. Although modelled on Western concepts of collective
housing planning and construction, the floorplans did not yet feature a Modernist 1:1
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functional ratio but were, like the traditional Japanese house, still designed for multiple
uses.70
During the Second World War a severe rationing of construction materials and
size restrictions limited the actual construction of new-build houses in 1941 to 15-tsubo
(49.5 m2) units. In spite of this, ideas on domestic comfort continued to be developed. A
key person in the push for domestic reform, starting during the war, was architect and
Kyoto University professor Uzo Nishiyama (1911-1994).71 Nishiyama was a Marxist
who fought for the improvement of the lives of poor workers who flocked to the cities as
a result of industrialization, and the first to make the small house a subject of
architectural attention. He criticized government proposals, which according to him
ignored the economic conditions of poor workers and quality of life and focused merely
on designing housing for more affluent people. 72 Convinced that scientific study was
crucial to defining a prototype for a standardized floorplan, he started researching the
houses and daily lives of people in Osaka, Kyoto and Nagoya. Through these
observations, Nishiyama came up with an alternative planning scheme that, in his view,
better addressed the reality of the housing problem in Japan.
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In his 1942 treatise “The Theory of Separate Eating and Sleeping for a Functional
Composition of Living Spaces,” Nishiyama laid the basis for a new prototype for a
standardized floorplan for “all people.” A small house could only have comfort if it had
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order, he argued, and this was to be achieved by separating the eating-related area from
that of the sleeping quarters [fig 8]. This statement was radically different from his
contemporaries, who generally saw tatami-clad spaces as flexible in nature. To solve the
limited space problem of a minimum house, architects commonly used the flexibility
inherent in tatami-clad spaces as an excuse to merge different domestic functions into one
room and thereby save space. In contrast, Nishiyama reconsidered the interpretation of
flexibility and advocated a return to a functional division inherent in the traditional
Japanese house. Already in the old houses of Japan there was the distinction between
sleeping on a soft tatami floor and activities such as working and cooking on the dirt floor
of a doma (土間). 74 By observing the lives of ordinary people, Nishiyama concluded that
what Japanese houses needed was a better sleeping arrangement, in order to create a clear
separate space for eating. At the time, people ate in the tatami-clad room located closest
to the kitchen and did not bother to transform this dining room into a sleeping room
73
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afterwards but collectively moved into the second tatami-clad room to sleep all together.
In response to this custom, Nishiyama proposed the revolutionary idea of an eat-in
kitchen so that each house would have two proper bedrooms, one for the parents and one
for the children. Nishiyama’s concept of the separation of eating and sleeping spaces
would have a large impact on architectural planning thereafter and was implemented en
masse in the floorplans of collective housing complexes in postwar Japan.
A new constitution drafted by the Allied Forces in 1947 during Japan’s
occupation drastically changed personal and family relations in Japan and with them
domestic needs. With the aim of transforming Japan from a militarist, feudalist country
into a peaceful and democratic one, the new constitution promulgated democracy, respect
for the individual, and marriage based on the mutual consent of both sexes and equal
rights for husband and wife, as opposed to the prewar notion of a patriarchal society.75 As
a result, the prewar notion of the extended household lost validity and gave way to an
entirely new family ideology based on a couple or nuclear family living separately from
the rest of the family.
One person who clearly shaped a new postwar mentality among architects in
response to the new postwar democracy and advocated reconstructing and democratizing
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Japan through architecture was architecture critic Ryuichi Hamaguchi.76 Hamaguchi
graduated in architecture from the University of Tokyo in 1938, along with Kenzo Tange
and Hiroshi Oe, and made his debut as a writer in a series of articles published in
Shinkenchiku in 1944 on the question of a Japanese national architectural style. In his
first book, Architecture of Humanism: Reconsideration and Prospects of Japanese
Modern Architecture (1947), Hamaguchi introduced a revisionist interpretation of
modern architecture and took international modernism as a suitable example for shaping
the future course of Japanese modern architecture [fig 9].77 Hamaguchi considered
Japanese modern architecture — as developed in Japan between the Meiji Era and the
Second World War — a deviation from the right course, calling it nationalistic, dedicated
to the ruling class and lacking a human dimension. Instead, he proposed that Japanese
architects embrace the spirit of functionalism as embedded in International Modernism,
as its functionalism contained a humanist spirit that tried to reach many people.
Hamaguchi’s writings greatly inspired his Japanese contemporaries to turn to
functionalism and formed the roots of a common understanding that architecture in
postwar Japan should be democratized.
Lifestyle changes in the postwar era also became the subject of theoretical
contemplation through the work of Uzo Nishiyama’s 1947 book, Living from Now On
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[fig 10].78 Amid the recovery from the Second World War, Nishiyama set out to improve
the low standard of living of prewar Japan with a standardization of living styles all
across the country. He suggested a mixture of Western and Japanese lifestyles as the most
realistic solution, allowing Western-style chairs to stand on the fragile tatami mats along
with the common futon mattresses for sleeping. Next, he introduced the idea of a separate
bedroom for parents, as well as for girls and boys, as an advanced version of his 1942
treatise, and stated that a rational supply of housing stock could be achieved through the
standardization of houses and furniture.
Another call to improve housing after the war and remove the feudalist aspects of
Japanese living spaces through functionalism came from Miho Hamaguchi, the wife of
architecture critic Ryuichi Hamaguchi and a pioneer among women architects in Japan
after the Second World War, as she was the first women with a first-class architect’s
license.79 In her legendary book Feudalism in the Japanese House (1948) she criticized
Japanese living spaces, in particular the kitchen, which was historically a place for female
and servants but not for men, located at the back of the house [fig 11]. In line with
Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky’s domestic revolution with the 1926 Frankfurter kitchen,
implemented en masse in Ernst May’s social housing projects in 1920s Frankfurt,
Hamaguchi contributed to the improvement of postwar houses in Japan with a design for
a brighter and more functional kitchen that would be used by the Japan Housing
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Corporation after 1955 as a standard component of the Dining-Kitchen (DK) floorplan in
its public housing projects.80
An initial response from architects to the absolute demand for 4.2 million housing
units after the war was the design of housing prototypes, suitable for mass production,
that embraced democratic features.81 Just as other countries involved in the war
repurposed former wartime and production technologies, Japanese architects collaborated
with former war industries to develop prefab houses suitable for mass fabrication.82 Since
the aim of a prefab house was a low cost, the resulting houses resembled simple boxes
based on assembly-line systems. What made the house an attractive commission for
architects was not merely the fact that prefab seemed the most logical answer to
providing many houses in a very short time. The orientation towards the “machine” also
nicely coincided with the aims of Modernism, examples of which entered Japan after the
war mainly from the United States. Despite severe size restrictions due to the shortage of
building materials after the war — limiting houses to a mere 12 tsubo (~39m2) from 1945
and to 15 tsubo (~49 m2) from 1948 onwards — less than two years after the war,
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architects actively started designing the ultimate minimum house as part of their social
duty to help Japan recover from the war.
The most successful collaborative project between industry, academia and
architect for a prefab housing model was Premos, Kunio Maekawa’s attempt to achieve
his master Le Corbusier’s “machine for living [fig 12].”83 With the technical know-how
of the former Manchurian Aircraft Company, Maekawa developed the flagship housing
unit Premos 7, based on a simple self-supporting system of standardized honeycomb
panels and plywood sheeting with wood trusses for floors and roofs. The 52 m2 prototype
contained a combined living-dining-kitchen, a bedroom and a toilet and housed mainly
occupation soldiers, railroad workers, and several architects, including Ryuichi
Hamaguchi. In a larger version, it served as company accommodation.84
Equally inspired by Le Corbusier was architect Kiyoshi Ikebe, who developed a
simplified version of Le Corbusier's system of proportions, Le Modulor. Ikebe's General
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Module (GM) was based on multiples of 2 that made the model more suitable for
standardization than the original Le Modulor. Using this system, Ikebe designed a series
of nearly 100 experimental Case Study Houses, in which he explored the standardization
of form and space [fig 13]. Like its Californian counterpart of the Case Study House
Program initiated by Arts & Architecture Magazine editor John Enteza, Ikebe’s Case
Study Houses used “the best materials available” such as industrially produced steel sash
windows.85 With his Case Study House series, Ikebe became a pioneer in the
industrialization and modular coordination of housing in Japan. A lack of building
materials and technical know-how, the still costly production process and the negative
“makeshift” image of these temporary houses, however, prevented prefabrication
industry from succeeding at this stage in Japanese history. Notwithstanding all serious
efforts by architects and industry, Premos, with its 1000 realized units, remained the most
successful attempt at industrialization of the housing industry until the prefabrication
industry really took off in the 1960s.
With experimental prototypes for mass production at an impasse, architects
shifted their attention to the design of individual houses that embraced the new postwar
family ideology of a couple-centered family. In the belief that house design could bring
about revolution — showing what Japanese society would be in the near future —
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architects zealously started to design efficient housing plans for limited floor areas that
envisioned a future housing condition of a nuclear family in a micro urban space.86 What
made these house plans different from prewar structures for modern living was that their
target audience was no longer the elite but the average worker, and that architects catered
not to the traditional extended family but to a couple or a nuclear family. What architects
achieved in the new floorplans in terms of modernizing residential space was a clear
separation of eating area and sleeping area, the creation of a separate living room for
family leisure, a more efficient layout for domestic activities, as well as assigning the
wife’s workspace of the kitchen not a minor role but a central position in the house.87
Architecture competitions were a driver for the proposals architects presented for
these experimental houses for modern nuclear families. As early as 1947, Shinkenchiku
magazine launched residential competitions that asked for the elimination of the
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“feudalistic” aspects of the traditional Japanese house. Addressing themes such as
“Reduction of Housework,” “Child Raising” and “Rationalization of Tidying Up,” the
competitions were unique in that they required architects to analyse lifestyles prior to
design.88 Despite the severe size restrictions, architects were eager to think about a new
kind of house. Heavily influenced by the writings of Uzo Nishiyama and Ryuichi
Hamaguchi, most schemes shared the idea of a chair-sitting lifestyle in the main space, a
lifestyle that would be implemented in the majority of all urban housing in 1960s Japan.
Makoto Masuzawa and Kiyoshi Seike are only two examples of architects who
successfully contributed innovation to the modernization of the postwar house in Japan.
In a reference to Maison Citrohan (1922) — an economical housing prototype designed
by master Le Corbusier, in which he managed to create a feeling of spaciousness using a
double-height space — Makoto Masuzawa developed Minimum House (1952) [fig 14].
Using a footprint of just 9 tsubo (~29.75 m2), Minimum House is exemplary for a
generation of experimental houses in Japan that sought the absolute minimum shelter for
a nuclear family in the postwar era. Using wood as an alternative to unavailable industrial
materials, and the traditional Japanese unit of measurement of a tsubo (roughly the size of
two tatami mats placed side by side), Masuzawa envisioned a whole new lifestyle based
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on the introduction of a double-height living space, which was a spatial experience
significantly different from the horizontally oriented Japanese house.89
A surprising alternative to the proposals that embraced a Western way of living
based on functionally divided rooms was Kiyoshi Seike’s design for his own house in
Tokyo, My Home (1954) [fig 15]. In the belief that certain aspects of Japanese culture
should be preserved in the modern house, Seike surprisingly refrained from making
functional divisions and fully explored to what extent one can live without any doors at
all.90 Arguing that the Japanese managed “privacy” through behavior and did not need
solid walls, Seike used only shoji screens, curtains and moveable furniture items to
loosely define his one-room interior space. My Home’s “modern” one-room space, with
only delicate partitions, would become a model for the houses designed by Japanese
architects in the 1990s and 2000s who likewise tried to eliminate heavy walls.
In reaction to the serious shortage of housing, and the urgent need for many new
units, the challenge for architects and planners immediately after the war was to design
fire-resistant housing based on a system that could supply large quantities. One housing
project that merits particular attention in this history of modern housing in postwar Japan
is the public Takanawa Apartment (東京都営高輪アパー, 1947-1948) designed by
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Mikishi Abe.91 Abe, president of the postwar housing reconstruction institute, proposed a
vision that what Tokyo — left in ruins due to the war — needed was fire-resistant
reinforced concrete buildings rather than wooden houses. Although a modest complex,
Takanawa Apartment created the image, in postwar Japan, of a modern apartment
building, surrounded by a common garden and suggesting community life. Inspired by
Takanawa Apartment, the Ministry of Construction standardized their public housing in
1949, using three types of floorplan, type 49A (16 tsubo), type 49B (14 tsubo) and type
49C (12 tsubo), which were implemented nationwide.92
The rational planning efforts to separate sleeping from eating drafted by Uzo
Nishiyama during the war were an inspiration for the discussion on the future of Japanese
public housing. One of the members of a broader committee consisting of architects,
scholars and bureaucrats in charge of the design of a new kind of public housing was
Tokyo University professor Yasumi Yoshitake. Like Nishiyama, Yoshitake and his
students had been investigating the ordinary small house for the working class as well as
the arrangement of rooms. The problem, as Nishiyama had already observed, was that
Japanese people used the tatami room closest to the kitchen as a dining area, and did not
bother to change it into a sleeping room. To conform to the Western notion that parents
and children should sleep separately for reasons of “hygiene, sexual morality and
personal privacy,” Yoshitake and Suzuki introduced a layout that, first of all, ensured two
91
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proper bedrooms: one for the couple and one for the children. They met these
requirements by combining the cooking and eating spaces, introducing an eat-in kitchen.
Yoshitake’s prototype for a minimum floorplan for a rational lifestyle on 35 m2
resulted in the standard public housing floorplan of 51C [fig 16].93 While he agreed with
Nishiyama’s idea of separate functions in the house to ensure a better family life,
Yoshitake also acknowledged that it was not possible to separate all functions if the
house was a mere 35 square meters. From their surveys, they had learned they should
allow some possibility for different behaviors to combine and overlap as well. The
sketches that led to 51C therefore incorporated sliding doors (fusuma) between the
dining-kitchen and the southern room, while keeping the northern room strictly separate.
The 51C model was revolutionary in the way it brought order to the small
dwelling space by rearranging sleeping habits and the way it promoted a democratic
nuclear family through the separation of eating and sleeping spaces, while rationalizing
the kitchen to liberate housewives from housework. Devoid of any hierarchical features
related to non-family aspects, such as the entrance space (玄関 genkan), reception room
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and formal guest room (座敷 zashiki), as well as adding the idea that a couple now slept
together in one room rather than a couple co-sleeping with their children, this model
clearly demonstrated a new, equal role for men and women. Simultaneously, the 51C
model introduced the standard family — rather than merely the elite — to the art of a
chair-based way of living on a hard kitchen floor while realizing for the first time in
Japanese apartments a 1:1 functional division of rooms in the Modernist sense.94
The 51C floorplan became the epitome of modern living in the mid-1950s through
its application in public housing units and the multi-unit apartment complexes of danchi
(団地) built by the state-sponsored Japan Housing Corporation (JHC) [fig 17]. Located in
suburban locations, danchi were celebrated as the bright new locus of postwar living.
Equipped with modern electric appliances, a built-in kitchen and flush toilets, they
combined progressive American domestic standards of living and European planning
strategies to create a distinct “danchi lifestyle” to which many people aspired but only a
few could yet afford in 1955.95 Although built as low-cost housing on fairly inexpensive
land as a response to the housing shortage, the non-subsidized rents made danchi
available to only a fairly homogeneous group of college graduates with white-collar jobs
working for large companies. New to the neighborhood and with housing blocks that
sharply contrasted with “life on the ground,” danchi residents formed a separate “danchi
94
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tribe” (団地族 danchi zoku) living in a dream house for white-collar workers in urban
areas.96 The image of danchi would change radically in the 1970s, when the majority of
people reached the advanced lifestyle that danchi symbolized at its start. At the point
many people could actually afford the three sacred Cs of Color Television, Cooler (airconditioning system) and Car, danchi became entangled in a critique of postwar society’s
pressure to dedicate one’s life to the workplace in order to obtain that desired private
life.97
The period of high economic growth in Japan between the mid-1950s and 1970
was accompanied by major demographic changes.98 It saw a rapidly growing urban
population, a nurturing of the employed husband and the formation of nuclear families
with no more than two children. Through the enactment of the Government Housing
Loan Corporation Act (1950), the Public Housing Act (1951) and the efforts of the Japan
House Corporation (1955) — the three “pillars” of the postwar housing system that
promoted an ideal of home ownership — housing was made an essential component of a
“middle-class consciousness” (中流意識 chūryū ishiki) and the designation of the home
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as the place to “support and nourish the central project of economic growth and
prosperity.”99 The normative image popularized in postwar Japan was on the one hand
the ubiquitous salary man (サラリーマン sararīman) who dedicated his life to the
company, and in a completely separate sphere the professional housewife (専業主婦
sengyō shufu) who looked after her studious children, the household budget and the needs
of her husband.100 Though labor was strongly divided into two gendered pools of
“company warriors” versus the “education mothers,” the two were intimately connected
in the image of a normative household and their equal reliance on duty and
performance.101 Government and businesses actively supported the new standardized
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lifestyle. While government measurements encouraged women to stay at home taking
care of housework, the household budget, the education of her children and mental
support for her husband, corporations granted company men lifetime employment and the
prospect of climbing the housing ladder with a gradually rising income.102
The prefab housing industry took off in the 1960s from the same middle-class
desire for home ownership and was equally propelled to success by that desire.103 Starting
with Midget House (ミゼットハウス, 1959), a prefab mobile classroom for children
advertised as “assembled in less than three hours,” Daiwa House Corporation advanced
the prefab housing market, which had started in the wake of the Second World War but
could not blossom at that time due to technical shortcomings [fig 18]. Following the
success of Midget House — displayed in department stores, whereupon the corporation
received many requests for a fully equipped version — Daiwa House introduced the
Super Midget House (1960) in the following year as a model targeted at newlywed
couples, while Sekisui Company launched its own A-Frame prefabricated house [fig 19].
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Just as the high-rise apartment towers built by the private sector would adopt a floorplan
that was originally made for public housing, so did the prefab industry use the DK layout
and the slightly larger version nLDK (n bedrooms, Living and Dining-Kitchen) in their
private houses. With the adaptation of a derivative of the 51C prototype, both public and
private housing promoted the dream of the nLDK as the suitable model for a postwar
nuclear family. Spurred by a dream of home ownership that was nurtured by the
government after WWII, the housing industry became the driver of the success of Japan’s
rapid economic growth, while increasing wealth made “the house for the nuclear family”
a reality for many.
In response to a demand for more luxury in the late 1960s, house manufacturers
set out to remove the “temporary, cheap and homogeneous” character from their prefab
boxes and started to make apparent variations through applying decorations and exotic
foreign building styles to their initial simple boxy houses. In the transformation from a
minimal box with Modernist aspirations to colorful “shortcake houses” with postmodern
connotations, architects lost interest in what had started off as assembling industrial
products and stopped collaborating with the prefab industry.104 With this rupture, they
marked the start of a sharp division in Japan between the independent “artist” architect
who strove for differentiation, a humanized dwelling space and anarchy, and the housing
industry that focused on mass sales based a notion that the same house layout would fit
all.
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The 1970 World Expo in Osaka and the 1973 oil crisis acted as catalysts for
Japanese architecture culture to step back from dreaming and making cities — from the
large-scale planning efforts in new towns by the JHC and developers as well as the
visionary utopias from the Metabolist architects — and to instead retreat into the small,
detached house. Polarization between “bureaucrat architects” and “genius architects,” as
Henry Hitchcock had put it in a 1947 essay in Architectural Review, had already taken
place in the United States, right after the end of the Second World War. It reached Japan
around 1970 and created a sharp division between large firms working on large-scale
planning and architects focusing on small facilities and private houses.105 In response,
independent architects adopted an anti-urban standpoint by shutting themselves up inside
small houses and creating ideologies within the individual house that stood in opposition
to society outside. What these houses had in common was the search for artistic
expressions rather than a house as a place to live in a social context, as well as a focus on
shapes and compositions instead of real human lives. Influenced by architect Kazuo
Shinohara, who pursued the meaning of architecture through an individual house, and by
architect Arata Isozaki, who fought against the social structure with public architecture,
the architect-designed house in the 1970s turned into a closed shell objecting to
mainstream architecture.106
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While independent architects expressed their critique with “protest houses,” the
nLDK format remained popular among both public and private sectors and produced a
tedious uniformity among detached houses, low-rise apartment buildings and high-rise
apartment buildings (マンソン mansion) throughout Japanese cities, which assumed an
urban existence in which families lived their private lives completed separated from the
public realm. The rapid rise of digital communication such as mobile phones and the
Internet in the 1990s accelerated a process of family “individuation.”107 Chizuko Ueno
observed that, starting with the electrification of the house and the introduction of
refrigerators, microwave ovens and electronic rice cookers, the role of the full-time
housewife had already been rendered meaningless, since electrical appliances allowed
family members to prepare and eat meals individually. New technologies such as the
mobile phone and the Internet further altered the way family members communicated
with each other.108 Rather than gathering in the common family room, children retreated
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into their own individual bedrooms to communicate with the outside world through their
personal electronic devices, leaving the living room for occasional family gatherings. An
inability to accommodate this new sense of self has been speculated to be one of the
reasons for the rapid increasing numbers of people completely withdrawing from society
(引き篭り hikikomori), a phenomenon in which a person withdraws from everybody —
including his or her immediate family — for prolonged periods in his or her individual
bedroom.109
The disconnection of house, family and society lasted up to the late 1980s, when
architects realized society’s evolution beyond the postwar ideology of bread-winning
husband, full-time housewife and two studious children. The reality of families consisted
of a great heterogeneity of forms and concepts of family, including school refusers (不登
校 futōkō), adolescents who neither study nor work (“NEET”), graduates who reside as
“parasites” in their parents’ homes in order to save money (“parasite singles”), single
working mothers, late bloomers (レイブル reiburu) and “Solitary Non-Employed
Persons” (スネップ suneppu). Independent architects — acknowledging that
e-mail and Internet had changed the contact from intimate conversations to ones focused
on a much larger community. Japan Architect 35 (Autumn 1999):1.
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“expectations for families are considerably different from real families” and that family is
not something tangible but a subjective experience — started to openly question the
functional floorplan as introduced in the postwar era.110 Associating the closed,
internalized house, consisting of a fixed number of rooms, with problems such as acute
social withdrawal, domestic violence, the hollowing out of public life, architects
proposed alternatives to the grand family ideology by breaking the rigid walls of the
modern nLDK floorplans, offering residents open-plan houses that attempted to
strengthen ties among family members as well between the house and the environment.111
The bursting of the economic assets bubble in the early 1990s, the 1995 Hanshin
earthquake in Kobe and the poisonous sarin gas attack on the Tokyo subway by the Aum
Shinrikyo religious sect in the same year were three events that defined architecture from
1995 onwards. As architecture historian Norihito Nakatani has argued, these three
incidents led to a realization among architects that architecture can never be a pure
ideology or a direct reflection of society: it is always a struggle between the two. In the
tightly closed windows of the religious training spaces of the Aum sect he saw
similarities with contemporary architecture, in the sense that both tried to place an
ideology in a closed container. To him, the unforeseen destructive forces of the bubble
burst, earthquake and gas attack demonstrated that architecture could no longer take the
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form of a closed box that shuts out society in order to create a pure ideology inside.
Instead, architecture needed to break out of that tiny window and to create ties with
society by examining the ambiguous domain at the boundary of house and society.112
Toyo Ito’s winning competition scheme of Sendai Mediatheque (19952001) reflects this new post-bubble direction. Presented as a prototype of architecture in
the age of information technologies, the multicultural center contains irregularly arranged
vertical columns, a skin-like façade and an ultra-thin concrete floor plate that infuses an
idea of nature into a network society. Despite being a huge public facility, Sendai
Mediatheque taught architects at the end of the millennium essential ideas to explore in
small houses: a breaking with existing orders and norms, an opening up towards the
outside and an attempt to bring back the relationship with “place” that was lost in the
bubble economy.
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Chapter 2: The Social (Ir)relevance of House Design, 1958-1989

“Dear small-house designers, thank you for your hard work. Your avant-garde mission
has already finished. I can’t help but say you should do whatever you want now.”
Hattariya (1958) 113
The flourishing of small house design in the 1950s among independent
architects in Japan was abruptly challenged in a declaration by three young architecture
students, Teiji Ito, Arata Isozaki and Hidemitsu Kawakami, that marked a significant
turning point in Japanese architecture culture. Using the pen name Hattariya (八田利也),
the trio declared in the April 1958 issue of Kenchiku Bunka that house design had already
reached the pinnacle of its success. Although the trio praised architects for completing so
many small houses (banzai!), they simultaneously bade the small house a helpless salute
(banzai).114 Since the introduction of the Government Housing Loan Corporation in 1950,
they argued, architects had successfully implemented new postwar domestic ideologies
that acknowledged the collapse of the large extended family of prewar Japan, something
also legally stipulated in the new 1947 constitution.115 They were positive about the way
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architects had given shape to fundamental changes regarding family, marriage and
patriarchy. With the design of living rooms suitable for family gatherings and
independent bedrooms for privacy, they had managed to respond to the new postwar
national policy of housing the nuclear family unit into a minimal dwelling.
The flipside of these social changes, in regard to the architects’ portfolio, was the
rapidly growing mass housing market. Housing manufacturers were about to take over
the task of the independent architects, designing suburban houses based on a strict
separation of sleeping and living. With land and construction material prices rising and
new building codes implemented, Hattariya concluded that it had become impossible for
independent architects to continue making attractive minimum houses, let alone introduce
any new avant-garde designs. Those who still put an effort into the creation of minimum
houses were confined to the role of interior designers, who were reduced to making
variations to the nLDK format if they wanted to attract clients. They concluded their
essay with a salute to the small house and by advising architects to change course. Taking
Palladio and Le Corbusier as examples — two master architects who had advanced their
careers by moving away from house design — Hattariya called on Japanese architects to
give up the practice of focusing on the design of small unprofitable houses and to pursue
a real architecture in the form of large-scale public projects.
In this climate of rapid economic growth and fast urbanization, small house
design as a focus of architectural attention was further trivialized by new urban visions of
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a promising future. One critical event at which architects started to display such urban
ambitions was at the 1960 World Design Conference in Tokyo, the first international
design conference held in Japan after the Second World War. Japanese designers used the
World Design Conference as an opportunity to re-establish their social position within
Japan as well as strengthen their international reputation. Here, a mixture of avant-garde
designers, calling themselves Metabolists, would make a profound statement about the
status of modern architecture in Japan.116 Using the 90-page document Metabolism 1960:
The Proposals for New Urbanism as their manifesto, they celebrated Japan's economic
recovery and growing prosperity by presenting large-scale visionary urban plans that
introduced a fundamental shift in perspective, from a focus on the individual house to
planning on an urban scale. They were interested not in the small detached house, but the
productivity of society. Proposals followed radical schemes for urban living using a
“metabolic process” based on re-adaptability, continuity and union with nature. With
high-rise capsule-plugged-core towers rising vertically in the sky and their “landscaper
structures” horizontally extending into Tokyo Bay, the Metabolists not only presented an
alternative to the urban ideals of the Modernist city, but also moved away from the
national model of an idealized suburban life consisting of mass slab housing (danchi) and
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mass-produced suburban houses built to accommodate the rapidly increasing urban
population.117
Hattariya’s declaration appeared in the same year that Kiyonori Kikutake (19282011) completed his own family house, Sky House (1958), in Tokyo [fig 20].118 Upon
graduation from Waseda University in 1950, Kikutake worked for two years at the large
construction firm Takenaka Corporation and the studio of Togo Murano and Tiuchi Mori,
before going independent in 1953. Sky House, a striking reinforced concrete structure
raised into the air with pilotis, marked his breakthrough as an independent architect and
anticipated the biological analogy of the Metabolist Movement. The house shocked the
architectural scene in Japan because of the way Kikutake reorganized the house. It did
not consist of four walls; it was a bold concrete core structure standing on a slope
overlooking Tokyo to which separate equipment facilities were attached. Kikutake
himself called these facility units “move-nets” (ムーブネット), which could be replaced
in the event of technological developments or changing residents' needs. Based on an
early vision of the house as an organic evolution, Sky House – completed even before the
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Tokyo World Design Conference – came to represent an early example of the Metabolist
conception of growth, change and adaptability.119
Besides demonstrating optimism about technology, Sky House was a prototypical
house for the modern family, representing a completely new image of house and home
for a democratic postwar society. Whereas domestic life had previously been discussed as
a national concern, Kikutake boldly put the individual couple at the center of the
house.120 With the bathroom, toilet and kitchen pushed to the side, and the children’s
rooms in separate move-nets hung underneath, the house was more a one-room space for
a husband and wife. By merging the living room and bedroom into one space, and
assigning it solely to the unity of a couple, Kikutake destroyed the common formula of a
house as a common living room plus an X number of private bedrooms. What set Sky
House, like Kisho Kurokawa’s designs for Capsule Dwellings [fig 21], apart from the
other structures for modern living drawn up by architects in the 1950s was that the house
was not meant to be a stand-alone project but was part of a much larger urban vision of
cycles of change and constant renewal, something that Kikutake would later bring into
focus in the much larger project of Tower-Shaped Community Project (1959) [fig 22] and
other “metabolic” projects.
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Shinohara’s House as Art
One architect who continued to hold a firm belief in the potential of house design
as an architectural assignment in spite of rapid societal changes was Kazuo Shinohara
(1925-2006).121 Shinohara was trained in mathematics before changing careers to study
architecture at the Tokyo Institute of Technology in 1952, under the supervision of
modular house specialist Kiyoshi Seike (1918-2005). Upon graduation, he worked his
way into a career as “professor-architect” who linked profound research skills with
architectural design and polemical writing. His 1967 doctoral thesis, entitled “The Study
of Spatial Composition of Japanese Architecture,” closely analysed compositions in
traditional Japanese architecture, a research interest intrinsically linked to his own first
housing projects in the 1960s, to which he himself referred as First Style（第一の様式
daiichi no yōshiki).122 What made Shinohara an outstanding architect was his search for
the autonomy of the “artist” architect at a time many colleagues were starting to work for
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The original title of the Ph.D. thesis is「日本建築の空間構成の研究」”Nihon
kenchiku no kūkan kōsei no kenkyū.” During his career, Shinohara would work himself
through four self-named Styles, and one unofficial Fifth Style.
House design would remain an obsession throughout Shinohara’s career and he wrote
numerous articles and participated frequently in discussions on that topic. He shifted
from an interest in traditional Japanese architecture to concrete constructions with a
symbol-less space, to houses with an outstanding physical meaning as opposed to
previous complete and emotional architecture, to geometric expressions and formalistic
experiments, to at last accept large-scale public works in his “fifth” Style.
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large firms and his preoccupation with the creation of spatial ideologies inside the
house.123
Aware that large-scale design commissions were being taken over by large
organizations and that the design of custom-designed houses had reached an impasse,
Shinohara set out to share his concerns about the future of house design in the
provocative essay “Housing is Art” in the May-1962 issue of Shinkenchiku.124 The essay
called on fellow architects to take up house design again, however difficult that task
might be in a rapidly industrializing society. Not with the intention of making it
mainstream again – the way it had been a pioneering field of design for architects during
the reconstruction after the Second World War – but rather as a minor yet highly artistic
field that would stand in contrast to large-scale industrial facilities. What motivated
Shinohara was the idea that massive structures and spaces ignored the crucial theme of
thinking about society and humans.125 It was only the small house – in which residents
gain an experience of a conceptualization of space (空間の思想家 kūkan no shisōka) –
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that could fill this gap.126 House design approached separately from social production, he
argued, allowed architects a freedom of design similar to those working in the realms of
painting, sculpture and literature.127 With a focus on aesthetics rather than function, in the
1960s Shinohara began to design symbolic houses with “extraordinariness” (非日常活
hinichijōkatsu) that represented a deliberately critical opposition to mainstream
architectural production. While the Metabolists presented grand urban visions as their
alternative, Shinohara deliberately distanced himself from the systemized urban plans and
turned to the small house, in which he experimented with abstracting the characteristics
of traditional Japanese architecture.
In the pursuit of an alternative to the technocratic model, Shinohara focused his
attention on Japanese vernacular architecture, not the exquisite sukiya style of large
private homes but rather the shoin style architecture found in commoners’ houses (民家
minka). Through this research, he came to the insight that emotions (情念 jōnen – hidden
within the symbolic elements of traditional wooden structures – could be a tool to help
move house design out of its impasse.128 Unlike earlier attempts by architects like Sutemi
Horiguchi, who had fused traditional Japanese elements of the sukiya style with modern
ones, or Kenzo Tange, who had managed to create a new lexicon that synthesized modern
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architecture with Japanese tradition, Shinohara discovered a subtle style concealed within
the spatial composition of Japanese traditional architecture, which he interpreted as
modern.129
In the footsteps of Hattariya, Shinohara set out to criticize postwar functionalist
houses in his 1961 essay “In Search for a New Perspective on Living Space.”130 However,
instead of refraining from that field, he proposed an alternative direction. Modular
experiments based on scientific data about human movement, Shinohara argued, had
been a strong weapon for architects designing “minimum houses” and the use of
powerful imported themes such as “one-room” and “pilotis” had allowed them to easily
produce fresh images of planning that conformed to the new democratic mindset instilled
by the new post-Second World War constitution. However, it was also a planning method
that lost its “magical power” as soon as architects finished exploring all the rooms a small
house could possibly contain. With the words “the bigger the house, the better,”
Shinohara suggested Japanese architects turn to the vital but neglected work field of “big”
houses. Just as Americans adored the gorgeously designed houses by Frank Lloyd Wright
in the United States, Shinohara called for an honest appreciation in Japan for houses with
beautiful and prominent spaces. His suggestion, as a viable alternative to both the small
129
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functional house and the large house, was to extend the small house to make room for the
spiritual.131
In response to the self-posed question “what is a place to live?” (すまいとはなに
か sumai to wa nanika), Shinohara came up with the solution of a spacious house that did
not use up superfluous space simply to add extra rooms that were never to be used.
Instead, he proposed houses that contained a quantitative, large, non-functional “waste
space” (無駄な空間 mudana kūkan) at the core of domestic life, which subordinated all
other spaces that had daily functions assigned to them.132 In this big conceptual room, or
“symbol space” (象徴空間 shōchōkūkan), residents would gain a psychological
experience in which sensibilities could have free rein. A space that stood in sharp contrast
to the minimal, functional bedrooms or kitchen adjacent to it. With the use of clear
geometric forms of squares and rectangles in the floor plans and a spatial composition
based on a simple symmetrical column-spacing format, Shinohara attempted to elevate
daily living spaces into something pure and “spotless” (kireisa). The color gold – set off
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against the plain white walls – added a religious dimension that further abstracted the
living spaces into something out of the ordinary.133
House in White (白いの家 Shiroi no ie, 1966) [fig 23] is the epitome of his work
in the so-called First Style, before Shinohara shifted his interest to concrete structures.
The house is the result of an intense study of Japanese traditional space, a methodology
that raged against a society consumed with modernizing itself and as such, in the words
of Keiichi Irie, an “architectural experiment against ‘anti-space.’” As in Umbrella House
(から傘の家 Karakasa no ie, 1961), Shinohara used his own interpretation of Japanese
traditional space to come up with a different, unprecedented kind of Modernism.134 While
Umbrella House distilled the idea of a large living space floating under a big Japanese
farmhouse roof, House in White alluded to “things traditional” through the creation of a
symbolic space generated by whiteness. While a beech floor accentuated the whiteness
inside, the tiled roof with deep eaves did so on the outside.135
The fact that Shinohara cared more for the perfection of his spatial compositions
than the demands of actual clients stemmed from his belief that houses with a beautiful
133
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and prominent space inside would contain an eternal beauty that would outlive its
original residents and easily attract new residents. 136 His thoughts on House in White
(1966) highlight his belief in making a perfect container rather than resolving the clients’
requirements into a personalized dwelling solution:
Removing all the furniture in the living room in this house would clearly reveal
the abstract, ascetic spaces I had in mind; and my desire is to design rooms that
never lose this characteristic, no matter what activities take place in them.137
What Shinohara achieved in his First Style, according to historian Taro Igarashi’s
analysis, was to elevate the concept of residential space to the domain of art by placing
tradition at the core of his designs as a form of certainty. Since tradition is more certain
than new art, Shinohara could talk about house design as if it were a field independent
from architecture. 138 He introduced the “house as art” as a means of avoiding mental
poverty at a time when technical experts were starting to manage society and gigantic
infrastructural works “drained the emotions of individuals.” He set out to revolt against
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rationalistic and functionalist designs with a definition of the house that attempted to add
a human component to a place to live. Not exactly the human architecture that his
contemporary Aldo van Eyck (1918-1999) had in mind, but rather “the pursuit of a pure
existence of architecture in which, ideally, humans can exist too,” in the words of
architecture historian Hiroyuki Suzuki.139 Through an emphasis on personal and inner life
– he viewed the house as a “container for human deeds and psychological experience” –
Shinohara argued that man needed to find in his home a sense of eternity and calm
beauty.140
With the introduction of the credo “housing is art” and indirectly of the architect
as an artist designing with “free imagination,” Shinohara fashioned himself into an artist
among architects and brought a new perspective to house design that would spur a
generation of younger architects in the 1970s. They, like Shinohara, would only deal with
house design. The difference was that this new generation of architects no longer had any
choice but to focus on small house design, due to the sharp polarization between
independent architects and large constructions firms. However, these architects would
embrace this, using the house as an architectural manifesto to launch their careers. 141
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Isozaki’s House as Non-Architecture
Even though Arata Isozaki (b. 1931) designed houses for friends who were artists,
this University of Tokyo graduate and assistant to Kenzo Tange has always maintained
that a house is about utility, not real architecture.142 In contrast to his contemporary
Shinohara, who considered house design the most vital work arena, Isozaki ignored house
design in favor of his interest in public architecture. Small houses, he argued, were all
made in nLDK style, a quintessentially non-architectural theme in his opinion.143
Considered a “Renaissance man” among Japanese architects, Isozaki became a
skilled writer, designer and artist with a broad worldview thanks to his involvement as a
judge in many competitions, his visiting professorships at American universities and his
involvement in platforms of criticism, including the series of ANY conferences in New
York he organized with postmodern critic Akira Asada.144 What Isozaki had in common
with Shinohara was that neither could believe in opening architecture to the city and as an
alternative placed it in the realm of art. Whereas for Shinohara that definition of “art” was
the creation of independent objects, Isozaki’s “art” referred to an architecture embedded
in the cultural world of art, one that connects architecture with literature, philosophy and
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autonomous artists through the architect’s many exchanges with artists and cultural
intellectuals.145
Isozaki established himself as an architect with the project Oita Prefectural
Library (1962-1966), a large public work with which he bypassed the domestic “paddock”
in which Japanese architects competed for the strongest housing concept with the goal of
obtaining larger commissions and became an architect associated with large-scale
architecture right from the start.146 His real debut work, however, is the overlooked
project of Shinjuku White House (1957) [fig 24] , a small house designed for Neo-Dadaist
artist Masunobu Yoshimura, located in the center of Tokyo, which reveals a lot about the
origins of his design methodology. Influenced by Le Corbusier's mezzanine prototype
Citrohan House (1920) and Makoto Masuzawa’s renowned 1952 Minimum House, and
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with the fundamental proportions of the Japanese tearoom in mind, this house first
introduced Isozaki’s explorations in cubic shapes. In the design of the library, that same
cube formed the key to his efforts to overcome Modernism as well as “Japan-ness.” With
the cube, he attempted to destroy the proportions that are the products of Eastern (kiwari)
as well as Western history (Golden Section).147
Two years after Shinohara’s seminal essay “The House is a Work of Art,” Isozaki
completed Nakayama House (1964) [fig 25], a private residence for a doctor with a
robust, platonic cubical shape. The internal focus of the house – emphasizing different
lighting effects – confirmed Isozaki's departure from Kenzo Tange and other Modernist
urban visions with a positive outlook towards the city. Nakayama House, however, wasn't
a dwelling in the Shinohara sense. It had the scale of a civic institution that stood all by
itself. It was not Japanese either, as its sectional compositions, three-dimensional cubic
spaces, and heavy reinforced walls had little in common with the horizontal plan-based
compositions and typical wooden post-and-beam constructions typical of Japanese
structures. What Isozaki did realize was a microcosm. Like the library, Nakayama House
was a powerful geometrical structure based on a methodology of “creation based on order”
(fuseki).148 While the cubic frame is primarily a universal structure, the second structure
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inside functions as a critique against the homogenization of society and allows the clients
to give the house an individual character.
In the 1970s, Isozaki shifted to a methodology of pure geometric forms and his
houses started to resemble geometrical “platforms” with which he referred to the massive
monumental forms of cubes, pyramids and spheres in the work of 18th-century neoclassical architects Claude Nicolas Ledoux (1736-1806) and Etienne-Louis Boullée
(1728-1799) [fig 26]. By manipulating these geometric forms, Isozaki took his residential
architecture out of the domain of architecture into the realm of metaphysics, turning them
into condensed versions of a Palladian villa, based on orders that were never explained
from the user's point of view, but always in terms of form, formalism and geometry.

Hara’s Miniature Cities
“I want to make a house as a base of defense for people whose belongings have all been
stolen.”
Hiroshi Hara (1975)149

Hiroshi Hara (b. 1936) raised tensions anew in the housing debate when he made
“city” the main topic of his first house designs in the late 1960s. Educated at Tokyo
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University, with a Bachelor (1959), Master (1961) and Ph.D. (1964) in architecture, he
started his career by publishing the theoretical treatise “What is Possible in
Architecture?”150 Contrary to Kenzo Tange, who promoted modern cities, in this book
Hara laid out his critique of modern cities and functionalism – in particular, the
“homogenous space” advocated by Mies van der Rohe – in order to come up with an
alternative theory that promoted a dynamic relationship between the part and the
whole.151 Specifically, he introduced his theory of the Perforated Body (有孔体の理論
yūkōtai no riron) in which he envisioned a building classified according to a number of
holes in it, rather than top-down ordering principles.152
In the early 1970s, Hara began to travel the world in search of remote villages to
establish his own “meta-paddock” outside that of the classical Modernist canon. The
settlements that caught his attention – over the years he visited over 40 different countries
– addressed things that “the modern movement had repressed or denied,” and as such
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offered principles to build an entirely new contemporary architectural vocabulary. 153
Surveying traditional settlements allowed him to extract a universal internationalism from
individual regionalism while arguing that the house (in the developed world) had lost its
contact with the outside world and has become a mere accumulation of advanced
facilities, such as television, sanitation equipment and a cooking stove. The new role
Hara envisioned for architects was to bring the denatured house back to its original state
– in other words, to reconnect the house to the natural world outside. He resolved to
embed the spatial experience of the city metaphorically inside a house (住屋に都市を埋
蔵する jūoku ni toshi o maizōsuru), using countless urban images such as empty spaces,
plazas, streets, zoning, symbolism, control of movement and silhouettes.154
What followed was a series of residential designs he called himself “Reflective
Houses” (反射性住居 hanshasei jūkyo), in which he approached house design as an
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Hiroshi Hara and Thomas Daniell. “Hiroshi Hara in Conversation with Thomas
Daniell”. AA Files, No. 71 (2015): 140.
Hiroshi Hara was a student at The University of Tokyo when Kenzo Tange’s lab was
involved in the making of grand urban schemes. Hara, however, was a student of
Yoshichika Uchida lab (Master and Ph.D.) in the architectural department rather than
Tange’s urban lab and was only directly involved in Tange’s design activities in his
fourth year. Yasuhiro Minami. 「原広司」 “Hara Hiroshi.” 「日本大百科全書」
“Nihon Dai Hyakka Zensho.” Shogakukan.
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Hiroshi Hara. 「住屋に都市を埋蔵する」 “jūoku ni toshi o maizōsuru.” See the
excerpt in Taro Igarashi et al. 「戦後日本住宅伝説 ─挑発する家・省る家」 “Sengo
nihon jūtaku densetsu – chōhatsu suru ie, naisei suru ie.” Tokyo: Shinkenchikusha, 2014:
153-155.
Compare Hara’s city-in-a-house with Aldo van Eyck who claimed that “the
dwelling is a small city and the city is a small dwelling.” While Hara could not accept
that houses were part of the city, Van Eyck, on the other hand, tried to restore the polarity
between architecture and urban design.
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urban planner, considering a floorplan an urban master plan, individual rooms as freestanding buildings, corridors as streets and hallway space as open plazas. Within a
symmetrical “cityscape,” individual rooms, in the guise of free-standing buildings,
metaphorically exhaled air and came alive because of their apertures. “Streets” running
through the buildings-plaza composition are topped with skylights in order to introduce
reflected and filtered light into the “urban scenery.” His own private residence, Hara
House (1974) [fig 27], is an idiosyncratic example of Hara’s “mini-cities” in which urban
complexity is brought into the interior of the residence. Within the house, the whole
consists of parts in which smaller buildings are set within a larger building envelope. In
this way, he criticized modern architecture’s allocation of functions to spaces, while
understanding the house as a “philosophy against society” rather than a proposal for a
new way of living.155
While paying respect to Kazuo Shinohara, calling him “a true artist who had the
ability to convey a timeless beauty through his buildings,” Hara talked about the house as
an event, rather than an object.156 Not believing that architecture can or should ever attain
absolute beauty, his ideal architecture “should always undergo modification or
transformation.”157 However, when Hara claimed that events occurred and stories
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Kiyoshi Takayama. 「原邸」“Hara tei” in Shuji Funo「日本の住宅	
  戦後 50 年」
“Nihon no Jutaku, sengo 50 nen.” Tokyo: Shokokusha, 1995: 68.
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Hiroshi Hara and Thomas Daniell. “Hiroshi Hara in Conversation with Thomas
Daniell.” AA Files, No. 71 (2015): 141.
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「住屋に都市を埋蔵する」 “jūoku ni toshi o maizōsuru”. See abstract in
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developed as soon as people started to use his architecture, he talked about interior life, as
his reflective houses very much resembled containers sealed off from the outside
environment. What he did achieve was capturing the positive aspects of the city inside
the house, in order to create an ideal living environment inspired by but set apart from
real society.158

Anti-Modern Houses of the 1970s
Whether or not Kenzo Tange, in the 1960s, imagined himself an architect who
could change society by means of technology, by 1970 the “age of dreams,” in the words
of architecture historian Teijiro Muramatsu, had ended.159 Grassroot-level protests against

Taro Igarashi et al. 「戦後日本住宅伝説 ─挑発する家・省る家」 “Sengo nihon
jūtaku densetsu – chōhatsu suru ie, naisei suru ie.” Tokyo: Shinkenchikusha, 2014: 153155.
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From the 1980s, Hara started to actively participate in overseas competitions focusing
on large urban projects, while developing a new urban model as a replacement for the
functionalist model of modernism. Well-read and with an extensive worldview, Hara
would educate many architects among whom one can trace a “Hara School” of disciples
such as Kiyoshi Takeyama, Kengo Kuma, and Kazuhiro Kojima.
For a detailed personal account in English, see Hiroshi Hara and Thomas Daniell.
“Hiroshi Hara in Conversation with Thomas Daniell.” AA Files 71 (2015): 129-146.
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村松貞次郎. Muramatsu Teijirō (1924-1997)
Teijiro Muramatsu (ed).「日本近代建築史再考 : 虛構の崩壊」Tokyo:
Shinkenchikusha, 1977. The title translates as “Rethinking Modern Japanese Architecture
History: The Collapse of Fiction.” Originally published as a special issue of Shinkenchiku
magazine (10.1974), Muramatsu was the key editor of this book and together with the
other authors advocated a departure from the evaluation system of modern Japanese
architecture based on the viewpoint of modernization and progress.
Muramatsu graduated from the department of architecture at Tokyo University in 1948,
where he became assistant professor in 1961 and a full professor in 1984. He studied
industrial architecture of the early Meiji Period, advanced the study of Western-style
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the Korean War (1953-1955) and the Vietnam War (1955-1975) culminated in the 1969
student riots on the campus of the University of Tokyo. Growing environmental concerns
accompanied the political unrest. With no strict zoning laws in place, the rapid
urbanization in the aftermath of World War II had created what would soon be deemed a
“chaotic” urban landscape. In 1970, the Osaka World Expo would become a symbolic
turning point and the last chance for Japanese architects to address social issues on the
scale of city planning. Thereafter, bureaucrat architects working for large-scale design
and construction companies would take the lead, leaving only small private houses for
independent architects. After the economic downturn caused by the 1973 oil crisis, utopia
was suspended indefinitely, government plans dissipated, and “everything stopped,” as
Arata Isozaki explained.160 After a short stint during which architects enjoyed the design
of large-scale public projects, independent architects thus once again found themselves
engaged in a design field to which Shinohara had given form and cherished so much.

houses in Japan, and carried out research on the history and theory of technology. In the
1970’s, his research interests shifted from contemporary (western) technologies into the
technologies used by Japanese carpenters. His books include The History of Japanese
Building Technology「日本建築技術史」”Nihon kenchiku gijutsushi” (1959), History
of Carpenters「大工道具の歴史」”Daiku dōgu no rekishi” (1973) , Reconsidering
Japanese Modern Architecture History「日本近代建築史再考」” Nihon
kindaikenchikushi saikō” (1975), among others. In 1995, he received the Japan
Architecture Institute (JIA) Award for his contribution to the development of the study of
modern Japanese architecture.
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Arata Isozaki in Project Japan: Metabolism Talks..:25.
Perhaps the clearest example of this phenomenon is visible in Kenzo Tange’s portfolio.
After 1970, even master architect Tange is no longer able to realize big-scale projects in
Japan and started to focus on urban projects in the Middle East instead.
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In a climate that no longer allowed independent architects to secure large-scale
projects, architects distanced themselves from utopian ideas and instead tried to
understand what was happening in the real world.161 Instead of following a single
“metabolic” mission, architects started to use the house to criticize contemporary society,
using a plurality of individual artistic statements. They set their own standards and
produced houses with strong characters that were deliberately set apart from society.162 In
the footsteps of Shinohara and Isozaki, the generation of houses produced in the 1970s
started to resemble fortresses against Modernism, turned inwards to focus on intimate
interior spaces in which philosophical activities could have free rein. Designed with thick
shells that hermetically sealed its inhabitants from the outside world, these stand-alone
“protest houses” emphasized spatial effects more than the creation of domestic comfort
and would come to mark the last outspoken phase of autonomy and artistry for the
independent architect in Japan.
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The Japan Pavilion at the Venice Biennale 2014 was entirely devoted to the history of
Japanese architects’ activities in the 1970s under the name “In the Real World”. As the
commissioner of the Pavilion, Kayoko Ota explains in the press release, they used the
words “Real World” to mark the shift from the optimistic, utopia-driven projects
designed by the Metabolists in the 1960s with a focus on society in the 1970s.
https://www.jpf.go.jp/e/about/press/dl/0917.pdf
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This change in attitude is also described by Taro Igarashi and Thomas Daniell.
Taro Igarashi. 「現代住宅までの道すじ」“Gendai jutaku made no michisuji” in「住
宅とは何か」“Jūtaku to wa nanika.” Tokyo: X-Knowledge, 2013: 22-24.
Thomas Daniell. Review ‘In the Real World - Japan Pavilion at the 14th International
Architecture Exhibition of the Venice Biennale. Wochi Kochi Magazine.
http://www.wochikochi.jp/english/topstory/2014/09/in-the-real-world---japan-pavilionat-the-14th-international-architecture-exhibition-of-the-venice-b.php.
Accessed on December 12, 2016.
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Master architect Fumihiko Maki (b. 1928) witnessed the emergence of a new
generation of architects and tried to make sense of the youngsters' rebellious behavior and
their architecture. In his legendary essay “Bandits of a Peaceful Era,” published in
Shinkenchiku in 1979, he scathingly called the young architects nobushi (野伏), or
“masterless samurai,” disrespectful of tradition and convention.163 His independent
warriors were Itsuko Hasegawa, Toyo Ito, Tadao Ando, Kunihiko Hayakawa, Shin Toki,
Takefumi Aida and Yuzuru Tominaga, though the selection represented a much larger
group of architects who emerged in the 1970s. Maki, who had gained fame with his urban
theory of “Group Form” – a methodological investigation in collective forms first
published in the 1960 Metabolist manifesto and later developed in the book
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槇文彦 Maki Fumihiko.
Fumihiko Maki. 「平和な時代の野武士達」“Heiwa na jidai no nobushitachi.”
Shinkenchiku 54-11 (Oct. 1979): 195-206.
Maki graduated from Tokyo University in 1952, followed by a Master’s from Cranbrook
Academy of Art in Michigan (1953) and a Master’s from Harvard University (1954)
before becoming Assistant Professor at the University of Washington in St. Louis and
Harvard University in 1962. He returned to Japan in 1965 to open his own office.
Appointed full Professor of Tokyo University in 1979. In the 1960s he joined the
Metabolist group to participate in urban planning activities. Among his many large-scale
public projects, Daikayama Hillside Terrace (1969-1992) takes a particularly important
role. Built as an agglomeration of mixed-function buildings in six different stages over a
period of nearly a decade, the project is respectful of its surroundings while attempting to
alter the entire area.
Whereas the profession of architect up to Maki’s generation was an elite affair––Maki
himself originating from the famous Takenaka construction company— nobushi
architects came also from more ordinary families. The name nobushi, according to
Osamu Ishiyama, referred thus not only to the absence of a master but also implied this
social change in the background of Japanese architects. See Osamu Ishiyama in
Christopher Knabe. Shaking the Foundations: Japanese Architects in Dialogue. Munich:
Prestel: 1999: 127-128.
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Investigations in Collective Form (1964) – observed that nobushi architects no longer
showed interest in urban issues, as the Metabolist Movement had stirred and as such
formed a turning point in Japanese architectural history.
A famous dialogue between Isozaki and Shinohara, entitled “About Architecture”
and published in Shinkenchiku in 1975, in which the two discussed being offended by the
ugliness of the city, had served the nobushi as a guiding principle. In this discussion, the
two “antipoles” found a common outlook in each other’s work, in which neither are
convinced about opening architecture towards the “terrible” city. 164 In a similar vein,
nobushi architects did not care about the social context and were just making small
individual stories, Maki observed. He especially expressed his concerns about the
youngsters’ apathetic attitude (白け shirake) towards authorities. Although they said
profound things, nobushi were fundamentally not power-oriented. Maki went on to
describe them as “good-natured passionate figures” who always strove to perfect their art,
since that is the only identification they have. With such an attitude, he warned the
youngsters, architecture would go too far in the direction of the artistic and claim no
responsibility towards the problems of the city, yielding merely personal solutions that
are conclusive, exclusive and set apart from society. Although Maki recommended that
nobushi architects open up to broader social contexts, he ended his argument with a
positive note. With most designs currently being drawn up by construction companies,
the nobushi spirit was rare and should be given an opportunity, even when the outcome
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Kazuo Shinohara and Arata Isozaki. 「建築 について」”Kenchiku ni tsuite.”
Shinkenchiku 50(10) (Oct. 1975): 139-146.
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was a little strange. With this text, Maki crystallized the term nobushi in Japanese
architecture discourse.

Sakamoto’s Closed Boxes
Recognizing the economic, political and environmental turmoil of Japanese
society, nobushi Kazunari Sakamoto (b. 1943) was the first of Maki’s nobushi generation
to articulate a withdrawal from the city from a theoretical perspective and make houses
like “fortresses” （砦 toride）in the city. Sakamoto graduated from the Department of
Architecture at the Tokyo Institute of Technology in 1964 under the supervision of
Kazuo Shinohara, where he received his Ph.D. in 1971 and became an assistant professor
in 1983.165 Aware that he could not possibly use the same attitude towards house design
as his master Shinohara, Sakamoto started to focus on less exquisite, unprolific house
designs, in which he meticulously studied the composition of space.166
In an 1971 essay titled “A House as Architecture – In Favor of Dried Space,”
Sakamoto first started to articulate his desire to organize the world within the interior of a
literal “closed box” (閉じた箱 tojita hako) to create a closed and exclusive “world set
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坂本一成 Sakamoto Kazunari
Sakamoto has two books and co-authored one. 「構成形式としての建築」”kōsei
keishiki toshite no kenchiku”（1994）,「対話・建築の思考」”Taiwa: kenchiku no
shikō,”（1996）and「住宅—日常の詩学」”Jūtaku nichijō no shigaku” (House Poetics
in the Ordinary, 2001).
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Taro Igarashi. 「坂本一成」”Sakamoto Kazunari.”「日本大百科全書」 “Nihon
Dai Hyakka Zensho.” Shogakukan.
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within yet opposed to its surroundings and society.”167 The first step towards the creation
of the house would be the design of a physical box as dry (乾いた kawaita) as possible –
dry in the sense of eliminating all emotions or sentimental feelings to life – with the aim
of creating an enclosure independent of the life (activities, furniture, objects) within.
House in Sanda (散田の家 Sanda no ie, 1969), Machiya in Minase (水無瀬の町家
Minase no Machiya, 1970) [fig 28] and House in Nobuto (登戸の家 Nobuto no ie, 1971)
are the embodiment of a closed box set off against the city. By creating a dry physical
box in which “a bare new world” was created, Sakamoto believed he came closest to a
generic image of contemporary living that was not necessarily rejecting contact with
society, but rather clarified its social aspect by “capturing all the living inside (住生活
jūseikatsu).”
In the latter half of the 1970s, he slightly altered his outlook, moving on to layered
compositions of the box-in-box type, in which his interest lay not in the closed box within
the large box but in the space between the boxes. Here, for him, the point was not to
create contrasts of space but rather to create relationships among elements or rooms. His
architectural planning subsequently became an objective arrangement of rooms, whereby
he never puts the names of rooms inside the drawings but rather views each supporting
space (“room” or “interval room”) in relation to the main space (“main room”). 168
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Kazunari Sakamoto. 「建築としての住宅--乾いた空間のために」“Kenchiku
toshite no jūtaku – kawaita kūkan no tame ni.” Shinkenchiku 46 (10) October 1971: 218.
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Kazunari Sakamoto. 「住宅—日常の詩学」”Jūtaku nichijō no shigaku” (House
Poetics in the Ordinary). Tokyo: Toto Shuppan, 2001: 47.
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Claiming that a house is not about making an extraordinary space but “a space for
everyday life” (日常としての空間 nichijyō toshite no kūkan), Sakamoto no longer
believed in the definitive beauty advocated by his master Shinohara, who believed that
the living space designed by an architect would have eternal beauty and retain its original
quality as an art object. According to Sakamoto’s view, the house changed over time
through the behavior of its users. With the understanding that residents' lives erase the
space planned by the architect and generate a new type of space on which the architect
has no influence, Sakamoto gradually moved away from Shinohara's original definition
of “house as art.” The task for the architect was to define the room and the relationship
among rooms. Sakamoto's sole intention was to provide the physical elements of “a place
to live,” such as roof, wall, floor and structure, as well as the relation between the
elements, while adding a conceptual image of residing. He left it up to his residents to
create domestic comfort (warmth, safety, functions). 169
In order to release the house from its isolation from society, Sakamoto opted to
give his houses a very typical, generic “house form” (家形 iegata) that, in his opinion,
allowed no other meanings or secondary functions（二次的機能 nijiteki kinō）except
the primary function of functionality. Inside, he tried to create a neutral composition of
volumes, consisting of a collection of rooms devoid of meaning.170 Like Shinohara,
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Kazunari Sakamoto. 「＜住むこと＞、＜建てること＞、そして＜建築＞するこ
と」 “<sumukoto>, <taterukoto>, soshite <kenchiku>suru koto.” Shinkenchiku
53(14( (Dec. 1978): 137- 142.
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Kazunari Sakamoto. 「家形を思い、求めて」“Iegata o omoi, motomete.”
Shinkenchiku 54(2) (Feb.1979): 199-200.
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Sakamoto remained in the field of house design throughout his career, constantly
pondering the problem of composition. In his laboratory at the Tokyo Institute of
Technology, he educated many architects in the art of house design, including the
members of Atelier Wow Wow and Mikangumi.171

Ito’s Hermetic Shells
Another architect who could not live up the idealistic Metabolist vision of a future
industrial city and was more attracted to the idea of withdrawing from it was Toyo Ito (b.
1941).172 Ito was an undergraduate student at the University of Tokyo when Kenzo
Tange was its dominant figure and graduated from the Department of Architecture at that
same institution in 1965. He worked for four years in the office of Kiyonari Kikutake
before starting his own office, Urban Robot (アーバン・ロボット), in 1971. Contrary to
the optimistic urban visions of the Metabolists, Ito came to see the city as a place where
one feels isolated and requires a place of refuge.173 His first projects, URBOT-001,
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Taro Igarashi. 「坂本一成」”Sakamoto Kazunari” in「日本大百科全書」. “Nihon
Dai Hyakka Zensho”. Shogakukan.
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伊東豊雄 Itō Toyō
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Retrospectively, historian Terunobu Fujimori called Ito’s URBOT projects “capsules
fallen to the ground,” marking Ito’s move away from the Metabolist dwelling solutions
based on the core with technocratic capsules plugged into that core. See the interview
between Toyo Ito and architectural historian Terunobu Fujimori in Ito, Toyo.「伊東豊雄
の建築 1 : 1971-2001」 “Itō Toyō no kenchiku 1” (Toyo Ito 1 : 1971-2001). Tokyo:
Toto Shuppan, 2013.: 12-13.
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URBOT-002 and URBOT-003, are all closed aluminum shells standing against the
chaotic urban desert that is Tokyo.174
A prolific writer throughout his career, Ito presented his initial thoughts in
Shinkenchiku in the 1971 essay “The Logic of Uselessness,” in which he reflected on his
own three projects as explorations in useless space.175 In an overt critique of functionalist
houses, he claimed that the only thing that works in a rationalist society is
dysfunctionality. Ito went on to explain URBOT-001 (1971), alias Aluminum House [fig
29], as a deliberate attempt to design an “incoherent space” that the residents themselves
must transform into an efficacious and functional space. No explanation is given for the
shiny aluminum exterior versus a dark plywood interior, the triangular voids piercing
through the house, the cruciform beam in the middle of the house or the two light
cylinders that are, in his words, “totally useless in terms of living functions but formed of
symbolic components without which the image of the house would collapse.” The house
was designed as a continuous space that not only gave its residents – a couple with two
grown-up daughters – trouble in finding a suitable location for their standard furniture but
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Toyo Ito. 「設計行為とは歪められてゆく自己の思考過程を追跡する作業にほ
かならない (住宅特集) -- (アルミの家 )」. “Sekkei kōi to wa yugamerareteyuku jiko
no shikō katei o tsuisekisuru sagyō ni hokanaranai (jūtaku tokushū: arumi no ie).”
Shinkenchiku 46 (10) (October 1971): 228-229.
Ito’s writings have been collected in the two book volumes of「風の変様体 : 建築クロ
ニクル 」“Kaze no Henyōtai : Kenchiku Kuronikuru.” Tokyo: Seidosha (1989) and
「透層する建築」”Tōsō suru Kenchiku.” Tokyo: Seidosha (2000).
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above all resisted one of the basic requirements of domestic architecture: the ability of
users to find privacy in relation to one another. Admitting that the design was merely
focused on his thoughts and had “nothing to do with the demands of the clients,” Ito
intentionally annoyed the residents in the hope that they would fashion a meaningful
existence for themselves.
In the small house Recurrence of Black (「黒の回帰 kuro no kaiki, 1975」, Ito
continued to express a critical attitude towards society. Viewing society as “black,”
polluted by gasoline emissions and the consumer economy, he felt obliged to prevent that
negative flow from sneaking into private life, and therefore to close the house off from
society, concentrating his expression solely inside the house. The interior experience of
Recurrence of Black is illustrative of Ito’s belief at that time that interior life should be
contrasted with the expanse of the city:

When you are immersed in its existance, the huge and overwhelming spatial
expansion of the city seems almost impossible comprehend. But we come to
experience encounters with this overpowering space only as a fragment of a fixed
phenomenon, which is abstracted in a random moment. However, to obtain a
moment of such encounter, we need a process to isolate ourselves once from this
vast space in which we are immersed.176
His retreat methodology peaked in a house designed for his sister, who had
recently lost her husband. In the process of redefining “house” for a grieving woman who
was looking for an independent space where she and her two daughters could gradually
176

Toyo Ito. 「<黒の回帰> 都市の内側における都市の表象」“ <Kuro no Kaiki>
Kaze no henyōtai.” Shinkenchiku (Aug.1975): 188.
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get over the past, White U (1976) [fig 30] became Ito’s quest for “spatial beauty.” Using
an exquisitely U-shaped, hermetically sealed-off concrete bunker, he deliberately
separated the private sphere from the public.177 All energy was put into the creation of an
interior space that gained strong meaning through a curved inner space organized around
an interior courtyard without a roof. Interior walls are smooth and white to allow natural
light to bounce off them in a beautiful way and eliminate and erase all traces of
conventional domesticity. With his orientation towards nullification and abstraction, Ito
created a house that does not serve the residents but instead challenges them to find their
own comfort, or in the words of Izui Hidekazu, “a psychological struggle” for its
residents. 178
From the 1980s, Ito radically shifted course and became obsessed with the bodily
sensation that accompanied the rapid development of electronic technologies and media
in the Japan of the 1980s economic bubble. In his designs, he now turned to the city and
tried to capture the energy of Tokyo in an architectural language of “pristine” and
weightless spaces.179
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Ando’s Urban Hideouts
“I want people to ask themselves what dwelling really is about and to awaken in people’s
bodies a feeling of life.”
Tadao Ando (1986)

180

Acknowledging that capitalism and modern technology had deprived society of
human dimensions, self-taught architect Tadao Ando (b. 1941) started his career by
questioning the inertia that had invaded contemporary houses.181 Contrary to Isozaki,
Ando believed that house design was the origin of architecture.182
Having graduated from a technical high school, Ando studied architecture by
himself while simultaneously pursuing a professional boxing career before establishing
his office, not in the usual Tokyo but in Osaka, in 1969.183 With a definition of the house
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Tadao Ando. “Mutual Independence. Mutual Interpenetration,” in Dal Co,
Francesco. Tadao Ando. Vol. 1, 1969-1994. Documenti Di Architettura, 81. Milano:
Electa, 2010: 451-452.
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as a form of self-expression of individual thought and physical instinct, Ando set out to
produce architecture that could evoke “wild and raw desires” towards living.184
His debut work, Azuma House (1976) [fig 31], represented that idea as a hideout
for urban residents, in which the interior space is “disconnected from all kinds of evils in
a city.” A tripartite structure with rooms on both sides of an abstract courtyard space, the
house actively involves its residents with the outside world. To reach the interior spaces
on the other side of the courtyard, residents are exposed to weather conditions and as
such “forced to put up with the inconveniences of daily life,” in Ando’s words.185 While
the modern concrete walls and the stark geometric organization give the house a highly
Modernist quality, in the vein of works by Louis Kahn, the idea that you need to pick up
an umbrella on rainy ideas to go to the bathroom introduced non-functional lines of flow
unheard of in Modernism.186
In the July 1973 issue of Toshi Jūtaku, Ando set out to promote the “urban
guerilla dwelling” as an option for people who still want to live in the overcrowded and
exhausted city. With heavily reinforced concrete walls that stand in sharp contrast to the
neighboring wooden structures, the urban guerilla dwelling is a microcosmic world
physically closed off from the outside but enriched in its interior. Using the image of
enclosure by concrete walls while breathing in air, Ando used low-budget bare concrete
184
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to create what he called a primitive and dramatic space. Notwithstanding the hermetic
nature of the exterior walls, it was never Ando’s intention to close off the house entirely
from the outside. Rather, it was designed with the image of an architecture through which
the wind blows and which can stir people’s emotions.
Harmonizing nature and architecture as first explored in his debut work of Azuma
House would become a recurrent theme in Ando’s work, from houses to public facilities,
in which he continuously refined architectural strategies that created dramatic effects
with water, light and shadow, a classic example being the concrete building Church of
Light in Ibaraki (1999). According to historian Taro Igarashi, Ando is one of the few
architects in Japan with social influence beyond the architectural world, actively issuing
commentary in the media. Instead of only a designer of buildings, we see in Ando a
campaigner for social improvement as well.187

Ishiyama’s Self-Built Hermitages
With the belief that architecture does not have to be professionally determined and
that even laymen could build houses, Osamu Ishiyama (b. 1944) challenged the artistic
role nobushi had claimed for themselves.188 Ishiyama graduated from the private Waseda
University – an elite institution that had educated architects like Takamasa Yoshizaka,
Tachu Naito, Kenji Imai, Kiyonori Kikutake – in 1968 and established his own office
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before becoming a full professor at that same institution in 1988. Throughout his career,
he wrote about as many books (15) as he completed buildings, books that contained a
sharp critique of Japanese house production, hence his sustained efforts to reform that
system.
In favor of self-fabrication, Ishiyama infused houses with a sense of humor while
demanding that his clients provide a helping hand in their construction. In the footsteps of
his teacher Tamasa Yoshizaki (1917-1980), who promulgated the theory of Continue by
Discontinuity, Ishiyama’s design methodology followed a continuous process of “go and
let go” rather than a strictly organized order and favored an incomplete rather than a total
image.189 In his eyes, the architect is no longer a creator of a total environment. Inspired
by Claude Lévi-Strauss’s idea of bricolage, in which things consumed and abandoned are
reused and recycled, and then again consumed and abandoned, Ishiyama developed his
Barrack Theory. With the makeshift, do-it-yourself structures built by people in the wake
of the Second World War – completely random, unplanned and without clear intention –
still in his mind, he started to present the house as a spontaneous natural expression of
individual free will.
What set Ishiyama apart from his contemporaries was his engagement with the
production side of houses. In his essay “What is the Meaning of One’s Own House for
Architects,” published in the January 1972 issue of Kenchiku, he argued for innovation in
the secular (daily life) rather than extraordinariness and called on architects to “make up
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their minds to be part of the entire housing industry.”190 The first part of his career
consists of eight cylinder-shaped houses made from corrugated steel and ready-made
parts. Technology – albeit low-tech rather than high-tech – played as important a role as
it did for Kenzo Tange or the Metabolists. Two projects that inspired his cylinder houses,
because they “shake the ground we stand upon,” were Kenji Kawai’s Sheet Steel House
(1966) and the mobile theater venue Red Tent by Japanese playwright and theater director
Jūrō Kara. The first was experimental because it had surprised the architectural
community with an engineering material used in an architectural manner. The latter
showed that a tent was enough to assemble people, “cave-like in an industrial age.” With
these examples in mind, Ishiyama made a gesture of designing a house like a “space
egg”: a big cylinder with the space inside a single void, in which he wished “rituals and
manners to occur in the cosmic order of the cylinder.”191 The single void absorbs space
and time and was designed as a secret place (“mecca”) for the personal universe of the
family, in contrast to Mies van der Rohe’s Modernist notion of “universal space.”
The organization of the interior space reflects Ishiyama’s idea of a highly
concentrated space that needs to be protected from the incomprehensible world outside.
The big cylinder that is Gen’an (幻庵) [fig 32] contains a small cylinder with the
facilities for eating, sleeping and toilet, turning daily functions into merely a backstage
for the real objectives of the void. The small cylinder reflects the large cylinder, which in
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turn reflects the larger world outside. Furthermore, the house is closed like a fortress.
Views to the outside are blocked and replaced by geometric patterns on walls and floors
and reflect light and shadow, making it another individual interpretation of the antimodern house.

Yamamoto’s Household Representations
Discussions on the house took on a new dimension with architect Riken
Yamamoto (b. 1945), who presented the house from the perspective of the family and rearticulated it as a place for residents.192 Yamamoto had been a research student in the
laboratory of Hiroshi Hara at the University of Tokyo and joined Hara’s village studies in
places like Africa. The observations of the indigenous settlements brought him to the
conclusion that a house cannot be considered independently of the city and that architects
should focus once more on the social implications of architecture rather than only on
internal issues. Through his encounters with many different communities and their ways
of living, he began to question the notion of “community” and its meaning for a modern
urban society, in order to come up with the solution of a non-hierarchical floorplan.193
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As early as his master’s thesis, “The Semantic Structure of Dwelling,” Yamamoto
realized that Japanese families were living a norm rather than reality.194 Through a close
analysis of the nLDK floorplans, he lost faith in one-to-one functional spaces such as the
51C-model. This standard created a situation in which all houses in Japan started to look
very similar, a situation Yamamoto saw as unnatural, since many kinds of lifestyles and
dwellings had existed in Japan even before modernization.195 Recognizing that there
existed many exceptions to the norm, he called for a change in the “national dwelling
type” of the nLDK floorplan constructed in the postwar era. If a house was the spatial
expression of a norm of a family, and the definition of family had changed, the house
itself required new planning arrangements.
Yamamoto’s ideas elaborated on architect Takashi Kurosawa’s famous statement
that a modern house is “a group of individual rooms,” published in the very first issue of
Toshi Jūtaku in 1968. In the article, Kurosawa argued that modern dwellings were not a
recent invention but that its ingredients – a married couple and privacy – could be traced
back, respectively, to 6th- and 17th-century France. Based on those two ingredients, the
modern dwelling had developed into a formula of “living room plus bedroom plus
children's room(s).” The reason why the space for the husband and wife was not divided
was because both “married couple” and “privacy” were based on the unity, and not the
separation, of the couple. Kurosawa saw a corruption of that “private model based on the
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unity of a couple,” however, as women had recently started to become more involved in
society, and because of a shift from industrial to service industries that required
employees to keep thinking (working) in their homes. Since private space and the unity
of couple no longer held true, he suggested architects divide rooms according to
individuals, rather than according to function.
Where Yamamoto was skeptical of Kurosawa’s thinking was his belief that
contemporary nuclear families emerged in a shape called “home” because of the
corruption of “community.” In a discussion with Kurosawa in Toshi Jūtaku as early as
1970, Yamamoto argued that that a house floorplan for a contemporary family should
take the shape of a gourd (瓢箪 hyōtan), in which a family space remains but each
individual also has an own individual space that directly communicates with an
association outside the home [fig 33].196 With the vision that women would one day
abandon their role as full-time housewives and claim their own individual space with a
direct channel to the outside, Yamamoto predicted a situation for women that would
become increasingly visible in the early 1990s and anticipated a new model of house in
which the “private” living space directly engages with the exterior, a domestic concept he
realized in the collective housing project Hotakubo Housing ( 熊本県営保田窪第一団地	
 
“Kumamoto Hotakubo Daiichi Danchi”, 1991) and the private residence House in
Okayama (岡山の住宅, 1992).
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Bubble Expressions of the 1980s
“The quick pace of society, or rather the sudden circulation of capital swept up almost all
architects.”
Toyo Ito (1989) 197

Due to the soaring price of assets, a phenomenon that began in the latter half of
the 1980s and collapsed in the early 1990s, the Japanese economy experienced a bubble
economy (バブル経済 baburu-kezai) that came to mark the end of nobushi architects
carving out beautiful spaces. Asset prices rose significantly in the real economy, which in
turn triggered further speculation. With money flowing freely, independent architects
stopped caring about the “trivial” house, jumped into a new sea of possibilities and
readily accepted young entrepreneurs’ invitations to fill their land with even more signs
and ostentation for the sake of attracting an even greater number of people. Old buildings
were torn down and replaced by brand-new designs just to take up surface, like
advertisement billboards.198
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Temporariness became the new architectural expression that represented an
alternative to commercial “advertisements,” and punched metal sheeting became the
building material that best expressed the Japanese architecture culture of the late 1980s.
The high transparency of punched metal sheeting and its feeling of non-substance evoked
images of a lightly covered skin that could breathe in air and light, or clothing dancing in
the wind, perfectly fitting the reality of scrap-and-build in a period of bubble economy.
Without any motivation to consider the small house as an autonomous object as architects
had done in the 1970s, architects started to turn to the alternative notion of the network
and to a form of nomadic rather than permanent living. A key figure in this new
movement was Toyo Ito. Inspired by the nomadic tent, Ito started to talk about urban
dwellers who – with their fictional bodies – roamed the city and required a light nomadic
dwelling like a Pao or yurt [fig 35], while his contemporary Itsuko Hasegawa used metal
sheeting as a metaphor for natural phenomena such as mist or a rainbow [fig 34].
After the burst of the economic asset bubble in the early 1990s, architects
reconsidered the capitalist endeavors of their immediate predecessors and tried to
reintroduce the relationship with place, or topos, that had been completely lost during the
bubble.199 Although Ito took the lead in that shift, it was Kazuyo Sejima and Atelier Bow
Wow who fruitfully pushed house design in a new direction after the bubble.

The implications of the burst of the economic asset bubble on the work of Japanese
architects is also the topic of Botond Bognar’s Beyond the Bubble: The New Japanese
Architecture. Berlin: Phaidon, 2008.
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Chapter 3: Kazuyo Sejima and Atelier Bow Wow
One of the most paradigmatic attempts to capture the circumstances of an
architect involved in the absurd capitalist conditions of late 1980s Japan was Toyo Ito’s
essay “No New Architecture without Immersing Oneself in the Sea of Consumption.”200
Published in the architectural journal Shinkenchiku at the heat of the economic bubble,
the essay was Ito's plea to young architects to end their uncritical endeavors as mere
interior decorators in favor of creating architecture that opened up to the consumer
society. The way Ito discussed architecture in the context of social and urban lifestyles
was radically different from the beautifully carved out spaces Japanese architects created
in the 1970s and developed into a discourse of new realities in the mid-1990s.
Ito wrote his 1989 essay in response to the financial speculation in real estate that
had rapidly driven up the paper value of land in mid-1980s Japan and had changed the
meaning of architecture into that of a consumer product. With construction budgets only
a fraction of land prices, for a short period, independent architects enjoyed – until the
economic asset bubble burst in the early 1990s – the luxury of obtaining large-scale
commissions with ease. But that rapid circulation of money had also “swept up almost
every architect.”201 Buildings in Tokyo were built and demolished again at astonishing
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speed, creating a superficial and incoherent urban fabric in which buildings appeared as
temporary advertisement billboards. Architecture no longer had the stable and lasting
character it had always had, Ito concluded, but had started to become “empty symbols of
consumption,” fleeting in the information society.
To get out of this impasse, Ito called on architects not to ignore the consumeroriented society and helplessly wait at the shore of the ever-rising sea of consumption.
Instead, he tried to convey the idea that architecture is certainly possible in a consumerist
society and summoned others to face the situation, plunge into the consumer ocean, and
swim over to the other side to discover a new reality. The delicate yet vibrant stories of
Japanese novelist Banana Yoshimoto, and the frankness with which she captured an
everyday day activity such as eating throughout her dialogues, illustrated for Ito the right
direction architecture should take.202
Reflecting on his two recent installations, Pao for the Tokyo Nomad Girl II (東京
遊牧少女 Tōkyō yūboku shōjo no pao 2, 1988) and Paradise Twelve Meters above Earth
(地上 12m の楽園	
  Chijō 12m no rakuen, 1988), Ito expressed a desire to create
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ephemeral spaces that allowed people to enjoy a vibrant urban lifestyle fully. What
society needed was not large and definitive buildings but light-weight structures
perforated with holes that let in air and light, but above all urban reality.203 Admitting that
he had been quite cynical about the consumer lifestyle when making Pao for the Tokyo
Nomad Girl I (1985) three years earlier, he had come to the insight that he could also
extract the energy of the city and put that into the design of residential space. In Pao for
the Tokyo Nomad Girl II, Ito changed the nomad’s dwelling from a yurt with a
translucent membrane into a polyhedron floating in the air like a spaceship.204 In the
installation Paradise Twelve Meters above Earth, the yurt was placed on the roof of an
actual building and allowed the nomad girl to forge a path through the city. Both designs
were no longer an image of urban living captured inside a tent like it was the case in Pao
I but allowed that urban experience to penetrate the dwelling through its holes.
Ito's turn to the city in the late 1980s and early 1990s not only introduced a trend
towards lightness and transparency in buildings in Japan but also echoed a much larger,
international trend among architects to move away from formalistic exercises into
explorations of the potential of architectural surfaces. Terence Riley, chief curator of
architecture and design at New York’s Museum of Modern Art, captured that “new
architectural sensibility” in the Light Construction exhibition in 1995. What the 33
recently completed projects on show at the exhibition had in common was an interest in
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lightness and transparency because of the rise in information technologies, expressed
through architectural surfaces that were designed not only on a material but also on a
theoretical level.205 An exemplary attempt from Japan that managed to transform its
surroundings into information was Ito’s Tower of Winds (1986), a water and ventilation
stack for a shopping court in Yokohama. Finished with a punched metal façade and a
complete light installation, the tower excelled in its “ephemeral quality” to visualize the
invisible changes in its surroundings in the form of a media object when lit up at night.
What made Ito's essay decisive at the peak of the bubble was that he dared to talk about
buildings – the ultimate symbols of consumption – as something almost non-existing,
light and fleeting. It was this observation that initiated a flood of responses from
architects, historians and critics about the “synergetic relationship” of architects and
investors during the economic bubble.206
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Anticipating the arrival of a new stage in Japanese architecture, oscillating
between “illusions of freedom and the constraints of reality,” architecture journals readily
accepted their role as a platform to discuss architects’ interests in relation to real-estate
speculation.207 A notable response to Ito’s change of mindset came from architect and
businessman Takekuni Ikeda (b.1924), who reacted to the excessive formalistic
experiments of the period of the economic bubble with a call for minimum houses in his
essay “Architecture Should Not be Tossed Around by Consumer Society,” published in
the December 1990 issue of Jūtaku Kenchiku.208 Takekuni had been the designer of
Japan’s first high-rise buildings in the 1970s and at the moment of writing was involved
in the Dutch-inspired theme park Huis ten Bosch in Nagasaki, a 2.1 trillion yen “bubble
project” resort that also aimed to improve the environment. Surprisingly, Takekuni turned
to the small minimal houses of the 1950s as a possible direction for architecture. In his
essay, he proposed a minimum house where people and nature coexisted once more, a
larger theme he also explored in Huis ten Bosch. He envisioned a much better alternative
to “rigid architecture that is only evaluated with criteria of forms and space” with a
proposal for a modular house that contained a flexible core and could easily change along
with social changes.
Much as Ito advocated consumerism in architecture, architecture historian
Hiroyuki Suzuki viewed building as a healthy form of consumption that could serve as a
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progressive model to show society a new direction. In his essay “The Myth of
Architecture: The Creation of a Consumerist Model,” published in the July 1991 issue of
Shinkenchiku, Suzuki set out to compare contemporary architecture with that of 20thcentury Modernist architecture.209 Guided by the Modernist slogan of “form follows
function,” which dictates that the shape of a building or object explains its intended
function, Modernist architecture was a production-driven model that defined
consumption.210 Building started as a consequence of demand from society, was then
massively produced and at last massively consumed. But for Suzuki, that definition of
“function” had significantly changed in meaning with the arrival of the consumer society.
In the consumption-driven model, it was specific functions (個別的機能 kobetsuteki
kinō) based on tastes, symbols and styles, rather than objective and measurable functions,
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that defined what was produced or built. The fact that architects now readily engaged
with the consumer society was a natural continuation of history. Since designers had
made “monuments” – symbols of consumption – as a form of cultural expression for
centuries, Suzuki considered “form follows function” merely a temporary model.

Kazuyo Sejima’s New Reality
The most thought-provoking of architects who managed to cross the sea of
consumption and thereby push architecture in a new direction was Ito’s protégée Kazuyo
Sejima (b. 1956).211 Sejima joined Ito's office in 1981 after graduating from Japan
Women's University and was unmistakably taken in by Ito's ideas on lightness,
transparency and impermanence, which circulated in his architectural office in the mid1980s. Later, her later work would come to be characterized by transparency (透明
tōmei), a sense of weightlessness (無重力 mujūryoku) and the composition of
diagrammatic space (図式的な空間の構成 zushikitekina kūkan no kōsei).212 Although
she considered her six years working for him tough, Sejima has said she learned the joy
of architecture from him, as well as how to make a drawing into a real building.
Compared to the strong architectural images of Ito, her work looks very instinctively
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made. However, since Sejima wants everything in her designs to be perfect and logical,
she considers Ito's approach much more flexible than her own.213
When Sejima was put in charge of the design process of Ito’s project Pao
Dwelling for The Tokyo Nomad I (1986), she realized what she would later identify as the
shortcomings in her master’s design methodology. Pao was Ito's model for a new kind of
urban dwelling in a simulated city, a temporary building covered with a porous and
translucent skin. The hypothetical inhabitant of this garment-like structure was “the urban
nomad,” a female city dweller equipped with a virtual body submerged in a society
steeped with information. The way to use this “house covered with a translucent sheet,”
as Ito formulated it, was as a place to sleep after a day out consuming the city.
In an interview with Global Architecture editor Yukio Futagawa, Sejima
confessed that Ito’s poetic image of a new way of living was incongruent with the actual
realized space. She –Ito's role model for the urban nomad – had experienced sitting
inside the pao more as a “personal covering” rather than a light skin-like permeable
membrane, an experience which aroused in her a wish to “flush away that which one had
tried to keep wrapped up” ( 包み込もうとしたものを再び流してしまう
tsutsumikomou to shita mono o futatabi nagashite shimau).214 Preferring a design process
that was more fluent than Ito’s methodology of working towards the realization of a
preconceived image and allowing an assessment of endless alternatives, she commented:
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“When Mr. Ito thinks of a project, he is trying to create an image we’ve never seen before.
A scene never before seen (眼に見えないシーン me ni mienai shīn). In my case, instead
of scenes, I prefer to make more concrete things (もっと具体的なところで motto
gutaitekina tokoro de).”215 Her disenchantment with the actual realized pao – which did
not feel like something “covering lightly” – presaged Sejima's impending shift away from
Ito's lyrical mediation between the dynamic metropolis Tokyo and the private realm of
the home. Instead, Sejima opted to make something that is “almost covering but goes
away.”216
Sejima went independent in 1987 with a personal interest in the movement of
people (人の動き hito no ugoki ) and in places that are more open, without a fixed
orientation. She started to talk about her first commissions for weekend houses as “a
kind of open stage that should serve to facilitate freedom of movement through which
people can pass quite freely.”217 She proposed weak enclosures in relation to human
actions, which were the antithesis of the conventional planning solutions in residential
projects at that time. Designing structures that merged with their surroundings rather than
buildings that rigidly subdivided space according to functions, Sejima generated a
lightness in her architecture that started to take a different meaning from Ito's designs.
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Whereas for him lightness was a desire to create a genuinely original image of a building
that suited the fluidity of contemporary society, Sejima's lightness would encompass a
liberation of an architecture (建築が自由になること kenchiku ga jiyū ni naru koto)
dominated by consumerism and simultaneously a rejection of images that were easily
consumed.218

Sejima’s Human Ties
An analysis of Sejima’s ideas on house design highlights a growing engagement
with residents and urban conditions unheard of in the two preceding decades. As a young
woman in her early 20s, she readily experienced the rapid rise of Japan’s consumer
society in the 1980s, characterized by what marketing analyst Atsushi Miura has dubbed
the third-stage consumer society. Whereas the nuclear family, and in particular the full219

time housewife, had been the primary consumer in the postwar era (1946-1974), in the
1990s that role had shifted to working-age singles and “parasite singles” – single people
in their late 20s or early 30s who still live with their parents in order to enjoy a carefree
life.220 In terms of consumers’ aspirations, Miura continued, people in the 1990s aspired
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The term parasite single (パラサイトシングル parasaito shinguru) was first coined
by sociologist and University of Tokyo graduate Masahiro Yamada in 1999 and quickly
found its way in everyday vocabulary. The term refers particularly to unmarried women
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to individualization, famous brands, differentiation and Europe, as opposed to the
postwar goals of mass consumption, “bigger is better” and America. Explaining that in
this climate of big-city living architecture begins as the extension of everyday life (日常
の延長みたいなところから nichijō no enchō mitaina tokoro kara), Sejima equated a
“house” with a “lifestyle.”221 In an interview with philosopher Kōji Taki, she expressed
her dissonance with the mismatch between the existing housing stock in Japan and the
reality of people’s preferred way of living with more diversification and differentiation:

[…] a residence, a structure where the allocation of space and function has been
heavily stereotyped according to conventional social ideas of the family. These
types of stereotyped notions no longer play the decisive role they once did. Such
fixed concepts have no validity in a rapidly changing society, a society in which
even the family has become an increasingly vague concept. Part of what I am
aiming for is to discard old stereotypes of the residence and start anew. I consider
such fixed assumptions to be actually fairly arbitrary, and not based on reality.222
To overcome this gap, Sejima developed a method of analysis prior to design that
questioned the meaning of the program and started to use the diagram as her preferred
form of architectural representation.

who postponed marriage to first enjoy a carefree life, with spending money, in an
economically difficult time after the burst of the Bubble. 「パラサイト・シングルの時
代 」”parasaito shinguru no jidai.” Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 1999
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The program (プログラム puroguramu), or architectural brief, as understood by
the Modernists, had already been criticized by Dutch architect Rem Koolhaas in his
retrospective manifesto Delirious New York: a Retroactive Manifesto for Manhattan
(1978), in which he introduced unexpected functions within a one-room program.223
“Program,” however, first entered the Japanese debate through the 1989 Shinkenchiku
Residential Design Competition, in which sole judge Bernard Tschumi set the theme of
“dis-programming” to discuss the gap between the building (container) and its functions
(content).224 Through his theory of Deconstructivism, Tschumi showed Japanese
architects a more open attitude towards society in comparison to the formalist
experiments of architects in the 1970s, such as Peter Eisenman’s Houses of Cards. The
popularity of the use of “program” swelled after the burst of the bubble, around 1993,
because it provided Japanese architects with a way of discussing their formalist
experiments conducted during the economic bubble. Architects like Riken Yamamoto,
Hajime Yatsuka and Yoshioka Hanada subsequently picked up the theme as a means to
address the problem from a sociological perspective and to question the gap between
fictional families and reality.225
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edition. It had a great impact on Japanese architects who, after the Bubble, were looking
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Sejima admitted that Koolhaas had been a significant figure for her, one who had
revolutionized the way architects look at the program. She had seen his competition entry
for the new national library in Paris, Très Grande Bibliothèque (1989), as an invention
with great originality, a “treasure” elaborated with a vocabulary that spoke to many.226 In
the design for the 80-bed women’s dormitory Saishunkan Women’s Dormitory (1991) she
adopted that vocabulary and translated “dormitory” not as ‘a building that provides
sleeping spaces for a large number of people,” but rather as “a space for living for a
group.” Privately commissioned by a cosmetics company, Saishunkan Women’s
Dormitory [fig 37] then inspired Sejima to conduct a series of experiments with the
hierarchical relationships affiliated with the traditional Japanese house.227 Taking the
dormitory as a scaled-up version of a single-family house, with 80 female employees
forming an alternative family unit, Sejima explored the way individuals can find privacy
within a collective.228 Rather than providing the women with a maximum of individual

Hashimoto, Jun (ed).「現代建築の軌跡--1925-1995「新建築」に見る建築と日本の
近代」 “Gendaikenchiku no kiseki –1925-1995 ‘Shinkenchiku’ ni miru nihon kenchiku
to nihon no kindai.” Tokyo: Shinkenchikusha, 1995:490.
Japan Architect devoted an entire issue to the theme of “programming” in 1995. Japan
Architect 19, Autumn 1995-3. “Programming.”
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& Theory; Production and Reflection. Hamburg: Junius Verlag, 2009.
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private space in the form of 80 bedrooms, Sejima freed the “family” from such
individualistic tendencies and instead put emphasis on the large common space. With this
proposal, the architect took the liberty to interpret the company's request for “a dormitory,
a training center and house in one” as “a large single room containing many functions”
where “eighty people could spend time comfortably as a group, and where the individual
can comfortably spend time on her own.” As each bedroom is allocated to four people,
residents are invited to use the oversized 7.6 meter-high collective space at will and
choose what activities to participate in. Privacy in the Saishunkan Women’s Dormitory,
then, is not regulated by physical walls but rather by psychological barriers, so that
although living communally, “each person can individually adjust her distance from
others, thereby adjusting the relationships of public and private.”229 While the project
made with the intention of having the outside flow into the interior, Sejima
retrospectively admitted that the building was nearly closed off, but that the interior
succeeded in letting people move around freely. In her next project, Pachinko Parlor, she
would further explore this theme by creating an exterior that also says something about
what is going on inside.
The design of the Gifu Kitagata Apartment Building (1994-2000) [fig 38]
demonstrates Sejima’s commitment to humanizing residential space not only at the scale
of the individual family but also on a national level. In 1994, Sejima was given the
opportunity to design a high-rise 107-unit public housing block as part of the innovative
architecture and urban planning project Kumamoto Art polis (熊本アートポリス
229
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Kumamoto Ātoporisu). The program was under the supervision of master architect Arata
Isozaki and allowed for a bold statement against the monotonous repetition and rigid
planning of Japanese collective housing.230 The first change she introduced was removing
the general character of collective housing blocks by adjusting the proportions of the
building to an incredibly thin slab, creating a building volume that is not merely related to
the view from outside but also refers to the lives inside the apartments. Next, Sejima
reassessed the notion of family as regulated by Japanese social housing standards as a
simple gathering of the required number of dwellings based on “a setup image of what a
family is”（設定された家族像 settei sareta kazokuzō).231 Acknowledging that
contemporary Japan was no longer based on the postwar nuclear family of a couple with
two children but varied significantly in composition, her apartment wing was based on
the premise of a place where people live “in all kinds of collective ways.” The core
230

In the 1950’s, the Japan Housing Corporation (JHC) started building public housing in
suburban areas to address the housing shortage. In the run-up to the 1964 Tokyo
Olympics, private developers joined the market with rented and privately owned
apartments. To make the commercial apartments distinctive from public housing, private
developers borrowed the “exotic” English word mansion (マンション mansion) to
suggest a spacious and comfortable apartment. Since public housing units and mansions
were based on the very same room layout, collective housing in Japan has a very
homogeneous character.
The Kumamoto Art Polis is an innovative architecture and urban planning initiative
launched by the governor of Kumamoto Prefecture, Morihiro Hosokawa, in 1988. The
goal of the program is to stimulate regional development and revitalization of Japan`s
‘hinterland' in and around Kumamoto city through notable buildings designed by
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module of her housing block, therefore, was not the “apartment” but the single “room.”
By connecting these modular blocks in different quantities and various ways – at times
across two levels – Sejima introduced a flexibility in domestic patterns unknown to
collective housing in Japan. Depending on how rooms were stacked and combined, and
where the exterior walls cut the unit off from the other units, a unique image of “house”
emerged.
Although Sejima's modules are identical and arranged only one room deep, they
contained a quintessential difference with conventional collective housing blocks in the
relationship (関係 kankei) among the rooms. The private veranda-like corridor space
running on the south side allows rooms within the apartment to combine according to the
wishes of residents. And unlike standard public housing that has only one entrance, here
at least three or four rooms have direct access to the public corridor, opening new
hierarchal relationships between entrance, room, resident and visitor, suggesting that
privacy inherent to the modern dwelling can be interpreted in various ways.232

Sejima’s Urban Ties
Sejima further explored the house in terms of its confrontation with its
surroundings, a discussion that had started with Ito's design of Silver Hut (1984) [fig 36].
The vaulted, light-framed Silver Hut was Ito’s 180-degree shift away from his
hermetically closed White U (1976). In her debut work, the weekend house Platform I
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(1987-1988) [fig 39], Sejima illustrated the idea, at a preliminary level, of an interior that
comfortably spreads into the exterior in an attempt to create “a space continuous with its
surrounding environment.” Thanks to the use of a thin wave-like roof made of corrugated
steel supported only by eight thin columns, living space “emerged freely beneath the roof”
and had the potential to extend endlessly in a horizontal direction.233 In a follow-up
project for a small weekend house with studio space, Platform II (1988-1990), the feeling
that the interior space could expand across the site was taken a step further. As in
Platform I, the roof formed the space-defining element, but now the living space
conceptually allowed for expansion in all directions.234
To open the house to the environment was, however, nothing new to speak of as
Modernist architects had already made similar attempts in the 1930s. For example,
American architect Frank Lloyd Wright (1866-1959) created a feeling of openness to the
environment by creating a living space that merged with the dining and kitchen areas, all
of this opened to a rear garden in his “economical” Usonian Houses. In the large private
“Prairie House” villa Falling Water (1935) located in Bear Run, Wright stretched that
idea by expanding the interior to the outdoors using floors that dramatically cantilever
over a forest setting. American architect Richard Neutra (1892-1970), to name another
prominent example, became known for the way he contrasted the stark, machineaesthetic images of the International Style with that of the lush vegetation of the southern
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Toyo Ito has commented on Sejima's Platform series as the start of Sejima’s “radical
intent to destroy the cosmology of the dwelling.” Toyo Ito. “Arquitectura Diagram”
(Diagram Architecture). El Croquis: 18.
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Californian climate. Using a spatial organization of overlapping planes, cantilevered
volumes supported by pilotis and ribbon windows set in a light steel frame, his Lovell
‘Health’ House (1927-1929) opened to the environment while simultaneously drawing in
dramatic views from its scenic hillside location. And Mies van der Rohe (1868- 1969), in
his Barcelona Pavilion (1929), invented the open (decellularized) plan in which spacedefining elements were dissociated from the structural columns to allow for planning that
was free and open. Using an unbroken podium, with a variation of opaque, translucent
and transparent walls freely disposed within a regular grid of slender cruciform steel
columns, and with a flat roof on top, Mies not only provided a view towards the outside
but managed to merge interior and exterior. Where Sejima differed from these attempts
was her search for “that which is almost covered but goes away.” In other words, she did
not seek an unconditional acceptance of the exterior conditions inside the building, but
rather a more generic condition that simultaneously keeps the exterior at a slight distance.
Sejima used commissions for detached houses as a means to further explore this
delicate boundary relationship between inside and outside. Small House (1999-2000), a
77-m2 private house in central Tokyo for a couple with a child, was designed with a
simultaneous conception of interior and exterior. This mutual relation between house and
environment is made visible in the truncated shape of the façade, as the constraints of the
crowded site called for a solution that made full use of the power of smallness.235 The
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Architect Manabu Chiba addressed the potentials that only small houses can achieve
in his essay “The ‘Strength’ of Houses,” which well describes the concerns of Japanese
architects at the turn of the millennium.
Manabu Chiba. 「住宅の強度」”Jūtaku no kyōdo”（The “Strength“ of Houses）.
Japan Architect 37 (2000): 8-9.
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clients’ requirements for a terrace, a living-dining room, two bedrooms and a spare room
are each given a separate floor, but using different floor heights, differently sized
openings and a different orientation, defined as “spheres” rather than functions. With
floor heights and room sizes that deviate from the housing norm and the introduction of a
diversity of places (様々な場所 samazamana basho) instead of the conventional set of
rooms, Sejima gave her clients the possibility of living differently from life in a standard
prefabricated house. The give-and-take attitude of the house vis-à-vis its surroundings
translated into floor slabs slightly shifted in position to optimize the relation between
program and immediate surroundings. Floors and façade shift position to respond to the
site conditions – inward to allow for parking on-site or outward to reach towards adjacent
buildings. As such, Sejima explained how the relationships with various forms of outdoor
space are “drawn inside the rooms” while at the same time generating a different sense of
distance (距離 kyori) from its surroundings.236

Atelier Bow Wow’s New Reality
Another stream of thought that unsettled the aesthetic experiments of Shinohara’s
“house as art” in the early 1990s emerged in the writings and work of Atelier Bow Wow,
a firm run by Yoshiharu Tsukamoto (b. 1965) and Momoyo Kaijima (b. 1969).237
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The company has always used an English name alongside their original Japanese
name アトリエワン（Atorie Wan）. Both “Bow Wow” (English) and “Wan Wan”
(Japanese) refer to the sound of a barking dog.
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Tsukamoto and Kaijima both earned master's degrees in architecture from the Tokyo
Institute of Technology and were very much influenced by the “foundation” of this
department: the compositional studies of the three professor-architects-cum-public
intellectuals Kiyoshi Seike, Kazuo Shinohara and Kazunari Sakamoto – Seike had been
mentor to Shinohara, who had in turn been Sakamoto’s mentor, at this institute.
Tsukamoto, through his (associate) professorship, later carried on that lineage. During a
year studying at the École Nationale Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs in Paris, Tsukamoto
would become acquainted with the work of philosopher Henri Lefebvre, whose The
Production of Space made a profound impact.238 The way Lefebvre moved from the
spiritual and ideological meaning of space to the experience of everyday life at home and
in the city, is also omnipresent in the work of Atelier Bow Wow.
Tsukamoto and Kaijima belonged to a generation of architects who made reading
the urban context and how to approach the city their main preoccupation. Just as
Fumihiko Maki had given the previous nobushi generation a name and identity, so Atelier
Bow Wow was part of what historian Taro Igarashi dubbed the Unit School (ユニット派
unitto ha). In a history-making exhibition “From Space to Situation” staged at Gallery
MA in Tokyo under his curatorship, Igarashi presented 10 architectural firms – including
Atelier Bow Wow – which had set up their practices in the early 1990s after the
economic asset bubble had burst and Japan became mired in a prolonged recession.239 To
238
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Taro Igarashi as the curator of the exhibition「空間から状況へ」 “Kūkan kara
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overcome the bad economic situation, Igarashi observed that most architects had teamed
up with others, hence the nickname Unit School. What connected all the architectural
firms of Atelier Bow Wow, Mikan, Factor N Associates, Ryue Nishizawa and the like,
according to the curator, was their focus on “situation” (状況 jyōkyō). While Igarashi
critiqued the Unit School architects for still talking about the city in rather fictional or
ideological ways, he also praised them for meticulously reading and realistically
observing the environment and for being able to draw connections between their urban
observations.
Deprived of clients and budgets just like the other Unit School members,
Tsukamoto and Kaijima set up shop in 1992 while still graduate students and tied
academic research to design architectural competitions. Under the supervision of mentor
Kazunari Sakamoto, Tsukamoto wrote the Ph.D. thesis “Study of the Compositional
Rhetoric in Contemporary Japanese Houses,” in which he, using academic papers,
examined “grammatical rules” such as composition, division and the articulation of

Toto Publishers with the same name as the exhibition.While the exhibition title seems to
make a reference to the famous 1966-exhibition From Space to Environment (空間から
環境へ Kūkan kara kankyō e) that presented the work of 38 multi-disciplinary artists in
the Matsuya Department in Tokyo, curator Taro Igarashi explained otherwise.
The title of the exhibition was already fixed by the initiators of the exhibitions—
architects Hitoshi Abe, Manabu Chiba and Masashi Sogabe—when he was asked as
curator. He rejects the idea that the three architects made any direct reference to the 1966exhibition, and states that he did not make either. Instead, Igarashi argued in the
exhibition catalogue that the ten architects on show (all born in the 1960s) somewhat
resembled the Situationists. Email conversation with Taro Igarashi. 20 July 2017.
For the groundbreaking ideas introduced in the 1966-exhibition, see Midori Yoshimoto.
“From Space to Environment: The Origins of Kankyō and the Emergence of Intermedia
Art in Japan.” Art Journal, Vol. 67, No. 3 (Fall 2008): 24-45.
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indoor and outdoor spaces or building elements.240 By researching these residential
precursors, Tsukamoto developed growing doubts about the classification system of
compositional elements, including the standardized floorplan of Japanese housing in the
nLDK system. In a search for differentiation, he developed a view that the character of a
place is not the result of normative activities but rather a synthesis of multiple
explanatory variables.241
Atelier Bow Wow’s entry in the 1994 Shinkenchiku Residential Design
Competition was a preliminary attempt to break with the conventional classifications of a
house in the city and set an example for many of the small, detached houses the firm
realized subsequently. Within the theme of “urban dwelling,” competition judge
Fumihiko Maki expected participants to revolutionize the way dwellings were structured.
He called for a new kind of house that reconsidered the public-private relationship while
exploring other than domestic functions. 242 Atelier Bow Wow responded to the brief
with the prototype model House Without “Oku” (奥のない家 oku no nai ie), a project
title that unmistakably referred to Maki’s own legendary 1978 essay Nihon no toshi
kūkan to ‘oku’ (日本の都市空間と「奥」). In that essay, Maki had lamented that
240
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contemporary Japanese society was losing its distinctively Japanese spatial feature oku,
the “innermost area” of a multi-layered space as found in urban space as well as house
design.243 Atelier Bow Wow’s competition entry acknowledged the loss of oku as
deplored by Maki but instead of merely reintroducing it in its traditional form, the duo
came up with a new prototype that reversed the spatial sequence of oku. Atelier Bow
Wow’s oku was a cubic space nested inside a larger cubic container and sheltered from
the outside by a buffer zone that they called Nobody’s Room (誰のものでもない部屋
dare no mono demo nai heya). Tubes that pierced through this Nobody’s Room directly
connected the innermost space – commonly the hardest to access – with the exterior. By
simultaneously exposing and encapsulating the inner area, the architects proposed a
living arrangement that intentionally engaged with urban life, rather than purposely
withdrawing from it. Although House Without “Oku” remained a paper project, the core
concept of reversing the house from inward-looking to opened up to the exterior
continued to be a guiding principle in Atelier Bow Wow's subsequent work.244
Atelier Bow Wow's academic interests in spatial rhetoric developed in conjunction with
street observations. To capture architectural and urban conditions unique to Tokyo,
members of Atelier Bow Wow and students of Tsukamoto's university laboratory roamed
the streets, analysed the city's morphology and building typologies, and reevaluated the
cityscape of Tokyo regarding “nameless and strange buildings.” The unlikely
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combinations and programmatic functions they found within one building – such as the
Super Car School, a supermarket with a driving school on top – was “no-good” (ダメ
dame) but exactly for that reason “very Tokyo,” or “Made in Tokyo,” as they called the
website and book that resulted from their research. 245 In the same way, they discovered
typologies such as Royal Golf Apartments, Vehicular Village and Highway Department
Store. Those discoveries not only echoed Bernard Rudofsky's 1964 observation of “nonpedigreed architecture” but were equally tied to Japanese predecessors in the form of Kon
Wajiro's “modernology” surveys in the 1920s, architect-historian Terunobu Fujimori and
Takeyoshi Hori's “Architectural Detective Agency” fieldwork in the 1970s, and Fujimori
and artist Genpei Akasegawa's ROJO Society in the 1980s.246 Where Atelier Bow Wow’s
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Made in Tokyo started in 1991 with the first discovery of a typical B-grade Tokyo
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今和次郎 Kon Wajirō (1888-1973).
Architect and folk researcher who graduated from the (current) Tokyo University of the
Arts and became a professor at Waseda University. Wajiro founded the school of thought
called “modernology” which meticulously analyzes changes in the cityscape of Tokyo
during the 1920s and 1930s and known for his research on the traditional Japanese houses
(minka), which he did from a folklore point of view. The work of Wajiro Kon has gained
attention in scholarly work thanks to the efforts of historian Terunobu Fujimori and
scholars like Miriam Silverberg and Koroshi Izumi, among others.
Terunobu Fujimori. 「今和次郎: 考現学入門」 “Kon wajirō: kōgengaku nyūmon.”
Tokyo: Chikuma Shobo, 1987.
Miriam Silverberg. “Constructing the Japanese Ethnography of Modernity.” The Journal
of Asian Studies 51, no. 1 (1992): 30-54.
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observations differed, as “detective” Terunobu Fujimori has pointed out, was that Atelier
Bow used the eccentric gaze towards non-pedigreed architecture not merely as a gaze, but
to actually create architecture and objects that were unconventional.247
Investigations into what made Tokyo unique were not Atelier Bow Wow's final
goal but a tool to develop an architectural language that would lay the groundwork for a
new kind of architecture fitting the city. What they had in mind was the elaboration of
their very own architectural and urban theory for Tokyo. Their primary examples were
Aldo Rossi's L’Architettura della Città (1966), Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and
Steven Izenour’s Learning from Las Vegas (1972) and Rem Koolhaas’ Delirious New
York: A Retroactive Manifesto for Manhattan (1978).248 In rejection of the rigid
functionalism of Modernist planning, Rossi analysed the city as a collection of “urban
artifacts” that obtained a building typology and an urban morphology from the historical
context to come to an autonomous architecture that evoked association and memory by
analogy. Amidst the ferment and turmoil of the 1960s, Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour
rejected the anonymity of postwar corporate Modernism by looking at buildings that
Starting with her Ph.D. dissertation Kon Wajirō: A Quest for the Architecture as a
Container of Everyday Life [University of Pennsylvania, 1998], Koroshi Izumi has
written extensively on Kon Wajiro.
Bernard Rudofsky. Architecture without Architects: A Short Introduction to NonPedigreed Architecture. New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1964. The exhibition was
on show at the Museum of Modern Art in New York from 11 November 1964 till 7
February 1965. Given that Wajiro Kon was a graduate of Waseda University in Tokyo, it
is no coincidence that Bernard Rudofsky was invited to teach at Waseda University.
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accepted the influences of popular culture, the Strip and Main Street of the resort desertcity of Las Vegas. What made Koolhaas's observations unique was that he captured the
dynamism of capitalist investment and real estate in New York within the grid system of
Manhattan, at once human-scaled and moral and at the same time technocratic and global.
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Anonymous vernacular forms existing in the reality of cities were also the topic of
a subsequent research project, Pet Architecture (2002), a study that explored the smallest
structures or creative solutions squeezed into unused urban spaces, the gaps between
buildings in Tokyo. The small, humorous and charming buildings that are commonly not
explained as architecture – such as a real-estate agency with a billboard sign that is larger
than the actual shop – caught the interest of Atelier Bow Wow as “pets” that “happily
expressed the logic of the user.”250 In both Made in Tokyo and Pet Architecture, Atelier
Bow Wow revealed commonly overlooked relationships between space, function and
composition, which in turn inspired them to design houses directly responding to site
conditions and their owner's requirements.
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Atelier Bow Wow’s Urban Ties
From the mid-1990s the name Atelier Bow Wow started to become affiliated with
the production of mini-houses that gave smallness, commonly regarded as a negative
design factor, a fully positive meaning. In the guise of a cultural anthropologist,
Tsukamoto presented the task of house design as “a more confrontational dialogue with
the inferiority of the residential districts of Tokyo.”251 The unique aspect of Tokyo, he
said, is that it is a “city made up of houses,” with a huge number of independent houses
that had a lifespan of a mere 30 years. The role of architects within this gigantic realm is
their “assistance in the perpetual regeneration of the grain of the city.” Because of the
significant private ownership of land, this renewal happened at the initiative of individual
families rather than the central government, a view on the “uniqueness” Tokyo that was
promoted in full at the Japan Pavilion at the International Venice Biennale in 2010, under
the name Tokyo Metabolizing.252
Criticizing the previous generations of postwar houses built during Japan’s rapid
economic growth for being “isolated from the reality of life” and merely concerned with
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issues such as the hierarchy of internal spaces, Atelier Bow Wow started to talk about the
house as an animate hub within an entire ecosystem. Instead of a stand-alone object
designed according to the interests of the architect, they believed in the house as an
interactive hub within a network of urban activities where objects and people,
neighboring houses, site and weather conditions actively influenced its design. A good
house, then, was “a sentient creature” with its own unique intelligence, tuning in with all
the repetitive behaviors of neighboring housing typologies, environmental behaviors such
as sunlight, humidity, precipitation and the wind, as well as internal behaviors such as
sleeping, bathing and eating.
Back in 1961, American-born Canadian activist and urbanologist Jane Jacobs had
introduced a way of describing the social, economic but above all real dynamics of urban
life in her groundbreaking book The Death and Life of Great American Cities, which
reverberates in the design approach of Atelier Bow Wow. Through minuscule
observations of the built environment, Jacobs had discovered that the evolution of a city
is an “organized complexity,” dealing simultaneously with multiple systems, processes
and interactions among people, which together interrelate into one large organic whole.253
Atelier Bow Wow’s “entire ecosystem” similarly envisioned houses not as independent
objects, but as spinning a web of larger natural forces.
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Atelier Bow Wow’s Human Ties
In addition to proposing creative solutions to site constraints and limited budgets,
Atelier Bow Wow also used the design of the detached house to shape social change,
developing the clients' personal notion of a dwelling that commercial houses failed to
produce, as Tsukamoto explained in an interview:

My criticism about the quotidian house is that the housing industry treats people
as unknowledgeable about living and about houses and what is the appropriate
typology for their towns and streets. Perhaps people do know little about it, but it
is very hard for people to step out of this system. Atelier Bow Wow wants to
teach people again about housing typologies, what is good and bad about the
appearance of houses on the street.254
Independent architects active in the mid-1990s – many involved in the design of lowbudget detached houses – were confronted with what Tsukamoto called “very banal
issues” caused by the restrictions of urban planning legislation.255 Due to the subdivision
of properties and the centralization of residential districts, the size of available land had
become extremely small compared to what had been available to previous generations of
architects. On top of that, a minimum required distance of 50 cm between house and
property boundary, the position of the volume on the site and the shape of the house
spurred architects to engage with reality. For Atelier Bow Wow, these practical concerns
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An architect who made the banal rules of the Urban Planning Law his subject of study
is Atelier Bow Wow's contemporary Yoshimura Yatsutaka. In his book, he visualizes the
restrictions of Urban Regulations and its effects on the shape of buildings. Yoshimura
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formed the key to designing a detached house. While factors such as land subdivision, car
parking, the positioning of the house on the site and the house shape had already existed
for previous generations of architects, extraordinary external conditions became “crucial”
in the definition of the space of the house and played a major role in imagining the space
from the mid-1990s onwards.256 With the size of the interior of a house in Tokyo so tiny
that it “brims with various orientations,” Atelier Bow Wow planned this “place with
dense meanings” using jigsaw-like elements such as furniture and other objects essential
for “regulating the orientation of objects and the orientation of people.”257 By offering
residents interior elements that can generate a series of actions and events, they foresaw
the internal behavior able to tune in with exterior practices.
With the four-story dwelling Shallow House (2001-2002), Atelier Bow Wow
illustrated that furniture and windows are not static objects but integrate a sense of spatial
expansion that reaches out to the city. With a total depth of only 2.8 meters, Shallow
House is so shallow that it feels like “living on the walls.”258 In response to that condition,
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Atelier Bow Wow positioned the stairs at the back of the dwelling and aligned all
furniture with the windows in the large 170-square-meter front façade. In this planning
method, the locations of the sofa, the dining table and the bed stem from the position of
the windows and, as such, directly link the activities inside with the exterior. By
preparing the jigsaw only loosely, Atelier Bow Wow anticipated interaction between
architecture and users, which not only defined the house by its materiality but above all
by the activities inscribed in them. In Shallow House, for example, the residents are
invited to enjoy the constraints of the site and enjoy its shallowness through the
possibility of linking interior activity with outdoor activities.
House Tower (2005-2006), a tower-like detached house 11 meters high that sits
on a tiny 18-m2 footprint, is emblematic of “a feeling that people live on the site rather
than in the house.” Due to its small site, a vertical orientation was inevitable, driving the
living arrangements upwards to the sky. As in other projects, it is the “secondary device”
of stairs that makes the interior.259 The floating staircase cuts through the center of the
house and divides the interior space into two, with six small floor slabs containing
permanent fixtures on the one side, and four larger flexible floor plates on the other side.
Rather than lamenting the limitations of the site, Bow Wow turned site constraints into a
happy domestic life in which residents playfully move between floors. The concept of
House and Atelier Bow Wow was similarly derived from its (flagpole-shaped) site and is
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another example in which the “banal” urban issues were not ignored but rather explored.
Despite being surrounded by buildings on virtually all sides, the house-cum-atelier
contains large windows that project onto the gap spaces and thereby extend the living
area visually into the façade of the neighbors. Variously sized landings and floors overlap
the semi-public space of the office with the privacy of the couple's own private house,
inviting people and activities from outside into a way of living that is part of the broader
order of the urban environment.

Atelier Bow Wow’s Ani Hausu (1998)
Atelier Bow Wow's efforts to cultivate a sensibility outside the domestic race for
innovative housing concepts, which Kengo Kuma nicknamed the “paddock,” played out
in a philosophy in which thinking about the house equaled thinking about the city.260 Ani
Hausu (1998) is a house designed for a couple with – at that time – one child and was one
of their earliest attempts in Japan in which the interior structure was designed
simultaneously with its surroundings. By freeing the suburban house from its current
orders, and as such weakening the structure of the family shelter, they created a new
relationship between the house and the “non-house” that better reflected the banal urban
conditions of the 1990s.
Situated on a small suburban plot that was the result of subdivision of land after
the economic bubble, Ani Hausu [fig 40] used the unfavorable post-bubble land
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conditions – smallness, density and unpredictable, fast-changing surroundings – as
opportunities to cultivate new architectural ideas.23 Through its unconventional
positioning on the site and with a house that looks towards the neighborhood rather than
ignoring it, Ani Hausu introduced a new building behavior into Japanese suburbia. This
new behavior assumed a new kind of lifestyle that brought residents actively in contact
with exterior conditions.24 The client of the house is Tsukamoto’s older brother, a
structural engineer who had recently returned from Germany after completing a Ph.D.
degree. Back in Japan, he and his wife wished for a house without doors, in which the
family would live in close harmony. The option of distancing oneself from another –in
this case, on different floors – would be their form of privacy. 261
With a redefinition of the house from an urban point of view, Tsukamoto and
Kaijima strove to escape the vicious circle of social positioning common to suburban
houses in Japan.262 More often than not, houses on small lots in Japan are pushed to the
north side to realize the desired house-with-garden formula with a small patch of green
on the south side. Ani Hausu stubbornly moves out of this monotonous rhythm. Located
in the middle of the 11 x 10-meter plot, the building, with its 6 x 6-meter footprint,
creates the impression of a little free-standing villa with a multidirectional orientation.
Oversized windows on all sides of the house soften the traditional front-side and rear-side
to produce a feeling that the house belongs to the larger realm of the city. The green patch
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all around the house creates a physical but above all a mental distance from the crowded
conditions of neighboring activities, while the elimination of the usual site fences
simultaneously seeks connection with the neighborhood.263
The recent relaxation of basement volume regulations as defined by the Building
Standards Act gave the architects the freedom to experiment with an extra subterranean
floor level and thereby made living on the small plot more attractive. Without exceeding
the maximum allowed building height, the architects were able to build a three-story
house with a roof terrace. The new arrangement means that floor levels sit in between the
“usual” floor heights – respectively 1.12 m below and 1.60 m, 4.14 m and 6.80 m above
ground level – and allows a lifestyle in-between the eye-level of its neighbors. Since
sightlines never cross, Tsukamoto and Kaijima liberated the residents from one of the
most severe constraints ascribed to dense residential neighborhoods. As a result, the
house has relatively large openings without compromising privacy. The basement, for
example, contains high windows directly facing the street that allow natural light inside,
while a half-wall protects the bed situated just underneath the windows. The rooftop
terrace, unique in its kind in this residential area, is located higher than the top floor of
other houses and allows a 360-degree panorama [fig 41].
The influence of the alternative positioning of the house on the site also affected
domestic life inside the house. No longer a strictly private family affair inside a closed
container, the floorplan is designed in relation to the larger realm of spaces and activities
outside. To avoid the problem of room planning, each floor is loosely assigned one
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function and piled on top of the other. With windows in all facades, a frank, open interior
space was realized, in which activities can have a multidirectional orientation. The stairs
are both the connector of the spaces as well as the tool that provides the residents some
distance from each other. To prevent any interruption of the open floorplan, facilities
such as toilet, bathroom and kitchen protrude from the main cubic volume. The basement
was designed as an open-floor bedroom where parents and children co-sleep according to
Japanese customs. Twenty-one years later, it is still used this way, though the two grownup children now both sleep on the upper level. The first floor is one living room with an
open kitchen, a piano and kitchen table around which the family gathers. On the higher
level, a wooden bookshelf-like piece of furniture designed by students from the
Tsukamoto Laboratory has been added to create a partition between the boy's and girl's
bedrooms. As a result of the conversion from study to children's floor, the husband's
study desk was moved to the basement. The family members are living in close proximity
to each other, and experience the floor levels with different ceiling heights each in a
different way. They make the most use of the living space, where they like to gather
around the kitchen table. The big window facing the road makes the living space bright
but does not interrupt the activities inside. Two olive trees in front of the house, now fully
grown, contribute to the feeling that there is no need to close the curtains. With openings
on all sides, an open floorplan and a positive outlook on the site, Ani Hausu introduced a
lifestyle in which residents do not retreat in a private shelter but rather act in conjunction
with others and things outside the home.
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Sejima’s Bairin no Ie (2001-2003)
When Sejima completed the detached single-family house Bairin no Ie in 2003, it
quickly became apparent that she had made a fruitful attempt to break away from the
world of mediocre house designs that Kengo Kuma had denounced as being mere
“karaoke.”264 Fellow architects responded with awe to her solution to accommodate the
contemporary (rather than modern) Japanese family with a multiplication of the number
of rooms that would be expected when one follows the nLDK system.27 Comments
ranged from a powerful expression of “superflat” architecture that made the space look
two-dimensional and depthless to a realistic yet simultaneously surrealistic indoor
scenery, and the view that the house is an ultimate three-generation house that, with its
multi-layering, creates a visual distance as well as ties the minds of the residents
together.265
Acknowledging that suburban living and the stable employment system no longer
existed, Sejima started off designing with a situation of a family of five in which both
husband and wife were working full-time in the city. The clients, a creative director-cumcopywriter and her advertising film producer husband, contacted Sejima with a request
for a way of living that would be more intimate than standard housing options, yet
contain a rich variety of different places. The residents’ vision about domesticity was
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interpreted by the architect as a request for “a house like a three-dimensional one-room
space where the family can gain the feeling of living together.”
Sejima responded with an unconventional solution that both ignored the view of
commercial house builders as well as that of her fellow architects. While the first ignored
social changes altogether and still configured houses according to the nLDK system, the
latter often strove towards the complete opposite. Independent architects eschewed the
nLDK system for its rigid division of family members and predefined functions in fixed
locations and eliminated fixed rooms altogether [fig 42]. Sejima, however, interpreted the
limitations of this method differently. In her opinion, the nLDK floor plan layout was not
too rigidly but too ambiguously defined, since a living room, a dining room and a kitchen
are in reality crowded with other activities. A bedroom is often not solely used for
sleeping but frequently functions as a place to study, to casually read a book or to
meditate. A living room can be as diverse as a place for reading, eating or napping. By
extracting those extra functions from the standard nLDK system, and providing each
function with its own separate “room,” Sejima created a floorplan that readily exceeds the
number of rooms in a conventional Japanese house. Through close communication with
the clients, Sejima translated their vision into a functional purification that would free the
residents from the notion that a certain number of people need a fixed number of rooms:

In asking what kind of house they had been living in, I discovered that each of
their preferences seemed to overlap and expand. I thought that the size of the
Japanese house would thus be insufficient for the size in question and the amount
of possessions of an ordinary family did not appropriately correspond to the space.
When things other than the bed crowd into the limited space, the objects would
not be simply placed in each bedroom or the living room but could be distributed
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uniformly and three-dimensionally through the house. The series of rooms
became an array of small spaces that functioned more like furniture, thus
requiring them to be made with thin walls. As the original objective had been for
an open plan, numerous openings were created, connecting the entire house while
dividing the space with thin walls.266
Her proposal for constructing 17 tiny rooms within a three-story white box, each
scaled down to the size of the furniture it accommodates, transformed the planning of
domestic space from a Modernist functional division into a three-dimensional connecting
of different activities. Despite the suggestion evoked by the floorplan that the house
contains 17 clearly defined spaces, in reality the house is an assembly of places that
loosely connect, overlap and separate [fig 43].267 In the scheme, even the private
bedrooms in the house somehow belong to everybody, making the multifarious spaces a
personal and at the same time collective experience.
The composition of the internal membrane – the sum of the partitions – is of great
importance in understanding the house as a place where the family feels they are living
together. Made of 16-mm paper-thin steel-plate walls perforated with square openings
rather than filled with conventional doors, the membrane contributes both functionally
and experimentally. The thin divisions take a minimum amount of the scarce floor area
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Note the similarities with a modernist architect such as Adolf Loos (1870-1933) who
in a series of private houses in the early 20th century already experimented with a free
disposition of volumes within a simple building form to give more complex interior
spaces than are possible with continuous horizontal floor divisions. His most notable
examples are the Steiner House (1910), Scheu House (1912–13). While Bairin no Ie
perhaps attempts a similar diversity of spaces, it does so with other means. Not through
half-wall partitions and skipped floors, but using super thin walls with openings so big
that the walls feel at times absent, at times protective.
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while allowing multiple openings without imposing itself as a physical object. The result
is that the divisions produce a different type of privacy than that generated by the walls of
a typical postwar Japanese house, or any Western house. The configuration of differentsized rooms within this delicate membrane offers the five residents a diversified
atmosphere in which the family members have a choice of action within an ambiguity of
“feeling connected” and “being on one's own.” The democratization of space as
generated by the thin internal divisions is, to a lesser extent, reflected in the buffer zone
between house and surroundings.
The house is situated on a corner lot, and plum trees preserved on the periphery of
the plot attempt to maintain the pleasant sight of a small plum grove in the midst of
crowded urban conditions. While primarily for the enjoyment of the residents, the
provision or preservation of greenery was also an act of responsibility towards the
neighborhood. The semi-public green space loosens the relation between the private
house and its immediate surroundings while inviting others to make a similar gesture.268

Sejima’s and Atelier Bow Wow’s Domestic Revolutions
The abstract qualities of Sejima’s models and her schematic floorplans remind us
of Kazuo Shinohara’s endeavors to discover the abstract qualities of residential space, but
such an observation obscures her engagement with reality. In interviews, she has made it
clear that there is a concern about the shortcomings of the current housing stock in Japan
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as being incongruent with contemporary lifestyles. Stating, “I take my first cues from
society to then develop my own ideas and discoveries” and “I look at architecture as a
vehicle that enables us to get a better grasp of society and culture.” Sejima postulated a
critique of architects who, according to her, base their designs on fictional ideas and
“premise contemporary architecture on archaic cosmology.”269 Preconceptions regarding
changes in the Japanese family had reached architects in the 1990s through the work of
people like sociologist Chizuko Ueno, Masahiro Yamada, Emiko Ochiai and Keiko
Higuchi. Ueno’s thesis, for example, centered on the current pluralization of families and
the diversification of lifestyles. While the traditional Japanese concept of household (ie)
was based on the sharing of a residence, the modern Japanese family exists above all in
its members’ perception of it. And if ie is taken as the norm, then the modern Japanese
family has digressed miles from this ideal image. Ueno pointed out many new
unconventional family models, some artificially constructed in their members’
imagination.270
Sejima reacted to these changes with alternative domestic models that stem from
her belief about the real needs of contemporary society. More than ideological models,
the prototype-like schemes for living aim to project the reality of the current (dis-)
functioning of “the Japanese family,” which was no longer the close-knit unit of Japan
Inc. but much more diverse in constitution. This “alternative” family required the
elimination of traditional hierarchal structures and more flexibility. Sejima’s proposals
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Modern Family in Japan: Its Rise and Fall, 2009). Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1994.
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broke with the standard nLDK planning system ingrained in the Japanese postwar mind,
but above all liberated residents from their fixed ideas about how to live “according to the
books.”
Atelier Bow Wow, on the other hand, has questioned less the notion of family, but
all the more what constitutes the shelter of the house and how people act in that shelter.
Rather than space itself – an obsession of many architects in the 1970s – Atelier Bow
Wow is interested in the appropriation of space, the human body and people’s behavior.
With their notion of micro public space, which “emerges from adjusting the postures of
people and their layout in a space,” they inspired dozens of architects to debate and
design houses in terms of their activities, their acceptance of the city’s banal situation of
urban regulations and to challenge the house to confront the city rather than retreat from
it.

The Achievements of Ani Hausu and Bairin no Ie
With her concern about how people feel in space, Sejima inaugurated a shift
among Japanese architects in the 1990s from a focus on mere aesthetic, spatial
compositions to an interest in the house as a container for a lifestyle. Bairin no Ie is
emblematic of this shift, for it introduces an image of living (seikatsu suru) rather than an
object (building). Developed from the clients' personal vision of living and the architect's
sense of place making, the floorplan does not contain a hierarchy akin to the nuclear
family but introduced a new image of living that supports the free movement of people
and allows new relationships between rooms and functions to happen spontaneously.
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The main contribution of Ani Hausu lies in the way the house discusses built form
and the positioning of the house on the site. It opened the way for an entirely new kind of
house behavior in Japan that intended to correct the lifestyle of the residents as well as set
an example for others. Residents of Ani Hausu freely move through the house, while
never losing sight of the other residents, the weather conditions and activities outside.
The larger than usual setback from the plot boundaries gives residents a slight sense of
distance from the crowded urban conditions, while the elimination of fences and the
relatively large openings simultaneously connect the individual issues inside the house to
the more comprehensive issues happening outside. With this residential design, Atelier
Bow Wow introduced a spacious feeling in a cramped urban condition that asked its
residents to enjoy city life, rather than retreat from it as in commercial houses.
While Sejima has put much effort into the design of a new kind of interiorexterior relationship that seems to make the boundaries between inside and outside
ambiguous and to release the residents from hierarchical notions of “rooms,” Atelier Bow
Wow's designs aimed first and foremost to release the contemporary Japanese house from
its urban constraints by means of creating equilibrium between inside and outside, rather
than dichotomy. While the former are solutions that could easily be applied to an
international context, Atelier Bow Wow's solutions are much more site- and contextspecific. Both firms, however, are emblematic for the phase of Japanese architecture
oscillating between the “illusions of freedom and the constraints of reality” of the 1990s,
and give a new twist to Shinohara's idea of “house as art.” While Sejima's work might
appear a “work of art” because of its abstractions, it happens to be an imprint of reality,
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and as such, is already an expansion of Shinohara's notion of “house as art.”271 Atelier
Bow Wow’s work seems to prefer a kind of vernacular to aesthetics. The focus on the
appropriation of space through the behavior of people makes their take on reality yet
another form of art. Both redefinitions of the “house as art” into “something artistic yet
also engaging with society” is what places these two firms at the nexus of redefinitions of
house, home and family at the turn of the new millennium. While Sejima might be
representative of the last thread of “house of art,” using an image of living based on real
constraints but having erased all conventional traces of domesticity, Atelier Bow Wow's
vernacular approach announced a new engagement with renovation, DIY and shared
living that started to emerge at the end of the first decade of the second millennium.
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Setting the tone of monastic living spaces put Sejima in an exceptional position in the
lineage of artist-architects; in-between the generation of Postmodernists active in the
1980s adhering to historical references, and the generation of emerging after the burst of
the economic bubble that took social issues as a priority.
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Chapter 4: Applying a New Society to Houses (1995-2011)
Both Ani Hausu and Bairin no Ie relied on a new understanding among architects
in the 1990s that the contents of the house and the conditions surrounding the house had
changed, but the container itself had largely remained the same. Statistics showed that the
atypical family – including single-family households, one-parent households, unmarried
couples – had numerically surpassed the standard household consisting of a couple and
two children. In spite of this, the postwar nLDK ideology still determined the layout of
houses. Awareness about a growing discrepancy between the ideologies of the Japanese
family and the reality of its multiple configurations initiated a lively discussion among
architects about the meaning of “family.” As a result, they began to explore the
dichotomies of public versus private and individual room versus common room, as well
as the question of what makes a combination of individuals a family.
A thought-provoking survey conducted by eminent sociologist Chizuko Ueno in
1992 led to a 32-page feature in the journal Kenchiku Bunka, and a comprehensive
discussion about the ways that recent social changes might be put into new spatial
forms.272 The feature, entitled “Creative Miss changes the home: visions for housing in
the near future,” published in the journal’s April 1992 issue, confronted the architectural
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were Kazuyo Sejima, Kazumichi Iimura, Kengo Kuma, Toyo Ito, Seji Nii, Takashi
Kurosawa.
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community with Ueno's sociological research in the form of survey results, three
hypothetical dwelling schemes, eight actual housing proposals and a discussion led by
Ueno. The survey presented the hypothesis that studying the needs and wishes of
progressive families – in this case a highly educated married woman working outside the
home – can yield clues about the house of the future [fig 44]. Creative Miss, as this
woman was labeled, represented the growing number of Japanese women who were
actively creating innovations in social systems and because of her passion for
professional work did not always fulfill the duties assumed to be those of a full-time
housewife. Her absence from the home, rather than her intellectual job, had direct
consequences for the lives of her husband and her children. As a result of their work, a
family had changed from a state of “to be” (家族「である」kazoku ‘de aru’ ) into one
of “to do” (家族 を「する」kazoku o ‘suru’ ).273 The fear was dramatic: without the
right kind of effort, a family would disappear.274 To overcome the change from the
‘being' family to the ‘doing' family, the survey results implied, Creative Miss needed her
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The argument on “doing family” continued in a discussion between Chizuko Ueno
and Tomomi Fujiwara. 「家族を する時代」 “Kazuko o suru jidai.” Chizuko Ueno.
「家族を容れるハコ家族を超えるハコ」 “Kazoku o ireru hako kazoku o koeru
hako." Tokyo: Heibonsha, 2002 :62-68.
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According to the survey, large changes had already happened. So was the usage of the
house now limited to after 5 pm and weekends, did parents often involve in alternative
work styles (such as working from home, part-time, full-time and combination of these),
and did the life stages of a child now have a greater impact on the lives of working
women. Where the Creative Miss saw a need for change was a new mindset about
housework, a personal room, and individual storage space for each member’s personal
belongings.
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own room in the house, one that was not related to housework but provided her with
space for cultivation and self-exploration.
Through collaborations with architects, Ueno hoped to come up with a new
container for alternative family configurations that could fill the gap between the illusion
and the reality of families.275 Three spatial diagrams summarized the results of the survey,
each of them questioning the nLDK norm of a large family space that is directly
connected to “society” on the one hand and to “dead-end” individual rooms on the other.
The first alternative scheme, the “gate pattern,” [fig 45] inverted the basic plan, so that
the individual rooms – rather than the family space – directly connected to the outside. In
this arrangement, the family space lost its center and turned into a stage “to play family.”
The second alternative of a “one room” pattern [fig 46] suggested the removal of walls to
create a homogeneous space without a center, in which the relationships among the
family could be selective. The third scheme, a “battery pattern,” [fig 47] was a
combination of the “gate pattern” and “one room pattern” and put the individuals at the
center of domestic life, while only selectively making use of the family space.
In the accompanying discussion, entitled "The Whereabouts of the Dismantled
Modern House – Family, Sex, and Individuals," the results of the housing proposals were
critically assessed, and Ueno interrogated the participating architects about their design
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One example of the difference between the fiction and reality of a family mentioned in
the discussion is that 80% of the couples did not sleep together in one room, although the
nLDK-floorplan implied otherwise.
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projects.276 The participants somewhat agreed that the present nLDK model lacked room
for self-exploration and that new self-enlightening activities sprouting from diversity in
work styles (self-employed, freelancer, employed, off on both Saturday and Sunday)
could not be carried out only in the public space or common living room. The discussion
focused on the shape that the new “common” [コモン] should take. Ueno suggested the
room for the wife should take the character of a lab-like space in which women could
nurture, network and produce. While Kuma accommodated this idea somehow in his
proposals through the introduction of a “private common” and a “common for family,”
Sejima stressed the need for free choice among the residents. Ito, however, predicted the
boundary of the house would disappear. It was Ueno who found the right architectural
vocabulary that architects would subsequently adopt. Through zoning ( 住 み 分 け
sumiwake) a family would not be entirely separated but living together, while each of the
residents could find his or her own space. 277
A project that was at the core of this family discussion was Riken Yamamoto’s
recently completed Hotakubo Housing (1991) in Kumamoto. Commissioned by the
innovative urban planning and architectural project Kumamoto Art Polis (熊本アートポ
リ ス ), the 110-unit collective housing unit was Yamamoto's attempt to redefine
276

The participants in this discussion were Chizuko Ueno, Kazuyo Sejima, Kazumichi
Iimura, Kengo Kuma, Toyo Ito, Seji Nii, Takashi Kurosawa and Susumu Tahara.
Chizuko Ueno, Toyo Ito, Kengo Kuma, Kazuyo Sejima et al.「解体した近代住居の行
方 家族・性・個」“Kaitai shita kindai jūkyo no yukue: kazoku, sei, ko.”Kenchiku
Bunka 47(Oct.1992): 54-62.
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One of the most frequently heard phrases during my interviews with the architects of
Generation 2000 echoes exactly Ueno’s description of living together while each of the
residents can find their own space.
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collective housing in Japan from a mere collection of individual houses into “a way of
living together” centered around a semi-private courtyard [fig 48]. Here, Yamamoto
defined the house as a setting where the community called “family” and the larger
community could meet. As such, Hotakubo Housing tried to relieve families of the
constraints imposed on them in the fixed spatial arrangement called “house.” All units in
this complex are positioned in such a way that they have direct access to the outside but
at the same time serve as “gates” to the large central semi-private courtyard. With this
spatial arrangement, Yamamoto offered its residents a way to dismantle the existing
notion of family. If they would expose their lives in the common, the residents could
dissolve the outdated “one house = one family” unit. 278
Radical ideas about family relationships were also the basis of Yamamoto's
design for a private House in Okayama (1992) [fig 49]. Designed for a couple with one
child, Yamamoto based his design on his theory of the House of Mimicry (住宅擬態論
jūtaku gitairon), in which he argued that appearance is the reason for making houses and
not the needs or convenience of individual families. Where Yamamoto felt the nLDK
scheme was at odds with the reality of family was that the model presumed that a modern
278

Shunsuke Yokoyama. 「熊本県営保田窪第一団地」”Kumamotoken Hotakubo
daiichi– danchi, ” in Funo, Shuji (ed.). 「日本の住宅: 戦後 50 年 21 世紀へ変わるも
のと変わらないものを検証する 」 “Nihon no jūtaku: sengo 50nen 21seiki
kawarumono to kawaranaimono o kenshōsuru.” Tokyo: Shōkokusha, 1995:104-105.
While Chizuko Ueno endorsed Riken Yamamoto’s efforts to address family changes in
projects like Hotakubo Housing and House in Okayama, she criticized Hotakubo Housing
for its common space that in her view had a public character that forced residents to
exposed themselves to irrelevant others, rather than a space that you share with people
you select. Chizuko Ueno et al.「解体した近代住居の行方」”Kaitai shita kindai jūkyo
no yukue.” Kenchiku Bunka 552 (Oct.1992):54.
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family based itself on the sexual relationship between husband and wife, who sleep in the
same room called a bedroom.279
Additionally, Yamamoto believed that the existing scheme restricted women's
opportunity to participate in society. In response to both shortcomings, Yamamoto used
the House in Okayama to explore a new relationship between house and community, the
latter referring to both “family” and the wider society. By adding one extra private room
and connecting all three private rooms directly to the outside, he foresaw a change in the
image of a housewife: from a person confined to her workspace into an individual with
her own social life outside the house, just like the husband and child. All activities related
to a family were to occur in a “private common” that took the form of a semi-private
outdoor courtyard with an independent kitchen structure and equally detached bathroom,
instead of the usual living room. 280
The critique of the living room and n bedroom formula reached new heights in the
April 1995 issue of Kenchiku Zasshi. Facilitating a roundtable discussion with architects
Mayumi Miyawaki (b. 1936), Riken Yamamoto (b. 1945) and Kengo Kuma (b. 1954),
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Riken Yamamoto. 「住宅擬態論」”Jūtaku gitairon” in 「新編 住居論 」”Shinpen
Jūtakuron.” Tokyo: Heibonsha Publishing, 2004: 16-50. An English translation of the
book is in preparation. Riken Yamamoto Office provided the excerpts already available.
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Architect Riken Yamamoto and sociologist Ueno Chizuko continued their discussion
on new types of housing according to changes of a family on several occasions and
contributed to each other books. While they both agreed on the need for a new container
for the family, Ueno was critical of Yamamoto (and architects in general) who thought
physical closeness is what makes a community. For her, it was rather a selectiveness that
makes a community. The difference between architects and sociologists also became
apparent on the topic of information devices such as television, personal computer, and
the Internet. While Ueno was of the belief that such devices would bring great social
change, architects tended to believe they could solve problems related to digital
communication with spatial solutions.
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the magazine brought to light an awareness among architects about the gap between the
nLDK norm and the reality of how people lived. In search for a new direction of house
design “after nLDK,” Yamamoto and Kuma agreed that the nLDK scheme was an
outdated model based on a married couple with two children. The identity of modern
families – with its many shapes, including single households, same-sex couples – no
longer fit the scheme. 281 While Miyawaki – an architect representative of a slightly older
generation of architects – admitted to experimenting with forms by just making houses
based on the nLDK scheme “because that is what his clients requested,” Yamamoto stood
out with a critique of that scheme. For him, nLDK symbolized an illusion of a house
modeled on a standardized family and demonstrated that the idea of the image of the
modern family representing all principles of families had collapsed. In order not to fall
into the trap of making houses based on signs that merely stimulated the desire for
possession, Yamamoto pointed to the necessity for architects to dismantle the entity “a
house = a family” before designing housing. They should destroy the idea of the “house
as a fortress” and open the closed individual rooms to society.282

The City as a Tangible Entity
A reconsideration of the image of the container for the new family, and what
attitude the house should take towards society, further complicated the “family”
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Mayumi Miyawaki, Riken Yamamoto, Kengo Kuma et al. 「nLDK 以後」 “nLDK
igo.” Kenchiku Zasshi. Vol. 110 (April 1995): 26-28.
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What Chizuko Ueno found interesting about Riken Yamamoto from a sociologist
point of view is that he did not refer to “house” as a “space where a family is” but instead
tried to define “family” as “the set of people who live in a shape called house.”
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discussion. On the premise that contemporary urban lives no longer complete themselves
solely within the house, the discussion of the singular image of a Japanese family became
entangled with that of new urban lifestyles and their meaning for a larger urban context.
The Japan Architect, in the summer of 1999, devoted an entire issue to the urban
detached house that pointed out this shift in the housing debate towards a more realistic
understanding of the city. With the firm belief that the small, detached house had the
potential to exert a wider influence, architect Manabu Chiba questioned the earlier efforts
of Japanese house designers to make closed domains “sealed off” from the urban space.
In his introductory essay “Can the City be Delineated by Houses?” he urged fellow
architects to forget about the hitherto abstract definition of city and instead define a more
accurate variant that also reflected the human activities taking place within the city.283
Seeing the task of designing the urban detached house as a way to establish ties with the
environment around the site and with that give shape to the urban condition, it would be
possible for the house to become a reflection of that larger realm rather than a retreat
from it.
In the same issue of the magazine, Yoshiaki Hanada, professor of environmental
design, was equally critical of abstract talk about the city and the way that architects
simply used the house as a wedge driven into the “non-house.” Disapproving of the way
architects commonly made the house an embodiment of their abstract stereotypical image
of the city, he pointed out how a couple of architects had already started to become
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Manabu Chiba. [住宅によって都市は描けるのか] “Jūtaku ni yotte toshi wa
egakerunoka.” (Can The City be Delineated by Means of Houses?) The Japan Architect
34 (Summer 1999): 6-7.
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critical of such an outlook. In pursuit of greater reality, they considered the design of a
house an “intellectual operation” on the boundary between house and non-house. By
making it the apparatus of change and designing that boundary as a free buffer zone,
Hanada argued, the dichotomy so inherent to house designs could be overcome and result
in a much broader and realistic view of what constitutes a house, a city, and architecture
in general.284

Popular Media and the Role of Architecture
Inherent in the changes caused by the crisis in the Japanese family and the
meaning of its house-container is the reliance of architects on popular media. In the late
1990s, new lifestyle magazines emerged that prompted people to seek a way of
expressing a unique urban lifestyle rather than the standard way of life. The popularity of
such magazines complicated the housing debate and as such influenced the selfperception of architects. Along with the house “opening” towards society, the once closed
intellectual debate among architects, featured solely in specialized architectural
magazines, lost its character as a walled-in discussion. With issues that claimed that
“Bauhaus Isn't Scary” and themes devoted to architectural masters such as Frank Lloyd
Wright, Luis Barragan and Tadao Ando, the magazine Casa Brutus – an offshoot of the
popular monthly men’s lifestyle magazine Brutus – took the lead in 1998 with the
introduction of architects and masterpieces of (international) architecture. With a print
run of almost 100,000 copies per month, it would become one of the largest of its kind in
284

Yoshiaki Hanada. 「二分法をこえる眼差し」“Nibunhō o koeru manazashi”
(Seeing Beyond Dichotomies). The Japan Architect 34 (Summer 1999): 17, 20.
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Japan.285 After the basic requirements of “food” and “clothing” had become “cuisine”
and “fashion,” the magazine made it its goal to also promote the fundamental requirement
of shelter as architecture.
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With promising headlines such as “Katsura Villa was a

Modern House 400 years Ago,” “Train Your Knowledge of Modern Architecture in 30
Minutes,” “Case Study Houses” and “The DNA of Kenzo Tange,” the magazine helped
refresh people's basic knowledge about traditional Japanese architecture (internationally
acclaimed for its modernity). Furthermore, it introduced foreign architectural
masterpieces, while presenting Japanese-based Modernist architecture as something cool.
With an attitude of picking up themes “from the street” that engaged its readers, Casa
Brutus found a niche among contemporary magazines with articles that were not limited
to fashion, food, cars and travel but now expressed a firm belief in the potential of design
and architecture as essential to one's lifestyle.287 The kind of language they spoke to their
readers was essential in the way it introduced architecture to a non-specialized audience.
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According to the Japan Magazine Publishers Association (JMPA) the print run of
Casa Brutus in August 2015 was 96,167 copies a month, and the actual readership
undoubtedly even much larger.
http://www.j-magazine.or.jp/data_002/m2.html
Casa Brutus is slightly more popular among male readers (58,1%) than female (41,9%)
and the largest reader groups are in the age of 20-24 (29,7%) and 40-plus (27%).
https://www.zasshi-ad.com/media/man/lifestyle/casabrutus.html
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Casa Brutus introduced architecture from a consumer’s point of view rather than from
a designer’s point of view. Yoshiie Chieko and Ko Matsubaru. 「建築の消費者代表で
あり続ける: 「Casa BRUTUS」」(Kenchiku no shōhisha daihyō de ari tsuzukeru: Casa
Brutus). Kenchiku Zasshi. Volume 130, No. 1673. (July 2015): 8.
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Yoshiie Chieko, Matsubaru Ko. 「建築の消費者代表であり続ける: 「Casa
BRUTUS」」(Kenchiku no shōhisha daihyō de ari tsuzukeru: Casa Brutus). Kenchiku
Zasshi. Volume 130, No. 1673. (July 2015): 10-11.
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Contrary to the highly intellectual and habitually philosophical language that architects
used in professional magazines, the editors of Casa Brutus adopted a friendly, casual,
“pop” type of conversation that easily caught the attention of its readers.288 With catchy
headlines and provocative captions, they not only triggered people to visit hotspots of
architecture as must-sees on any urbanite's itinerary but above all made architecture an
indispensable part of one's cultural know-how.
From 2005 onwards, Casa Brutus’s preoccupation with architecture further
intensified with a focus on the movement of small architect-designed single-family
houses sprouting up in urban Japan following a “return to the city” movement.289 Casa
Brutus’s house guidebooks presented architect-designed houses as fun and beautiful
while introducing its producers in a similar vein as they would present gourmet bakeries
and restaurants, with contact details and particulars. The editors purposely opted for an
approach different from explaining the house merely from the architect’s perspective.
With practical details about construction costs, time, the kind of people involved in the
entire design process and where to find a building plot and loan options, Casa Brutus also
introduced the curious laymen to the reality behind the architect-designed house from a
288

Unlike English, the Japanese language makes a profound hierarchical distinction and
the style of speech varies according to social class, age, and gender. Casa Brutus,
however, does not follow literary conventions with proper verbal endings of “-de aru,”
but instead uses the casual form of verbs ending in “-desu” and “-masu.”
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In 1995, leftover properties that were the result of bad loans contracted during the
Bubble economy were released on the market with affordable prices, which allowed
working couples of families to move back from the suburbs to centrally located areas in
the city. Newly built apartment buildings or small architect-designed houses filled the
residual plots uninteresting for large developers. Yoshio Futagawa. 「日本の住宅、そ
の今日的状況」 “Nihon no jūtaku, sono konnichiteki jōkyō.” (Circumstances
Surrounding Japanese Houses Today). GA Houses 100 (2007):183.
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user’s point of view. 290 While Casa Brutus welcomed the designs of the independent
architect, it was honest enough to reveal that the design process of the architect-designed
was not all roses. Besides introducing “mind-blowing” houses, the house guidebooks also
included features about the mistakes of architects from the residents’ points of view and
did not eschew presenting alternative options made by commercial house manufacturers.
To make the picture complete, they also listed secondary literature selected by
professional architects as well as residents of architect-designed homes, in order to
inform prospective buyers about everything from places to shop for furniture, lighting,
kitchens to where to extend their knowledge of “house” and “home.” Following this allencompassing strategy, Casa Brutus not merely popularized the architect-designed house
among the public at large but also altered the image of the once hard-to-approach master.
By introducing the notion that architecture is indispensable to people's daily lives and that
architects were now within easy reach of those idiosyncratic readers with unusual
dwelling requests, Casa Brutus unmistakably generated new consumers of architecture.
Television was another medium that had taken up the role of introducing a
general audience to the architect-designed house as an alternative to the commercially
developed house. 291 On air since 1989, television presenter Atsushi Watanabe gained
national fame with his weekly home visits to clients who dared to involve an architect in
realizing their urban dream house. Each 25-minute episode of Tatemono Tanbō [House
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See for example the yellow-paged “Dummy Guide” folded inside Casa Brutus.
Satoko Suzuki and Shinsuke Yoshitake (ill.). Casa Brutus 71 (February 2006): 93-106.
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Tatemono Tanbō started in 1994 and is one of the longest-running programs of the
large Japanese broadcasting company TV Asahi.
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Search], starts off with a short introduction of the client and his family and an
examination of the exterior, after which Watanabe rings the doorbell to be invited in by
the residents. Once inside, he asks the residents about practical issues related to the way
they use the house, as well as their experience working with an architect. In such
conversations, Watanabe openly expresses his interest in family matters such as hobbies,
choice of furniture, storage options and pets to give his audience an understanding how
such issues have influenced the house design. Additionally, his questions show an
extreme curiosity about everything to do with engineering issues such as structure,
ventilation, and lighting, as well as small details such as the type of window locks or the
design of the nameplate.
Contrary to Casa Brutus, which showed the architect-designed house from plural
viewpoints, Tatemono Tanbō featured only the positive aspects and presented the house
solely from a user’s perspective. By revealing the ordinariness of life within a customdesigned house through the life of its residents, Tatemono Tanbō expanded people’s
awareness about the option of customized architecture as an alternative to prefab.
Simultaneously, the program informed people about the services of architects and the
way they can realize a dream house, in spite of small plots and tight budgets. Exactly by
peeking into the private domain of the newly built custom-designed house, and by
highlighting the ordinariness within the exception, the program contributed to a new
understanding of architecture among a mass audience. By showing how all kinds of
individual requirements were solved with specific design solutions, it anticipated the rise
of ordinary, non-artistic clients who commissioned architects to build their own houses.
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Changing Responsibilities of the Architect
“Only in Japan do we have a society in which middle-class people can collaborate with
architects building their own houses.”
Yoshiharu Tsukamoto (2003).292

In addition to media involvement, a changing clientele at the end of the era of
real-estate speculation also affected the self-perception of the independent architect.
Young entrepreneurs who used to drag architects along in the “sea of consumption” with
large-scale commercial projects during the economic prosperity of the 1980s now sought
refuge in safe investments, without architects. Those who still dared an adventure with
studio architects were young couples in search for a new way of life in the city, in
residential spaces that could change their lives. Despite the small plot of land awaiting
them, such clients were willing to give up their suburban life for a more urban experience
that relished the conveniences of the city.293 What’s more, the sluggish economy had
made the services of an architect more affordable, which in turn increased the demand for
them in the field of domestic architecture. Despite the lingering recession, more people –
informed by lifestyle magazines and the convenience of seeking contact with an architect
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Yoshiharu Tsukamoto.「日本の現代住宅事情２００３」.” Nihon no gendai jūtaku
jijō 2003” （The State of Contemporary Housing in Japan, 2003）. GA Houses 73
(2003): 21.
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through a firm’s website – commissioned architects in the early 1990s to create customdesigned houses.294 Contrary to the established artist or the wealthy clients who strongly
relied on the services and artistic sense of the master architect, these new customers were
young salary (wo)men in their 30s and 40s with an “increased level of knowledge about
architecture.”295 Through newly available references published in mass media, people
could build up a particular image of domesticity, for which they consulted an architect
about how to translate that vision into architectural form.
The increased attention to the custom-designed detached house in the media,
explaining the services of an architect, not only influenced the way architecture entered
everyday vocabulary and made non-architects feel more acquainted with designed spaces
but equally affected the architects’ minds. By respecting the ideas and wishes of their
clients, the architects started to put the user rather than an individual design theory at the
center of the design process. With that, the once one-directional imposition of spatial
theories by the architect onto “obedient” clients gradually evolved into a collaborative
project in which clients were actively involved in decisions about lifestyles. In this twodirectional communication, architects no longer presented their clients with big dreams or
dramatic spaces but proposed spaces in which the clients had ample opportunity to find a
294
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way of living that suited their lifestyle. The intimate form of communication between
ordinary young couples in search of reasonably priced alternatives to standard housing
options and the studio architects’ response to these very individual and sometimes
unusual requests resulted in an almost hierarchy-free relationship. In this relationship, the
self-perception of the architect changed from that of a “hero” designing a “monument”
for his patron to a casual neighbor who carefully responded to his customer’s
requirements and preferred way of living.

A New Generation of Houses (1995-2010)
“The modern family is no longer the simple community it once was. Yet neither is
it made up of independent existences.”
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Toyo Ito (2009)
The analysis of architects' attitudes towards the detached house in Japan since the
1950s revealed that by the turn of the second millennium, the contemporary Japanese
house had freed itself from rigid divisions and prevailing orders, both in its internal
divisions as well as the exterior envelope. The theories and residential projects of Kazuyo
Sejima and Atelier Bow Wow heralded the beginning of a movement towards a
redefinition of house-family and house-city relations that no longer relied on established
notions of “wall” and “room.” The house designs that sprouted from such ideas
envisioned a life in the city that allowed for more flexible family arrangements and a free

Toyo Ito. “Theoretical and sensorial architecture: Sou Fujimoto’s Radical
Experiments.” 2G (no 50, 2009) Sou Fujimoto: 8.
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interpretation of domestic life. At the same time, both firms have been exceptional in
their influence on an entire generation of younger architects who, inspired by societal
changes, redefined the house from a private shelter for the standard family into an
environment in which residents selectively relate to others and freely engage with the
surroundings in the widest sense. The design of “environment” thus encompasses both
the design of soft inner divisions (i.e. eliminating the planning method of nLDK) and a
new porous envelope.
The focus of architects on dismantling the modern home with its strict privatepublic division to create a container that better suits its content, forged delicate relations
among its residents and a redefinition of the family as a group of individuals who
selectively choose to come together. Moreover, it established a notion of home as no
longer a private affair solely for family members but also a venue for entertaining friends.
Comfortable rather than functional spaces are achieved with due observance of the
distance between individual members. The most prolific examples of this kind are not
simple one-room spaces but rather an assemblage of private places within one larger
single space. When viewed from outside, the house is no longer a closed container but an
environment that engages with its surroundings. This new attitude of the house towards
the city is made visible in a casual misalignment on the site and includes other functions
besides living, such as working, caring, hobbies and entertaining friends, which bring the
residents into contact with society (neighborhood, neighbors, friends). While Sou
Fujimoto, Kumiko Inui, Junya Ishigami and Go Hasegawa are my protagonists to show
the character of this particular movement in Japanese house design – each an exceptional
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figure in their own right – I could have equally made my argument by discussing the
work of contemporaries such as Akihisa Hirata, Masahiro and Mao Harada, Yo Shimada,
Makoto Tanijri, Ai Yoshida, Jun Igarashi, Hideyuki Nakayama, Yuko Nagayama,
Kazuyasu Kochi, Tomohiro Hata or Hiroshi Nakamura. They, among many others,
equally enjoyed the moment when architects were able to freely design houses for
ordinary, middle-class clients on a tight budget.

A New Generation of “Casual Neighbors”
In the early 2000s, breaking with the long-established custom of solely featuring
established architects, Shinkenchiku (and its offshoot Jūtaku Tokushū magazine) started
to publish the work of young architects for the first time since its launch in 1925.
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Through such media, the work and ideas of the young architects started to become
recognized as the next generation (次世代 jisedai) of “cool individual types” that –
bonded by age and their generational masters – were no longer interested in big goals,
forms, styles or historical references. Labeled by Toyo Ito as “ripple architects” (細波
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建築家 sazanami kenchikuka) who had yet to cause a big wave, they sought a new
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Taro Igarashi. “After the Earthquake and the Bubble: Japan, a Refined and
Technological Mannerism” in Igarashi, Taro.「五十嵐太郎ワークス」”Igarashi Taro
wōkusu”. Sendai: Konno Printing, 2012: 95. Original published in Atlas: Architecture of
the 21st Century/Asia and Pacific (2000).
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attitude towards design that directly responded to the clients’ requirements.299 Economic
conditions, however, no longer allowed architects to design their very own house as a
career launch for their career, as had often been the case in the previous several decades.
The portfolio of the group I will call “Generation 2000” relied predominantly on graphic
design, small interior works, furniture design and new-build detached houses on leftover
plots in the city.300
Eschewing the complex meta-language used by their Postmodernist teachers at
university, many young architects educated in the late 1990s and early 2000s were
attracted to Sejima's world-less architecture, consisting of diagram-like floorplans,
abstract models and simple line drawings. The way she contested prevailing housing
options inspired young architects in Japan to seek principles that could continue the
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Toyo Ito commented on the amateurish attitude of younger generation architects at a
gallery opening, similarly to how Maki once used to point out about the “Bandits in a
Peaceful Ara.” This way, Ito denigrated the youngsters as being mere ripples rather than
big waves (superstars). Igarashi, Taro. 「新しい原理を求める１９７０年代生まれの
建築家」”Atarashii genri o motomeru 1970 nendai umare no kenchikuka.” 10+1
Volume 22 (2000): 145.
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According to Taro Igarashi the post-modernist modes of form making lost popularity
among "Generation 2000", and instead return to modernist principles. They are different
from the pop unit-groups of firms like Atelier Bow Wow and Mikan Gumi because they
avoid the creation of strong and compelling spaces. Taro Igarashi et al. 「ユニット派あ
るいは非作家性の若手建築家をめぐって」” Yunittoha aruiwa hisakkasei no wakate
kenchikuka wo megutte.” 10+1 (22), 2000:134-145. The source is made accessible
online by Lixl: http://tenplusone-db.inax.co.jp/backnumber/article/articleid/46/
For a perspective of established architects on the new generation of architects born in the
1970s, see the special issue of Kenchiku Bunka: Taro Igarashi et al. 「U-35 のポテンシ
ャル」 “U-35 no potensyaru.” Kenchiku Bunka 666 (Aug. 2003): 17-64.
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artistic strand of houses design that Kazuo Shinohara had started in the 1960s.301 A few
architects were able to take Sejima's ideas in a new direction to establish a new thread of
the “house as art.” Parallel to Sejima's influence, we see the rise of a more theoretical
strand of house design based on the reality of urban phenomena and the character of the
site. Influenced by Atelier Bow Wow's unique view on Tokyo's urban morphology, these
architects started to explore the possibilities within the limitations of the site, in search
for comfort within the reality of overcrowded residential neighborhoods. With a more
down-to-earth approach, they tackled the problem of house design as a typological
problem, using investigations into the size and proportion of common architectural
elements such as walls, pillars and beams.
In an effort to present alternative domestic patterns, Generation 2000 architects
thus hovered between two major design interventions. The first kind involved a
reorganization of the content of the container and answered the rising demand for spaces
that could accommodate a greater awareness among residents, as explored in its extreme
form by Sejima in the case study project Bairin No Ie (2003).302 A second intervention
was a response by architects in experimenting and abolishing the boundary between
interior and exterior, which started with my second case study of Atelier Bow Wow’s Ani
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Toyo Ito has espoused critique on the many white boxes made by young Japanese
architects as wrong interpretations of the work of Sejima. Only a few of them, like Sou
Fujimoto and Junya Ishigami, managed to give a new twist to Sejima’s diagram
architecture by pushing it forward with 'primitive' ideas. Toyo Ito. “Theoretical and
Sensorial Architecture: Sou Fujimoto’s Radical Experiments.” 2G (no 50, 2009) Sou
Fujimoto: 4.
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Bairin no Ie (梅林の家) is commonly introduced in English literature as House in a
Plum Grove.
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Hausu (1995).303 Together, the generation of houses that appeared between 1995 and
2011 started to come face to face with the reality of alternative family configurations and
lifestyles, as well as the entity of city in an attempt to increase human relationships both
inside and immediately outside the dwelling. The combination of these two approaches
resulted in explorations of human relations as a three-dimensional network, the
dissolutions of walls and the redefinition of the room. Through the ideas and works of
Sou Fujimoto, Kumiko Inui, Junya Ishigami and Go Hasegawa, I will next explore how
Generation 2000 reorganized the container spatially within the house as well as its
enclosing envelope. Together, these architects show how the two major preoccupations of
“family” and “city” found their way into new house designs. I will first look at the work
of Generation 2000 in the way they handle internal arrangements, before situating their
houses in the urban environment.

Fujimoto’s Individual Place Making
For University of Tokyo graduate Sou Fujimoto (b. 1971), the clue to newness in
architecture rested in primitive forms of dwelling. Soon after he set up practice in 2000,
the “masterless” architect started to advocate the idea of a house like a cave (洞窟
dōkutsu) as a prototypical example of 21st-century living. In his vision, Le Corbusier’s
Modernist domestic scheme of Dom-Ino was a “nest” (巣 su) organized in the name of
functionalism, although it represented for Le Corbusier a plan that was “free,” hence one
303

Ani Hausu (アニハウス) is commonly introduced in English literature as Ani House
and refers to the relation of the architect to the client, who is Tsukamoto’s elder brother,
ani in Japanese.
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within which one could find one’s place. Fujimoto’s “cave” harked back to a way of
living before the introduction of such nests [fig 50].304 Referring to the quality rather than
the physical form of this primordial living space, Fujimoto presented the cave as a
housing model that was organized not by functionalism but by place making.305 A “cave,”
in his vision, was a tolerant place (許容する場 kyoyousuru ba) that encouraged people to
find their own place within the larger domestic setting. By contrasting the playfulness and
intuition associated with his image of an artificial and transparent cave (in which floors
functioned equally as benches, beds or tables) with the fixed floors inherent in a “nest,”
Fujimoto advocated an image of the house in which the living functions “happened to be
made rather than made with a strong intention.”
What people needed was no longer the functional organization of the machine age
but rather a flexibility and freedom of choice framed by a hidden order, akin to the
organization of a forest.306 Fujimoto's “new geometry” was his proposal for a new order
that would square with the Modernist language of “absolute time” and Mies van der
Rohe's “universal space.” If the five staves of musical notation represented the Miesian
architecture of universal space, it was the sounds removed from the stave – floating in
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See also the two interviews from this author with Sou Fujimoto in the Appendix.
His real name is Fujimoto Sōsuke, but in English the architect introduces himself as “Sou”
Fujimoto.
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Sou Fujimoto. 「藤本壮介原初的な未来の建築 」“Fujimoto Sōsuke genshoteki na
mirai no kenchiku” (Sou Fujimoto Primitive Future) Tokyo: INAX Shuppan, 2008: 24.
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Sou Fujimoto in a roundtable discussion. Inui, Kumiko, Sou Fujimoto, and Junya
Ishigami. 「個の時代から集合の時代へ」“Ko no jidai kara shūgo no jidai e.”
Shinkenchiku 85(11) (Sep.2010): 62.
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space – that represented Fujimoto's new geometry. With the term “weak architecture” (弱
い建築 yowai kenchiku), Fujimoto advocated a notion of architecture based on the
relationship among its parts, rather than an overall order.307 This architecture is based on
a loose relationship rather than a rigid grid, as represented by boxes connected in a
seemingly random manner, or a house in which the basic elements of walls, floors, and
ceilings are no longer clearly distinguishable but rather deformed and punched with large
holes, representing a “weak order.”308
A child of the computer age, Fujimoto used his architecture to explore the
problems related to a rapid rise in digital communication and the effect this had on
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Sou Fujimoto in his lecture in the TN Probe Lecture Series “Alternative Modern.” On
Quotation. Toyo Ito. 「「弱い建築」からの脱皮」“’Yowai kenchiku’ kara no dappi”
(Casting Off Weak Architecture) in Fujimoto Sōsuke. 「原初的な未来の建築」
“Genshoteki na mirai no kenchiku” (Sou Fujimoto Primitive Future) Tokyo: INAX
Shuppan, 2008: 9.
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Fujimoto’s “Weak Order” echoes Italian philosopher Gianni Vattimo’s idea of “Weak
Thought” (il pensiero debole). The Japanese translation of Vattimo’s book with the same
title (1983), however, appeared only in 2012 in Japanese translation as 「弱い思考」
“Yowai shikō.” A parallel development within Japan, however, is seen in the writings of
Kengo Kuma who coined the word “weak architecture.” Kuma advocated architecture
made of “weak” natural materials as an alternative to “strong” modern architecture of
steel, concrete, and glass. Kengo Kuma. “Weak Architecture.” GA Architecture 19, 2005:
8-15.
Fujimoto, on the other hand, translated “weak” as an architecture of relationships
between parts that together create a whole. For him, it refers to a weak system or weak
order in which separate buildings elements such as slabs, columns, and stairs are not
clearly distinguishable but are rather “undefined” in terms of its function. In this kind of
vision on architecture, slabs can be slabs, but also function as chairs, steps or shelves.
Sou Fujimoto. “Architecture of Parts.” Japan Architect 43 (Autumn 2001): 10-11. See
also the transcribed interview between author and Sou Fujimoto. Cathelijne Nuijsink.
“Log House: Fujimoto Stacked 189 logs to Create a Small Vacation House.” Mark
Another Architecture 16 (Oct/Nov 2008): 178.
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human relationships. For him, the recently introduced Internet reflected a situation in
which people are connected to each other, like a computer network. To accommodate
such contemporary complex human relations, a house should not reflect a functionalist
division or an open plan; instead, it should reflect an in-between state in which residents
are close and connected and yet separate (離れていて同時につながっている hanarete
ite dōjini tsunagatte iru) at the same time. The proposal for the Sendai Hospital Annex
(1999) revealed Fujimoto’s early ideas on architecture were concerned with a sense of
distance (距離感の建築 kyorikan no kenchiku). Corridors and circulation spaces in this
square one-story building are eliminated, creating a situation in which all rooms sit
directly next to one another, “shearing like cellular tissue.”309 In the single-family house
T House (2005) the concept of distance was explored with the use of 12-millimeter-thick
plywood walls [fig 51]. Wall panels placed radially inside the 90-square-meter one-room
space subtly divide the space and produce a spatial variation that significantly alter the
relationship between “rooms” when people move through them. While dwellings are
commonly either divided into rooms or made into one-room spaces, Fujimoto believed in
an ambiguous state in between, in which rooms connect but at the same time remain
apart.310 The effect of the loosely defined, interdependent “rooms” on residents was to be
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Sou Fujimoto in Sōsuke Fujimoto et al. 「藤本壮介原初的な未来の建築」
“Fujimoto Sōsuke genshoteki na mirai no kenchiku” (Sou Fujimoto Primitive Future).
Tokyo, INAX Shuppan, 2008: 61.
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Sou Fujimoto. 「インターネット時代の建築とは-T House と安中アートフォー
ラム」“Internet jidai no kenchiku to wa – T House to Annaka kankyo art forum” in
Futakawa, Yukio and Sou Fujimoto.「藤本壮介読本」”Fujimoto Sōsuke dokuhon.”
Tokyo: A.D.A. EDITA, 2011: 105.
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“animalistic,” evoking a sense of moving (蠢く ugomeku) without any direction, like
insects. “Wriggling in a house,” as Fujimoto clarified in an interview with Jun Aoki, “is
my image of real life.”311
Fujimoto went one step further in the accommodation of complex contemporary
human relationships with a domestic concept that connected family members and places
like a three-dimensional network. Using the tree as a metaphor, he departed from the
hermetically isolated rooms and instead proposed small floor slabs that hovered at
different heights in space and stood in open relationship to one another [fig 53]. The
multiple floor slabs are configured in what looks like an ad hoc way and allow the
residents to move from one place to the next as if jumping from tree branch to tree branch.
As Adolf Loos (1870-1933) had already shown in the early years of the 20th century,
Fujimoto opted for a move away from a two-dimensional planning method and started to
differentiate floor and ceiling heights to create a richer dynamic inside. In the history of
the modern Japanese house, in which architects had persistently focused on the planning
of the floorplan, Fujimoto’s idea was quite revolutionary. It demonstrated that it was
possible to create a floor-based way of living using the potentials of three dimensions.
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Fujimoto deliberately used the more sensuous term ugomeku (蠢く) rather than the
more familiar ugoku (動く) to stress the naturalness of the movement. Where ugoku
implies a movement from A to B, ugomeku refers to a more primordial action of
“wriggling,” such as the movement of insects at the arrival of spring.
Aoki, Jun and Sōsuke Fujimoto. 「今、住宅をつくるときに考えること」“Ima jūtaku
o tsukurutoki ni kangaeru koto.” Jūtaku Tokushū 276 (Apr.2009): 156.
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Ishigami’s New Environment
“A private house in a city like Tokyo is not just a shelter for living but an environment in
itself.”
Junya Ishigami, 2012 312

For Tokyo University of the Arts graduate Junya Ishigami (b. 1974), the container
called architecture developed extremely slowly compared to the rapidly diversifying
society.313 Ishigami graduated in architecture in a curriculum that emphasized
architectural conception more than actual works. He worked for years in the office of
Kazuyo Sejima, first as an intern and then as full-time staff and fully affiliated with the
design methodologies of both Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa, who shared office space.314
Whereas the Modernists aspired to a single image of the future, Ishigami expressed the
opinion that contemporary society contained too many values to summarize into one
single view. To address that change in architecture, Ishigami made the radical suggestion
to liberate architecture from all existing stereotypes and to redefine it from scratch. “Free
architecture” (自由な建築 jiyū na kenchiku) was his answer to show a new direction of
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See the interview between the author and Junya Ishigami in Cathelijne Nuijsink. How
to Make a Japanese House / 日本の家の作り方 “Nihon no ie no tsukurikata.”
Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2012: 259.
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石上純也 (Ishigami Junya).
Ishigami graduated in architecture from Tokyo University of Fine Arts and Music in
2000 and joined the office of Kazuyo Sejima & Associates full-time after that (20002004). He established his firm junya.ishigami+associates in 2004.
314

See also the interview with Junya Ishigami in the Appendix.
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architecture in a rapidly diversifying society.315 It required flexibility on the part of the
architect to draw up concepts not bound by precedents in style, function or scale and
reliant on an undefined and unsettled state to cultivate new architectural concepts.
Ishigami's free architecture manifested itself in domestic settings as a reevaluation of the boundaries of interior space. Echoing recent statistics that showed the
increase of women in the workforce and the rise of urban lifestyles, he observed that
people spend much time outside the house. As a result, Ishigami believed that the
meaning of “house” had significantly altered, from a place to work and live to that of a
temporary abode where one only wants to relax at night and on weekends.316 Critiquing
houses in Japan as having no feeling of relaxation because they are too closed to the
outside, he started to reconsider the house from its exterior rather than from the interior.
The creation of the atmosphere around the house, then, is what makes the interior of his
domestic spaces. With the intention of creating a space at the same time as scenery (風景
fūkei), Ishigami no longer aimed to build a nuclear family shelter that cuts off the exterior
from the interior, instead opting to merge his residents in an environment that seamlessly
connects both worlds. In his words, “When making architecture I in fact make the
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Ishigami’s ideas regarding “free architecture” were stated in a manifesto-like essay
and can be summarized as the following five points: free from standardized functions,
free from any style, free from existing scales, free from the existing environment, and
free from existing architecture. Junya Ishigami.「建築論壇	
 自由な建築--既存の概
念から解き放たれた先にあるもの」 “Kenchiku rondan: jiyūna kenchiku: kison no
gainen kara tokihanatareta saki aru mono.” Shinkenchiku, 86(1) (Jan.2011):42.
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Junya Ishigami. 「石上純也: ちいさな図版のまとまりから建築について考えた
こと」”Ishigami Jun'ya: chiisana zuhan no matomari kara kenchiku ni tsuite kangaeta
koto” (Small Images). Tokyo: INAX Shuppan, 2008, 2012: 54,55, 120.
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surroundings. And it is the surroundings that makes the interior space.” 317 Where
Ishigami differed from the commonplaces of modern architecture is the way he dissolved
the façade altogether. Whereas it was important for Mies, Wright and Neutra to keep a
connection with the outside while inside, with space freely flowing in between, for
Ishigami there was no difference between inside and outside. Inside was outside.318
In Ishigami, we see the start of an important shift from functionality to an
emotional significance. His interest did not focus on where to locate the dining area or the
sleeping area, but rather on imagining the kind of situation in which one would want to
eat or sleep. To find that position, he believed that residents should be able to enjoy a
lifestyle that related to the landscape.319 With this in mind, Ishigami started to design
floorplans that showed a total absence of hierarchy and planned houses regardless of the
position of columns or cores. Houses based on such ideas allowed residents to freely
select where activities would take place and what scenery would surround them.320
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Junya Ishigami in Cathelijne Nuijsink. How to Make a Japanese House (日本の家の
作り方 “Nihon no ie no tsukurikata.”) Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2012: 262.
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Junya Ishigami.「建築論壇	
 自由な建築--既存の概念から解き放たれた先にあ
るもの」 “Kenchiku rondan: jiyūna kenchiku: kison no gainen kara tokihanatareta saki
aru mono.” Shinkenchiku, 86(1) (Jan.2011):46.
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Junya Ishigami and Go Hasegawa. 「若手世代の住宅設計状況」“Wakate sedai no
jūtaku sekkei jyōkyō,” in X-Knowledge.「住宅とは何か」“Jūtaku to wa nanika.”
Tokyo: X-Knowledge, 2013: 118.
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While Ishigami’s architecture is easily critiqued as the making of a beautiful and
fictional world, Jun Aoki gave a completely contradictory explanation, saying that
Ishigami’s architecture is the creation of “another world that still connects to reality.”
Since that reality is so intense, Aoki argued, it will not break when uncontrollable objects
such as the client’s belongings enter this world. Aoki, Jun and Junya Ishigami. 「今、住
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Inui’s Non-Hierarchical Relations
Like Ishigami, Kumiko Inui (b. 1969) graduated from an institution that puts
emphasis on design rather than the engineering side of architecture.321 With a bachelor’s
degree from the Tokyo University of the Arts, a master's from Yale University and
experience working for Jun Aoki, she opened her office in Tokyo in 2000.322 Besides
commissions for commercial shop façades and shop interiors, she made proposals for
housing schemes that resisted the look and organization of the typical Japanese dwelling.
The uniformity of residential areas in Japan showed that people were “forced to put up
with codes,” and therefore she set out to relieve residents from such restricting norms.323
In the belief that non-hierarchical relations could bring real comfort to domestic life, she

宅をつくるときに考えること」“Ima jūtaku o tsukurutoki ni kangaeru koto.” Jūtaku
Tokushū 273 (Jan.2009): 79.
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乾久美子 Inui Kumiko
Kumiko Inui graduated from Tokyo University of the Arts in 1992, after which she
continued a Masters’ at Yale School of Architecture in the United States (from which she
graduated 1996). Upon returning to Japan, she worked for Jun Aoki and Associates (1996
〜2000) before founding her own practice of Office of Kumiko Inui in 2000.
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See also the interview between the author and Kumiko Inui in the Appendix.
What Inui particularly cherished about Jun Aoki’s methodology when working in his
office was that he always included non-architectural issues. It taught her that architecture
is more than building. For more insight about Jun Aoki’s design approach, what he learnt
from his master Arata Isozaki and his influence on three ex-staff members who now
successfully run an independent office, see the special feature Cathelijne Nuijsink. “Jun
Aoki and His Pupils.” Mark Another Architecture 18 (Feb/Mar 2009): 116-129.
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Jun Aoki and Kumiko Inui. 「今、住宅をつくるときに考えること」“Ima jūtaku o
tsukuru toki ni kangaeru koto.” Jūtaku Tokushū (July 2007):130.
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started to decompose the nLDK formula embedded in houses that filled residential areas,
and with that to liberate her residents from the hierarchy embodied in that system.324
The alternative planning of House K (2005-) [fig 54] illustrates that Inui produced
a house with a more individual expression, one that better matched her clients’ lifestyles.
In response to the ambiguous functional requests of her two male clients – who could not
make up their minds about functional requests – she proposed a narrow five-story house
in which each floor subdivides not into clearly defined rooms, but with intuition. Instead
of solid walls, each long and narrow floor contains five wall structures that have such
large openings that one could view them as beams and column. The result is that each
floor can be variously perceived as a one-room space, as five separate rooms or anything
in between, with the two members of the family living their lives “casually nestled
together.”325 Through assigning this subjective experience to the wall, Inui presented her
way to break existing norms and left it up to the individual to perceive a space enclosed
between two wall structures as part of the continuous one-room space or as a separate
room.
Forging delicate relationships between residents by questioning the effectiveness
of walls as definers of rooms was also the topic of House T (2006-) [fig 55]. Doubting the
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Jun Aoki has made the sharp observation that while Inui’s floor plans are coping with
the required functions or program, they at the same time reveal a search for another
architectural theme that does not interfere with the program of the house. Jun Aoki and
Kumiko Inui. 「今、住宅をつくるときに考えること」“Ima jūtaku o tsukuru toki ni
kangaeru koto.” Jūtaku Tokushū (July 2007):128.
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Kumiko Inui. 「閾値あたりのものごとの観察」“Shikiichi atari no monogoto no
kansatsu.” (The Observation of Things at or near Their Treshold). Japan Architect 70
(Summer 2008): 17.
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real intentions behind the requests for a “standard house” from her equally standard
nuclear family clients, Inui started off determining the true demands of her clients
through conversations. In the belief that habitual actions inconveniently produce a
lifestyle restrained by rules, Inui subtly transformed a standard grid floorplan with the use
of curves. In her gently warped floorplan, all rooms are equal, while each feels connected
with the rest. Inui complicated the definition of a room by locating the furniture inside on
a different axis. Since chairs and table in one room do not line up with for example a bed
and a chair in the adjacent room, Inui attempted to create a situation in which the physical
distance and the psychological distance “are slightly out of alignment,” to the effect that
people and things within the house relate to each other as “near yet at the same time
far.”326 Through delicate distortions in the standard floor plan, Inui liberated the standard
family of four from the determined orders of a typical house and invited more natural
behavior among its residents. Emphasizing the bottom-up activities initiated by the
clients, Inui redefined the contemporary Japanese house from one that is forced to
comply with codes into a collective pattern of spontaneous actions nestled around “an
experienced order” (経験される秩序 keiken sareru chitsujo) of the residents’ own
lifestyle habits.327
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Kumiko Inui. 「乾久美子/そっと建築をおいてみる」 “Inui kumiko sotto kenchiku
wo oite miruto.” (Kumiko Inui: Episodes). Tokyo; INAX Shuppan, 2008: 100, 102.
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Clarification on above-mentioned source (footnote 53) through email conversation
between author and Kumiko Inui. 27 February 2017.
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Hasegawa’s Sense Making
A graduate of Tokyo Institute of Technology in the laboratory of Yoshiharu
Tsukamoto, Go Hasegawa (b. 1977) inherited a sense of reality from his master by
viewing the problems of a city as the starting point of design, and his clients as people
with genuine desires.328 Hasegawa expected a building to result from responding to both
clients and site, and as such come with a house design that contained a particular reality
(リアリティ riariti). An understanding of the values and lifestyles, or sense (センス
sensu), of his clients, was crucial in the making of a house that also matched his clients’
imagination. The understanding of that sense is the start of a house with a good sense (い
いセンス ii sensu), as Hasegawa explained:

A house should be a space that is handled with the resolve of the person who has
decided to live in it at that time and in that place, and that resolve in itself is what
becomes the sense of the house.329
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長谷川豪 Hasegawa Gō
Go Hasegawa completed a Master’s course in the laboratory of Yoshiharu Tsukamoto
(Atelier Bow Wow) in 2002, after which he started to work for Taira Nishizawa office
(2002-2004). He quit Nishizawa's office upon receiving his very first own commission
for a private house. Despite his relatively short professional experience, Nishizawa
encouraged Hasegawa’s decision, and he officially opened Go Hasegawa and Associates
in 2005. In 2011, Hasegawa continued his studies as a Ph.D. student in Tsukamoto
Laboratory to graduate in 2015 with a Ph.D. thesis on the “The Scalar Rhetoric of Spatial
Dimensioning,” a study that focuses on the double-story architect-designed house in
Japan. With that academic degree, Hasegawa became the youngest member of the Tokyo
Institute of Technology lineage consisting of Kiyoshi Seike- Kazuo Shinohara – Kazunari
Sakamoto – Yoshiharu Tsukamoto. See also the interview between the author and Go
Hasegawa in the Appendix.
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Note that the Japanese word “sensu” of which Go Hasegawa is speaking is closer to
the English “taste” than the predominant meaning of the English “sense.”
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Hasegawa’s architectural tools to bring out the sense of a house are blank spaces (余白
yokahu), or “gaps,” which he found in his investigations. By adjusting the standard
proportions of architectural elements such a roof, attic, floor, but also garden, courtyard
and terraces, Hasegawa envisioned a house that took on a function beyond sheltering and
protecting. Blank spaces allowed the residents to expand their physical sensations, and
with that stretch the limits of the real world.330
House in Sakuradai (2006) [fig 56] investigates the possibilities of a big “gap” in
the form of a 4 by 4-meter blank space at the center of the house. It resembles a bright
courtyard-like area onto which one can walk, as much as an indoor table for a family
dinner, or an outdoor picnic spot. Through its oversized dimensions, the table has lost it
its character of an ordinary table and instead relies on the residents’ imagination about
how to use it. In House in Gotanda (2008) [fig 57], that blank space takes the form of a
1.2-meter-wide, 10-meter-high hallway with a spiral staircase situated in between the
normal domestic functions [fig 58]. A visual pun on the ordinary gap between houses in
urban Japan, Hasegawa made a similar passageway inside the house for occupants to
fully experience the urban conditions. When moving from one side of the house to the
other, residents are confronted with the out-of-scale proportions of the hall as if stepping
Go Hasegawa. 「考えること、建築すること、生きること」”Kangaerukoto,
kenchikusuru koto, ikirukoto”. [Thinking, Making Architecture, Living]: Tokyo: Inax
Shuppan 2011: 126.
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Go Hasegawa. 「考えること、建築すること、生きること」”Kangaerukoto,
kenchikusuru koto, ikirukoto.” [Thinking, Making Architecture, Living]: Tokyo: Inax
Shuppan 2011: 90-99.
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outside their house, within their house. Domestic life in this small urban dwelling is
further enriched when the huge 10-meter-high door opens to the city and creates yet
another relationship between the residents, the hallway and their immediate urban
environment.331

The City Theme
The architectural strategies that proposed a lifestyle enjoying the city as explored
in Ani Hausu poured new energy into the work of Generation 2000. While each used a
different approach, these young architects shared a will to redefine the exterior envelope
and to open the container in order to engage residents with domestic life and its
immediate outdoor surroundings. Sou Fujimoto, Junya Ishigami, Kumiko Inui and Go
Hasegawa, like many of their contemporaries, started to embrace the city in one way or
the other to create ties between the house and the environment immediately surrounding
the house. Whereas the city was still a dramatic experience for those architects growing
up in the ruins of a devastated Japan, and an antagonist for the architects of the 1960s and
1970s, by now the city was an essential component of domestic life. Subsequently, I will
focus on the way representatives of Generation 2000 situated their houses in the urban
environment. By analyzing a selection of their projects and built works in the context of
the theoretical intentions of the architect, I will attempt to illustrate architects’ shifting
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attitude towards society and place the broader shift of the architectural discipline in an
historical context.

Fujimoto’s Layered Boxes
“What is a house? Exceeding the substance of house, I try to think about all the
places to which people relate in their everyday life ... This kind of whole house is
a place that mingles inside with outside, nature with artifice, and house with city.”
Sou Fujimoto, 2009 332

Sou Fujimoto’s ideas about dwelling are illustrative of his will to design a
contemporary house that engages with its surroundings. In his notion of a house, a person
is not confined to a space enclosed by the four exterior walls but lives within a much
larger, yet undifferentiated state. The idea that a house was not yet a house but a human’s
“place to be” that melted with the forest and other settlements translated into an
architectural concept in which all domestic functions divide into several small boxes,
stacked on top of one another in a seeming random way. As such, Fujimoto introduced an
explicit tension between representation and experience. The house was at once an image
of the city and part of the city in which one lives.
House before House in Utsonumiya (2008) is illustrative of a methodology in
which the city is sometimes captured inside its walls, and at other times outside [fig 59].
A project commissioned by Tokyo Gas as part of the visionary house exhibition Sumika
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Project – including other experimental houses designed by the architects Toyo Ito, Taira
Nishizawa and Terunobu Fujimori – Fujimoto’s house is composed of nine small boxes
that are stacked and rotated to form an amorphous collection. Domestic functions are
distributed over the different boxes to melt with the outdoor spaces between and on top of
the basic functions. The primordial image of living Fujimoto envisioned here is that
domestic functions do not come together as a house but as “a residence of totality” in
which the dwellers experience a house, a city and a forest simultaneously and at free will.
Fujimoto further questioned the dialectical opposition between house and nonhouse in favor of an equal relationship in which the two entities, like inside-outside or
implied space-absolute space, do not face each other as opponents but rather as
companions.333 A densely built city like Tokyo is a favorite reference material for this
Hokkaido-born architect. With adjacent buildings so close, and small alleys winding
through it, the city of Tokyo – unlike the rural character of Hokkaido – has an interior
quality. The house, in such a situation, becomes a small city in itself.334 Tokyo Apartment
in Tokyo (2009) encompasses the idea that the interior merges with the exterior.
Prototypical house-shaped boxes are piled on top of each other to represent the jumble
that is the reality of Tokyo [fig 60]. Each apartment in this small apartment complex is
333
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made up of two or three units, so that the urban space in the interstices between the
house-shaped boxes becomes part of domestic life. Although Fujimoto realized a toneddown version of the original scheme of five apartments, with three apartments distributed
over seven prototypical house-shaped boxes and small white outdoor stairs in between,
Fujimoto still made a house as the city. Not architecture in the city, but the creation of “a
situation that seems to be a city, a house as well as nature.”335
Another expression in which Fujimoto envisioned a richer gradation rather than a
simple dual inside-outside division is the box-in-box-in-box configuration of House N
(2008) in Oita. Three large white shells nested together make up the exterior envelope, in
which the separation between interior and exterior is made ambiguous. Domestic life is
thus not partitioned from the exterior by one single wall but is buffered and mixed with
shades of gray to offer an alternative to the usual black-white, inside-out opposition.
Large holes punched in the exterior facade create a layered environment in which the life
of the residents opens to the city but is simultaneously somehow protected from urban
life. With its complicated and confusing inside-outside relationships, Fujimoto strived to
make House N a new prototype for a house with a garden in which the inner shell is
surprisingly not the most private one.336
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Ishigami’s Scenery Making
Expressing the view that it is no longer possible today to draw a simple line
between the natural environment and artificial environment, as each heavily influences
the other, Junya Ishigami envisioned a new environment to emerge in that blurry zone in
between. A house made as a nuclear shelter does not suit these conditions. A residence
should be composed in such a way that it does not stop at the boundary lines but expands
outwards and “become the surrounding environment.”337 Like the design of a public
space addressing the “exterior,” Ishigami started designing houses from the outside,
imagining garden-like buffer zones around the actual house. Plants in the buffer zones are
treated like architectural elements, which reduce and weaken the notion of a boundary
between the surrounding scenery and the interior and make the interior space into
something ambiguous (aimai あいまい). By erasing the common hierarchy associated
with a house, Ishigami proposed architecture without a clear beginning or end.
In this methodology, making a house in a dense urban neighborhood took on the
meaning of designing a new exterior environment (外部環境 gaibu kankyō) in which
indoors and outdoors interrelate in different ways. T-Project in Tokyo (2006-) became an
inquiry into how an urban dwelling represents nature [fig 61]. By treating the “house”
and the surrounding exterior environment as equal, the “house” would not stop with the
exterior envelope but extend into the surroundings to become a little urban oasis where
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one can relax after a hard day’s work.338 Elevated on pilotis that were the same size as the
small trees in the garden, the main structure allowed for a lifestyle submerged into
“nature.” To reach the bathroom, one needs to take a walk through a lush garden to an
annex structure. The balcony attached to the small bedroom protrudes into the trees.
Through this nullification of the exterior envelope around “house,” Ishigami envisioned a
lifestyle that crossed the boundary line of a private residence into that of the residential
area.
In House in Tsukushima (2005-) the new exterior environment is embodied in the
space existing between the actual “house” and an oversized greenhouse-like container
placed on top of it [fig 62]. By making the “house” even smaller than neighboring homes,
Ishigami created room for a green garden that enveloped the house. The ambiguity of this
“garden” space – being either interior or exterior – is what characterizes this proposal for
a house for a working couple with two children.339 Only the primary functions are
enclosed in the “house”; the rest is all made “outside.” In a situation where garden and
house are one, activities such as sleeping among the trees, or outdoor bathing on the roof
would naturally occur, making dwelling akin to a comfortable camping in the city. With
this new scale of the house, Ishigami tried to respond to changes in the social reality of
domestic life.
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Inui’s Manipulated Exterior Views
“Architecture is not an attempt to ‘create,’ to add something, but to cause a slight change
to the world by carefully ‘putting it in place.’”
Kumiko Inui, 2008 340

While the modern inventions of Raumplan, “free plan,” and “open plan” were
primarily concerned with the problem of the interior of a house, Kumiko Inui's house
designs tend to focus more on the problems “a little further outside.”341 Believing that it
is much healthier to have a domestic life that engages with the outside than today’s
conveniences cater to, she feels the need to focus on the physical connection between
inside and outside and opens the house to the outside to a degree that surprises people.
The role of the architect, then, is to discover the scenery of the site and “imbue the bad
landscape with intelligence.”342 By enriching the residents’ everyday life inside and
outside, Inui also aimed to brighten the neighborhood, crucial in the making of a good
house.
Looking a little further outside the usual building envelope developed into a
method of observing things in the vicinity of sensory thresholds (閾値 ikichi). Inui’s
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thresholds are subjective experiences at the boundary of two conditions. By slightly
manipulating two boundary conditions around architectural elements such as walls, floor,
ceilings, doors, windows and landscape, unwelcome factors in the design process can be
smoothed out. By making slight distortions in the perception of the surrounding
landscape, she discovered that unattractive scenery could change into quite a delightful
view. Taking the threshold as a delicate form of boundary, and pushing it to an extreme
condition, one could arrive at an outdoor-like interior “that could not have been imagined
had I simply tried to think of a space where indoor and outdoor met.”343
The threshold of the small collective housing project of Apartment I (2007) is the
indoor-outdoor relationship facilitated by an all-glass façade. Located in a dense Tokyo
neighborhood, a glass façade seems an odd choice for a residential program, but Inui
deliberately avoided thinking in such architectural preconceptions. Instead, she observed
the indoor-outdoor boundary and decided to break with the social codes embedded within
and to blur the differences rather than emphasize them. By making windows
disproportionate to the apartments, Apartment I attempted to create an equilibrium
between the disordered urban landscape outside and the unmistakable messy interior of a
tiny 20-m2 apartment.344 Because of the glass façade, each of the five O-shaped and U-
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shaped dwelling units, in daytime, is as bright as the outside. Refracting (屈折する
kussetsu suru) the landscape was also the aim of the design of Small House H (2009) in
Gunma Prefecture [fig 63]. Partition walls in this small square-shaped annex to a second
home are placed diagonally to create four equally sized triangular rooms. Here, Inui
manipulated the distance between inside and outside with the two walls of a room angled
45 degrees relative to the window. From the interior, the walls generate the effect that
views to the outside seem to “burst out of its confines,” while from the outside, the
triangular rooms produce an enigmatic sight of miscalculated depth.345 Through a precise
adjustment of both inside and outside, it was Inui's intention to not only enrich the
experiences inside but also its look from outside to inside.

Hasegawa’s Domestic Dichotomy
Just as Inui’s house designs addressed space “a little further outside the house,”
Go Hasegawa in his first housing projects as an independent architect showed an interest
in thinking about houses “from slightly outside.”346 Roof, attic, ground, yard, terrace are
his transitional spaces that, situated between inside and outside, subtly determine the
relationship between house and surroundings. By rethinking the nature of these shared
architectural elements, Hasegawa expected to create a new environment. Instead of
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claiming an independent theory, he started to think about the house from the perspective
of the problems of the city and to search for possibilities for how to connect the lives
inside with the cultural, social, environmental issues surrounding the house. To free
architecture from the preconceived notion that a building necessarily creates the
distinction of “being inside” and “being outside,” Hasegawa set out to explore the
possibilities of finding a sensation that the interior extends into the exterior. By adding
movement to space, he redefined a house from a nuclear shelter into a building that
blends with the exterior environment as well as the occupants’ lifestyle.347
In his first completed project, House in a Forest (2006), this movement takes the
form of diagonal views through a layered transition within the house to the sky [fig 64].
The field of vision diagonally extends through a gap or attic between the house-shaped
roof and ceiling. He used the same methodology in urban situations, which attested to his
will to engage domestic life inside the house with life outside the house:

I had an aversion to the idea of erecting a wall that would close the space and
negatively affect the atmosphere in the neighborhood. In this type of situation,
instead of using windows to create a confrontation between the town and the
living area, I devised several diagonal layers from the upper floor to the lower
space and the surrounding neighborhood. This enabled me to make a loose
connection between life and the town in a diagonal manner.348
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The addition of a physical sensation to the domestic setting was also the focus of
study of Apartment in Nerima (2010) [fig 65]. In response to the question of how to make
a semi-outdoor space in an urban setting that can imbue daily life with a link to the city,
Hasegawa provided each apartment with a distinctive balcony. Through their overdimensioned, tall, wide or L-shaped forms, these semi-outdoor spaces are no longer the
auxiliary areas of a standard Japanese apartment block but elevated to the status of semioutdoor rooms in which most of daily life can take shape. By designing the space a little
outside the house, Hasegawa imagined the interior of the house to affect the lives of its
residents and give them a greater awareness of the outdoor environment.349

Banzai
For a decade and a half, architect-designed houses “with a different attitude”
sprouted with an estimated rate of 9,600 units per year in Japan's metropolitan areas, in
an attempt to accommodate a social demand that called for variety in the homogeneous
Japanese housing market. Although the architects successfully implemented new
domestic ideologies, with houses that opened internally as well as to society, they could
not catch up with the even faster eroding of the social framework established in the
postwar era. A neoliberal restructuring of the labor market, together with the promotion
of individual responsibility introduced by the Koizumi administration (2001-2006) and
the global financial crisis in 2008, caused what anthropologist Anne Allison has
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described as a “liquefying” of Japan. What was once a close-knit society had changed
into a relationship-less, or bondless, society (無縁社会 muen shakkai). 350 Companies
were now allowed to fire people in response to market conditions, creating new job
insecurity that destabilized the male breadwinner employment system and pushed women
back into the labor force.351 With little welfare compensation from the government and
no family to fall back on, the Japanese saw an increase of alternative employment
systems such as net-café refugees (homeless people who sleep in 24-hour Internet or
manga cafés), freeters (non-regular workers aged 15-34 in low-wage jobs) and NEETs
(people who are Not in Employment, Education or Training). These issues came on top
of an already precarious situation involving a rapidly aging population, a low birthrate
and increasing social polarization.352 Before anyone could step up with a salutation to the
“house as art,” the triple disaster of the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011 added a
cataclysmic event.
Along with a loss of strong ties between people, a general feeling of enough-ness
(もう十分	
  mō jūbun) occurred after 2011, to which architects responded with a fresh
look at the existing housing stock and a renewed interest in collective housing. Following
a change in consumption patterns from material things to non-materialistic values, the
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new-build house, once a cheaper alternative to the prefabricated commercial catalog
dwelling, lost its popularity. Unlike earlier attempts, these new collective houses – often
in renovated buildings – did not cater to “the standard family” but emphasized the
possibility of establishing ties between people other than blood and kin relations. In this
new situation, the architect was no longer the casual neighbor but one of many players in
a larger network of specialists. With that, the houses of Generation 2000 marked the
latest phase of the “house as art” as the work of an individual, to which architects had so
eagerly contributed since the 1960s. Simultaneously, the efforts architects had put into
these custom-designed houses formed the very foundation of the collective houses built
thereafter.
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Chapter 5: Architecture That Is Not Art: Towards a Social
Architecture
The Great East Japan Earthquake that hit northeastern Japan on March 11, 2011
was the strongest on record in Japan's history, and one of the largest ever documented in
the world. The impact of the tragedy – including tsunami waves 10 meters high and a
nuclear power plant meltdown – was huge, killing thousands of people and causing
significant material damage to buildings and infrastructure. With aftershocks reaching far
beyond Tokyo, the problems of the disaster reverberated to all corners of Japan, shaking
personal values about family, friendship, work and life. As is intrinsic to the nature of the
profession, architects were one of the first to “speak” to society on the road towards
recovery. In the past, Japan has seen recurrent natural disasters and architects have
addressed earthquakes with fireproof measures and earthquake-resistant structures.353 It
was after the Great Hanshin Earthquake (1995) that architects in Japan also came to
recognize their potential social role. However, due to their reputation as designers of
forms, they were largely ignored in the reconstruction process.354 In the aftermath of The
Great East Japan Earthquake (2011), many architects – frustrated about being rejected
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during the previous opportunity – envisioned themselves playing a central role in the
realization of a creative solution for the disaster-hit area. Starting off with big questions
such as “What is architecture?” and “What can we architects do?”, they gradually refined
their questions into the larger planning issues of “Where should we head towards,
rebuilding the Tohoku area, or all of Japan?” and assigned themselves a new social role.
Emergency measures immediately after the disaster all seem to be attempts to
restore bonds (絆 kizuna) lost in modern society, revealing that “3/11” was also a
metaphorical problem for Japan, showing that economic, political and social structures
were already off-balance. From an analysis of the evacuation behavior of people in the
disaster zone, planner Eiji Hato discovered that the pattern of evacuation routes within
one community took the form of a network based on mutual assistance. Hubs, produced
by a number of people, were the key to the formation of this network and allowed
information to converge and spread on from these nodes. Another form of bonding
emerged from people who lost their homes and moved into relief centers. Although
housing conditions were unfavorable in quarters such as gymnasiums, people expressed a
preference for staying in the large “common house” of the relief center and maintain a
sense of community, rather than moving into temporary housing and live with strangers,
without any common space.355 Outside the immediate disaster zone, responses similarly
showed a growing desire to connect with other people. With telephone lines not working
properly, Japan saw an explosive growth in social media like Twitter, making the World
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Wide Web a harbinger for the rise of sharing.356 Moreover, the aftermath saw a national
increase in hunting for a marriage partner (婚活 konkatsu) as another attempt to create
family bonds.
The responses from architects tied into this larger discourse around the
importance of bonds (kizuna), calling for a humanistic recovery in which designers no
longer believed in a grand Modernist slogan like “form follows function.” In the words of
philosopher Yoshiyuki Sato, the behavior of architects was like “a micro-resistance to
neoliberalism” of bottom-up struggles.357 Interest among architects shifted from a
fashionable and aesthetic standpoint to more fundamental and primitive matters.
Overlooking the ruins of the disaster-stricken area, Toyo Ito called on architects to break
away from introversion and abstraction and instead create a viable relationship with
nature, away from Modernism:

The media often uses the phrase ‘beyond assumption’ for the disaster, meaning
that its force was beyond structural requirements. But I can't help sensing a more
fundamental disruption between our norm and reality. I think we design things in
a mechanical manner as a ‘complete machine,’ complying with nature defined in
quantities or abstract definitions . . . I think our task now is to rethink how we
‘assume’ design conditions, rather than reviewing the conditions. We need to start
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by questioning the way we relate to nature. The people or community we always
argue for in our architecture – aren't they just an abstracted scheme?”358
The problem of reconstruction and the role architects envisioned for themselves in
that process was quickly picked up by architecture journals. As a countermeasure against
“inhuman” concrete engineering-like reconstructions, The Japan Architect, in its summer
2011 issue, provided 50 groups of architects under the age of 45 the opportunity to
present a bold urban vision not just for the disaster-stricken area but for 21st-century
Japanese cities in general. “City planning will have to undergo major structural changes
to survive the 21st century,” editor-in-chief Jun Hashimoto said in the editorial. “Only
then will meaningful urban renewal and reconstruction be achieved.” Inspired by the
spirit in which Japanese architects in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War
started with planning principles rather than designing buildings, but realizing that
contemporary Japan needed specific solutions rather than formulas or statistics, the
collection of proposals were meant to become a sequel to the famous book Japanese
Urban Space (1968).359 First published as a special feature of the December issue of
Kenchiku Bunka magazine in 1963, Japanese Urban Space (日本の都市空間 Nihon no
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toshi kūkan) was a collection of research findings by Toshi Dezain Kenkyūtai, a group of
graduate students from the University of Tokyo, that included architects Arata Isozaki
and Hiroshi Hara. The work demonstrated a pioneering attempt to grasp the
characteristics of Japanese urban space with historical analysis.360 By calling on young
designers to make equally compelling proposals based on a morphological approach in
Nihon no Toshi kūkan 2011, Hashimoto hoped to give a positive impetus to the recovery
that included the creativity of architects.361
Shinkenchiku magazine picked up the topic with a stimulating essay by Tohoku
University professor Yasuaki Onoda called “White Night of Guerrilla?”. In his writings,
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the professor, living in the disaster-affected city of Sendai, corrected his earlier, slightly
cynical view on the wide gap between architects marching around the disaster-stricken
sites with catchy ideas and civil engineers working hard on construction.363 He had come
to the insight that architects looked at lives more concretely than engineers, took hidden
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and invisible values into consideration, were able to present their ideas bravely, and he
stressed the architects’ potential capacity to look at the overall picture. Encouraging
designers to explore these skills and to create ties among different professionals, Onda
called on architects to pursue a humanistic form of recovery that could connect with
existing local communities.

The Three Sacred R’s
The architecture projects that resulted from the aspirations for a bottom-up
recovery reflected the larger post-3/11 transformations in Japan and translated into the
architectural concepts of Relationship, Renovation, and Revitalization. With Relationship,
I refer to a new personal value that envisions stronger links between people, between
things and between humans and objects.364 It has given rise to general concepts of sharing,
such as car-sharing and social media or social networking services (SNS). In the
architecture domain, Relationship has been predominantly explained as “shared living.”
Renovation links to a new well-thought-out consumption pattern that actively re-uses
things rather than buying new ones. In architecture, this new form of consumption has
seen a rise in the re-use of the existing housing stock through qualitative renovations as
an alternative to building new stock. Thirdly, Revitalization is about the spurring of new
energy in things considered vulnerable. Architects picked up this concept with a focus on
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The Japan Pavilion at the 2016 Venice Biennale took as overall theme “en”
(“relation”) and presented the new direction of the architects as a counter reaction to the
muen ("relationless") society. See also the exhibition catalog 「En「縁」:アート・オ
ブ・ネクサス「縁」“EN. āto obu nekusasu” (En: Art of Nexus). Tokyo: Toto
Publishers, 2016.
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empty buildings and deprived neighborhoods (predominantly in rural towns) that needed
a new impulse. The three concepts are not isolated; as becomes evident from the
architecture projects and accompanying discourse, they are closely interrelated with each
other.

Relationship: Creating Bonds in Selective Networks
The disaster stimulated a discussion on the re-evaluation of the traditional
approach of “one house = one family,” which had started with Riken Yamamoto and
Chizuko Ueno in the 1990s and made clear that people wanted moderately close
relationships in alternative kinds of “families.” “Living together” in modern Japan has a
history that goes back to the introduction of “collectiveness” and “high-rise” in the first
five-story wooden apartments at the end of the Meiji Era.365 In 1925, the American
architect William Merrell Vories introduced the first purely Western-style apartment
house in Tokyo, which bore the aspirational name of “Cultured Apartment House” (文化
アパートメント bunka apātomento) [fig 6]. A modern, reinforced concrete structure, it
contained shops and cafes on the first floor, different-sized Western-style apartments on
the upper three levels, and included all kinds of modern amenities such as telephone lines,
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Seizo Uchida. 「「アパートメントハウス」から「アパート」へ」“”Apātomento
hausu’ kara ‘apāto’ e, ” in Hashimoto, Jun (ed).「現代建築の軌跡--1925-1995「新建
築」に見る建築と日本の近代」 “Gendaikenchiku no kiseki –1925-1995
‘Shinkenchiku’ ni miru nihon kenchiku to nihon no kindai.” Tokyo: Shinkenchikusha,
1995: 32.
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gas cooktops and elevators.366 With the introduction of the Dojunkai apartments at the
end of the Taisho Era (1912-1926), the term “apartment” entered the Japanese vocabulary
as a loan word and came to represent a popular mode of urban collective living for whitecollar workers. Both the Cultured Apartment House and the Dojunkai apartments
represented aspirational urban lifestyles, as the majority of young workers flocking to the
cities had to stick to cheap low-rise wooden-style apartment buildings (アパート apāto)
with small rooms. With the introduction of apāto, collective living in Japan also lost its
essential meaning of “living together” and instead took on the definition of “living apart”
(apāto).367 Through the efforts of the Japan Housing Corporation, starting in the mid1950s, large-scale reinforced housing complexes were built as the new model of
collective housing in Japan and promised a much better quality than the wooden apāto.
However, like the apāto, these residential complexes (共同住宅 kyōdō jūtaku) offered
little community life. Both kinds of compounds reflected the premise on which detached
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Interview between author and Makoto Ueda. Tokyo, October 2015.
Besides the editor of the niche magazine Toshi Jūtaku, Ueda is a specialist on Japanese
housing. A large collection of his essays on the history of the modern Japanese house are
published in two volumes. Makoto Ueda. 「都市住宅クロニクル I」”Toshi jūtaku
kuronikuru 1” and「都市住宅クロニクル II」”Toshi jūtaku kuronikuru 2”. Tokyo:
Misuzu Shobō, 2007.
Ueda also wrote a history of urban apartment complexes in Japan, ranging from prewar
dōjunkai to Fumihiko Maki’s Daikanyama Hillside Terrace (1969-1992), the latter being
developed in multiple stages over a time span of nearly 25 years.
Makoto Ueda.「集合住宅物語」”Shūgō jūtaku monogatari.” Tokyo: Misuzu Shobō,
2004.
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Apartment House is a loan word and therefore written in Katana script in Japanese.
Since “apart” and the abbreviation for “apartment” use similar words, Seizo Uchida
points out a pun on the meaning of a cheap, wooden apartment building as “living apart.”
Seizo Uchida. ibid.
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houses were built: a way in which people live their own independent lives. Starting with
Riken Yamamoto's Hotakubo Housing (1991), architects experimented with alternative
forms of collective housing by redefining “collective.” Where projects such as Kitagata
apartments in Gifu (1994-2000), Kazunari Sakamoto’s Common City Hoshida (19911992) and Ryue Nishizawa's Moriyama Apartments (2005) differed from the usual
residential complexes was that they relied on a spirit of cooperation among its residents.
Driven by a discussion that goes back to Takashi Hasegawa's 1961
characterization of “the house as a group of individuals,” and Yamamoto's lively debates
in the 1990s on the meaning of “shelter,” “collective” and “community,” from 2010
onwards architects went one step further and addressed the problem of “living isolated
lives” with the “shared house.” The shared house implied a form of collective living in
which residents could actively build loose relationships with fellow occupants who were
not related by blood. In this type of dwelling, emphasis was placed on the relatively large
common spaces such as kitchen, living room, garden, rooftop space or outdoor kitchen.
In stark contrast to the anonymous single-room apartment emblematic of the
contemporary urban lifestyles of the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s, a shared house offered
more opportunities for communication among people with similar interests. They formed
selective communities in which people chose to live together and connected with others
with “an ideal distance” in between. The shared house expected from its residents a spirit
of mutual assistance and in return offered space where people could share happiness. As
the rent was relatively moderate, shared homes were a highly economical option for
young people and singles who could not afford to buy a house, but also for groups of
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couples and families who together had enough money for a communal garden. The idea
of the shared house had an antecedent in Japan in the form of guesthouses for foreigners
traveling in Japan, which Japanese residents returning from abroad also began to use.
Shared living became a real business when company dormitories in disuse were
repurposed as shared houses and were given a proper rental system. Its rising popularity
demonstrates an inherent desire to communicate more with one another, rather than living
alone in the single-room apartments of Japanese “collective housing” projects. In the new
post-3/11 value system, focusing on society rather than the individual, the shared house
represented the new prototype for living.
Yuri Naruse (b. 1979) and Jun Inokuma (b. 1977) are two young architects known
for introducing the idea of “share” – originally a social concept – into the housing debate.
Influenced by the book by Rachel Botsman and Roo Rogers, What’s Mine Is Yours: The
Rise of Collaborative Consumption (2010), Japanese sociologist Atsushi Miura wrote
about the Japanese case in his book “The Rise of Sharing: Fourth Stage Consumer
Society,” which spread the idea of “share” to the realm of community and town
planning.368 Naruse and Inokuma picked up the concept from the humanities and
experimented with its value in the realm of architecture. As early as 2010, the two
architects had exhibited prototypes of shared houses in an exhibition called “Rethinking
Living Together” and the book “Designing Share” (2013), while also completing the
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Rachel Botsman, Roo Rogers. What’s Mine Is Yours: The Rise of Collaborative
Consumption. New York, N.Y.: Harper Business, 2010. The book was translated into
Japanese in the same year by Hiroto Kobayashi and Miwa Seki. 「シェア = SHARE:
〈共有〉からビジネスを生みだす新戦略 」” Shea = SHARE: Kyōyū kara bijinesu o
umidasu shinsenryaku.” Tokyo Nihonhoso Shuppan Kyōkai, 2010.
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new-build shared house LT Josai in Nagoya (2013) [fig 66]. With a large shared space
that interlocked in a three-dimensional way around the private rooms, LT Josai offered a
unique living experience in Japan.369 Naruse and Inokuma explained “share” as creating
situations in which things are neither privatized nor public, but somewhere in between.
Through this kind of spatial approach, they seek to give rise to new forms of human
relationships that fit the contemporary situation of an aging society, an increasing number
of single households and the collapse of the lifetime employment system. The appeal of
“share” lies in the specific encounters (一期一会 ichigo ichie) between “family
members.”370
Since people move in and out according to their interests and life stages, the
community in a shared house is very fluid. Sharing, for Naruse and Inokuma, is not about
people jointly owning and using a single item but “a way to pool our resources and to
create mechanisms for governing that process.”371 The role of the architect, then, is to
design those mechanisms to benefit society. The Great East Japan Earthquake only gave
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The first book was a collaborative project between Shu Hagiwara, Jun Inokuma, Yuri
Naruse, Kozo Kadowaki, Ko Nakamura, and Akinori Hamada. 「シェアをデザインす
る : 変わるコミュニティ, ビジネス, クリエイションの現場 」"Shea o dezain suru :
kawaru komyunitī bijinesu kurieishon no gemba.” Kyoto: Gakugeishuppansha, 2013.
Naruse and Inokuma also published another book that introduced design methods for
shared spaces using 49 examples. 「シェア空間の設計手法: 49 事例の空間構
成 」”Shea kūkan no sekkei shuhō: 49 jirei no kūkan.” Kyoto: Gakugeishuppansha, 2016.
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Interview between author and architect Yuri Naruse. Tokyo, October 2016.
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Email-interview between author and architect Yuri Naruse which resulted in the
article Cathelijne Nuijsink. “Share and Share Alike.” FRAME Magazine 111 (Jul/Aug
2016): 154-159.
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them an extra impetus to create centers for community life where people could come
together in new kinds of commons.
The topic of “share” as a new form of common (コモン komon) was also at the
center of a discussion in the July 2011-issue of Shinkenchiku, featuring a discussion
between Atelier Bow Wow’s Yoshiharu Tsukamoto and Momoyo Kaijima, architect
Kumiko Inui and sociologist Yoshikazu Nango.372 In this conversation, “share” was
presented as an intangible service as well as a real space of exchange. Talking about two
recently designed public spaces, Atelier Bow Wow's Miyashita Park and Inui's Nobeoka
Station Plaza, Tsukamoto discussed the need to re-conceptualize the “individualist”
architecture of the 20th century. In his view, Modernist architects had ignored differences
in human behaviors and treated everybody as nearly the same (“universal”) and expressed
this with various individual experiments. Tsukamoto felt it was time to rethink the ideas
of collective and commonality ( コモナリティー ) and view architecture as a means to
connect and include people and things, rather than leave them out. His proposal was to
make architecture participate in the social structure called community and allow people’s
unique skills and behaviors to flourish in common spaces.373 Inui equally deplored 20thcentury public space, which according to her was based too much on the principle of
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Yoshiharu Tsukamoto, Yoshikazu Nango, Kumiko Inui.「建築論壇 パブリックスペ
ースをつくる--共同・共有に向けた建築的アプローチ」”Kenchiku rondan:
paburikku supasu o tsukuru: kyōdō kyōyū ni muketa kenchikuteki apurōchi.”
Shinkenchiku (July 2011): 30-35.
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The project of Nobeoka station plaza was a collaboration between Kumiko Inui and
community designer Ryo Yamazaki.
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equality (homogeneous persons). Her proposal was to acknowledge different behaviors
and rearrange public space using priorities agreed to by everybody.
A critical evaluation of the “share” movement came out in the February 2016
issue of Shinkenchiku, which took the form of a round-table discussion between
sociologist Ryosuke Nishida and two architectural firms involved in “share,” Ondesign
and Eureka.374 The discussion revealed that a quintessential aspect of the understanding
of the concept of “share” was the breaking of dichotomies between inside and outside and
between design and usage. The first dichotomy was the result of Satoshi Sano’s vision
that “share” implied an extension of the private into the public and as such generated a
public behavior in private space. As a positive effect this breaks up contemporary isolated
lives. Ondesign's Osamu Nishida introduced the second dichotomy, which referred to the
sharing of space and time independently of the intentions of the designer. This
interpretation had the potential to add a certain randomness to contemporary lives which
he reckoned were now based on a planned routine. The reason why “share” had become
so popular in Japan in recent times – in different ways from other countries influenced by
the global phenomenon of the Internet and Social Networking Services (SNS) – was that
the term nicely resonated with an ambiguous way of gathering on private territory that
could not be called “public space” in the Western sense. Using “share” as an alternative
374

The discussion was between Osamu Nishida and Erika Nakagawa from Ondesign,
Satashi Sano and Junya Inagaki from Eureka and sociologist Ryosuke Nishida as the
facilitator. Osamu Nishida, Erika Nakagawa, and Junya Inagaki「建築論壇 「シェア」
という状況 : 二項対立を崩す新しい「共有」のあり方」 “'Kenchiku rondan: ‘shea’
to iu jyōkyō: nikō tairitsu o kuzusu atarashī kyōyū no arikata.” Shinkenchiku, 91(4)
(Feb.2016): 42-47.
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and more familiar term, Sano made a nostalgic reference to traditional community life
that took place within the narrow alleyways (路地 roji) between houses: a way of living
that had rapidly disappeared in contemporary Japan but could be restored with “share.”
Shared knowledge was another way architects became involved in the share
movement. Sixteen days after the Great East Japan Earthquake, architects born in the
1960s and 1970s, such as Hitoshi Abe and Yoshiharu Tsukamoto, joined forces and
formed a Relief and Recovery Network to overcome the limitations of an architect’s
individual endeavors.375 ArchiAid, as the initiators christened the support platform, was a
network linking professionals with various architectural skills that could form a bridge
between architects’ creative ideas and civil engineering reconstruction works. Different
from the start of their career, when they united in pairs or small groups to become Unit
School architects, ArchiAid involved an entirely new way of collaboration. For the very
first time architects not only collaborated with one another en masse, they also joined
forces with (international) professionals, local experts and students. The brand-new
selective community made it its aim to join the reconstruction process, to revitalize the
affected regions and to explore new ways of architecture education.376
Another support platform with a social agenda that set up practice in the wake of
the disaster was KISYN no kai, an initiative by five of Japan’s top architects, Toyo Ito,
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Taro Igarashi. 「３．１１からの建築家の動き」“3.11kara no kenchikuka no
ugoki.” (Initiatives by Architects Since 3.11). The Japan Architect. 84 (Yearbook 2011),
2012: 4, 6.
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ArchiAid has published a yearly report since 2011 and has launched several books.
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Riken Yamamoto, Kengo Kuma, Hiroshi Naito and Kazuyo Sejima.377 Through his role
as commissioner of the Kumamoto Art Polis, Ito initiated the collaborative project Homefor-All (みんなの家 Minna no ie), public gathering places for the victims of the recent
earthquake [fig 67]. Based on a bottom-up research process in which the Pritzker Prize
laureate interviewed victims himself, his proposal was for small public living rooms that
he found were lacking in temporary shelters. Up to date, 14 Homes-For-All have been
realized in collaboration with the other four KISYN no kai members, among others, all
with the idea of providing a space for people “to get back on their feet again” and recover
a new life.378 Besides Home-for-All, Ito was given the rare opportunity, for an
independent architect in Japan, to work as a master planner for the reconstruction of
Kamaishi, a regional town destroyed by the tsunami. Ito approached the job – usually
assigned to an engineer working for the local government – with a bottom-up
“humanistic” master plan, and invited individual architects to propose suitable buildings
in a similar way.
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“KISYN no kai” refers to a meeting between Kuma, Ito, Sejima, Yamamoto, and
Naito.
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' http://www.home-for-all.org. While the very first Home-for-All is an almost every
day, archetypical wooden house, the later ones take more the form of “house as art.”
Another attempt to make a common space was the project of Riku Café, a collaborative
effort between planning professor Hideki Koizumi and Naruse-Inokuma Architects. The
projects started from one man who opened his (undamaged) home to the community in
the aftermath of 3.11 to distribute relief support. Koizumi and Naruse-Inokuma
Architects managed to build a temporary community café in Rikuzentakata in 2012 with
several funding sources, and made into a permanent building in 2014.
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Renovation: Repurposing Things, Interiors and Housing Stock
Sociologist Atsushi Miura has described the social changes in Japan from a
consumption perspective, explaining that Japan around 2005 gradually moved into a
“Fourth Stage” of consumer society, as measured from its victory in the Russo-Japanese
war in 1905.379 The social backdrop of the transition from the Third Stage into the Fourth
Stage was the global financial crisis (2008), the Great Hanshin Earthquake and the Great
East Japan Earthquake, the recession and employment instability. What people came to
value was no longer personal consumption in which the individual came first, but rather a
sharing of goods in which society was given priority. The new consumption patterns were
demonstrated in a preference for non-brand, simple, casual, locally produced products
rather than big international name brands, and a one-per-multiple people rather than oneper-person attitude. The new primary consumer was the all-generation single instead of
the working-age single or “parasite single” of the previous consumption stage.
Since the era of high economic growth, Japanese consumer behavior had
emphasized possession and valued things, as symbolized by the three sacred treasures of
the refrigerator, washing machine and vacuum cleaner, and in a later stage the 3 C’s of
car, cooler (air conditioning) and color television. With new income stability,
consumption patterns in the early 2000s started to focus not just on materialistic
satisfaction but also on a sense that there is a greater meaning to life. The Great East
Japan Earthquake further reinforced this phenomenon and made the shift in consumption
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Atsushi Miura. 「第四の消費 : つながりを生み出す社会へ」”Daiyon no Shōhi :
Tsunagari o Umidasu Shakai e.” Tokyo: Asahi Shimbun Shuppan, 2012.Translated by
Dana Lewis in 2014 as The Rise of Sharing: Fourth-Stage Consumer Society in Japan.
Tokyo: International House of Japan, 2014.
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pattern from materialistic (モノ mono) consumption to non-materialistic (コト koto)
consumption evident. People started to prefer quality time and human experiences such
as hobbies, sports or a concert to buying new things.
The move away from things to people, and then to non-materialistic consumption
(コト消費 koto shōhi), also played out at the level of furniture and buildings, with a new
focus on borrowing and sharing things and tools and adjusting space by oneself in the
form of DIY.380 As readily as the popular lifestyle magazine Casa Brutus had introduced
the “big promise” of architecture as a new form of fashion, they eagerly started to
promote renovation from 2009 onwards, in response to the value change of its readers.381
Architecture stars were gradually replaced by “geniuses in renovation” and “masters in
DIY,” while house guidebooks started to include renovation examples and were
accompanied by issues on storage management [fig 68].382 DIY, renovation and home
downsizing turned into examples of ethical consumption, in which things were bought
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The theme of non-materialistic consumption was also picked up in, for example, in the
December 2009-issue of Shinkenchiku in an article about the Tokyo Designer’s Week.
「モノではなくコトのデザイン--東京デザイナーズウィーク 2009」”mono
dewanakute koto no dezain- tōkyō dezaināzu uīku 2009.” Shinkenchiku (December
2009): 185-189.
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Online interview with editor-in-chief of Casa Brutus magazine Ko Matsubara.
http://www.designboom.com/design/designboom-visited-casa-brutus-in-tokyo/.
Accessed on 6 January, 2016.
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Issue 9 of 2003 carried the theme of ‘The 100 Big Promises of Architecture X
Fashion‘「建築×ファッションの大予言 100」”Kenchiku x fashion no dai yogen 100.”
From issue 6 of 2010, the focus shifted to a thematic issue about “Renovation versus the
Small House.”「リノベ vs 小さな家」”Renobe vs. Chisana ie”. In issue 9 of 2013,
Casa Brutus introduced “The Geniuses of Renovation, The Masters of DIY” in an issue
titled 「リノベの天才、ＤＩＹの達人 2013」” Rinobe no tensai, DIY no tatsujin
2013”.
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with consideration for the environment and society. This reflected an interest in spending
a little money on items but a lot on things of interest, and in simple efforts to reorganize
one’s house to make it fit one’s very own style.383
The renovation movement thrived due to an oversupply of buildings that, in
combination with the sluggish economy, caused a waning interest in the new-build house.
Unlike in the 20th century, when real estate operated on the premise of a lack of
buildings, the Japanese market at the start of the 21st century was characterized by an
excess of buildings. At the same time, the growing number of abandoned houses (akiya)
became a social problem for residential neighborhoods.384
In 2008, the growth rate of new-build homes reached its apex, with an increasing
number of people buying a previously owned house for renovation.
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Email-interview between the author and Jo Nagasaka. May 2016.
Talking about his recent house renovation of House in Tsutsujigaoka, Nagasaka
explained how renovating a 35-year-old house —usually considered “worthless” in terms
of Japanese real estate evaluation — enhanced the property value. In case of new
construction, the floor area of the house would have to be substantially reduced conform
the new building regulations with strict setback rules. By keeping the existing floor area,
Nagasaka generated value to the site with practically almost no extra costs.
Related to the feeling of “enough” is the phenomenon of 断捨離（dan sha ri）, which
takes the meaning of “reducing unnecessary things and bring back harmony to one’s life.”
An advocate of this new lifestyle is organizing consultant Marie Kondo (b. 1985). Kondo
developed the KonMarieMethod of re-arranging one’s interior, and with that one’s inner
self. Her books have become bestsellers worldwide, reflecting the global nature of the
problem. 「人生がときめく片づけの魔法」 “Jinsei ga tokimeku katazuke no mahō.”
Tokyo: Sanmākushuppan, 2011. Translated into English as Kondo, Marie. The LifeChanging Magic of Tidying Up: The Japanese Art of Decluttering and Organizing.
Translated by Cathy Hirano. Berkeley: Ten Speed Press, 2014.
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Philip Brasor and Masako Tsubuku. “Abandoned Buildings still House Problems.”
The Japan Times. December 3, 2016.
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What made renovation – already a full-fledged design assignment in other parts of
the world – a fresh topic of discussion in Japan was that it replaced the commonly used
word of “remodeling” or “refurbishment.” Refurbishment of houses had been an age-old
concept, implying bringing a house back to its original state. For centuries, master wood
carpenters had worked on this method. However, the renovation movement that started
around 2000 was different in the sense that it implied bringing new value to existing
houses and the creation of a new space that could not be realized by building anew. For
many architects born in the 1980s, renovation rather than the single-family house formed
their debut work. It was a job they had to share with newly established “niche” real-estate
companies, who also started renovating vacant buildings into houses or accommodations
for new work styles such as flex time and working at home in a home office (SoHo).
What made the work of architects different from hard-core real estate were their attempts
to improve the neighborhood and increase the value of real estate through the house.
The “genius” of architects in renovation projects formed a new topic of discussion
in architecture journals, boosting self-confidence in what became a competitive world of
independent architects, real-estate companies and non-specialized individuals. Koichi
Sato, professor at the Tokyo Polytechnic University specializing in conversion, pointed
out that there is no professional, other than an architect, who can discover potential
architectural resources in an ordinary empty building, and with that exert imaginative
power.385 In his article “The Conceptual Ability of Usage in the Recycling of
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Koichi Sato.「建築再生における利用の構想力 リノベーション アーカイブ
1990-2009」“Kenchiku saisei ni okeru riyō no kōsōryoku: rinobēshon ākaibu.”
Shinkenchiku (Nov. 2009): 116.
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Architecture,” published in the November 2009 issue of Shinkenchiku, he pointed out that
renovation required an “imagination of use” of abandoned buildings. A successful
renovation depended on whether one had a critical architectural idea, the skills to imagine
how a building would look after renovation and the ability to make even the reduction of
floor area – a nightmare for real estate – invisible.
Another opinion that explained how to make sound use of the existing housing
stock came from Masakuni Tamura, director of Ark Brain Inc., a company specialized in
the regeneration of aged apartment buildings. What made renovation quintessentially
different from remodeling was the expectation of increasing the value of the building
through the improvement of functions and performance and that this implied a significant
change in the lifestyle of residents.386 He encouraged architects to further expand the
renovation market, which would mean a general change of mindset about the hitherto
held belief that a house is an already completed project. In a stock-based society where
the price of land was no longer increasing but the price of a house could, Tamura saw the
need for architects to join hands with real-estate companies. Architects possess
indispensable social qualities as restorers of relations among people, organizations, places
and society.
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Masakuni Tamura.「関係性のリ・デザイン : リノベーションとシェア居住で住
宅ストックを活かすための課題と可能性」 “Kankeisei no ridezain: renobēshon to
siea kyojū de jūtaku sutokku o ikasutame no kadai to kanōsei.” Shinkenchiku, (Feb.
2014): 132.
Tamura won the Architecture Institute of Japan (AIJ) Prize in 2010 for his research thesis
titled ‘Realization Processes of Resident-Involved, Multi-Unit Housing Supply in the Era
of "Stock-Oriented" Society'.
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One of the first independent architects involved in renovation since the start of his
career is Jo Nagasaka (b.1971).387 Nagasaka set up his practice Schemata right after
graduating from the Tokyo University of the Arts in 1988. He started “renovating” a
series of old Flat Tables, to which he gave new life by applying a layer of epoxy resin,
which equalized the uneven tabletops in different color hues. Interested in altering
everyday items rather than creating new ones, he tackled the ultra-low budget renovation
of Sayama Flat (2008), a 30-year-old company apartment building, with a DIY on-site
construction method in which he peeled off all layers of finish by himself until the inner
framework was exposed [fig 69].388 Through this hands-on experience, he learned the joy
and freedom of construction based on his values and judgments and found new
possibilities in existing things. In his works, he has attempted to add a new perspective to
daily objects and ordinary conditions and to change the world surrounding it. In his
words, “the pursuit of instant perfection is not as exciting as the process of gradual
renewal, and that's what renovation is about.”389

Revitalize: Enhancing Local Cities in Deprived Areas
With all cameras focused on the disaster-stricken area after the Great East Japan
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長坂常 Nagasaka Jō.
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Jo Nagasaka. When A-Side Becomes B-Side: Jo Nagasaka. Tokyo: Daiwa Press, 2009:
24-39.
See also his recently published new monograph Jo Nagasaka. 「長坂常 常に思ってい
ること」. “Nagasaka Jō Tsuneni Omotte Iru Koto” (On My Mind). Tokyo: Lixil
Shuppan, 2016.
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' See Interview with Jo Nagasaka in the Appendix
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Earthquake, it became apparent that new problems and opportunities existed in local
areas, and that Tokyo was no longer at the forefront. Architecture, long considered the
realm of progressive people living in central areas, in particular Tokyo, had for this
reason turned into something artistic. The new problems brought to light by the recent
disaster made clear that “white” and “beautiful” buildings could not solve these serious
problems. In response to a much larger fundamental change among people in Japan
towards rediscovering local core values and leading a happier life rather than lamenting
about the declining youth population, aging population and economic stagnation,
architects shifted to a new architectural language. This language was based on concrete
elements and honest expressions and instigated a concern for how to contribute to local
life. As a result, the post-3/11 architectural style became hard to define, and architectural
magazines started to look complicated, no longer featuring “white houses” but a colorful
spectrum of architectural works that focused on concrete elements such as beams and
pillars.
Architecture 403 [dajiba] is a young architecture collective that started off
thinking about a new concept of richness for local cities and that made “the flux of
materials” and the connection to the local production systems their preoccupation. A
three-man enterprise that started in 2011 as a spinoff of an informal group of six students
at Yokohama National University, Toru Yada (b. 1985), Takumi Tsuji (b. 1986) and
Takeshi Hashimoto (b. 1984) deliberately set up practice in the regional city of
Hamamatsu to confront themselves with the challenges of an aging population, a low
birth rate and depopulation. They considered architecture not as an object but rather as a
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network in which materials are constantly re-arranged, moved and repurposed. In the 30
projects of their still young portfolio of on-site works, they dismantled building parts
piece by piece, collected and re-arranged them, before re-using them as flooring, beams
or columns. In the renovation The Floor of Atsumi (2001) for example, Architecture 403
[dajiba] created a new floor by dismantling the wood previously used for the ceiling of
the same apartment [fig 70]. Cut into pieces, and moved to another location, the wood
took on an entirely new meaning and revealed the idea that ceilings are also potential
floors. Since each project is envisioned as a flux of materials and as such gains new
meaning, there is no distinction made between a new-build work, a dismantling or a
renovation. 390
Ryo Yamazaki (b. 1973) is another architect who started his practice from the
belief that communities are important in a time when people tend to ignore human
relationships. A professor at the Kyoto University of Art and Design and representative
of the design firm Studio-L, Yamazaki calls himself a “community designer” who tries to
solve regional problems. Using workshops as a form of “design project,” he mediates
between local citizens and local bureaucrats to get both parties involved in the
revitalization of the locally deprived areas. He advocates the importance of “community
390

See interview with the members of 403 Architecture [daijiba] in Appendix.
Jun Aoki has made the interesting observation that what the youngest generation of
architects in Japan (born in the 1980s) have in common is that they all select a kind of
“soil” of architecture to nurture their talent. Jun Aoki. 「土壌のデザインが建築になる
世」 “Dojō no dezain ga kenchiku ni naru yo.” （A Generation for Whom the Design of
Soil Leads to Architecture）. Japan Architect 86 2012: 8.
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design,” which he defines as the empowerment of locals through design that will make
them happy again. Believing that local citizens cannot raise their voices on their own, he
offers support to create planning decisions that can revitalize local areas also from the
user’s perspective. Yamazaki’s work ranges from the revitalization of city centers, to
park management, to the promotion of local specialties, to human resource development
and he shares his experiences widely in writings and public lectures.
For Riken Yamamoto (b. 1945), revitalization involved an entirely new
theoretical model of living “together.” As an antithesis to the nuclear family model and
the value system locked up inside the privacy of those houses, he developed the Local
Community Area Model (2012), a hypothetical “city” of about 500 residents in which
residents have the flexibility to rent whatever spatial units they need. One housing unit
can consist of an X-number of closed private units ("nema”) and an X-number of glazed
open boxed that open up to the outside (“mise"). The priority is on the shared space
between the rental units, which contain plenty of toilets, showers, and mini-kitchens [fig
71]. In this model, housing is not seen as an instrument of economic growth; it gives
priority to the people living there together. According to Yamamoto, “the relationship
between areas over which individuals have exclusive rights and shared areas has been
completely reconsidered.”391

391

Yamamoto has laid out the principles of Local Community Area in the book
Riken Yamamoto, et al. 「地域社会圈」” Chiiki shakaiken shugi.” Tokyo: Lixil
Shuppan, 2013.
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Japan Architect covered the growing involvement of architects in local cities with
a thematic issue entitled “Beginning of the Town.”392 Contrary to the monographic issues
with professional photographs of the 1990s, the content showed a collage of amateur
snapshots accompanied by texts that describe in detail the design process and the intense
collaboration with local people [fig 72]. What the magazine pointed out is that architects
nowadays are not just making architecture, but rather fully involve themselves in the
neighborhoods and rural cities. They do not simply want to renovate a building but have
an incentive to change the entire community in a certain way.393 For example, to conduct
her project, architect Kumiko Inui set up an open satellite office in an abandoned
shopping street near her project site. Residents found it so interesting that they made a
similar glazed space opened to the outside to create a new public space for local activities.
Since then, the city has got back some of its former vibes. Works featured in the thematic
issue ranged from cafés in renovated buildings that hoped “to connect to the charm of the
town,” to the creation of mechanisms that required the participation locals in order to
revitalize an area. The key to the architects’ approach was interaction with residents. All
of them acted as guerilla architects, infiltrating local neighborhoods as a form of “microresistance” to large-scale, “inhuman,” bureaucratic urban planning decisions.

392

The Japan Architect. 103「まちのはじまり」“Machi no hajimari” (Beginning of the
Town). (Autumn 2016).
393

Interview with Japan Architect editor Mitsue Nakamura in Tokyo, October 2016 who
was the editor in charge of making The Japan Architect 103.
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Conclusion: Redesigning the Domestic Sphere: 1995-2011
The Japanese architect-designed house, from its start in the 1920s up to the
present, with the accompanying housing debate, has displayed a cycle from “social
involvement” to “artistic houses” to “social involvement” again, in which themes have
come and gone, while others were recurrent. Tied to the design of the inside of the
container were such themes as family, lifestyles, community, the individuality of the
family and hikikomori, while the design of the envelope of the house has addressed
external conditions such as rapid urbanization, suburban living, urban challenges, Tokyo
chaos theory and environmental pollution. With a rapidly growing (urban) population and
the emergence of an urban middle class in Japan’s major cities, Westernization was the
central preoccupation for architects designing a house between the 1920s and the start of
the Second World War in 1937. To be modern entailed an aspiration for a “cultured
house,” and architects explored housing options for upper-middle class households that
struggled to be modern – living a Western lifestyle – while simultaneously adhering to
Japanese customs in the private domain. Between the defeat of the Second World War
and the 1973 oil crisis, Japan experienced rapid economic growth that saw the emergence
of the nuclear family with the salaried man (サラリーマン sararīman) and the full-time
housewife (専業主婦 sengyōshufu), as part of the “100 million-strong middle-class”
myth. When the prefab industry took off in the 1960s, with mass-produced houses for the
middle-class family to cater to that homeownership dream, “artist” architects deliberately
ventured in another direction. In a call for autonomy and as a free expression of the
architect, they attempted to restore the human aspects of what had become a “machine for
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living.” They started to rebel against the norm of “a standard house for a standard nuclear
family,” using different forms, innovative building materials, and theoretical
interpretations.
With artist friends, well-to-do university professors or themselves as their clients,
architects in the 1970s turned their backs against capitalist society and industrialization
and created houses with strong individual artistic statements. With an emphasis on the
psychological experience inside – not always comfortable – the house was about the
general declarations of the individual architect rather than a reflection of family needs.
When real-estate speculation surged to new heights in the 1980s, architects were swept
up by the consumer society and joined the scrap-and-build culture. The only way out for
commercial trials was to make a very conceptual dwelling based on the idea of nomadic,
light and ephemeral architecture. It was the collapse of the economic bubble in the early
1990s, reinforced by the catastrophic events of the Aum Shinrikyo gas attack on the
Tokyo metro and the Kobe Earthquake, both in 1995, that prompted architects to rethink
their professional capacities. What the disasters brought was an understanding that even
artist-architects were merely producing variations of the standard house for a
conventional family.
Ani Hausu and Bairin No Ie are illustrative of the endeavors of architects
designing houses between the 1995 Kobe Earthquake and the 2011 Great East Japan
Earthquake, as two houses that introduced the crucial aspect of breaking with rigid orders
and functional divisions and proposed individual responses to site conditions and
personal demands. Both houses demonstrated how the abstract notion of “the postwar
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Japanese family” was redefined within a “community” of individuals, using architectural
tools of “wall,” “room” and “building envelope,’ and a new way of positioning the house
on the site. The result was more open spaces in which the residents could search for their
place in the house and society, allowing stronger ties between the residents as well as
with those “out in society,” such as friends and neighbors.
Architects born in the 1970s (Generation 2000) took up those new values and
further explored the tension between the public and private within the house and its
immediate surroundings. In the belief that the modern invention of a functional division
of rooms, along with the house as a strict shelter from the public, was a brief digression
in the development of the Japanese house, they re-evaluated such principles of the
traditional Japanese house as ambiguous boundary conditions, open flexible spaces and
light divisions. At the same time, they took up Modernist principles such as Mies's
“universal space” and Adolf Loos's Raumplan and created functionless spaces, though
not homogeneous or universal ones. Additionally, their function-less spaces were given
an extra dimension by linking them to exterior concerns. With this, the generation of
houses (1995-2011) discussed in this study sits at the nexus of pure artistic interventions
and social trials of post-3/11 Japan. While architects took on a social role immediately
after the Second World War with the design of minimum houses, in an attempt to solve
the huge housing shortage, Kazuo Shinohara drastically reversed course in the 1960s. He
initiated the artistic house that reached its apex in the closed shelters of the nobushi
architects in the 1970s. After that, the house gradually moved towards a mixture of both.
By 2011, however, the artistic house was stripped of its artistic expressions and returned
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to the fundamentals of shelter, and the role of the architect was no longer a maker of
forms but a designer of relationships to improve society.
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Appendix: Oral History

The question of whether architects are primary sources can arouse much argument.
One side would say that architects try to protect their legacy and that they feed
interviewers things they want them to say about their buildings. Another side would say
that documenting architects’ words is not historical truth but truth as architects perceive
it.394
This study started off with a genuine interest in the original ideas behind the
architect-designed houses produced by young architects in Japan in the 2000s. With little
to no written work yet available, the spoken word was a way for me to capture the ideas
behind the first photogenic images that started to appear in Japanese architecture journals.
My series of interviews with architects born in the 1970s (“Generation 2000”) began in
2005, when they were still at their start of their careers. Typically, these young architects
had not yet decided their direction, let alone become capable of clearly articulating their
ideas.
My interview strategy took a didactic approach, attempting to document the
progress in each architect's career. I returned to the same architect for follow-up
interviews after another building was completed. To overcome a discrepancy between
394

A particularly stimulating discussion about the study of oral history was the session
“Permanence of the Spoken Word” at the 3-day conference Theory’s History 196X-199X;
Challenges in the Historiography of Architectural Knowledge. 8-10 February 2016 in
Brussels, Belgium, and the presentation of the paper co-authored by Naomi Stead, Janine
Gosseye & Deborah van der Plaat. “The Hot Breath of the (Historic) Subject: Theorising
Oral History in Architecture.”
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words and their works, I observed the houses and the life inside after clients had moved
in, and I was able to talk to residents. After the site visit, I would pick up my interview
with the architect where we had left it previously last time, re-addressing the topics to
which I had not received a satisfying answer, while also proposing new, self-reflecting
questions. To overcome the methodological challenges of oral history, I simultaneously
interviewed established architects in Japan (who already had a much clearer vision).

To better understand what made the chances of a young architect in Japan different from
or similar to those in other parts of the world, I conducted comparable interviews with
young architects in other regions of the world, ranging from Mexico, Colombia, Chile,
Argentina, Uruguay and China to Europe. As such, I hope that the interviews conducted
between 2005 and 2016 contribute valuable source material as to what these young
architects were thinking at the very moment of creation, so that others may use it as one
of a multitude of voices in their search for historical truth.395

395

The following interviews are but a tiny selection of the interviews conducted. They
have been carried out independently in Japan and were previously published in the
architectural journal Mark: Another Architecture, about 3-4 months after the actual
interviews. Copy-edited in British-English.
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Appendix: Interviews
1.   Ryue Nishizawa
2.   Toyo Ito
3.   Jun Aoki
4.   Kazuyo Sejima
5.   Junya Ishigami
6.   Atelier Bow Wow
7.   Kazuyo Sejima
8.   Sou Fujimoto
9.   Kumiko Inui
10.  Hideyuki Nakayama
11.  Akihisa Hirata
12.  Makoto Yokomizo
13.  Takei Nabeshima Architcets (TNA)
14.  Kazuyasu Kochi
15.  Jun Igarashi
16.  Hiroshi Nakamura
17.  403 Architecture Dajiba
18.  Jo Nagasaka/ Schemata
19.  Shingo Masuda+Katsuhisa Otsubo
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1. Ryue Nishizawa.
House A in Tokyo
published June 2007

The spatial organization of your residential designs shows a way of building that is
radically different from the manner of thinking we are accustomed to in Japan. Is
the planning of interior spaces the point of departure in your design process?
Ryue Nishizawa: Normally, I start my projects by thinking about the programme and the
site. ‘Site’ means not only the space within the property lines, but also the atmosphere
right outside these lines. I always visit the location to observe this atmosphere and to
reflect on the programme. ‘Programme’ can also be described in different ways. If you go
deeper into the programme of a house, you realize that there are many different
programmes within one house. One example is the programme of a house for five people
and a dog, and another is the programme of a house with three bedrooms, one tatami
room and a kitchen. Even the kitchen itself contains different programmes, because there
are various types of kitchens. To obtain a better understanding of a specific project, I start
a design by asking what kind of programme the client has or would like to have.

In other words, your definition of ‘programme’ continues further into the project. Is
that because you are designing a single-family house very specifically for one family
or one person?
To me, ‘programme’ means ‘the way to use’ or ‘how to use’. Japanese architects often
think that the site and the programme are something given by the client. But the
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programme, or ‘the way to use’, is something we as architects must propose. In
Moriyama House [a design consisting of ten small, clustered units], I proposed a very
special programme based on an open lifestyle that would allow the residents to enjoy the
garden and the house. Although I often see them using the space in a different way, in
terms of programme I proposed something very creative for them.

How do you define the programme for studios with a triple-room typology, like
those featured in your Funabashi apartment building?
For the Funabashi apartments, I specified the programme of those three rooms in detail:
bath-living, bed-living and kitchen-living. My proposal suggested how to distribute your
belongings within a small area. You can decide where you want to have your things, but
there are some basic rules for this distribution. For example, things related to water, like
soy sauce or spaghetti, belong to the kitchen. But the TV, the CD player and clothes – we
don’t know where these items belong, although most people put such things in their bedliving room. And greenery is also something that has no specified location, but some
people put plants in their bath-living room. This distribution of belongings was made
possible because I proposed a space bigger then normal, giving the residents the
opportunity to think about how to use the rooms. If you succeed in the distribution of
your belongings, attractive landscapes will appear in your rooms.

What are your thoughts about shapes?
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Shapes are very important. I use straight lines, I use curves, and I love using both. But I
reserve curves for optimal situations. If the space is very small, very limited, I feel sorry
for the curve. Curves must do their best. I hardly ever use curves in small houses, and
that’s precisely because I love them. Now, I am working on the Learning Center EPFL in
Lausanne, which is over 100 m long. In this case, I can make very nice curves.

You’ve talked about ‘creating the architectural principles of a building’ in your
designs. Does the principle of ‘the way a building is used’ suggest the lifestyle of the
client?
It relates to the lifestyle of the client and to another lifestyle . . . mine! I imagine that
some clients are upset when the architect proposes a lifestyle for them – after all, it’s their
house, not mine. I think of many comfortable or enjoyable things, and from my thoughts
about such experiences, I design architecture for a very specific lifestyle. Then I simply
propose this ‘how to enjoy’ lifestyle to the client.

Is it kind of like teaching someone to enjoy living in another way?
It is not teaching. I only offer a proposal. There might be things that inspire my clients
and things that don’t move them at all.

Ultimately, it’s up to the client.
Yes. The client decides how to use the house and how to enjoy it. In the case of
Moriyama House, at least they understood my very fundamental proposal of using both
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garden and interior. Occasionally, an even more wonderful way of using a house occurs
unexpectedly.

Nowadays, architects in Tokyo are trying to connect houses to the environment
instead of designing enclosed domains. In your residential projects, how do you keep
the interior linked to the surrounding urban space?
By making very big windows that open towards the landscape and by making the interior
space very bright. When I made House A, the neighbours were quite surprised. Viewing
this house from the outside made them realize that it had to be very bright inside. Even
though they weren’t inside, they could experience the obvious lightness of the interior.
The connection you mentioned is about an open relationship between inside and outside
that produces a kind of transparency.

In the context of a city as vibrant as Tokyo, what does ‘house’ mean to you?
In Tokyo, both detached houses and housing complexes are becoming more and more
enclosed and secure. Because the city is neither beautiful nor comfortable, people are
losing interest in their urban surroundings. This is something I would like to change. I
think the city should be very beautiful and comfortable, and so should its houses.
Imagining activities for inside and outside the home, I see people going out, enjoying the
city and returning home, not only to sleep, as often happens in Tokyo, but to savour
breakfast, to invite friends over, and to throw an occasional party in the garden as well.
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What have you given the resident of House A that she can’t find anywhere else in
the city?
This is a house with a beautiful garden of the kind that doesn’t exist in Tokyo. In Tokyo
you have public parks, but ‘public’ means ‘government’; it’s nothing like what
Europeans think of as ‘public’. In the Japanese public park, everything is the same, but in
House A, the garden is designed by an architect and is even more beautiful than a typical
Japanese garden.

When you started planning House A, how did you approach the site and its
environment? What kind of relationship exists between the building and its context?
I decided to connect the rooms but to keep the shifts from one area to the other in order to
make openings. In this way, I could open all rooms towards the south and create a bright
atmosphere inside. Even very deep inside the dwelling, the north end of this rather dark,
north-south orientated plot is filled with light.

Please describe the interior of House A.
The dimensions of the rooms were vital for the open feeling I wanted – a sense of
spaciousness that remains inside the house thanks to the abundance of light and the large
rooms. Even when you close the windows, you somehow feel this openness. For that
reason, I didn’t make a house with two floors; an upper storey would have made the
ground floor too dark.
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Can you explain the gaps between rooms?
The gaps draw daylight into the house. All rooms face a small patio; they all connect
directly to the outdoors and allow people to go in or out. One of my ideas about
residential design is to have greenery both inside and outside, eliminating the feeling of
interior and exterior.

Do these gaps bear any reference to the 50-cm gap required by regulations that
apply to all detached buildings in Tokyo?
The concept of gaps began with Moriyama House. When I first inspected that site, I
found gaps featured in all neighbouring houses. Some gaps were intensively used,
whereas others were no more than stagnant voids. I developed the concept in my design
of Moriyama House. It involves the very intimate relationship between a small outdoor
space and a small indoor space.

Did you select a special frame for House A to enhance the brightness of the interior?
I used a thin, lightweight steel frame made of 10-x-10-cm H-columns and H-beams.
These slender members allowed me to achieve a bright, transparent space. We also chose
lightweight materials because the property is on a narrow street that is inaccessible by car
or lorry, so construction became quite complicated. I discussed the construction method
and the transport of materials to the site with Mr Sasaki, a famous Japanese structural
engineer; we brought the materials in by hand instead of using a crane.
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How important have materials been in this project? For example, why did you use a
large curtain made from translucent white fabric?
The curtain has to do with the relation between continuity and discontinuity. The fabric is
neither extremely transparent nor highly opaque. When you close the curtain, you can
still feel the continuity of the rooms behind it. And I wanted to make a very big curtain
from fabric that has nearly the scale of a wall. A curtain normally belongs to the realm of
furniture or to choices made by the client. But this curtain, because of its dimensions, can
be seen as part of the architecture – the only difference being that it is soft and moving.

This house is designed specifically for one person. What kind of person lives in
House A?
A woman. She’s a kind of artist, with a very nice sense of design.

Did she have any particular requests?
She wanted a guest room for friends and a big room for parties. In my opinion, a party in
an enclosed room, like a basement, is not so exciting, but ‘a party in the garden’ sounds
very beautiful. And if you have an Arabian carpet underfoot at your garden party, the
scene is even lovelier.

In what way is the occupant using House A?
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If I have succeeded in designing an attractive living environment, I imagine she will
modify her schedule. Now she spends 10% of her day at home and 90% at her office. But
unless a nicer architect designs a nicer office for her, that ratio should change.

You suggested that every part of House A should feel like a living room. Do you
want her to use the house as though it were one large living room?
For me, a living room doesn’t mean a space for the family to meet but a space where you
would like to stay. A living room can represent any place in your house – bathroom, toilet,
bathtub, kitchen – as long as it’s a comfortable place in which to stay.

About scale, do you think the typically small Tokyo site forms a constraint to the
design of a comfortable home? Were the opportunities greater in Tianjin, where you
built the 600-m2 House in China, than they were in Kamakura and Tokyo, where
you realized houses with floor areas less than 100 m2?
The approach is different. A small house might have three or five rooms, but when the
occupant has ten hobbies, it means that some of them have to share the same space. If
you have a big house, with 30 or 50 rooms, you can include a library, a theatre, a cinema,
a breakfast room, a dining room and a basketball court. The programmatic discussion
focuses on how rooms in the house can and will be used. Huge quantities of space can
generate a wide variety of functions, whereas a small house is something deeply intimate;
I like this sense of intimacy. Besides, Japanese people are accustomed to living in small
houses.
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The scale of House in China is almost beyond the imagination of most Japanese
people. How did you manage to design a house of that size?
I looked around in the museums of Europe, viewed many different rooms and series of
rooms, and imagined that these were interiors in my home. What kinds of wonderful
things could happen here?

What grabs your interest at the moment?
I want to create a more wonderful lifestyle that involves the house, the museum and the
city as places of beauty and comfort. If you think only about function, both city and
house become very ugly. The house should be a place that you want to share with visitors,
a place where you feel proud. The same thing applies to the city, which should also instil
a feeling of pride in its residents. Opening a building towards the city or shaping a certain
aura of transparency is very much related to thinking about a contemporary way of life in
Tokyo.
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2. Toyo Ito
Library, Hachijoji City, Japan
published October 2007

In the ten years following the completion of the Sendai Médiathèque, you’ve
experimented with various organic structures. Which ones do you think are most
promising?
Toyo Ito: Among the various directions we have explored, perhaps the main one, is the
relation between structure and space. Currently we’re particularly interested in spaceforming structures. It was during the construction process of the Sendai Médiathèque that
I gradually came to understand that instead of just making beautiful architecture, I want
to create lively architecture.

You seem to have a particular preference for arches right now. Are they a condition
for the space-forming structures you are looking for?
When we designed the Sendai Médiathèque, we made use of computer technology to
create a more organic structure. However, it all started from the idea of trying to get
closer to nature, which itself is rife with organic curves. To make a curved surface is not
our aim, but rather it is to discover a simple rule within nature. We think about making
organic shapes and complicated surfaces that contain a simple rule.
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In the Tama Art University Library, you take a slightly different approach: classical
forms combined with modern materials and technologies. Is this the new direction
you would like to continue in?
It is better to think of the Tama Art University Library as a special case. Although the
arch recalls classical architecture, it was not our intention to use the traditional classicist
arch. Our first design proposal was to excavate the ground, in order to make the Tama Art
University Library an underground space. Later in the design process, the volume was
raised above ground. It was only then that the image of the cave emerged. We did many
experiments and finally decided that the arch would be an appropriate system for the
spatial organization. But we won’t be repeatedly using arches in our projects, like Louis
Kahn. Perhaps it’s a grotesque comparison, but humans used to live in caves. When they
left the cave behind is when they started to think about making architecture. This first
type of architecture was the very origin of the shape of the dome. And from the dome
came the arch.

Did the topography of the site influence the design?
I incorporated the surroundings by bringing the existing inclination inside the building.
As a logical result of the design process, the ground floor of the building became a slope.
To put a building on top of a slope, instead of levelling the floor, is a natural condition
similar to that of excavating the ground. If you enter the building, it gives an abstract
image of a cave.
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How do you like to see this slope being used?
I think that the sloping surface of the ground stimulates creativity. Next month, I will
have my own exhibition in the gallery space of this library and we tried to make a
creative exhibition that interacts with the slope. Imagine, when there is a dance
performance in this event space, the dancer will have to think about how to react with his
body to this slope. I think that’s very interesting.

Your designs are becoming more and more complex structurally. How much do you
rely on the help of the structural engineer, and how much do you do yourself?
The role of the structural engineer is more important than ever, but the latest technologies
in computer analysis now make it possible for us to design any kind of complex shape.
Still, to fabricate such a complex form and to refine our system we need the help of the
structural engineer. Only very excellent engineers have the ability to sense the flow of
forces. And with this sensitivity, they can add rationality to the structure. The solution is
found together, during discussions with the structural engineer.

If there weren’t any structural engineers to go to for advice, what kind of complex
forms would you be able to make as an architect?
We collaborated with Cecil Balmond on the Serpentine Pavilion in London. From him we
learned how to develop a structure independently by making use of an algorithmic rule.
We need to build up our knowledge of this algorithmic system in order to develop new
structures. However, we will still need the help of excellent engineers.
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Were there any technical hitches in the construction of this project?
The most difficult part to realize was perhaps the precise construction of the curved wall.
Steel plates had to be inserted for reinforcement in the middle of the wall, which is only
20 cm thick, leaving less than 10 cm of concrete on each side. Another point was the
façade; it was hard to get a clean curve in the façade so we used curved glass. The curve
of the glass panels we used is 4 mm, but the manufacturing error for bending glass is also
4 mm. A mistake in the bending would mean that the glass could turn out perfectly
straight! So, the curve had to be made very sensitively.

How did you decide on the exact and final shape of the building?
As far as the contours are concerned, we didn’t actually have a particular reason to use a
90-m radius in the curve. The form was decided by trial and error. However, we did care
a lot about the expression of the façade. The façade is made as if one of the lines inside
the plan takes the position of the façade line; like a section through the inner curves.

The façade is very smooth. What do you want to express with that?
We tried to make the façade abstract by placing the glass flush with the exterior wall.
Compare it with a project like TODS; if we had put the glass inside the structure, TODS
would look rather wild and consequently lose its abstract image. The same is true of the
arch in this project: if we would have put the glass inside the wall, the meaning of the
arch would have turned out to be too strong, too symbolic.
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Is the structural concept of the Tama Art University Library a logical outcome of
your earlier projects, or does it represent a new direction in your work?
In our projects, we always try to make continuous space without walls. We didn’t use
walls here either, but we adopted the element of the arch, which can separate spaces at
the same time that it connects them. This articulation of space, together with a continuity
of space, is different than what we made before. By using arches, we experimented with
the articulation. And the furniture is placed so that it connects the spaces inside again.

The furniture indeed seems to fit the space very well. Who made the design?
Actually, we collaborated with furniture designer Kazuko Fujie, who came up with a very
good proposal for the furniture layout. She is a guest professor at Tama Art University.

How did you manage to fit in the library brief, with all its bookshelves, without
compromising the structural concept of the arches?
Two strategies were used on the ground floor to ensure the expression of the space. In the
first place, the rack of magazines in the magazine corner runs parallel to the ground and
thus follows the slope. This means that the top of the rack itself is also sloped, making
people aware of the inclination. Secondly, the long table of the media reference desk is
horizontal, and thus looks normal. But here we gave the chairs different heights to
emphasize the presence of the slope. On the first floor, we tried to make an articulated
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space, while at the same time preserving its fluidity. Private spaces and more open spaces
in a gradation from open to closed are located here.

How do you expect the users to experience this library?
Like the Sendai Médiathèque library, this library is made first of all for the citizens: in
this case the professors and the students of Tama Art University. We tried to make a
friendly space by adding some public facilities. A library is no longer just a place for
reading a book, where people go for a certain time and purpose. Nowadays, a library is
more like a place for communication. This library, situated in front of the new main gate,
takes a very symbolic position on campus. That is why we gave it the nuance of
something symbolic, as well as making it a kind of communication space.

What makes a good library for you?
Comfort.

Is that the feeling you want to evoke with the building?
I wanted to create a dynamic structure, but the result was a kind of intense peacefulness.
Well, that was my impression from the first moment I saw it after it was completed.

To achieve peacefulness through architecture seems to be a very Japanese concept.
I take a critical position towards present-day architecture in Japan. Modern architecture in
Japan is all about beauty and sophistication and it seems that the ultimate condition of
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modern architecture nowadays is one without any people involved. What I want to make
is architecture where people feel comfortable and relaxed and which is at the same time
beautiful.

Have you learned from architecture in foreign countries in this respect?
The time I was doing projects in Europe overlapped with the construction of the Sendai
Médiathèque. In Europe, I realized that architecture is full of enjoyment: lively and
energetic. Also, European people seem to respect the architect very much, and the client
shows an enormous interest in the construction. Perhaps in Japan, with the exception of
Sendai Médiathèque, there is not so much expectation from the client. Although I think
that the fabrication system itself is better in Japan, this respect towards the architect and
the interest from the client as I experienced it in Europe certainly makes architecture
more enjoyable.

What are the most important things you learned from your teacher Kiyonori
Kikutake?
Many different people, like Arata Isozaki and Kazuo Shinohara, influenced me in my
architectural work, but Kikutake certainly is the person who influenced me the most. He
taught me that architecture is not just some theory to think of with your mind, but rather
something that you decide with your whole body.
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And what influence does an internationally renowned architect like Rem Koolhaas
have on you?
Rem is not a person who directly influences me, but he does strike me as particularly
brave. He holds a certain frustration towards society and opposes it with aggression:
something that gives me an extreme sympathy for him.

What can we expect from you in the near future?
We have attempted many things in the last ten years, but at the moment we are trying to
make architecture with a close connection to nature. Perhaps making a kind of system
that is related to nature is what excites us most now.

Previously, you were researching the state of the contemporary city, its inhabitants
and architecture. Has your opinion on this subject changed?
Instead of ‘city’, perhaps we should say ‘society’. With most of the countries already
Americanized into a consumer society, the remaining countries are bound to sink in the
same sea of globalization. I think that the traditional notion of architecture is losing its
meaning, but I have a hope that we can still find some islands.
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3. Jun Aoki
House in Yokohama
Published February 2008

How do you go about designing a house for a client?
Jun Aoki: As architects, we know that every client is different. The client, however, who
doesn’t feel he’s any different from other clients, may have requirements that are very
ambiguous or vague. Each design process starts with finding a coherent feeling about a
house for a particular client. By visiting the site together with the client, we hope to add
to the basic brief. The input from that visit helps us to pinpoint priorities and to form an
initial design concept. In general, we create over 50 concepts for each house and
eventually propose several options that may satisfy the client’s needs.

What if the client’s brief is simply too vague?
I feel that all requests are based on personal experiences from childhood and that people
cannot free themselves from returning to the past. For example, clients often request
tatami rooms, but when we ask them to explain the need for a tatami room, they usually
can’t give a clear answer. What they really want, as we fully realize, is a place to relax or
perhaps a room for guests. We often sigh when yet another client asks for a tatami room.
We may decide to interpret a request for something specific, like a tatami room, by
suggesting something more abstract. Our insights are usually correct, but not always, of
course.
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What are the necessary ingredients for a house?
A good house doesn’t have to fulfil all requirements – just the basic ones that are high on
the list of priorities. The function of a house is not permanent, because family members
get older and children grow rapidly. It should be a very flexible space. If you design a
singular solution that meets only the current requirements, in five years the house will no
longer be convenient for the family. When we design a house, we give even the more
specific elements a sense of adaptability; it can always be modified or renovated later.

What is the most essential rule?
The site is the most important matter, because it’s usually the client who selects and buys
the land, making the site not just a physical condition, but also a mental one. By visiting
the site with the family, we get a glimpse into the kind of lifestyle the clients foresee.
When people choose to live in the heart of the city, which is very expensive, they
typically picture a very unusual lifestyle. They ask for a house with a single purpose,
such as a place to relax or to sleep. Take a historical example like the Tower House
(1967), designed by Takamitsu Azuma, which is just around the corner from my office
here in central Tokyo. Azuma said we don't need a living room, as the city itself is a
living room. You can eat in restaurants in the neighbourhood instead of at home. You can
meet your friends in the city and not at your house. Azuma’s design ended up being very
small, almost like a staircase. But sites in the suburbs represent a more conventional
lifestyle. Children can play outside here. The husband commutes to the centre of Tokyo
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every day to work and gets home late at night. N House is located in a suburban area, and
the occupants wanted the feel of a conventional house.

What role does the exterior of a house play in conveying the lifestyle of its residents?
The exterior conveys a message about the occupants and how they feel about their
surroundings. We can build a house as big as possible, with only a 50-cm setback from
the property line. But when we do, the house next door seems very oppressive, and
there’s no possibility for natural ventilation. It’s essential to design with the client’s
attitude towards the surroundings in mind, especially with regard to the people living next
door. The first thing we try to find out is how a client feels about relating to the
neighbourhood. Choosing the space between the buildings, and the shape of that space, is
one way to convey the message.

Are you saying that the outside of a house expresses the client’s opinion of the
neighbourhood?
It’s not a deeply personal portrait, but it does reveal an attitude towards others. In my
opinion, a house should not be too unique; if it doesn’t fit into its environment at all, it
appears to be egocentric. You live in a space because you like that space and thus should
respect the area around you. The exterior should say that the family likes its surroundings.

The context of N House is a typical new town.
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The new town is a highly specific type of site. We could call it 'rootless space'. The
environment is not natural. It’s composed of rational requirements and is a collection of
signs. You can look at it as a landscape filled with 'shortcake houses'. In this country, the
term ‘shortcake house’ is used to express what the Japanese call a ‘cutie feeling’. People
living in the new town want a comfortable space. But ‘comfortable’ is a mental
requirement that draws inspiration from models, so to speak. For example, Amanresorts
[luxury holiday resorts] claim to be places of relaxation, so people often try to imitate the
‘Amanresort look’ in their homes. The same goes for lifestyles from other countries or
even familiar colonial styles, all of which you’ll find in our new towns.

In designing N, you played with the shapes and materials used in conventional
houses lining the streets of Japan’s new towns. Please explain.
We didn’t set out to design an obviously unique house. Taking our cue from the
surroundings, we gave the house a pitched roof and used the same materials as
neighbouring houses for roof, walls and windows. Our roof even sports a chimney,
although it has no function. The conventional house has brown or grey exterior walls, and
white roofing materials are not available in Japan, so we had to buy dark shingles and
paint them white with a silicone-resin emulsion.

Do the neighbours see N as a misfit?
The house is only slightly different. Passers-by may not notice that it’s a different style
from others in the vicinity, although now and then someone probably sees that the
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windows have square openings with asymmetric sashes, for example. On each side of the
house, an asymmetrically divided window has been rotated. And rather than having the
drain run from the roof, bend towards the building and continue straight down, we bent
the drain away from the building and had it go up, just the reverse of what you’ll find in
an ordinary house. This house belongs to a different species. It wants to be part of the
group but is unsuccessful. It communicates in another language – as though it were a toy
house.

A toy house? Who plays with it?
Every house in the new town is a toy to play with. That’s the essence of the new town.
But the expression of the house should be rich and natural, not artificial. That’s why we
didn’t use cheap materials, which really would have turned it into a toy. We installed
nutwood flooring, for example, a material with natural, rough patches that gives the
house a sense of luxury.

Was N the result of a set of rules? Or did it emerge from its situation?
N wanted to obey the rules of its context, but – in line with our normal approach to
design – we were not willing to abide by the laws of a standard code. The house did not
rise from a tabula rasa. It’s an interpretation of the surroundings. In Japan, contemporary
designers are used to the idea of the tabula rasa; of starting from zero. But this is not
something I agree with. I like changing the existing to create something new. Sometimes
the change can be very small, but even a small change can make something happen.
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Tell us what it’s like to be inside N.
Roughly speaking, we prepared three kinds of spaces: a large-scale space in the basement,
a small-scale space contained within the wooden volume, and a medium-scale space in
the form of a terrace atop the living area. Think of Jonathan Swift’s story, Gulliver’s
Travels, which takes you to the country of giant men, where you feel your body changing
size – as it does when you’re in Arizona, for instance, a place that makes human beings
seem very small. If you build a house whose spaces are all one scale, the body responds
to only one scale. Walking around in this house, however, we’re exposed to different
scales and have different feelings.

What do materials add to the experience?
We make a distinction between the material and its application. The material itself is not
as important as how it’s positioned and what effect it produces. In the Aomori Museum
of Art, we used brick. But for Japanese people brick has a very heavy, Western feeling
that I didn’t want to convey, so we painted the brick white, creating an unfamiliar effect.
People look at white and wonder what it is and what to think about it. It’s hard for them
to identify their reactions. In our Louis Vuitton projects we use transparent glass, but
ordinarily we don't like communicating glass as glass. We want to express the
transparency of glass – its immateriality. We’ve developed a treatment of glass that
produces a non-reflective material with a translucent or matte quality.
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Can we call N an example of Robert Venturi and Denise Scott-Brown’s 'decorated
shed' – the basement being the shed and the upper floors the decoration?
N is an interpretation of the ‘duck’ and the ‘decorated shed’. As Venturi said, architecture
is a system of associations, a kind of message to the people. This message encompasses
two ideas: meaning and media, the second of which conveys the first. Venturi believed in
the existence of meaning. As for me, I don’t think architecture should communicate
meaning. I didn’t try to give N meaning. If anything, I wanted it to confuse meaning. So
in answer to your question, N does not have the same purpose as the decorated shed.
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4. Kazuyo Sejima
Townhouses in Tokyo
published April 2008

What made you decide to enter the Seijo Townhouse competition?
Kazuyo Sejima: It was the first time this developer had asked an architect to design
apartments. Although he didn’t have a manual filled with rules, as many developers do,
he and his small company did have a dream, and he organized a competition to make that
dream come true. Because many people in Tokyo live in apartment buildings nowadays, I
saw the competition as an interesting challenge. There are lots of freestanding houses for
sale in Japan, and countless apartments for rent, but it’s rare for a Japanese architect to
get the opportunity to design apartments that will be sold to their future occupants. An
architect involved in such a project normally acts as a kind of supervisor in a joint
venture with a big investment company. He ends up merely designing the façade or the
interiors.

Why do you think owner-occupied apartments designed by architects have not been
very popular in Japan?
About ten years ago the Japanese economy was very good, and at that time people were
buying apartments as investments. They would live in the place for three or four years
and then sell it for maybe two or three times the original price. That gave them the money
to buy another, bigger apartment. They weren’t necessarily buying apartments because
they liked the space, but because they could soon sell them for a profit. Nowadays a
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house will not increase in price within a few years – it might even go down in price. With
that knowledge in mind, today’s homebuyers are looking for apartments they actually
like. Seijo Townhouse is composed of 14 owner-occupied apartments designed for the
wealthy, most of whom are older people. If the economic situation changes in the coming
years, perhaps members of the younger generation will be able to afford them as well.

What’s the difference between designing a single-family house on commission and
designing apartments for unknown occupants?
Apartment buildings house a wide range of residents. Even so, most developers want
completely homogeneous buildings with identical apartments. That makes it very
difficult to design owner-occupied apartments with a nice atmosphere. For example,
when an architect suggests the use of natural wood, the developer might disagree on the
grounds that anything made of real wood is unique, and that no two apartments would be
exactly the same. Each species of wood does have a particular grain, of course, but
variations in the grain cannot be avoided. Designers appreciate such natural features, but
developers have other concerns. They’re afraid someone will comment on his or her
apartment being different from the neighbour’s.

Please describe the type of apartment block most developers would build in a
residential area like this one.
Housing projects in Tokyo are usually located on very small sites. Buildings positioned at
the centre of the site, with a bit of greenery around them, have a footprint of 50 or 60 per
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cent. Typically, greenery reaches the building line. A staircase forms a public corridor,
and all apartments are lined up, one next to the other, and only receive natural light from
the south. I hate designing buildings like this, because they’re ugly. Seijo is a very lowdensity area, so the footprint of my building is only 40 per cent. By spreading greenery
throughout the site we’ve not only given residents more freedom, but also connected
dwellings to the outdoors and anticipated contact among residents.

What’s the advantage of spreading greenery throughout the site?
I tried to bring out the special character of the location. Some of the communal space
‘belongs’ to your neighbour, while at another place it’s as though you, as resident, get
part of that communal space back. Most importantly, I tried to make a good living
environment for 14 families in one complex. Whereas a normal apartment building would
be orientated in one direction, the Seijo Townhouse is configured so that each unit
receives light and wind from two or three directions – and has views in various directions
as well. I also believe that close proximity to greenery and soil is essential to good living,
especially in a place like Tokyo, where people forget what it’s like to be in touch with
nature. Soil is something that should literally enter – and even dirty – the house.
Unfortunately, many Tokyoites feel uncomfortable about touching soil.

What’s the relationship between greenery and dwellings?
In an ordinary apartment building in central Tokyo, each apartment functions
independently. Most people hardly know their neighbours. Life in the Seijo Townhouse
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complex also has an air of independence – the units resemble freestanding houses – but
the project encourages residents to communicate with one another. The green space has
an ambiguous character. It doesn’t belong to a particular family, so it’s shared space. But
it’s been planned very carefully, with an eye to spatial composition, and thus does belong
to this unit or that one. There’s a hint of experimentation in the Seijo Townhouse; the
residents themselves determine intermediate distances by either moving a step closer or
taking a step back.

You’ve forced residents to respond – to one another and to their surroundings.
I tried to make housing in which living isn’t as easy as it might be – where residents are
responsible for creating a good environment. I designed big windows for the sake of
convenience, but I’d like people to think about those windows in terms of closing,
opening and hiding. This is something I hope they’ll do on their own. Of course, a house
should ensure privacy, but at some point all residents should be involved in the
community as well.

To comply with Japan’s strict building regulations while preserving your original
layout, you cleverly connected the units underground.
In Japan, apartments cannot not be scattered around a building site as freestanding units.
After discussing this problem with local authorities, we came up with the idea of linking
all parts of a single apartment, primarily in the basement but also by means of a glass
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bridge. Our solution doesn’t conflict with the particular building regulation that stipulates
one building on one site.

Can we call the basements in your projects the antithesis of the transparent layers
aboveground?
To be honest, I don’t like to use basements. A basement is not the ideal solution. It’s
more of a supportive entity. For this reason, we don't always publish the basement plan.
The first time I used a basement was in the 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art in
Kanazawa. Because we weren’t able to control everything in that big, round building, we
finally gave up and put things in the basement. I also used a basement in the Kunstlinie
Theatre in Almere. There, too, we didn’t manage to control the ground floor and needed
an underground space. In the case of the Seijo Townhouse, basements connect different
units and meet the client’s wish for an increase in the total amount of square metres. To
our benefit, however, we were able to introduce a larger scale in the basement, as
compared with the size of the units aboveground. Unfortunately, when our client started
selling apartments, he got a poor response. His conclusion was that spacious dwellings
are alien to the Japanese lifestyle. During construction, he insisted on partitioning the
basement into smaller rooms. I still think the large open space would have made a nice
studio-type apartment, though.

Why did you choose small, pale-pink bricks for the exterior walls?
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During the Meiji Period (1868-1912), people in Japan aspired to things European. Many
Western buildings in stone or brick appeared during those decades. Somehow, brick still
conjures up images of foreign places, modern lifestyles and quality. It would be more
difficult to sell the apartments if they were clad in expensive steel panelling. I walked
around the city looking at brick of all kinds. I also visited Dejima [an artificial island near
Nagasaki where Dutch traders lived in the 17th century] to check bond patterns on
replicas of old Dutch houses. The brick I used is specially made and smaller then the
standard brick. And I used a lighter tone, because shadows falling on the surface of these
buildings make the colour look darker than it is.

Did you ultimately realize all your initial ideas?
Because of the danger of earthquakes, it was impossible to use bricks as a structural
material. Our skeleton features reinforced concrete. As for the ground floor, we wanted to
cover it completely in brick, similar to the exterior. But potential buyers rejected brick
flooring, so we used wood instead.

When you reflect on your completed works, in Japan as well as overseas, in what
direction do you see yourself heading?
An identical programme will turn out differently when implemented in different countries.
It’s the location that gives the project a particular outcome. I’ve always been interested in
organizing the programme. First, it was mainly about the interior, but later on I started to
look at the surroundings. It’s then that my projects took on another dimension. For
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example, I used to see the design of a museum as a spatial issue. But after designing a
few museums, I now think about more than a space or a building – it’s about how a
specific city or area can generate a different result. It’s been a gradual process, but it
explains where I am and where I’m going.
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5. Junya Ishigami
June 2008

Let’s talk about the scale of your work – you make things three, four, even five
times longer or narrower than what we’re used to seeing. What’s this obsession with
scale?
Junya Ishigami: Rather than the plan itself, scale and proportion can make a space.
Changing the scale changes the atmosphere as well. A solid wall adds strength to a space,
whereas something extremely tenuous has a completely different effect. Living rooms or
streets are spaces in which we can immediately feel the organization, because they have
edges or borders. But what if a space and its organization are one and the same thing?
That’s what I’m trying to achieve with my thin, elongated structures that seem to defy
gravity.

Do you think your architecture merges with art? Or perhaps product design?
I’m an architect, not an interior designer or a product designer. I consider all my projects
from an architectural point of view. It might be that some people think my designs look
like products, but it’s architecture I want to make, even inside a building. In 2004, for
example, a client in Yamaguchi Prefecture asked me to design a restaurant interior,
complete with furnishings. At the time I had no experience in furniture design, but I knew
how to make architecture, so I approached the design of the required tables and chairs as
though they were small pieces of architecture. My image of the space to be designed was
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not that of a room but of a building site with small architectural volumes on it. I put those
tables into the space as I would have erected buildings on a site outdoors.

Is there a relationship between those tables and your gallery table for the 2005 Kirin
Art Project?
The gallery table is immense. It measures 10 x 2.6 m. The organizers wanted a table that
would be on display in an exhibition space. The table I designed for the restaurant had to
be strong enough for carving meat – or even to sit on – but the gallery table was only for
display. After rethinking the concept of a table, I made a soft aluminium example that’s
less strong than the restaurant table. I was inspired by the image of clothes floating on
water. The 3-mm-thick tabletop may look hard at first, but the slightest touch generates a
slow waving motion that ripples across its surface. The restaurant table required a loadbearing frame sturdy enough to hold whatever was put on top of it – a load subject to
constant change. In the case of the gallery table, no change was involved. Because the
objects on the gallery table would remain the same, I included their weight in my
calculations regarding the strength and curvature of the table.

When you set up your own practice, did you have a specific goal you wanted to
achieve?
I had been with SANAA for six years, including the period I spent as a full-time
employee while still attending the Tokyo University of Fine Arts and Music. At the age
of 30, I opened my own practice. The KAIT Kobo project for the Kanagawa Institute of
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Technology had just started, and I was asked to present an installation for Lexus at
Salone del Mobile 2004, in Milan. This is when I began developing new ways to work
with scale. Architects make models that help them understand the spatial content of just
about anything, even the smallest of objects. Most people look at a coffee cup and see
nothing special, but I see it as a container with a small space inside. A cup viewed as a
drinking vessel is a small-scale product and nothing more. But an architect looks at it and
sees the object on any number of scales.

Can you describe your method of designing?
The modernists were all aiming for the same primary goal. Theirs was an age-old
architectural approach that demanded a strong concept. The situations and objects that
characterize today’s architecture, however, do not always require a strong concept. In my
opinion, it’s all about balance and about the right distance between one thing and another.
Although my initial plan always has a strong concept, I make it weaker as the design
process continues. A design based on a strong concept forces people to look at it from
only one perspective, whereas a less assertive concept leaves room for interpretation.

Can you explain the subtle differences between the interior and exterior of your
Tepco House project?
Tepco House is a one-person dwelling that’s all about exterior. I see this exterior not
merely as a landscape, but as more of an environment. When I make architecture, I make
the surroundings, and it’s the surroundings that make the space. The house itself is very
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transparent and has a ground floor that appears to continue into the landscape. With a
core that includes trees, the project is like a little forest in the middle of the city. The
project is about fuukei, which can be defined as ‘scenery’ or ‘the atmosphere of the
landscape’. Compare the scene at Roanji Temple in Kyoto, where the garden radiates an
atmosphere strongly influenced by its surroundings. This ambience is vital to the space
itself. Tepco House was my attempt to distinguish the feel of the surroundings from the
residential space in the same way the distinction is made at Roanji Temple.

Please describe the environment of the recently opened KAIT Kobo workplace at
Kanagawa Institute of Technology.
My design was based on aimai, the Japanese term for 'ambiguous' or 'unclear'. The space
is only partly resolved. Despite a plan that denotes a metalworking shop, a woodworking
shop and so forth, the design is extremely flexible, with no fixed perimeters, and thus
unresolved. The various areas can be enlarged or reduced as desired.

Do you have a metaphor for this kind of space?
Compare it to the expanse of a starry night sky or to an astronomy map, which was what I
actually had in mind when designing the plan for KAIT Kobo. In this type of
configuration, constellations are seen as areas shaped like animals or objects. They are
more than outlines. It’s precisely because of the undetermined borders that the image is
what it is.
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What’s it like to be inside a space that resembles the night sky?
The client requested one big space, which I created without fixed boundaries that would
have defined various areas. KAIT Kobo has 305 columns, each with unique dimensions
and a different position. The columns have longitudinal sections. Depending on their
angle of orientation, the effect they produce is of a wide open or a somewhat closed
interior. Someone walking around in the building sees a different space as his viewpoint
changes.

How did you determine the dimensions and positions of all those columns?
Together with a programmer, I developed a special software program that analyses the
effect of variously shaped and positioned columns. It helped me to determine their
placement and to predict how the space would look from different angles. If we rely on
walls in designing architecture, we’re limited to thinking about one space. Making KAIT
Kobo required consideration of every possible space within the entire volume. I wanted
to give people choices as they moved through the building. I spent a total of three years
getting those columns in the right spots.

Were you thinking of the slender columns that SANAA used for the Harbour
Terminal in Naoshima?
The Harbour Terminal is about making an object by means of the roof, with columns that
tend to disappear. KAIT Kobo is about the presence of columns that change according to
the viewer’s perspective; it embodies a sense of distance that makes each space different.
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Although each person may experience KAIT Kobo differently, the space as a whole
follows some general rules. If the broader surfaces of the columns are facing you, you
feel as though you’re entering a rather closed, narrow area and that it would be better to
go around it. But because of the building’s soft, flexible plan, you may as well pass right
through.

Your brief for Little Gardens was to reinterpret the traditional ink-stone box. What
did you do?
Like the coffee cup, a box can be seen as nothing but an object, but I contemplated the
space inside the box. I reinterpreted the box, creating many small spaces on top of a table
and placing tiny flowers in them. The little metal containers with their soft, rounded walls
act as tiny museums, each displaying a flower. The flowers don't fill up the space – they
make the space.

The viewer who looks at Little Gardens from a distance sees something entirely
different from what he sees as he stands next to the table.
I was thinking of a city when I made Little Gardens. Looking at the table from above,
you see a product recognizable as a table, but viewing the small spaces around the objects
evokes the image of a city. The project is about the borderline of the space. I was also
thinking of two-dimensional painted landscapes.
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You also designed the recently opened Yohji Yamamoto shop in New York. Was it a
challenge?
I wanted an autonomous structure, not a typical New York City building connected to its
neighbours. The existing building looked like a cake, so I cut it like a cake. The newly cut
part contains the shop. The cut makes a small curved street that goes through the block.
Seen from one side, the building looks extremely independent, but from the other side it
seems to continue into the adjacent building.

Urban design in the form of an interior project?
A retail project often involves only the interior and the front of the building, but I wanted
to make a bit of the cityscape as well. In designing the Yamamoto shop, I gave New York
City three new corners. One corner is quite sharp; people approaching from both sides
might collide. Another is slightly curved, and the third starts out as wide as the existing
pavement and gradually narrows.

You’ve been asked to design the Japanese pavilion for the Venice Biennale 2008.
What can we expect?
An architectural exhibition is normally a platform for models and drawings, but I want to
make real architecture. At the current stage of design, I’ve created six pavilions, the
largest of which is 11 m high and 30 cm wide. Another is 5 by 9 m and only 15 cm high.
It’s more like a carpet. Some of the others can be entered, but all of them are about
transparency and about the borderline between interior and exterior.
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6. Atelier Bow-Wow
Weekend House, Karuizawa
Published February 2007

Did you build this house for a specific client?
Yoshiharu Tsukamoto: Double Chimney House is part of a tate uri project: it was built to
be sold, but during the design phase, we didn’t have a future occupant in mind. The
developer realized five reasonably priced weekend houses in the Karuizawa Forest. This
is one of them. It’s a beautiful area; the forest, which evolved naturally, features a wide
variety of broad-leaved trees. Because the five projects are next to one another, the group
has the feel of a small exhibition on architecture. I tried to keep as far away from the
other houses as possible, and Double Chimney House doesn’t face any of them directly.
We tried to avoid cutting down trees, and we found a triangular area within the site. It’s
not easy to make a triangular house though, because you have to think about dividing the
interior into smaller rooms. I opted for a smaller triangle and mirrored it to create the
final plan. A triangle of this size allowed for 8-m-wide openings and the use of single
wooden trusses without columns.

The chimney is an archetype of homeliness. Does Double Chimney House represent
your idea of a super-homely dwelling?
Our objective was a house that could accommodate two families at the same time: the
owners and their guests. I was also interested in the chimney and its relationship to fire.
Fire has a special nature that demands respect – otherwise, the house will burn down.
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Since we didn’t have a particular client, I focused on fire as the occupant of the house.
Our idea was to design a house for fire, and the people who eventually moved in would
keep the fire going. In other words, fire is the protagonist and the residents have a
supporting role: they are companions or friends of the fire. After we based the house on
that idea, it became a specific requirement, strong enough to carry the design forward.
We decided to have the fireplace and the staircase compete with each other, as both are
vertical elements capable of being the central part of the house.

You’ve made expressive roofs previously – in Nora House, for instance and in Crane
House. What’s the story behind the roof of Double Chimney House?
When you choose a triangular plan, the most difficult part to design is the roof. I came up
with the idea of two triangles that together make a square box, so we designed a roof for
a square house, cut it in two and opened it. The roof is a simple structure that starts very
low – you can touch it without climbing a ladder – and ends high. I like the
transformation that occurs from bottom to top, which makes all sections different. Height
and width are constantly changing; sometimes you have a very wide space and at other
times a very secluded space. When you walk through the house, your sense of scale – and
with it your understanding of the space – changes with every step.

Would you call your triangular floor plans ‘practical’?
A triangle is a universal geometric figure, but when you apply it to architecture, you need
to find the right dimensions. At first we designed one large triangular house, but in terms
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of scale it wasn’t accurate. We reduced the size only to be confronted with a shortage of
space. That’s when we mirrored the plan. The mirroring process created a composition
that tells a very strange and fictional story that features a rectangular house cut in two.
But people don’t look at the house as two triangles, because the effect of two large,
rectangular bands of fenestration beneath the angles of the roof is very strong and defines
your orientation. People always try to face a window, as standing perpendicular to a
surface is much more comfortable. I positioned the two long walls of the house in such a
way that the occupants’ view does not include neighbouring houses.

Did you find it difficult to design a house without knowing who’s going to live in it?
We did our best to design ‘a house as a house’. It wasn’t difficult, but we’re left without
the sense of satisfaction you get from a house for which you’ve created a new kind of
definition. I stayed close to the conventional notion of a house. A client-specific house is
easier to explain. Our Pony Garden House is a really nice example of a design that gave
us satisfaction. It’s a house for a pony in which the retired clients also live. From early
spring to the beginning of winter, they keep the shutters open and more or less live
outdoors, with the pony always in sight. Realizing a house like that would have been
impossible without the help of the clients.
In the case of Double Chimney House, our starting point was the atmosphere of
Karuizawa, a famous Japanese resort town initiated by the British over a century ago. We
had already designed and built five houses in Karuizawa. It’s an important place for
Atelier Bow-Wow. It was here that we first designed a house with a sloping roof. Before
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that, we had done very boxy structures, like Mini House and Gae House. Boxy houses are
not at all suitable for Karuizawa, a town in which most houses are made of wood, have
low roofs, and are painted dark brown.

What did you learn from this project?
The framework of a commission like this one is something we have to think about. Since
we’re not designing a house for a specific client, we have to find a way to allow potential
residents to participate in the making of the space. In Double Chimney House I provided
many elements for those residents to appreciate. Fifty years ago, when people lived in
similar houses – albeit different in size, materials and detail – long beams or beautiful
woodcarvings were an important starting point for conversations when visiting
somebody’s house. Such discussions were part of the culture of a house, which is now
lost as people don’t seem to care about materials any more. I designed Double Chimney
House hoping to bring back this kind of behaviour. People visiting the house see a
strangled staircase that begs to be questioned about its function, as does the use of
Paulinia for flooring, since this is a wood normally used for furniture. The diagonal cut,
the windows, the strangely shaped fireplace, the stove: these are only a few of the
elements that invite people to ask, as they once did: ‘What is this?’ It’s this kind of
communication that will make future owners proud and that will prompt them to talk with
affection about their house in a way reminiscent of the past.
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7. Kazuyo Sejima
Apartment Block, Tokyo
published August 2009

Why did you choose such a peculiar shape for the apartment block?
Two considerations were important from the beginning. First of all, it is very hard to rent
a space with a garden in Tokyo, so I thought about making small apartments with gardens.
Nowadays, many Japanese architects are realizing small housing projects – they call them
‘designer mansions’ – that typically include double-height studios. Because these sites
are often very small, a developer will ask an architect to maximize the building volume.
Okurayama is slightly out of Tokyo centre, about 30 minutes by train from Shibuya.
Fortunately, the client didn’t request a maximum-sized building volume, leaving me
space to make gardens. Less than half of the 450-m2 site is occupied by the building
complex. It has a floor-area ratio of 45 per cent. That’s very low compared with other
apartment buildings.

Secondly, collective housing usually means several units contained within one volume. In
Okurayama, I wanted each apartment to have its own character and its own relation with
the surroundings. That’s the reason that eventually led to this shape. The block can be
read as nine apartments sharing one courtyard, as well as nine individual courtyards each
belonging to one apartment.
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How did you refine the shape as you proceeded from the original idea to the
completed building?
Initially, I cut three courtyards out of a rectangular volume. This resulted in a building
block with a closed character towards the neighbourhood, even though it was raised from
the ground [Study Model 1]. After making cuts in the exterior façade, I believed the
relation between the building and its surroundings had improved, but the impression of a
single volume was still stronger than the impression of individuality [Study Model 2].
Moreover, I thought it was a pity not to use the ground floor for interior spaces at all, so I
moved the building volumes up and down, causing some apartments to touch the ground,
while others did not. In this way, each apartment had either a private garden on the
ground floor or a private terrace on the rooftop. The final design is a mixture of the first
and second ideas [Study Model 3]. The rectangular perimeter of the building is defined
by the site, not counting the 2-m setback that allowed me to plant some trees between the
building and the street.

Is the Okurayama apartment block your response to current housing conditions in Japan?
People in Tokyo seem to be feeling more comfortable inside their homes as they spend
increasingly more time indoors, busying themselves with wiping away dirt from outside.
After all, it’s easier to maintain control over your own apartment than over a whole street
or neighbourhood,. Even opening a window is sometimes too much to ask, as most
people don’t want cold air or street noise to enter their apartments. It’s a bit scary to see
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that people feel comfortable only in sealed-off areas, because one result is that interaction
with other people also disappears.

In the Okurayama apartment building, I put loose soil in the garden instead of a clean
pavement. Japanese people are becoming too afraid to even touch soil. I want to make a
place where people can communicate with the surrounding city in a comfortable way.
The residents might be disturbed by wind or dirt sometimes. And if the outdoor space
isn’t fenced off, occasionally the inhabitants might have to tell intruders that they are
entering a private domain. But isn’t that kind of communication with other people
necessary for a healthy living environment?

The gardens between apartments remind me of those in the Seijo townhouses. Is
that a coincidence?
No, but the starting point for both projects was different. The Seijo townhouses were built
for sale, while the apartments in Okurayama are for rent. In designing the townhouses, I
also tried to establish a relation between the units and the neighbourhood, but the entire
site was fenced off for security reasons. The apartment block in Okurayama has no
security issues, in spite of its openness. People simply use the roads on the perimeter of
the building block. Curiously enough, it’s the elderly people who show interest in this
openness, whereas young people just walk past.
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What did you achieve with curved walls that you weren’t able to accomplish with
straight walls?
This time, I wanted a better incidence of light. In the Seijo townhouses, the walls are
straight. A façade is either light or dark, depending on its orientation to the sun. In the
case of curved walls, sunlight hits the walls in gradations, giving a stronger transition
between the inner garden and the surroundings.

As for the interior, the Seijo townhouses were for sale, so they had to have three
bedrooms. Using curved walls to separate the spaces would have resulted in rooms that
are difficult to furnish. Or so the client thought. The apartments in Okurayama are less
than half the size of the Seijo townhouses. They’re basically one-room studios. To make
them easy to furnish, we provided each studio with two straight walls – except the one in
the centre, which has only curved walls.

What’s happening outdoors – in the space between units?
In accordance with building regulations, we made a 3-m-wide path through the entire site
that connects the streets on either side. I made three curved courtyards, each facing the
road. In this way, I created a public path, semi-public gardens for all nine residents and
some private gardens. It’s one continuous space, though. I hope the people living here
will take care of the gardens themselves, as well as the space in front of their entrances. It
would be even better if their behaviour would affect those who buy a house in the
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neighbourhood, motivating them to plant trees in front of their houses, for instance.
Potentially, these nine residents could influence their entire environment.

What was the biggest surprise of the entire design process?
It must have been the final shape of the volume. Until now, my projects were somehow
easy to describe after completion. The design process may have been long and difficult,
but the outcome always seemed very simple. I could always tell you exactly why the
structure had the shape I gave it. As for the apartment block in Okurayama, the shape was
easy to understand during the first design stage. It could be described as one block with
three courtyards, elevated from the ground on pilotis. The final shape is very hard to
describe, though. Small details, like adjusting an apartment’s relation to its neighbours,
determined the definitive form of the building. Surprisingly, it is the most complex
building I have made so far.
In what way has this project given you food for thought in terms of future projects?
If I had been allowed to spend more money, I would have thought more about the
structure. Using a steel skeleton with all those curves wouldn't have produced a very
attractive effect. That’s why we opted for concrete – but concrete is heavier and needs
more thickness. Don’t get me wrong; this wasn’t a low-budget project. It was mid-range.
Still, if it had been possible, I would have liked to develop a framework consisting of a
mixture of concrete and steel, or something else that would have resulted in a thinner
structure.
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Recently, I have been thinking a lot about the physical weight of a building. Let me
explain. This project is very close to Okurayama Station. In Japan, a station is normally
surrounded by big commercial buildings. Behind those commercial areas, in many cases
you suddenly find small-scale housing. The result is a contrasting mixture that is hard to
describe. Density, height, programme: to me, they define something that I like to call the
‘weight’ of an area. Looking at the area in this sense, the concrete we used feels a bit too
heavy for its surroundings.
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8. Go Hasegawa
Tokyo, Japan

You were a student of Yoshiharu Tsukamoto at the Tokyo Institute of Technology
(TIT). Did his contextual approach leave any impressions on you?
Tsukamoto studied the spatial composition of contemporary Japanese houses when he
was a student himself at the TIT, so I learned his point of view on housing design. In his
laboratory, I joined several of his research projects, including ‘Made in Tokyo’ and ‘Pet
Architecture Guidebook’, and got familiar with his way of analysing urban spaces. It’s
mainly these ideas on the relationships between buildings that influenced me, perhaps
more than his architectural designs.

After your graduation you worked at Taira Nishizawa’s office, Ryue Nishizawa’s
brother. What did you learn from him?
While Tsukamoto always looks at architecture from the outside, Nishizawa thinks about
architecture from an interior point of view. I learned from him that it’s not important
what you’re struggling for; it’s the struggling itself that is valuable. He taught me how to
struggle for what I want to reach. Or, to put it in other words: the object of a discovery
isn’t important, it’s the act of discovering that counts. His ideas still influence the way I
approach issues I am confronted with in daily life.

Why did you stay in Nishizawa’s office for only two years?
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At the end of 2004 the client of House in a Forest asked me to design their weekend
house. At that time I thought I would be working at Taira Nishizawa Architects for
several more years. Surprisingly, it was Nishizawa who pushed me to start my career
with the design of this weekend house. Because he couldn't get a first client himself for
several years after he started his own office, he advised me not to miss this chance. Now I
really thank him for his advice.

You’re only 31 years old, but have already completed four projects and have two
that are under construction. What is the secret of finding clients?
The clients of my first three residential projects were all people I knew very well for a
long time, as they are friends of my parents, my sister, and my friend. I was lucky that
they all asked me to design a house just after I had started my own office in 2005. I got
my most recent clients after they checked the publications of my first projects in
magazines.

Is that a rare case, or are many Japanese architects privileged like you?
Compared to other countries, young architects in Japan have the chance to design various
types of things. Like me, they usually start designing small detached houses, while others
may start off designing apartments, shop interiors or furniture. They say it’s a special
situation in the world, as there are not so many detached housing projects going on in
Europe.
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What do you struggle for when you’re designing a house?
I’m interested in the transitional spaces between inside and outside, half private and half
public. Take Gotanda House. I have taken the narrow space that any Tokyo house shares
with the house next door as a concept for a house that incorporates such a space in its
own volume. In Saitama House, a project now underway, I am investigating the character
of the engawa (veranda), koya-ura (attic), and doma (earthen floor). All those spaces
subtly determine the relationship between a house and its surroundings. The roof, attic,
yard and terrace accommodate the space between inside and outside. They are the
commonplaces of architectural vocabulary, but precisely because of that they lend
themselves to investigation.

Why are you so interested in these transitional spaces?
Transitional spaces are very often leftover spaces, without a specific purpose. Those
kinds of ambiguous spaces are very important in any good house, in my opinion. Look at
the attic in House in a Forest, the entrance hall in House in Gotanda, and the garden in
House in Komae. According to the Japanese dictionary, the word room means ‘a space
with a certain purpose’. I believe every private house should have spaces without any
particular purpose.

So how does the design process in those projects work?
Take House in a Forest. The house is located in a deep forest in Karuizawa with no other
houses around. It sits next to a walking path that is part of a famous hiking course, so a
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lot of people cross this area. My client requested me to keep his privacy. As there is a
pretty stream on the south side, it would have been easy to open the house only towards
that side. However, a natural forest spreads in all directions. We couldn’t even locate the
position of the sun because of the tall trees. I began to feel it is unnatural to design a
house with openings towards only one direction in this kind of situation. That is why I
got to the idea of using the shape of a gabled roof. Under this roof, thee living room,
kitchen and five other rooms each have their own gabled ceiling. In section, you see
several small houses within one large house. In each room, one can look up to the attic
and see light and scenic images projected through a skylight in the roof peak, as if it were
a giant reflector board.

So, is that feature supposed to make the house part of its surroundings, or not?
Both. I always take care of the relationship between a house and its surroundings. I
neither deny nor affirm the context. I like my proposals to go beyond denial or
affirmation. A house should look independent and at the same time it should involve its
surroundings.

What about House in Komae? Does it have the same ambiguous relation with its
surroundings?
Komae city is a typical Tokyo residential area with each house on a small site with no
space for a garden. The atmosphere of this site feels oppressive because the surrounding
roads are narrow and lined with houses crowded together. At first, we made a plan for a
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large courtyard the size of one room. By doing this, the life of the client could be cut
from the dark atmosphere, while bringing in wind and sunlight. The space would be
inviting inside, but kept away from the outside. I realized that this resulted in a house that
was too closed, and thus almost similar to the surrounding houses.

How did you change direction from here?
I erased the wall of the courtyard and placed private rooms underneath. It became a new
type of garden, one meter above ground level. The garden connects with the living room
and bedrooms below through skylights. The space of this garden is open to the city, but
because it’s on a raised platform, it’s only accessible to the residents. It can be seen both
as a public space, a kind of mini-landscape, and as a private space. In this way, I tried to
make the atmosphere in this part of the neighbourhood a little bit brighter and more
positive.

What did you want to accomplish with the Nerima Apartments?
Generally, balconies in Tokyo are just a space for drying clothes and storing garbage.
They function purely as a by-product of the living room. In the Nerima Apartments I
designed large terraces, almost the same size as the apartments. Each terrace has a
specific shape: a tall terrace, a long terrace, and an L-shaped terrace. Each room is
characterized by the type of terrace, rather than by the interior plan. People living in this
apartment block can arrange furniture and plants on their terrace, and use it as if it were
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their living room. It is something very common in Europe, but not in crowded Japanese
cities.

So, could your designs be built in Europe or are they tied to their sites?
Both, I think. Tokyo is unique because it’s such an incredibly overcrowded place. In a
high-density residential area such as Komae, too many things are close to the ground; the
road itself, the people walking, the living room, the bathroom, the garden, children
playing, the parking. To improve privacy, I play a little bit with the arrangement of the
spaces and their relation to the ground floor. The garden level is raised 90 cm, the living
room is 60 cm above ground level, the bedroom is sunken 130 cm. I can imagine that this
house is not directly suitable for any location, but this way of solving problems is useful
in any country.
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8. Sou Fujimoto
House in Tokyo
Published December 2009

You punched holes all over the house! Why waste floor space?
Sou Fujimoto: House H is our first built project in central Tokyo. We found it quite
challenging to realize a single-family house on such a cramped site in the city centre.
Instead of compromising our ideas or taking an ordinary approach to the design of a
house in a crowded area, we looked for a different solution. This house represents a new,
three-dimensional lifestyle.

Tell us about the design process.
Our first task was to figure out how to put all the rooms the client wanted on such a small
site. We started stacking, but the result was rather boring. The project definitely needed
something more. I came up with the idea of big openings – not only in the exterior walls
but also in the floors, the interior walls and the ceilings. What we got were rooms that are
somehow not rooms. Making the openings as large as possible allowed us to create a
house that feels less limited than a conventional residence. We experimented with the
idea in the form of models, and it really looked nice. The construction itself is rather
simple: a box-shaped building containing four rooms, each with the same floor area.
Stepped floors and heights, however, generate a space with both rooms and not-rooms.
Openings inside the house and windows in exterior walls are treated equally, so what you
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have is a connection between inside and outside that enhances the overall spacious effect
of the interior.

Can you explain your concept of 3D living?
Compare the house to a tree. The many small stepped floors symbolize the branches. The
image of a big tree is like the image of a family, as both share common roots.
Relationships among family members are tied together with the help of the branches.
Family members can sense the presence of one another throughout the entire space. On
the other hand, each branch contains unique spaces that allow for privacy. Despite the
cramped site, we realized a great feeling of openness.

Do you have a more down-to-earth description of how it feels to live in House H?
I grew up in Hokkaido, which still has a lot of unspoiled nature. I used to play there in the
bushes and woodland. Crawling among shrubs was challenging, because I felt that I was
discovering new territory. Yet it also gave me a sense of safety. The intimacy of that kind
of environment – moving among bushes – provides a basic experience that is very similar
to what you feel in this house.

Your built projects seem to be a 1:1 translation of your concept models. Didn’t you
have to make concessions during the construction process?
All elements of the house comply with current Japanese building regulations. What’s
more, the house was designed for a specific family. The clients didn’t have a need for
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separate bedrooms. They’re satisfied with half-open rooms. The first phase was all about
the basics, followed by our proposal for new features within that framework. The idea of
designing something radically new within a set of strict regulations may seem difficult,
but architects can find freedom despite the limitations. We talked with the clients
throughout the entire design process. Continuous contact with them stimulated creativity,
because they gave us new information as well as inspiration. Consequently, the design
process was never a compromise but a creative reinterpretation of our initial proposal.
Each of our projects is based on a very loose framework that can absorb all sorts of
requirements, while growing richer and richer as the work progresses. Luckily, all our
clients have been friendly people who are open to our ideas and who really enjoy our
architecture. Compromise is not a solution. It’s the flexible framework that makes our
projects work.

Why did you include stairs that don't lead anywhere?
It’s kind of a joke. We needed functional stairs to connect the two floors, but obviously
they weren’t enough. We installed two fake flights of stairs, which enhance the sense of
spaciousness, extend farther than the exterior walls and actually seem to be going in the
wrong direction. Fake stairs in the daughter’s room serve as a platform for the display of
her dolls for Hinamatsuri, Japan’s famous doll festival [3 March]. The other fake stairs
lead from one roof terrace to the very top of the building.

What is the role of natural light in this house?
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Natural light is as important here as it was in our design of House N in Oita City. It enters
the house through skylights and through holes in the floors, reflecting in many directions.
Daylight makes the entire space glitter like a beautiful ruin – like a field without gravity.

Where’s all the greenery you featured in previous projects?
I do like to use plants and trees, but not for the sake of greenery per se. I want to create a
feeling of inside out – or a sense of an interior-like exterior – as a way of enriching the
various spaces. Exterior areas in this house do resemble interiors, and that’s something
we’ve done without planting trees.

Is there a hierarchy among the spaces?
Basically, there’s no hierarchy, but each room has a distinctive character. The different
characters transition smoothly to provide the house with a generous atmosphere. The
entrance area is rather classical, with Luis Barragán-like stairs and a high ceiling. The
kitchen is functional and well connected to the daughter’s room and the upper part of the
house. The classical dining area has an extraordinarily high ceiling. Living and dining
areas are linked to form a large family space. The master bedroom is really strange,
because half the floor is transparent, but the parents sleep in a private part of the room.
The daughter’s room has a patch of artificial green grass and fake stairs: it’s like a place
designed for entertainment. The upper rooms are hard to categorize. One contains an
oversized bathtub that occupies an opening in the floor. Curtains used to furnish the two
roof terraces help make these outdoor areas seem more like interior spaces.
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From a distance, I get the impression of a house that’s been vacant for some time.
The rather haphazardly positioned windows seem to imply that new owners may
have just moved in.
Usually, glass is placed on the inside, in the middle or on the outside of a window frame.
To make openings in exterior walls look natural – similar to a canopy of trees framing the
sky – and to avoid the rigid look of traditional windows, we inserted the glass askew.
Window frames half filled with glazing and half empty provide interesting and rather
random views of the world outside, while forming ambiguous lines of demarcation. We
experimented with this technique before in our Final Wooden House project in
Kumamura. Thanks to our three-dimensional approach to glazing, we can design a box
that doesn’t feel like a box.

Adolf Loos claimed that his architecture was conceived not in plans but in spaces. Is
there a connection between your house and Loos’s Raumplan?
Adolf Loos wasn’t part of our design process. Now that you mention him, however, I do
see the connection – and it’s really nice. Loos’s Raumplan is one of the 20th century’s
major architectural innovations. Being recognized for reinterpreting a concept like that
would link us to history in a positive way. But it was actually Le Corbusier who inspired
me. He sometimes used two stairways in one space to create a way up and a way down –
think of Villa Savoye or Villa La Roche-Jeanneret. Unfortunately, we didn't have enough
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space for a double set of stairs, but I definitely got my inspiration for the threedimensionality of the interior from Le Corbusier.

What message does House H convey to the neighbourhood?
We hope the house expresses the idea of a rich experience for both the occupants and
other Tokyoites. It conveys a sense of openness while also offering protection. The
duality of openness and privacy is fundamental to the design. We’d like it to inspire other
people.

You design exciting spaces, but I can imagine that it’s not always easy to persuade
clients to overlook the inconveniences – like the constant necessity for negotiating
stairs to get from one area to another.
Our projects might look strange, but each is based on very fundamental things. We
consider what makes a house a good place to live and what we can do to make life at
home more three-dimensional. We present our clients with ideas that are fun – that
promise enjoyment. Most clients see the fundamentals and understand that our designs
are all about giving them a pleasant living environment. People who want an ordinary
house had better ask another architect.
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9. Kumiko Inui
Published December 2009

Do you remember being influenced by your instructors while an undergraduate at
Tokyo University of the Arts?
Kumiko Inui: In my fourth year, I attended an extremely interesting course taught by an
AA-educated architect from England, Tom Hennigan. He asked us to design a relaxed
space, not for an ordinary outdoor site but inside the stressful, crowded Ueno train station
in Tokyo. It was the first time I really had to think about the interior of a building.
Another person I remember well is Yoshihiro Masuko, who taught me the importance of
private space. He was the refreshing opposite of teachers who were constantly dreaming
of winning competitions and designing big buildings. Masuko loves small spaces and the
intimate atmosphere inside such spaces – which is why he’s so good at designing houses.
My most valuable lesson from him taught me how to enjoy a space and to find pleasure
in designing interiors.

When you finished your education in Japan, you travelled to the United States and
earned a master’s degree at Yale. Why?
The Japanese bubble economy burst just as I was finishing my undergraduate education.
The convergence of my newly earned degree with a change in the economy affected my
thoughts. Basically, the love of money had resulted in the design of buildings that
reflected ways to spend excessive amounts of money. Finding the situation incredible, I
decided to go to the USA, which seemed to be in stark contrast to Japan. This happened
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during a bad period in Japan’s rich cultural history. What I saw as the artificiality of
America appealed to me. Unlike the Japanese graduate student, who is assigned to a
particular professor and his ‘studio’, the American student has the opportunity to work
with a number of professors. In Japan, you are expected to help your professor with his or
her competitions and research projects, which can be compared to working at an
architecture practice. It didn’t seem like a successful formula for learning to be an
architect. At Yale, each semester gave me the chance to work with someone new.

Did you encounter any obstacles at Yale?
The language barrier was my biggest problem. When I arrived, my English was horrible,
which really increased the urgent need to refine my ideas and to let my work speak for
itself. In the end, Yale helped me to develop a more proficient way of presenting my
work, which was vital.

But after receiving your degree, you returned to Japan.
During my last year at Yale, ‘Light Construction’ appeared at the Museum of Modern Art
in New York [from 21 September 1995 to 2 January 1996]. Numerous Japanese
architects participated in the exhibition, which gave me a new perspective on Japanese
architecture and a desire to go home. Japan had changed completely, but in a positive
way. Architects like Jun Aoki and Kazuyo Sejima had started their practices. All good
reasons for me to return.
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And then you worked for Jun Aoki. Can you explain your reasons?
My interest in his work began at Yale’s architecture library, where I found publications
featuring his designs. Some of these were Japanese magazines, which I absolutely loved.
They allowed me to remain up to date on Aoki’s projects. I especially liked his
theoretical texts. Sejima’s work was nice, too, but it seemed as though she had already
developed a clear, distinctive voice. Aoki’s work was rather mysterious, and I wanted to
know more about it.

Since 2000 you’ve run your own practice. Your work focuses on the discovery of
order and disorder in the ordinary lives of Tokyoites. Why?
Daily life in Japan is disorderly. Look around Tokyo – order doesn’t exist! The city
consists of different designs, different heights, different people. Even the attitudes of
young and old clash completely. When I design a building, rather than ignoring the
surroundings I examine them and try to capture the disorder.

Does the variety of Tokyo’s urban vernacular prompt your desire to observe and
understand building sites and their surroundings?
My ideas come from my love of observation. When you look carefully at Tokyo’s urban
landscape, you notice a strange mix of small houses next to big apartment blocks. And
small sites influence the often chaotic inner landscape of apartments. In designing
Apartment I, I compared two kinds of chaos – inside and outside – and observed them
simultaneously. For example, a clean, beautiful apartment invariably looks out on a view
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that’s considered horrible. When the surroundings are attractive, however, the residential
interior is often just the opposite. In this project, I eliminated the division between inside
and outside and used the small size of the apartments to help create a balanced situation.
Because the interior space is quite narrow – the width of the rooms varies from 0.75 to
1.80 m – the occupants have a very bright environment during the day. I intentionally
made the interiors of the apartments as bright as the world outside, thus creating the
illusion of two areas with identical illumination. The addition of furniture into the
artificial indoor landscape makes the units look as if they have been set against a chaotic
urban backdrop. Passers-by may not even realize that they are looking at a housing
complex. To make things even more interesting, I scattered all functions along the
perimeter, giving the structure the appearance of a single-family residence.

How else do you manipulate the human perception of space?
The use of colour is a major factor in controlling perception. In the Jurgen Lehl boutique
in Marunouchi, the space appears to be illuminated by coloured lights: the blue room
looks as if it’s lit by a blue light, the red room by a red light and so on. If you look
carefully, though, you notice that all is not what it seems to be. I used a simple optical
device. Instead of installing coloured lights, I created the effect with gradations of
colours: the darkest hue is on the floor and the brightest on the ceiling. A walk through
the shop makes you feel slightly tipsy. A retail space has to make customers happier
inside than they were on the street. But I went beyond the desire for a gorgeous, cheerful
space and opted for a touch of confusion, but just enough to cause shoppers to gradually
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find – and embrace – their comfort level while browsing. The evolution of emotions is
critical, and in this boutique colour made all the difference.

How did you achieve the ethereal look of the Dior Ginza façade?
I wanted to make a wall that would be like an apparition, that would have a sense of
weightlessness – as if it were floating in midair. I left a 40-cm-wide gap between a
perforated skin and a patterned skin and suffused the intermediate space with light. The
façade does more than merely advertise Dior’s iconic ‘canage’ pattern; it’s a new form of
architecture.

How do you respond when clients are unclear about the programme?
In the case of House K, two of my clients – male fashion designers – were unsure of what
they wanted. Their requirements for the 5-x-14-m site in Tokyo were vague. They wanted
a loosely defined duplex-type house without a fixed delineation of doors or walls. Their
ideal scenario was for one to use the other’s space and vice versa. During the planning
phase, they kept changing their minds about the layout. They initially said they would
share a bathroom, for example, but a month later they decided they didn’t want to. Afraid
that they would never reach a final decision, I suggested a design suitable for their
constantly changing demands. I inserted five partition walls that allowed for openings of
various sizes. A very large void minimizes the notion of a wall, and certain openings in
House K almost suggest that walls are beams and columns, thus negating their ability to
define a room. But when the opening in a partition is small, the partition feels like a wall.
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In this house, ignoring or recognizing the existence of a wall is determined by the
occupants. The number of the rooms depends on their perception and observations. It’s a
design that accommodates the indecision of these particular clients.

The ‘trick’ you devised for House K is based on the interpretation and
reinterpretation of an indefinable structure. Did you manipulate the space in other
ways as well?
House K is a five-storey building enclosed by other buildings. It has no lift, and climbing
so many flights of stairs can be tiring. To minimize the feeling of height, I created a
similar atmosphere on all floors by subtly adjusting the colours of the walls: think of the
building as a study of how light affects colour. I painted each floor a different shade of
grey – darkest at the top, lightest at the bottom. Since the gradations of my grey palette
are in opposition to the light that enters a house surrounded by other buildings, the result
is a uniformity of brightness, which is meant to make people wonder what floor they are
on.

How does your personality relate to your designs?
Hidden inside me are two personalities, like Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. One is very strict,
serious and honest. The other can be compared to a joker, someone who loves humour.
The fun-loving personality developed as I worked on façades for famous brands, right
after opening my practice. I’m basically uninterested in brand design, but those
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commissions forced me to start thinking about the subject – and I needed a less solemn
personality for that.

What form of trickery can we expect from you in the future?
I have an interest in thresholds, which – as boundaries between two conditions – bear a
strong relationship to human perception. For example, after continuous contact with icecold water, you stop feeling coldness and begin to feel pain. Although cold and pain seem
to have little to do with each other, here they approach each other and almost become one.
I want to translate this idea into a design for a semi-outdoor interior environment, but not
simply a place that separates inside from outside. By discovering the minimum
requirement for people to understand that they are indoors while feeling that they are
outdoors, I hope to create an outdoor-like interior that is impossible to envision without
using thresholds as a point of departure.
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10. Hideyuki Nakayama
Kyoto / Japan
Published February 2010

What was your intention with this design?
The traditional Kyoto style of living is an urban block made up of long, narrow houses.
Within this urban block there used to be a very intimate kind of communication between
the people. Nowadays, however, plots in Kyoto are marked by the walls of freestanding
houses. In between two neighbouring walls is the inevitable 50-cm gap. It gives the
neighbourhood a lack of flow in terms of communication. The spaces between houses
feel very uncomfortable. I’d like to restore the possibility of communication by inviting
residents to use the borders of their plots and be able to see each other.

Does designing for the former imperial capital of Japan, a traditional city full of
UNESCO World Heritage shrines and gardens give you any restrictions?
Kyoto has a local building code. It is necessary to make a slanting roof and use mid-tone
grey or earth colours for the façade. A flat roof and the use of black, white, or any vivid
colours are out of the question. Even making a rooftop garden was no option.

How did you get round the regulations?
O House, as the project is called, neatly follows the building code. However, due to the
specific design, the family doesn't really live inside the house-that-follows-the-buildingcode, but rather lives around it! The house is a long, slender and slightly curved two-story
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building, placed in the centre of the site. Around it, I arranged spaces such as the
bathroom, the kitchen and three small gardens.

Why those regulations? Does Kyoto, as opposite to Tokyo, want to keep an
homogeneous urban landscape?
Kyoto authorities think that by prescribing a shape you can retain authenticity in the city.
In my opinion the building code is old-fashioned. With such regulations we can never
expect communication between neighbours to return. The rules ensure privacy, but
completely ruin the neighbourhood atmosphere. As a statement towards the strict
regulations I made an empty house.

But what is the use of making an empty house?
If every house in the neighbourhood would adopt this kind of organization, the
communication between residents would revive, like in the old days of Kyoto. Maybe my
concept sounds cynical, but in the end it will ensure a very interesting lifestyle.

How do the clients use the house?
We divided the plot into three zones: the kitchen, the empty main house and the bathroom.
As the plot is very narrow we had to curve the main house so that we would manage to fit
a dining table in the kitchen zone. The main house has two floors that can be used for the
children to play in or to receive guests. The bedroom for the couple and their two young
children is a slab hanging from the roof, like a bed in a night express train. When the
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children have grown up we might add an extra hanging bedroom. Because the facilities
are accessible through the gardens, daily life can unfold independently from the central
building. On the ground floor, the empty house has four doors, like the corridor of a hotel.
The first door connects to the outside, the second and third door to the bathroom and the
fourth door to the outside again. Because the living areas around the empty house can
either be seen as part of the street or as part of the interior, inside and outside in this
house feel the same.
The curve in the house and the rounded end produce a special effect: seen from
the street, the house seems endless. The curved white shape makes it look like a
photographer’s studio.

What is the large curtain doing there?
The 7-m high curtain is similar to the ones used in theatres. One of my graduates at the
Kyoto Institute of Technology made the design. The large window that slices the front of
the house open makes it look like a dollhouse. With the curtain it becomes a theatre. The
idea behind the curtain is to switch the house ‘on’ and ‘off’. By closing the curtain, the
family can change their dollhouse into an ordinary home.

What if the clients are tired of watching eyes and opt for permanently closed
curtains?
If the family chooses to turn their back on the city, it is OK with me, as long as the house
has the possibility to open up. A house with a wide range of options is important in order
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to be able to choose an own living style, and not one decided by building codes. And of
course I thought about privacy, as sleeping takes place on the second floor. People can’t
see the bedroom from the street, even if the curtain is open. The stairs to the second floor
start outside the empty core. It would be possible to live in this house without ever
stepping inside the central area.

Can the neighbourhood learn a lesson from O House?
Enjoy living! Nowadays, people walking on the street can’t get any information on how
people are living inside. Houses are closed off for privacy and security reasons. People
passing by O House walking their dog around the same time every day are amused,
wondering if the curtain will be open today or not. Sometimes passers-by will catch a
glimpse of life inside, other days not. This makes the house become a part of the scenery
of the city again.

Does the neighbourhood welcome the newcomers?
I don’t believe the people think that a strange family has moved into their neighbourhood.
Most neighbours have visited the house and liked the intimate communication. Those
who have only seen the house from the street accept its openness, I think, because the
house looks so enjoyable to live in.

What impact can we expect the house to make on Kyoto’s residential
neighbourhoods?
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O House makes a tiny step towards a changing vision on how to think about the borders
of a plot and the meaning of a house on its plot. The shape of O House follows the
building code, yet the house demonstrates that we can break down the conventional
borders.
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11. Akihisa Hirata
House in Tokyo
Published August 2010

You were a student at Kyoto University in the mid-’90s. What was going on at that
time?
During my years as a student, the world was full of postmodernism. Soon afterwards
deconstructivism came into fashion, and in 1995 the ‘Light Construction’ exhibition
appeared at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. It was a decade of many
architectural styles, but in Japan the situation quickly became more uniform – buildings
here were almost all angular and transparent. I believe that architecture can be much
more positive, much more energetic. When Toyo Ito presented his winning design for the
Sendai Mediatheque competition in 1995, I was impressed by his innovative approach
and immediately applied for a job in his office. My intention was to work three years for
him, but eventually those three became eight.

Toyo Ito is Japan’s master of innovation. Did you discover his secret?
There were a lot of discussions between staff and Ito about the development of ideas, but
he showed no interest in talking about anything that wasn’t directly related to actually
making something. What I learned from him is the need to maintain a strong focus in
order to reach a goal. What’s more, Ito is very good at switching between reality and
imagination, which enables him to realize a desired programme in an innovative way. If
you concentrate only on the limits imposed by reality, you may be able to realize a
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project, but it simply won’t be interesting. When you get carried away by imagination,
you can’t implement your idea. Only by going slightly beyond the physical boundaries –
by integrating the concept with technologies and users’ demands – can you produce
something new and interesting.

During those eight years, did you follow the master’s lead without exception?
After about three years, I contemplated a slight shift away from Ito’s ideas – as a means
of developing the work we were doing then. For example, while working on the Bruges
pavilion in Belgium, Ito advised us to make something similar to the first sketch of
Sendai Mediatheque: a slab supported by a light structure. But my colleague, Hideyuki
Nakayama, and I didn’t want to make a carbon copy of an existing design, so we
proposed new solutions in line with Ito’s work. We ended up with a structure of
aluminium honeycombs. By covering only the necessary parts, it started to look like lace.
Flatness, which seemed important to Ito at that time, was associated with the idea of
continuous space, the central dogma of modern architecture. I’d rather make something
that’s not flat.

When did you first experiment with the notion of non-flatness?
In 2003 I secretly entered a competition outside office hours. The Annaka project is a
design for a public space adjacent to Nagano train station. Instead of a flat floor, I
proposed a combination of platforms and inclined surfaces. Although users do not have a
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view of the entire space from any one point, they can sense the continuity of their
surroundings. Ito did not accept such possibilities at that time.

After completing Tod's Omotesando store in 2005 as a project architect, you felt
experienced enough to leave Toyo Ito and establish the Hirata Architecture Office.
As the head of your own firm, where do your interests lie?
I wonder if it is possible to make architecture that resembles living things. Life has its
own generating principles and thus a strong basis for continuation. At the same time, life
is at the mercy of the environment, which makes it weak. The aim of modernism is to
make a homogeneous space independent of its surroundings. To get beyond this style of
architecture, we need to come up with a new principle.

What kind of principle are you thinking of?
I always use the example of a tree. A person sitting beneath a tree feels comfortable. The
tree, however, didn’t assume a comforting shape by thinking of people. Its shape derives
from the practical need for a maximum surface area for photosynthesis. As a result,
people see this shape as both interesting and comfortable. To make architecture that
resembles the relationship between people and trees, you need generating principles. In
the same way that someone chooses a spot beneath a tree as a pleasant environment, an
architect can choose and develop generating principles. Although spaces that are defined
in this way are not controlled by human activities, they can still provide people with
comfort and stimulate creativity.
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And this theory differs from Ito’s . . .
The comparison between us reminds me of the famous discussion between Newton and
Leibniz. While Newton argues for the existence of absolute, motionless space, Leibniz
claims that space exists not on its own but as a relation between things. I believe that Ito’s
use of modern glass boxes subscribes to Newton’s way of thinking. I am drawn much
more strongly to Leibniz’s argument, as it contains the possibility of making architecture
like a living being. Ito often cuts off the generating form along the perimeter of a building
to create rectangular glass surfaces. He does this, in my opinion, because he uses a
generating rule that has no ability to create an outer shape. I find it much more interesting
to look for a generating principle that leads to a building which seems to be ‘growing’
from a given environment – like a living thing that develops when you put it in a certain
environment.

How do you establish a principle?
Our surroundings provide us with various meaningful forms. Without reducing their
meanings, we can liberate these forms with the use of principles. Take a roof, for
example. The similarity between mountains and the pitched roofs of a residential area lies
in the efficiency of water drainage. The Ienoie project emerged from this idea. The
residents live under a roof that is shaped like a mountain range. The ridges and valleys of
the roof gently divide the interior spaces. To me, a generating principle is a kind of seed
for a project. Each design starts with the selection of a seed and with a search for
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similarities with nature. Next we make a lot of quick study models using clay, foam or
CAD. With these, we can accurately define the geometry of the building in question.

It seems that, as a result of such studies, most of your buildings feature pleated spaces.
I am not trying to avoid simple boxes as a means in itself, but curved objects have curved
lines and pleated objects have pleated lines. These are shapes that create unique
relationships. Pleated surfaces, for example, allow for a variety of alcoves, but they can
also produce one continuous space.

What kind of discoveries have you made so far?
The Alp Apartments have a roof shaped very much like the fault line between two
continental shelves. I imagined residents living in a similar geographical environment.
Inside the 12 apartments people constantly feel the presence of the roof, the stairs and the
uneven walls. A semi-private outdoor corridor running through the building volume
seems to have been swallowed by the earth.

Can you give us another example?
The One Roof Apartment complex is located in an area that was largely undeveloped
when we began designing the project. I had little to go on besides the local weather.
Winters in Niigata are snowy and overcast; skies are grey and daylight is scarce. I
literally put the residents of this complex under a big roof that protects them from the
snow and that forms the generating principle of the interior spaces. By splitting the large
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roof in two, we created a communal outdoor space that resembles a canyon. The sense of
largeness experienced within this space is found in very few Japanese homes.

What happens when you combine one or more generating principles?
Tree-ness House is a good example of that. Although the project is situated in a very
dense part of Tokyo, the client requested a large amount of floor space. My solution to
the problem lay in the hierarchical structure of a tree, whose different parts are loosely
defined by branches, leaves and open areas. In my architecture, I also like to create open
areas that are not defined by the envelope or enclosed by walls. In designing Tree-ness
House, I stacked various boxes and made openings, producing diverse relations between
inside and out, which I enhanced with greenery. The building is covered in plants. Many
in-between areas that actually belong to the exterior feel very much like interior spaces.
The result is as ambiguous as the spot beneath the branches of a tree. I think this kind of
architecture can improve a city. Imagine a wide array of three-dimensional gardens
hanging in the sky. Tokyo would be really green.

What other ideas are you eager to explore?
Recently, my flight was cancelled because of ash from the Icelandic volcano, and I was
stuck in Italy. I ended up in Rome, where I visited the city’s ancient remains, which give
the place such a rich character. The situation there is completely different from that of
Tokyo, where things change and renew so quickly. The volcanic eruption made me
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realize that nature can disrupt the systems of today’s world so easily. It made me want to
think more about the greatness of nature and history.

And part of that revelation is the need to make new architecture?
It’s not important to make a new shape per se. I want to explore the relations between
things we take for granted by using new principles. Life is defined by species, and
species are always looking for new ways of living in order to survive. My approach to
architecture is a natural instinct.
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12. Makoto Yokomizo
Tokyo / Japan
Published April 2011

After you graduated from Tokyo University of the Arts, did you immediately fancy
a job at Toyo Ito & Associates?
I had decided not to follow the same school of architecture practised by my university
professors. Junzō Yoshimura [1908-1997] – the best Japanese designer of small, refined
and very beautiful wooden houses – was a legend at that time. At university, most
teachers of architectural design were Yoshimura's apprentices, and they tried to teach us
his delicate style. I felt lucky to have Keiichiro Mogi as a professor; he had worked at
Kenzo Tange’s office and was the only person at the university with a good
understanding of urban design. When I visited Yoshimura’s Sanso House in Karuizawa
[1962], I began to wonder about the essence of a dwelling. The house felt like a church. It
was as if someone was whispering in my ear: sit up straight and pray to the god of nature.
Not what I call a casual place. At the time, Toyo Ito had started building with materials
like glass and steel, totally different from mainstream Japanese architecture. I
experienced his Silver Hut [1984] as a much more laid-back, flexible house. Ito looked to
me like a very promising architect.

What did Ito teach you over the years?
I learned from him that a design has no end. After completing the Sendai Mediateque, Ito
liked to say that the building was still under construction. To him, making architecture is
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making structures that invite people to use them. Visitors and inhabitants actually
complete a building. I incorporate this attitude in my own designs by placing no limits on
the function of a space. Function is determined by the user. Reclining on a sofa can be as
relaxing as lying on a bed. We don't need to design an official bedroom.

It took you 12 years to gather the courage to leave Toyo Ito & Associates.
When I joined the firm in 1988, I already knew I wanted to be independent one day, but I
didn't have a fixed date in mind. It was an unwritten rule that working on a project with
Ito meant sticking with the job until it was completed. After six years at Ito’s office, I
was facing the next big project – the Sendai Mediateque [1994-2000] – when I had the
urge to quit. Committing to Sendai meant staying another six years. Ito persuaded me not
to leave, however, and in the end having participated in this major work made me very
happy. My first project after establishing AAT + Makoto Yokomizo Architects in 2001
was the design of a stage set for a contemporary dance performance, in collaboration with
Ito. I think of it as his farewell gift to me. It allowed me to enjoy designing without
worrying about the future of my new business.

What were the pitfalls at that point?
Certainly Ito’s approach to decision making didn’t help me get started. He doesn’t make
clear-cut decisions, because he doesn’t believe a problem has only one solution. His
employees come up with lots of ideas, which are discussed by everyone involved. After a
brainstorming session, staff members work on an ‘idea that’s not so bad’ while
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continuing to develop new ideas – over and over again. This methodology doesn't work
for the architect who’s just opened a one-man studio. One person can’t brainstorm alone.
Out of necessity, I talked to my friends – people who had been working as independent
architects since their early 30s. Fortunately, I had plenty of good advisers.

What design principles have you developed?
Just before leaving Toyo Ito & Associates in 2000, I published a theoretical article
entitled ‘Alluring Materiality, Evolution of Materials and Their Potential for Design,
Micro-complexity’. It was about things that seem complex at first glance but owe their
creation to an extremely simple structure. Even then I was intrigued by such forms. Now
I often compare my work to the growth of the morning-glory, a flowering vine that
combines simplicity and complexity. The plant’s microscopic cells may be simple, but
they react to the difference between day and night, and to changes in temperature.
Another natural phenomenon that inspires my work is the growth of grape leaves, which
perfectly illustrates the balance between the whole and its parts. The beauty lies in the
ability of each leaf to control its size and its access to sunlight without blocking other
leaves. Each leaf optimizes itself for personal benefit and for the good of the collective
system.

How do you translate natural phenomena into architecture?
The majority of Japanese houses are open to the south and closed to the north. My
concept for the project called NYH, however – a studio and residence for a graphic
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designer – follows the conditions set by the site; both the north and south sides of the
house are open, allowing a complex distribution of light and air to enter the building. The
complexity of the flow of light and air is also reflected in what I call the ‘flow force’ of
the construction. I developed a multi-layered architecture based on the structural principle
of thin steel sheets, the same material we used in 2005 for the Tomihiro Art Museum.
The museum is all on one level, so the challenge presented by NYH was to stack the
system four storeys high. Together with structural engineer Jun Sato, we made a frame
using 9-mm-thick curved steel plates. The crossover point of walls on the upper and
lower floors acts as a structural column. With the very strong steel plates, which I think
of as ‘membranes’, we were able to articulate rooms without using conventional
partitioning walls. The sense of order that characterizes NYH emerges from a simple
structure with a hidden complexity. Why the exterior looks so simple? It’s the result of
research into making an expressionist façade work functionally.

House MTH has a similar façade – it looks like a simple box. What’s happening
inside?
The main element is a complex curved wall that connects all three levels of the house,
while accommodating functions such as stairs, rest room, bathroom and storage space. At
the same time, this white core smoothly divides the entire interior into spaces for various
functions. My design invites the residents – an automotive engineer, his wife and their
teenage son – to determine these functions. The curving wall also works as a screen that
absorbs daylight entering the interior and as a means of controlling the flow of air in the
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house. Family members often move from one place to another to catch the best spot for
enjoying the sun.

You designed the entire house as a continuous space. How does a family of three live
comfortably without any clear partitions?
The Japanese have acquired a tolerance for sensory deprivation. We can feel the presence
of other people without actually seeing them. It’s been said that the concept of the
‘individual’ is not as strong in Japan as it is in many other countries. Even today, with
Japanese lifestyles radically different from traditional ones, the concept of individuality is
somewhat vague. We are not particularly attracted to the enclosed private spaces so
prevalent in Western cultures, and we do not perceive our small, one-room spaces as
something that’s been forced upon us.

What role do you think architecture should play?
The ideology of the modernists is based on human beings with similar bodies and more
or less fixed measurements. If this has ever been true, which I doubt, it is certainly no
longer true today. People of different shapes and sizes move around as they please.
Architecture should not squeeze them into frames but give them freedom.

How do you combine the notion of freedom inside a building with your interest in its
context?
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Let’s consider DST, a commercial building between two streets of very different heights.
A unique feature of the Tokyo district of Daikanyama is its staircase alleys, which
connect higher and lower streets. I incorporated this feature into DST in the form of
narrow stairs that enable visitors to delight in the small discoveries offered by this part of
town. But I also wanted to open up the building to the old moss-covered retaining wall at
its rear. The final result continues the existing verticality of the environment. The small,
narrow street next to the building looks like another of the alleyways unique to this area.

Is there a challenge left for Japanese architects interested in designing single-family
dwellings?
What was once a typical Japanese family – father, mother and two children – now defines
only one-fourth of all households in Japan. Far more common today is a one- or twoperson household. This indicates the need for a completely new concept of the residential
unit and its realization. I expect a much greater diversity of housing types to be added to
the single-family detached house and the apartment building. In 50 years, the urban fabric
of Tokyo will be complexly multi-layered.

Is that the direction Japanese architecture is taking?
Architecture is advancing rapidly towards commercialization. People page through
catalogues in search of the best-looking house with the best specifications, as if they were
buying a car. Environmental issues are intensifying this trend. It seems as if almost
everybody in the world is pursuing high functionality and high efficiency. I know I
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cannot continue to create conventional work; on the other hand, I have no intention of
making something that can be digitized. The more technology, the more I will want to
design something that can’t be expressed in numbers. Maybe this explains my twisted
character.

Ito is often driven to innovate. Has he passed this passion on to you?
I believe that architecture can change society, but I cannot follow Ito’s obsession with
innovation. I’d rather change lifestyles in a subtler way. My clients are normal people
whose point of departure is an image of architecture shared by many. During the design
process, we work together to develop a suitable scheme. All I want to create is a space
that celebrates the whimsicality of human beings and is not limited in terms of function.
The occupant should be entitled to make decisions about the use of a space. I am also
interested in materials. A vast world is expanding before us. If modernism was supported
by concrete, iron and glass, surely new materials still awaiting discovery will support the
architectural design of the future.

12. Takeshi Hosaka Architects
House in Tokyo
Published August 2011

In the ‘Inside Out’ house that you recently completed in Tokyo, the owner’s cats
play an important role. How do you design a comfortable environment for cats?
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Takeshi Hosaka: I wasn't interested in creating a space and furniture specifically for cats.
My focus was on a house where people and cats would feel equally at home. When you
install stairs, bridges and holes exclusively for cats, the result is not at all natural for
human beings. And the more elements you include with only cats in mind, the more
confrontational such things become for people. I never sacrificed the clients’ comfort for
that of the cats. What I did was to provide places I believed would appeal to cats. A
thorough observation of cats reveals that they make clever choices about where they want
to spend time. Cats often prefer secluded areas – indoors and out – such as shady spots
beneath trees. A cat engages in a lot of activities: gazing into space, fiddling with plants
and soil, eating in the semi-outdoors. This house has an abundance of such places.

Where did your affinity with cats originate?
When stray cats started prowling around my Tokyo office, I began to monitor their
behaviour. I focused on how cats respond to the weather, the season and the time of the
day. I’ve also adopted a homeless cat who lives with me. Another theme of the house is
energy consumption. You’ve used the weather to cool the house, which has no air
conditioning. That’s very rare in present-day Tokyo.
It’s very hot in Tokyo during the summer. In the past, people had to deal with the
heat, but today people habitually make use of air conditioners. It’s a frightening reality. I
see the attempt to control the indoor environment as a disease of contemporary society.
The Japanese have completely lost sight of what life should be like in the summertime.
They no longer notice subtle changes in the quality of light, heat and wind. Nuclear
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power plants are needed to produce the energy to meet modern demands. In my opinion,
the majority of the electricity now used is not essential for the wellbeing of the
population. My clients, a married couple in their late 30s, share my concerns. They feel a
need to limit energy consumption in favour of a more ecological lifestyle. I believe we
can enjoy and respect the benefits of each season, even when it’s very hot or very cold
outside. Take a glass of beer, for instance, which tastes delicious in the heat of summer.
Think of how pleasant it is to read a book or to hear the sounds of insects when it’s warm.
Searing summers should be enjoyed again, as they were long ago.

Can you tell us about your energy-efficient solutions?
The house consists of an enclosed core that accommodates a bedroom and a living room
and is surrounded by an outer shell perforated with openings. The zone between the core
and the shell is a garden-like space exposed to rain, wind and natural light. The inner
volume has sliding glass doors on all sides that open into the intermediate zone, and
warm air can escape through apertures in the roof. When you’re upstairs in the living
room, with the glazed doors open, it’s like being outside. In designing these spaces, I
tried to turn the negative notion of heat into a positive feeling of comfort.

The intermediate zone reminds me of the traditional veranda-like space known in
Japan as an engawa.
The traditional Japanese veranda is an important space that connects the interior of a
house with the exterior. During my childhood, I used to sit on my grandfather’s veranda,
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drinking tea, eating fruit, playing with the cats and talking with the adults. I remember the
engawa as a place for sharing time with others and enjoying hot summer days. The
Japanese used to live in close relationship with the changing seasons and the different
types of weather, but it’s a bond that no longer exists. This house is an effort to restore
that spirit of kinship.

So the old-fashioned way of life in Japan wasn't all that bad?
That’s right. I also installed sliding doors as a reference to the traditional Japanese house.
Although authentic shōji were made from wood, we had to use steel to comply with fireprevention regulations. The traditional Japanese house is based on a spatial composition
of horizontal openness. Opening the sliding doors creates a flow that connects the interior
to the world outside. This house goes one step further by introducing a quality of
openness both horizontally and vertically. As a result, the internal space intermingles
with the external space to an even greater degree than the situation found in a traditional
Japanese home.

What takes place in the intermediate zone?
The residents actually behave in a way similar to their cats: they move from one area to
the next, doze in a chair, take in the scene outdoors and, weather permitting, have their
meals in the garden-like space.
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It sounds as if their lives rely completely on the weather. Are they constantly on the
move?
The direction of the wind determines which parts of the floor get wet when it rains. The
couple and their cats try to avoid getting wet, of course. Comfortable spots continually
change. Nothing remains absolutely the same. My point in telling you this – and in
designing the house – is that a feeling of comfort and wellbeing should not hinge on the
ability to heat or cool interior spaces artificially.
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13. Takei Nabeshima Architects (TNA)
House in Tokyo
Published December 2011

Don’t sloping floors make the house uninhabitable?
Chie Nabeshima: Photographs don’t show the reality of the project, which wasn’t about
integrating a lot of powerful shapes into the interior. Each curve was carefully calculated
to make the floors functional. Their ergonomic contours conform to actual body
measurements – think of how reclining chairs and sofas are designed. We lifted the floors
at the corners to reduce the cramped atmosphere often created by low ceilings; it was also
a structurally effective way to deal with the cantilever. The house is a comfortable place
to live.

Do your clients agree?
Makoto Takei: Roads in the Japanese countryside are often covered in rough, irregular
gravel rather than being paved in smooth asphalt. Walking over such an uneven surface
has a stimulating effect on the brain – it’s a mental exercise just to stay on your feet. It
keeps people healthy and alert. Mist House works similarly. The occupants, a couple in
their late 30s, receive a signal from the curved floor slabs. Living in the house has made
them physically stronger, and they enjoy the benefits of stretching muscles that haven’t
been used for a long time.
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14. Kazuyasu Kochi
House in Tokyo
Published December 2011

‘Le Corbusier’s five points of architecture focus on three-dimensional relationships,’ says
Kazuyasu Kochi, discussing the inspiration for Amida House, his latest residence in
Tokyo. ‘Pilotis relate to the ground; the roof garden involves the sky; and the ribbon
windows, free façade and open plan all reflect the horizontality of the surroundings.’
Koichi was bold enough to add a sixth point. Neatly boxing 14 small, randomly
positioned floors – like a game of amidakuji (‘Ghost Leg’ lottery) – the architect explored
what he calls a ‘free section’. Each floor has a different ceiling height and a different
function. Kochi ensured a continuous flow among rooms, ground and sky by maintaining
openness throughout the interior and opting for ribbon fenestration on side façades.

‘After World War II, the Japanese imported the Western-style house and its
accompanying lifestyle, which consists of separate rooms divided by thick walls,’ says
Kochi. ‘In this project, I eliminated thick walls and brought back the lighter divisions
between rooms – typical of a traditional Japanese house –but in a contemporary way.
Although his clients, a young couple in their 30s, are often in different ‘rooms’, they can
see each other or at least feel each other’s presence at all times. For example, when the
woman is in the kitchen cooking dinner, she can carry on a conversation with her
husband even if he’s in the garage – out of sight – working on his motorbike. ‘When I
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visited Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye and Villa La Roche, I noted a lot of threedimensional relations,’ says Kochi. ‘Amida House provides a similar experience, but
because of its small size the interior has a high-density atmosphere and is perceived in an
overall different way.’
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15. Jun Igarashi
Two Houses in Hokkaido
Published in October 2013

You recently finished two houses on the island of Hokkaido, a small one named Case
and a larger one named Repository. What sort of design issues did you explore in
Case?
Jun Igarashi: The occupants of this residence are a university professor, a psychologist
and their three children. Their only request was a rich space, and that is what I realized.
The house is located in the suburbs of Sapporo. The first theme I addressed was the
construction of three-dimensionality within a one-room space. The second had to do with
creating a relationship between the house and the residential area to which it belongs.

How did you do these things?
We established three-dimensionality by giving the section of the house the structure of a
tree, using hanging floors in three sizes. One of these platforms serves as a study space
for the children. The second, which has a low ceiling, is used as a bedroom for the entire
family. The third platform is currently a storage space, but it could be turned into another
bedroom in the future. The long, narrow entrance hall on the ground floor is a buffer
space. Arranged in separate zones parallel to this hall are the living-dining room, the
kitchen and the bathroom. Large openings in the walls that separate the different zones
give the interior a multi-layered texture. These zones are connected by semicircular
hallways. Although the house is, in fact, a one-room space, the hallways evoke an
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impression of distance between functions and give each family member a sense of
privacy. Walking through the hallways feels like leaping from one space to another.
I also prepared an outdoor buffer between the residence and its surroundings, by means
of a wire structure. As ivy grows on this ‘fence’, gradually a green tunnel will appear. I
see it as a way of reaching out to the surrounding environment and creating a positive
relationship.

Can you explain your new fascination with spiral stairs, which appear in both Case
and Repository?
When planning the layout of a house, I find stairs really troublesome. A designer is
always aware, unconsciously, of the form of the stairs – rather like a preconceived notion.
Stairs can easily become a restrictive factor in design, but now I’ve begun looking at
them as the discovery of a new kind of space. Winding stairs emerged from a couple of
ideas: not only can stairs connect places freely, linking one or more floors physically; in
this house they also produce mental distance between different parts of the house.

Repository, the larger house in Asahikawa, is not shaped like a conventional box. It
has smoothly rounded corners. Why?
I studied many forms but felt uncomfortable about adding sharp corners to a volume that
was to be built on such an expansive site. I rounded the corners to give the house a
general, nonspecific orientation.
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What kind of house did your clients have in mind?
The residents are a young couple – he works in the furniture industry, and she’s a
landscape designer – with two children. Their jobs correspond to their hobbies, which are
design, collecting furniture and spending time outdoors. What they wanted was a good
relationship between the house and the site, protection against the extreme winter cold,
and a carport for two cars. They used to live in a rental apartment, but their life has
changed dramatically since they moved into Repository, where they have a far more
conscious relationship with nature.

You’re known for designing houses that include modernized versions of elements
found in traditional Japanese dwellings . . .
Here, too, you will find a continuation of the traditional Japanese conception of space.
Both carport and terraces function as a Japanese engawa, or veranda, and they are also
designed as windbreaks. Modern organdie curtains are used throughout the house to
separate one space from another and to diffuse light in a way similar to the way light
changes as it passes through shoji: Japanese sliding doors with panels made from rice
paper. As in previous projects, I’ve allowed for a buffer zone – in this case, the bathroom
– which collects strong direct light that becomes diffused before entering the living
spaces.

Why do we see only neutral materials and colours – such as natural wood and white
walls – in your houses? Wouldn’t colour add an extra dimension?
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This decision is determined mainly by limited budgets. A tree is cheap in Hokkaido, and
so is a white wall. A higher budget would have permitted a wider selection of materials –
but we make all choices with great care. Each material has a specific meaning and
purpose, and these should fit the architecture of a project. Here, I wanted to avoid
materials with meanings that would dominate the architecture. The same goes for colours.

Besides the rounded corners, what makes Repository different from the rest of the
designs in your portfolio?
I admit that this project bears a strong resemblance to others I’ve made in the past few
years. In fact, it summarizes all the ideas I’ve put into my recently built works. It’s good
to face fresh challenges, but I’m also interested in growth, maturity and progress – in
other words, in the ongoing development of my architecture.

Do you see the house as a container? Is that why you called it Repository?
Yes, and in two ways. The house is an accumulation of experiences and memories from
various designs we’ve completed in the past – but for my clients the house is a repository
for storing the experiences, objects and memories they will inevitably accumulate while
living in this space.
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16. Hiroshi Nakamura
Two Houses
Published December 2014

The tepee-like structure of House S reminds me of Frank Lloyd Wright’s Beth
Sholom Synagogue and the Nakoma clubhouse. Did you use these or other historical
precedents as a reference for the design of this house?
HIROSHI NAKAMURA: I used the houses of Japan’s prehistoric Jōmon period as a
source of inspiration. They were circular pit dwellings with conical roofs. House S is
similar to Frank Lloyd Wright’s buildings in the sense that they both refer to vernacular
architecture. My approach, however, is different. I am not interested in pursuing
morphological analogies. I am interested in Jōmon-style dwellings because their
architectural form guides people’s behaviour. Inclined walls make them sit down with
their backs against the walls, facing the centre. Especially today, when families seem to
have fallen apart due to the increase of individualism, I feel the significance of a house
that guides the behaviour of family members in such a way that they face each other.

Talking about Jōmon: in his book Katsura: Tradition and Creation in Japanese
Architecture, published in 1960, Kenzo Tange had already rediscovered the
qualities of two prehistoric periods. He argued that Japanese culture is the result of
two basic forces: the Jōmon characteristic of ‘unconscious vitality’ and the Yayoi
characteristic of a ‘conscious aesthetic’. Is House S your attempt to link
contemporary architecture to Japanese tradition?
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We can learn many things from traditional architecture, but rather than integrating the
physical aspects of such architecture, I would like my projects to absorb the sense of
value we can obtain from it. I always strive to preserve existing trees on a building site,
for instance. This goal is ancient and can be traced back to animism. In animism, people
believe that there is a deity residing in all things natural. This way of thinking illustrates
my respect for nature.

In House S you created a warm setting, like a camp site, for your clients. Graz offers
cosy, personal spaces to both residents and cars. You seem to find the human scale
important.
The space that we first experience as a human being is the womb of a mother, and we all
rest our bodies inside the small spaces of our beds when we sleep. It’s similar for animals.
They don’t build their nests to impress others with their power, fortune or taste, and
people shouldn’t do that either. A house should be built with one’s own hands, using
local materials in the most logical and reasonable ways. There’s a Japanese saying that
goes: ‘Know your own contentment.’ It suggests that architecture can be very simple,
consisting of spaces where you can release all your senses and relax. I like returning to
these fundamental aspects of architectural design, rather than holding to complicated
philosophies or confusing theories. I often intentionally reverse conventional architectural
thinking during the design process and conceive a building from its constituent parts to
the whole, rather than the other way around. The whole in this case is a series of
individual spaces, a base for human beings.
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Does this methodology also apply to architectural spaces that are more public?
Yes, I believe it does. Although it may sound paradoxical, you need a series of extremely
individual spaces to create social and public realms. Individuals naturally gather in search
of personal comfort – to enjoy a delicious meal, for example, or to appreciate beautiful
scenery. Only when they have acquired comfort do people start communicating with each
other. To create a larger public space where people actually want to gather, you need to
start with small individual spaces.

Is this human aspect of design your way of commenting on ‘cold’ modernist spaces?
I have no intention of doing that. Civilization – a combination of technology and ethics –
changes over time. I don’t want to adhere to a conservative kind of humanism. I merely
want to create architecture that is comfortable. What can I do to truly liberate people and
make them feel relaxed? House S and Graz are a response to this question.

Did the clients for whom you made House S have an idea about what constitutes a
‘comfortable space’?
The clients already owned fields for organic farming as their hobby, and they were very
willing to accept a house that does not destroy the trees of the forest that surrounds it. As
far as I remember, they pretty much left everything in our hands and were rather excited
about the design process.
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What about Graz? Did your clients provide input that you were able to use?
The design of the building is the result of the clients’ request to emphasize the
atmosphere of the showroom. Also, they didn’t want the residential part to be visible
from the outside, and they wanted to live without having to worry about noise from the
street. Smaller, more detailed requests came after the overall project had taken shape. The
interior and exterior finishes very much reflect the clients’ wishes. Initially, they
contacted us because they liked our House C in Chiba from 2008, which is covered
entirely in locally sourced earth. At first, I thought that earthen walls wouldn’t go with
cars, but realizing that environmental performance is also significant for car design, I
understood that it could be an interesting experiment. By making the earth more solid
with fine gravel and by accentuating the edges of walls, we were able to match the
softness of the earth with the rigidity of the cars. The floor is finished with quince
hardwood, brushed so that scratches are not noticeable. The result is an interior space that
is defined by natural materials yet harmonizes with the cars.

What do you want inhabitants and visitors to experience as they walk through
House S and Graz?
Neither building offers completely unobstructed views. They both comprise a series of
small spaces that appear one after another as you walk through. When you look outside,
in House S you see a grove of trees of mixed species, whereas in Graz the view is
focused on the courtyard. House S provides greater spatial change and is more related to
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the body in my opinion. In Graz the scale of the cars defines the spatial unit, making it
seem more generous.

What kind of architecture do you think Japanese society calls for at this time?
New buildings should not pay attention only to visible elements but should apply strength
to more complex and invisible layers: the levels of communication and the aspects of
service to the local community and environmental performance. I like to support
community-rooted projects on a small scale, such as organic farms that use permaculture
technologies or restaurants that incorporate a farm. In short, architecture without a design
bias.
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17. 403 Architecture Dajiba
Hamamatsu / Japan
Published August 2016

Your collaboration dates back to your years at university. What did you take away
from your education after you graduated?
Takuma Tsuji: We studied architecture at Yokohama National University, whose credo is
‘to create architecture is to create the future’. Each of our mentors – Koh Kitayama, Ryue
Nishizawa, Riken Yamamoto and Yoshihiko Iida, all pioneers of the Japanese
architecture scene – taught us his own philosophy about how architecture should connect
to the city and to society. We agree that an architect should try to create the future, but we
hesitate to accept their ideas of architecture as something rather stable and autonomous.
We see it as something in flux.

Architecture in flux? How should we picture this?
Tsuji: For us, material refers not only to building material but also to people, information
and the history of the city. We see the ‘flux of material’ as the way in which we are
conscious of architecture constantly changing and in how materials move from here to
there. In some projects, we dismantle building parts piece by piece before collecting,
measuring, organizing and reusing them in flooring, beams or columns, for instance. This
allows us to take the materials originally assigned to the components of one project and
use them in a completely different project. The Floor of Atsumi, for example, was a
bedroom renovation in a Tokyo apartment. We realized a direct relation between
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dismantling and constructing by making the floor from recycled timber that was
previously used in the ceiling of the same room. By simply moving the materials to
another location, we gave them a new meaning and opened up the idea that ceilings are
potential floors. In The Base of Kagiya, we refurbished a vintage clothing store and
added a sewing workshop made from building materials that can be purchased by anyone
from a DIY outlet. We used standard timber sizes and concrete blocks that can be easily
reused. When that happens – when they have ‘moved location’ – they will most likely
gain a new meaning. In the case of The Depth of Yoyogi, a house renovation, we saw the
history of the building typology as the ‘material in flux’ and imitated the façade of the
adjacent building. And in The Stairs of Kagiya, a small apartment with a loft bed, the
stairs served as our material in flux. By combining functions such as loft space, wardrobe
and desk, we ‘moved’ the meaning of those individual components into one spatial object.

So the recycling of materials, rather than renovation, is the key to your portfolio?
Tsuji: For us, there is no difference between a renovation, a brand-new project and a
dismantlement, since every category is the same with regard to our interpretation of the
flux of material. When we work on a new-build project, we see it as a renovation of the
city, and an interior project is simply a new project in an existing space.

Sounds like a promising take on architecture. You are three young ambitious
architects, but you’re based in the relatively small city of Hamamatsu. Why is that?
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Yada: Hamamatsu is the city where Tsuji grew up. It is a typical medium-sized Japanese
city with problems that differ from those in cities like Tokyo or Yokohama, and we
believe that tackling problems is the driving force behind today’s architecture. Current
issues plaguing mid-sized Japanese cities are an ageing population and a low birth rate;
together with young people leaving for bigger cities, these problems are responsible for a
drastic decline in population and for deserted city centres. It’s difficult for places like
Hamamatsu to catch up with big cities in terms of the concentration of people,
information and services. We’re thinking about a new concept of richness for the smaller
cities.

Can you elaborate on the term ‘richness’?
Takeshi Hashimoto: We believe that if we step back from the usual way of assembling
products made by large companies, we will have more choices in the design of
architecture. When we depend too much on the conventional system, we cannot
‘construct’. We are looking for alternatives and making the movement of materials the
subject of our design. For example, we make use of scrap wood and consider wooden
pallets a full-fledged building material. We also find richness in poorly utilized spaces,
such as an underfloor or a deserted parking lot. Even if we design a brand-new project,
we try to stretch the context as far as possible to encompass the history of the site, its
ambience and its social issues.
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Your view of everyday life and its realities is shared by other young Japanese
architects. In what sense does your approach differ from that of your peers?
Hashimoto: Half our projects are located within a 1-km radius of our office. Managing
Hamamatsu’s local issues is a distinctive feature of our practice. You could say our work
is an amalgam of practice and research. We learn from Hamamatsu’s past, and at the
same time the city generates new projects for us.

The year 2011 seems a rather unfortunate moment to start an office though. Why
did you do it then?
Tsuji: Yes, it was the year that the Tohoku area was hit by the triple disaster of an
earthquake, a tsunami and the failure of a nuclear power plant. When we opened the
office, just after the catastrophe, we felt that Japanese society had entered a situation in
which every precondition seemed to have been cancelled. Although the disaster had the
same impact on us that it had on everyone else, it allowed us to think about architecture
with an open mind. It was a time when many old buildings in Hamamatsu were waiting
for us to pull their interiors to pieces. On-site work enabled us to learn directly from older
buildings: lessons that applied to the design of new buildings and that showed us why
architecture is different from construction. As we learned at school, construction makes a
past, but architecture creates a future.

Can we compare your way of thinking to that of Japanese architects active during
the post-war reconstruction period?
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Tsuji: No, rather than thinking in terms of the tabula rasa planning that Kenzo Tange,
Arata Isozaki and the other Metabolists did – and instead of supporting the popular razeand-build methodology emblematic of modern Japanese construction – we want to work
with what is already there, to research and learn from current situations, and to use
restrictions to make something new. Tange, Isozaki and their colleagues did what they
had to do in order to continue the history of architecture. We respect them very much.
But for us building doesn’t start from scratch. By dismantling existing buildings, we learn
how the previous builder used the material we uncover. We have fewer illusions about
having our projects last forever.

How does this attitude differ from that of internationally famous architects born,
say, ten years earlier than you, such as Junya Ishigami, Akihisa Hirata, and Sou
Fujimoto?
Hashimoto: We were definitely influenced by them. However, I feel that when they think
about architecture they’re too focused on principles, and that limits them. It is as if they
are carefully trained ballet dancers and their architecture reflects beauty based on
sophisticated forms and rules. Compared with them, we prefer to dance on the same
ground as the audience, even if that means a stage without spotlights or a podium of
muddy earth.

If principles are the heart of their work, how would you describe what you do?
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Hashimoto: We are currently hosting an exhibition in Tokyo entitled ‘Present
State(ment)’, which perhaps best summarizes our approach to architecture. The 30
projects we’ve realized since starting five years ago have been published individually, but
the exhibition shows what they have in common. Keywords on six tags explain how we
work; some projects require multiple tags that indicate, for instance, how we take
advantage of discarded materials by using them in ways that are not the same as the
original builder did – or how we utilize the characteristics of spaces differently.

Where do you see 403 Architecture Dajiba in five or ten years’ time?
Tsuji: We focus very much on the present, so it feels strange to say something about the
future. We would enjoy designing public buildings or overseas projects, of course, but
getting larger commissions is probably not going to stop our work on small local projects.
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18. Jo Nagasaka/ Schemata
Tokyo / Japan
Published August 2016

How do you define renovation?
Jo Nagasaka: In order to see existing architecture in a new light, it’s important to keep in
mind the Japanese concept of mitate, a literary term from ancient Chinese poetry and
ancient Japanese waka poetry. Mitate translates into something along the lines of
‘regarding a thing not as what it is supposed to be but as something different and, as a
result, gaining something new’. Japanese tea master Sen no Rikyū used mitate by
utilizing items not originally intended as tea utensils and, in so doing, generated a new
worldview within the Japanese tea ceremony. Sen no Rikyū consciously altered ordinary
items for everyday use rather than creating something new. We often deliberately ‘misuse’
existing conditions and objects in our renovation projects. If you successfully find new
possibilities in an older building, the scenery around it will improve to a certain degree
without drastic changes.

What does a renovated building possess that a new building doesn’t?
New buildings often stand out from their surroundings. Older buildings differ from new
ones in terms of form, structure, exterior materials, types of window frames and doors
and, of course, the state of degradation. A renovated building blends in better with its
neighbours, because it has already gone through an ageing process. At the same time, this
also makes it more difficult for the architect to take control over the design of a
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renovation, because the character of the building was established years ago. We carefully
study that character and incorporate it into our design, hoping that the building will
become more layered over time.

Your first big renovation project was the Sayama Flat from 2008. You stripped the
apartments on the inside and kept only the bare necessities. Can you explain why
you used this approach?
The overall budget for the renovation of Sayama Flat, a 30-year-old company apartment
building, was a mere ¥1,000,000 (€8,000) per housing unit, which made it impossible for
us to do what we normally would have done. At first we were stunned by the ultra-low
budget proposed by the client, but eventually we accepted the project with one major
condition: we would design and implement the renovation, but we would not produce
presentation drawings or obtain the client’s approval beforehand. We designed the plan
and did the construction work on site, literally peeling away layers of finishing materials
until the inner framework was exposed. We left some badly designed elements intact,
such as the kitchen counter and the sliding partitions, which surprisingly seemed to suit
the new setting. This project proved to be a turning point in my career. We experienced
the joy and freedom of constructing something based on our own values and judgments,
and we found new possibilities in ordinary things. It made me realize that honesty is the
key to encountering something wonderful.
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With regard to the renovation of the House in Okusawa from 2009, you talked
about ‘changing expression’ in your reference to building materials. What did you
mean?
That project involved the renovation of a classic European-style house with many fake
details, such as the profiled side boards of the roof and a light armature. Some parts of the
house were so unattractive that eliminating such details seemed unavoidable. Instead of
removing or hiding them, however, I left those parts as they were and attempted to
change the way one perceives and interprets them. We opted for a sort of frottage
technique by whitewashing the walls, which brought out the surface pattern of the redtiled façade, though in a much lighter and lacelike manner. By changing the expression of
the exterior in this way, we freed the house from the heaviness of its past.

Slowly stripping away layers of building material seems like a time-consuming and
therefore costly adventure . . .
It is hard to talk about costs, since a renovation offers an advantage in terms of time spent
on both design and execution. New construction provides infinite design choices and
makes it more difficult to control the time element. But renovation comes with certain
limitations, so it’s easier to design and build within a short period. Another advantage is
that we can communicate design intentions to the client precisely because the building is
already there.
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The House in Hatogaya is a more recent project for the renovation of a two-storey
wooden house that was built during a period of high economic growth, allowing you to
provide each family member with a private room. You later stated that this concept is
incongruent with the ‘contemporary Japanese family’ and current lifestyles. Why is that?
What people regard as ideal floor plans during a period of high economic growth and
what they want now is not so different, I think. One of the major issues in this renovation
project, though, was a decrease in the number of inhabitants from five to three. In other
words, we were given extra space per person and thus an extra opportunity to realize an
ideal spatial relationship. By punching a void that extended through the floor of the upper
storey, we not only furnished the living environment with natural light but also connected
all rooms that had been hitherto separated and hidden behind closed doors.

What else did you improve?
The original design was not based on one clear design intention but on an accumulation
of separate ideas developed over time, such as windows in various shapes and sizes,
randomly chosen floor and wall finishes, split-level floors, and rooms decorated to suit
the personal tastes of the different occupants. The result was a house with a strong feeling
of disparate design intentions. We first reduced the number of rooms, established an
appropriate material palette and created a sense of uniformity. As for the randomly
shaped windows, we detached them from the overall spatial composition by framing
them like paintings on the white walls of an art museum. To be specific, we adjusted the
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details so that window frames are hidden behind the white wall and exterior views appear
like paintings when seen from the inside.

The House in Tsutsujigaoka was 35 years old when you received the commission – which
in Japan means its lifespan was over – and it had no qualities that made it stand out from
an architectural point of view. Why did the client decide to renovate the house?
From the viewpoint of Japanese property values, the house was already written off.
However, the value of the building was in its floor area, which would have been
substantially reduced in the case of a new-build project, thanks to stricter setback
regulations for that site included in Japan’s Building Standard Law. The wish to keep the
existing amount of floor area contributed to the decision to maintain the original house.

Did you have to convince your clients of certain design decisions?
The House in Tsutsujigaoka had an old-fashioned, cosy atmosphere, which we tried to
preserve while improving its rather ragged and uninteresting exterior appearance and its
poor thermal insulation. We had to reinforce the structure as well. By modifying the
exterior and taking away the fences around the house as much as possible, we improved
both the site and its surroundings. Bold moves like these are usually not acceptable for
clients, because it means sacrificing privacy to a certain degree, but our clients agreed to
the proposal.
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Apart from buildings, you have also reused furniture. Flat Tables, for instance, is a
series of used wooden tables that you gave a new lease of life by pouring coloured
epoxy onto their uneven surfaces. Do you regard your furniture designs as a form of
renovation as well?
Yes. Furniture offers opportunities to experiment and to express my ideas. I don’t have a
strong desire to manipulate forms in furniture design, so when I want to focus on texture,
used furniture is easier to handle and lets me communicate my intentions better than new
furniture. As you know, there are many complications involved in architecture and
interior design, but furniture is a rather simple way to explore design ideas. Also, we
initiate our furniture projects; they are not commissioned by clients, which makes a big
difference.

Japan has seen a recent upsurge in renovation projects and far less of the previously
popular raze-and-build method. What’s your explanation for this?
I think it’s because Japanese architects today like the notion of sharing ideas and finding
new things together instead of achieving something flawless on their own and showing it
off. Also, I think the pursuit of instant perfection is not as interesting as the process of
gradual renewal, and that’s what renovation is about.
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19. Shingo Masuda+Katsuhisa Otsubo
Tokyo / Japan
Published August 2016

What was the impetus for opening an office together?
Shingo Masuda: After graduation, we both worked part time at a windmill company,
making models for public presentations. We weren’t thinking of establishing an office
together, but the director of the company provided us with a commission for the design of
a small viewing tower on a wind farm. The project, Little Hilltop with Wind View,
received a couple of awards, and we’ve been going ever since. I don’t know whether I
can call it an ambition – we’re just trying to develop our own way of thinking about
architecture.

You belong to the youngest generation of architects in Japan. Are the conditions
that affect you and your colleagues different from those of previous generations?
Masuda: Our generation of architects was born in the 1980s, a time of high economic
prosperity in Japan. New types of leisure, luxury products, all kinds of building styles –
everything was available. You could say we are a generation familiar with a life of
abundance. Architects usually look for new things, but we believe there’s enough stuff
already. Among this oversupply of things and information, our generational theme is
about finding value rather than variation.

Did the recent upsurge in renovation projects in Japan influence your practice?
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Katsuhisa Otsubo: We have projects other than renovations, but it does seem that
renovations are commissioned more frequently nowadays. I think renovation is connected
to the idea that we have enough possessions. Many people see renovation as an
alternative option. Japanese people commonly consult a housing company or a contractor
when they want a new house. Only when they aren’t satisfied with those possibilities do
they think about involving an architect in the design of a new house or a renovation that
allows them to customize an existing space until it feels like it’s their own.

What does renovation mean in your vocabulary?
Masuda: Renovation is not simply about redecorating an interior to make it suit recent
family changes. Today’s clients are well informed about interior styles. They can read
and even draw floor plans. Using books, Google and Instagram, they find interesting
reference images and gain basic knowledge about architecture. Our role in this process is
to create a sense of place. In Japan, we call it bashosei: combining an artificial object,
such as a building, and its natural environment to make something entirely new. Creating
context rather than just reading context is what we focus on, in both renovation and newbuild projects.

Do you know where the idea of a sense of place comes from?
Otsubo: It goes all the way back to the animism of ancient Japanese history. Before
Chinese and other foreigners arrived in Japan, there were no man-made shrines here. We
believed in many gods, but they existed inside natural things like rocks, trees and
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mountains. Think of a rock with a diameter of many metres lying deep in the forest where
trees don’t grow. Even so, rays of sunshine can transform this hidden environment – the
home of species not found in the rest of the forest – into something completely different,
making the place extraordinary. People used to find such places and use them for special
occasions, such as celebrations, prayers and gatherings. They marked the spot with a tiny
shrine too small for human access. In architecture, we look for a similar kind of natural
richness that can transform a site. We want to design the rock rather than the shrine; it’s a
more fundamental way of achieving a sense of place.

Can you select one of your projects as an example?
Masuda: A good example is Boundary Window, the renovation of a 30-year-old, twostorey concrete building. Instead of replacing individual window frames, we designed
one 14-x-9-m steel-framed curtain wall, which represents the idea of a rock situated
between the house and the garden. The glazed wall affects the existing space rather than
defining a completely new one. The site is typical for Japan’s dense urban areas, where
houses are pushed to the north side of a plot to make space for a garden on the south side.
What happens, though, when almost all houses are positioned in this way, is that gardens
lying in shadows cast by neighbouring buildings tend to be dark. Our client’s garden was
also on the south side, but he wanted a garden full of greenery and an interior living area
that would extend into this outdoor area. Rather than redecorating the interior, we filled
his dark garden with greenery and changed the connection between the building and its
surroundings. The intervening boundary – the glazed façade – became the basis of our
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intervention, and reflections on the glass panes brighten the garden. This explains how, in
designing Boundary Window, we integrated the house into its surroundings.

How do you handle sense of place in other projects?
Masuda: We designed Initiative Roof, for instance, for a recently married couple who
bought an old house with a separate annexe, set in a garden. The plot was very cheap
because of its flagpole shape and because houses older than 35 years, like this one, have
no real-estate value in Japan. The clients liked it anyway, though, for its spacious garden,
a rarity in Tokyo. We thought the relation between garden and house was not very well
designed. The site is relatively spacious, but the two structures – main house and annexe
– produced a fragmented impression. We designed a 5.3-m-high outdoor corridor to
connect the divided areas, thus making the site whole again, similar to when it was still
empty. The height of the corridor’s roof does not interfere with daylight entering the
house, and the stairs have a structural function. We redesigned the interior and insulated
the old buildings, of course, but we broadened our activities to what we felt was more
important: redefining the site and upgrading the outdoor environment.

So making a sense of place is about concentrating on things that have been
overlooked?
Masuda: Usually, architects strive to design a kind of visual unity, a ‘complete’ look, by
following a particular style, but that isn’t our aim. We are more focused on the fringes of
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an assignment. Instead of neglecting or overlooking disagreeable elements, we’d rather
include them in our design, where they can add character to the project.

How did you interpret the clients’ requests in the renovation of the house in
Yamagata Prefecture?
Otsubo: The main requests for Living Pool were to improve the relationship between
inside and outside, with its beautiful mountain scenery, and to brighten the interior with
more natural light. The clients proposed a skylight that would frame a view of the
mountains, plus either more or larger windows. We pointed out that one-way solutions
like theirs often cause other problems, such as a lack of privacy, heat loss and
overheating. Our counterproposal was a thoughtful renovation of their ordinary old house,
coupled with a new strategy for its foundations, a dual plan that covered what was in their
brief.

So what did you do?
Masuda: The foundation gained more prominence and visibility after we lowered the
floor 85 cm into the ground. Thanks to poured concrete, good insulation and underfloor
heating, the foundation now functions as a thermal structure that supports living and
dining room, kitchen and atelier. Inside, the lowered eye level causes occupants to look
up naturally, where existing openings provide a view over the mountains instead of the
horizontal view they first suggested. When it snows, you feel like you’re inside a deep
white drift. At the same time, floor-to-ceiling windows allow daylight to penetrate the
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house, illuminating the interior. The floor at ground level, which rests on wooden stilts,
contains a bedroom and bathroom. Continuous concrete skirting boards at the lower level
elegantly connect both floors. In order to connect a building with its surroundings in a
conventional manner, architects often make a rather transparent link intended to weaken
the physical separation, but we make such boundaries more explicit. That’s what we
mean by creating a sense of place
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Appendix: Illustrations
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Figure 1 House with “Inner Corridor-Type” (中廊下 nakaryōka) floorplan.
First prize in a design competition organized by magazine 住宅 (“Housing”) designed by Kenmochi
Hatsujiro, 1917.
One example of a ‘compromise’ between Western-style and traditional Japanese-style living ( 和様折衷住
宅 wayō setchū jūtaku).

Figure 2 House with a “centrally located Western-style living room” (居間中心 imachūshin).
Design by the Everyday Life Reform League and displayed at the Cultural Village of the 1922 Tokyo
Peace Commemorative Exposition.
The living room in the imachūshin house contained Western-style chairs and table, which makes it another
example of a blending between Japanese and Western style living (和様折衷住宅 wayō setchū jūtaku),
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Figure 3 Den’enchofu (田園調布, 1918)	
  	
  
A “garden city” (田園都市 den’en toshi) in Tokyo that formed the birthplace of “culture houses” (文化住
宅 bunka jūtaku).

Figure 4 Shiensō in Warabi (1929) by Sutemi Horiguchi.
Early attempt to introduce Western influences in Japan.
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Figure 5 House in Reinanzaka (1924), Tokyo by Antonin Raymond.
Introducing a sculptural, poetic use of concrete to Japan.

Figure 6 Cultured Apartment House (1925) in Tokyo (文化アパートメント) by William Merrell Vorie
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Figure 7 Dōjunkai Apartment (同潤会青山アパート, 1927) in Aoyama, Tokyo.
One of Japan’s first Western-style public apartments buildings, which introduced a progressive modern
lifestyle before the Second World war.

Figure 8 The idea of separating eating spaces from sleeping (食寝分離 shokushin bunri) by Uzo Nishiyama
Study of the flow of movement between sleeping, living and eating
Source: Nishiyama, Uzo. 住居空間の用途構成に於ける食寝分離論) “Jūkyō kūkan no yōto kōsei ni
okeru shokushin bunriron.” Kenchiku gakkairon bunshu (1942): 150
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Figure 9 Ryuichi Hamaguchi’s book Architecture of Humanism: Reconsideration and Prospects of
Japanese Modern Architecture (1947)「ヒューマニズムの建築 : 日本近代建築の反省と展望 , 1947」

Figure 10 Uzo Nishiyama’s book Living from Now On; Talk about Dwelling Styles (1949)「これからの
すまい : 住様式の話」

Figure 11 Miho Hamaguchi’s book “Feudalism in the Japanese House” (1949)「日本住宅の封建性
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Figure 12 Premos Prefab Housing System (1945-1952) by Kunio Maekawa.
A collaborative design between academia, industry and independent architect in the immediate postwar era.

Figure 13 House 38 Case Study House No. 1 (1958) by Kiyoshi Ikebe
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Figure 14 Minimum House (1952) by Makoto Masuzawa
Introducing a double-height living experience within a minimum 9-tsubo house.

Figure 15 Seike House (My Home) (1952) in Tokyo by Kiyoshi Seike
Study on how to live “without doors”
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Figure 16 “51C” Prototype floorplan (1951) developed by Tokyo University professor Yasumi Yoshitake
Used as a model for public housing (公団住宅 kōdan jūtaku) developed by the Japan Housing Corporation
(JHC) from 1955 onwards.
Source: Shigebumi Suzuki. 「「51C」家族を容れるハコの戦後と現在 」”’51C’ kazoku o ireru hako
no sengo to genzai.” Tokyo: Heibonsha, 2004.
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Figure 17 Senri New Town (1960-1969) in Osaka.
Japan’s first new town with danchi apartment complexes.

Figure 18 Midget House (ミゼットハウス, 1959) by Daiwa House Company.
A small mobile classroom assembled in less than three hours that marked the start of the prefab housing
industry in Japan in the 1960s.

Figure 19 Early model of A Type (1960)
First prefab house introduced by Sekisui Company.
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Figure 20 Sky House (1958) in Tokyo by Kiyonori Kikutake
A house where the individual couple is put at the center of the house
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Figure 21 Nakagin Capsule Tower (1972) in Tokyo by Kisho Kurokawa
The crystallization of Kurokawa’s capsule dwelling concept

i
Figure 22 Tower-Shape Community (1958) by Kiyonori Kukutake.
A visionary proposal for high-rise metropolitan housing
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Figure 23 House in White (1966) in Tokyo by Kazuo Shinohara.
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Figure 24 Shinjuku White House (1952) in Tokyo by Arata Isozaki
Isozaki’s debut project; a house for a Dada-artist

Figure 25 Nakayama House (1964) in Oita City by Arata Isozaki.
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Figure 26 Kaijima House in Tokyo (1977) by Arata Isozaki
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Figure 27 Hara House (1974) in Tokyo by Hiroshi Hara
A house that metaphorically embeds a city
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Figure 28 Machiya in Minase (1970) in Tokyo by Kazunari Sakamoto
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Figure 29 Aluminium House (1972) in Fujisawa by Toyo Ito

Figure 30 White U (1976) in Tokyo by Toyo Ito
Apex of Toyo Ito’s “hermetic shells”
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Figure 31 Azuma House (1970) in Osaka by Tadao Ando
A guerilla “hideout”
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Figure 32 Gen-an in Shinshiro-shi (1975) by Osamu Ishiyama.
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Figure 33 "Gourd-shaped" floorplans (瓢箪 hyōtan,1970) as an alternative to the rigid nLDK floorplan:
Riken Yamamoto’s ‘Household Representation’.
source: Toshi Jūtaku, April 1970.

Figure 34 House in Kuwahara (1980) in Kuwahara by Itsuko Hasegawa.
Punched metal sheets suggest lightness and transparency.
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Figure 35 Pao for a Tokyo Nomad Girl (1983) by Toyo Ito.
A lightweight solution for a dwelling that responds to the 1980s-consumer society

Figure 36 Silver Hut (1984) in Tokyo by Toyo Ito.
Architect’s own house that reflects a shift in career from the making of hermetic shells into houses that
open to the environment
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Figure 37 Saishunkan Seiyaku Women's Dormitory (1990-1991) in Kumamoto by Kazuyo Sejima
Redefinition of the program of “a house for a large family”
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Figure 38 Gifu Kitagata Apartment Building (1994-2000) in Gifu by Kazuyo Sejima
Apartment units based on a standard module that can accommodate multiple configurations of “family”
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Figure 39 Platform I (1987-1988) in Katsuura by Kazuyo Sejima.
A weekendhouse that stressed the movement of people
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Figure 40 Case study 1: Ani Hausu「アニハウス」 (1997) in Chigasaki by Atelier Bow Wow
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Figure 41 Interior Ani Hausu 「アニハウス」 (1997) in Chigasaki by Atelier Bow Wow
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Figure 42 Casestudy 2: Bairin no Ie「梅林の家」 (2003) in Tokyo by Kazuyo Sejima
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Figure 43 Interior Bairin no Ie「梅林の家」 (2003) in Tokyo by Kazuyo Sejima
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Chapter 4

Figure 44 "My Creative Miss" Survey
Studying the domestic needs of a high-educated working woman.
Source: Kenchiku Bunka October 1992
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Figure 45 "Gate Pattern"

Figure 46 "One Room Pattern"

Figure 47 "Battery Pattern"

Design Proposal (1992) based on "Gate Pattern” by Toyo Ito

Design Proposal (1992) based on "One Room
Pattern” by Kazumichi Iimura

Design Proposal (1992) based on "Battery Pattern” by
Kazuyo Sejima
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Figure 48 Hotakubo Housing (1991) in Kumamoto by Riken Yamamoto
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Figure 49 House in Okayama (1992) in Okayama by Riken Yamamoto

Figure 50 Le Corbusier's Dom-Ino prototype (L) versus Sou Fujimoto's transparent "cave" (R)
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Figure 51 T-House (2005) in Maebashi by Sou Fujimoto
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Figure 52 House N (2008) in Oita by Sou Fujimoto
Box-in-box-in-box typology
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Figure 53 House NA (2011) in Tokyo by Sou Fujimoto
Domestic Scheme based on a natural order of a tree connecting family members and places like a threedimensional network
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Figure 54 House K (2005-) by Kumiko Inui
Proposal for a house based on wall structures with large openings in which the users decides where one
room starts and the next room ends

Figure 55 House T` (2006-) by Kumiko Inui.
Proposal for a house in which physical distance and the psychological distance ‘are slightly out of
alignment’.
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Figure 56 House in Sakuradai (2006) by Go Hasegawa
An oversized multifunctional table at the center of family life
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Figure 57 House in Gotanda (2006) in Tokyo by Go Hasegawa
An urban house that incorporates a 10-meter high alley
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Figure 58 Ten-meter-high alley within House in Gotanda (2006) in Tokyo by Go Hasegawa
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Figure 59 House before House (2008) in Utsunomiya by Sou Fujimoto
House in which the domestic functions are distributed over different small boxes.
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Figure 60 Tokyo Apartment (2009) in Tokyo by Sou Fujimoto.
A house made like a small city
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Figure 61 T-Project (2006-) in Tokyo by Junya Ishigami

Figure 62 House in Tsukushima (2005-) in Tokyo by Junya Ishigam
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Figure 63 Small House H (2009) in Gunma by Kumiko Inui
Diagonal partition walls inserted in a square plan create four triangular rooms and four completely different
views
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Figure 64 House in a Forest (2006) by Go Hasegawa
Diagonal views from the interior to the sky through a “gap” between the inner house and a larger envelop.
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Figure 65 Apartment in Nerima (2010) in Tokyo by Go Hasegawa
Apartment building in which Hasegawa explored the possibility to design ‘slightly outside’ the
conventional domestic space. Distinctive semi-outdoor rooms are the main living space of each apartment.
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Figure 66 LT Josai (2013) in Nagoya by Naruse-Inokuma Architects
A newly built ‘shared house’
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Figure 67 Home-for-All (みんなの家 Minna no ie)
Public living rooms designed by architects in response to the March 11, 2011-disaster.

Figure 68 Casa Brutus No. 163 (Sep 2013): “Geniuses of Renovation, Masters of DIY” (リノベの天才、
DIY の達人)
Illustrating a shift in interest from newly built houses to renovation and DIY.
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Figure 69 Sayama Flat (2008) in Tokyo by Jo Nagasaka: an ultra-low budget renovation in which the
architect stripped the building by himself
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Figure 70 The Ceiling of Atsumi by Architecture 403 [dajiba] r
Renovation translated as a ‘flux of materials’ in which materials are literally moved from one place (in this
case the ceiling) to another (the floor).

Figure 71 Local Community Area Model (2012) by Riken Yamamoto
Theoretical model for a community
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Figure 72 Japan Architect (Autumn 2016) Special issue ‘Beginning of the Town’.
Showing a new engagement among architects to revive small Japanese towns
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